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Preface

This book IS intended for upper class college stu-

dents in programs m vocational guidance, counseling, and clinical psy-

chology It presupposes on the part of the student some knowledge
of basic psychological principles and of psychological test procedures

The book structures the broad field of the relations between occupa-

tion and other aspects of life m a search for a general pattern and for

basic principles The data cited have come from a number of different

sorts of research, but chiefly from the fields of vocational guidance,

personnel selection, and industrial psychology, with some contribu-

tions from clinical psychology

The problems discussed here have tradibonally been nearer to coun-

seling and to vocational guidance than they have been to clinical psy-

chology, but these specialties are coming closer and closer together in

their principles and in many of their practices It is clear, however,

that this book is closer to counseling than it i'' to clinical psychology,

and it might therefore more properly have been written by a counselor

than by me However, no counselor has so far undertaken to write

such a book I have because I needed such a book myself, because

the pursuit of my own research mlerests required that I make such a

survey as this before proceeding further with the specific problems

that concern me
I am here, then, examining some problems which lie behveen fields

and which are important for several of them Because of my back-

ground there are special features of emphasis and point of view which

are distinctlj those of a clinician The greater part of my professional

life has been spent in research with normal adults, and of late I have

concentrated upon the relations between vocation and personality in

highly specialized groups I have become more and more convinced
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that the role of the occupation in the life of the individual has much

broader psychological importance than has been generally appre-

ciated I believe that psychological theory could profit greatly from

study of the kinds of satisfactions that can be found in work This

IS as true for developmental psychology as it is for motnational theory

The greater part of an adults life is devoted to his occupation, and yet

normative psychological theory, no less than therapy, has ignored the

implications of occupational choice and satisfaction If one wishes

to understand the total psychology of any person, it is at least as im-

portant to understand his occupational behavior as it is to understand

his sexual behavior (They are not unrelated ) It is worth consider-

ing that we can get a broader sample of occupational behavior if only

because there is more of it The fact is, of course, that one can start

with any facet of human behavior and work through it to the “total

personality
”

Because my intent was, if possible, to gel beyond description of the

relevant data into some interpretation of their significance for normal

life, I needed a formula for organizing the data and a theoretical struc-

ture into which to fit them I hardly need to mention the lack of a

consensus in personality theory To examine the validity of person-

ality theories as such is beyond the scope of this book What was
needed was a theory that had some relevance to or value for the prob-

lems on which we are engaged For this purpose I have chosen to

make use of MasIo%v’s theory It is admittedly one of the less well

known theories, but apart from my own personal preferences it has
definite advantages for the task in hand “ I have not attempted to

present other theories or to explain in detail why I selected this one
for my purposes, and not another An adequate discussion of these
pomts would not only be very long, it is basically irrelevant to the pur-
pose of the book This use of theory has not affected the selection of
the data—I have generally just included all I could find that were
competent and relevant—nor materially altered the manner of presen-
tation The reader can interpret the data m accordance with any
theory that appeals to him Presentation of the data is, however, af-
fected by the occupational classification devised although, again, se-
lection IS not

Within limits, occupational choice can be taken as a self-categonza-
tion, as an indication of at least some aspects of the self-image Oc-
cupations may be sounder as taxonomic labels than any that we are

• Use of a theopr in this way should not be taken to suggest unqualified ac-
ceptance of It and rejection of afl other theories In fact, other theories are
clearly rnore useful for other purposes
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currently working with m psychopathology The dynamics of this

self-classification are what we are exploring here A technical taxo-

nomic problem immediately presents itself One cannot just discuss

occupations individually Some sort of ordering is required How
broad or narrow shall the classes be^ On what criterion shall they be
based^ There are a number of classifications of occupations, many of

them relatively satisfactory, but none of them suited to the immediate
purpose Hence I devised a two way classification which makes pos-

sible an overview both general and precise

This construction of a new classification suggests a certain temerity

on my part, in actual fact it was a sheer logical necessity This clas-

sification was presented at the 1954 meeting of the Eastern Psycho-

logical Association and was subsequently published in the hope that it

would be critically reviewed by others who know much more about

specific occupations than I do During the winter of 1954-1955, a

group working on the Career Pattern Study under Dr Donald Super,

and with the help of Dr Albert Thompson, did make a thorough, criti-

cal study of the classification They found certain difficulties in its

application and have made a carefully considered revision They
retained the basic idea of the two-way classification, for Level and

Focus, but made some major and some minor modifications m the de-

tails With most of these I am fully in accord, and I consider their

revision a great improvement It is this revision of my original clas-

sification which appears here I consider it most fortunate that their

careful and painstaking work was completed before this book went

to press, and that they were generous enough to share their results

with me immediately I have had most helpful and stimulating dis-

cussions with this group and want here to record my debt to its mem-
bers Helen Moser, Wilham Dubin, and Irving Shelsky

A two-way classification permits an overview of the entire field

which is extremely illuminating when one examines what is known

about personahty and intellectual and social factors in persons with

different occupations It also makes possible an organization of fu-

ture research to fill in the more obvious gaps m our knowledge which

have thus become painfully apparent

Although a few more recent papers have been noted, no attempt

has been made to cover the literature since the fall of 1954 Refer-

ence data appear at the end of each chapter

Avne Roe
Neuj York. N Y
May. loss
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CHAPTER 1

The Role

of Occupations

in Society

OccuPATiov IS defined by the American College

Dictionary as ’One’s habitual employment, business, trade or calling

and by Shartle as "A group of similar jobs found in several establish

ments ” These are typical definitions, but indicate an institutional

orientation quite different from that taken here In this book we shall

use the word somewhat more broadly, to mean whatever an adult

spends most of his time doing That may be what he does to earn a

living or It may not It may be a hobby, or it may refer to duties of

one sort or another, paid or unpaid Being a housewife, in this sense

IS an occupation, so is being a mother Being a father is not an occu

pation in this sense because it almost never happens that it occupies

the major part of a man's time, or that it is the central focus of his

activities Stamp collecting can be an occupation and so can follow

mg the races The occupation, then is the major focus of a person’s

activities, and usually of his thoughts

In Chapter 3 we shall discuss what the occupation can mean to the

individual who follows it In the first chapter we want to get some

general perspective on the social functions of occupations to see what

kinds of occupational divisions are characteristic of all or most sow

eties, and how societies differ in this respect It will then be easier

to see how the individual s occupational role fits into the pattern of his

own culture

DIVISION OF LABOR IN SOCIETIES

pTtmaTy divisions

Man IS a social animal He may live as part of a family group, only

loosely integrated into a larger group, or he may live as one of a nahon

of millions of people or at any stage in between But with only rare,

and usually pathological exceptions, he does not hve alone

3



4 The Fstjcholo^y of Occupations

There is no place on earth, even m the South Seas, where life can

be maintained without some work Food must at least be gathered

and prepared Some shelter is needed In every society known to

us, even the simplest and most pnmitive, there is some division of

labor Every society distinguishes at the very least between mens

and women’s work, and most also recognize some subdivision (usually

within the sex groups) on the basis of age These are the primary,

minimal divisions, but in most societies division of labor is earned far

beyond this However far division of labor is earned, these primary

divisions remain In our own society, for example, there are no

women who work as locomotive engineers, and very few men are

trained nurses There are few occupations which are completely

limited to one sex, yet most of them have unequal proportions of men

and women We also have age restrictions In part these are due

to training and experience requirements, but there is also some tend-

ency to believe that the older person is more likely to be reliable, at

least until the age of 65 or 70

This division of labor by age sex categories affects the great majonty

of activities and occupations It means not only that members of one

or a small number of age sex groups may or must perform certain

activities, but also that others usually may not Although this specifi

cation of activities appropriate to each sex is much clearer in non-
literate societies than m our own even there the hues are not always
ngidly adhered to For example, if a man or woman is ill, the spouse
can and will take over the essential activities of the other

In certain highly specialized activities, membership m a particular

age sex category may be prerequisite to full functioning m the activity

For example, although young men may function as medicine men,
only middle aged or older men are usually regarded as fully reliable

A similar attitude is common in our own society with regard to the
members of most professions

Although age sex divisions are charactenstic of all societies, the
particular activities ascribed to men and women are by no means
always the same It is generally true that the more energetic and
exciting occupations are assigned to the men, and the more routine
and monotonous ones to the women, but this is not necessarily so
Whatever the division in any one society, however, usually the work
done by one sex complements that of the other In modem tech-
nological societies, this is still true in a limited sense The household
functions of women remain whatever else they do

In all societies sex differentiation begins very early m life, and is

canied on consistently through all age stages
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Secondary divisions

In every society there are secondary divisions, based on factors

oZ than those of age and sex which are not ^
and

occupational categories, but which directly Innit

hinds of occupations open to any given individual This i tae even

“£t‘z .“i ..

oi™ .
. —r-w."

be handed down within the family
every female) will

every member of the family (or
others m the

necessarily follow that parbcular occup
. j^appen if the particular

society may. although this is poss*
^ We have

skill IS jealously guarded as part of the ^ ^ production

an example of this sort of
J*" fArmnla is a carefully guarded

of a condiment (Tabasco) for whic e
and it is more a matter

family secret The usual s^a.^^ is ..s

of tradition and opportunity ,
. one family to

society, where it is not uncommon for many m

follow the same or related professions
which have caste

An extension of this ^dinanly hereditary, but

subdivisions Membership in
j

.^^^thin each a number

the total number of castes is usually
. „i,ed to members

of occupations may be followed which arc proscnbeo

of Other castes
, npvprtheless usually m-

Societies without definite caste
persons living witlnn

elude minority groups of one a

the territorial boundaries of a soci ly
cn-oup members, whether

likely to have the social position ^ Other groups may

their residence is forced (as slaves)
cei,efs or practices different

be set apart because they 1*™ common for minority group

from those of the majority I
> ^ choice of occupation

position to be accompanied by lim
]
^discrimination has been

of the members of the group Tlmt
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widely practiced m the United States is evidenced by the federal and

state laws forbidding it
, i ,1,

These limitations may be openly or implicitly imposed by the major

ity group as when members of particular ethnic or religious groups

are denied entrance to some occupations or required to follow others

The limitation may be a total one, applying to all members of the

minority group, or it may be a proportional one, with entrance into

the occupation extremely difficult but permitted to a few of the

minority group

Limitations upon occupational choice may also come from within

the minority group itself This can happen when the group perceives

certain occupations as safer, m the sense of being likely to arouse

little hostility in members of the majority group Or, conversely, the

minority group may encourage its members to try to follow status

giving occupations in an attempt to alter the position of the group

as a whole In another way, minority group status may come about

as a result of the occupation The role of the traveling merchant m
the Middle Ages is a good example

Occupational divisions

The primary and secondary divisions of society already discussed

may prescribe only one possible occupation for certain individuals in

the group Usually however they function rather to limit the num
ber and kinds of things each individual may do, but permit some
selection within these limitations

As societies become more complex, the forms of specialization and
the numbers of specialists increase until they reach a peak in such
civilizations as our own Almost all societies set aside certain persons

as intermediaries between man and the supernatural and as leaders
whose function it is to organize and direct particular aspects of com-
munal living In the most primitive societies, leadership in either

supernatural or other activities is not a full time occupation in the
sense that the leaders needs for shelter and food are fully provided
for by others m the group and that his entire time is devoted to his

specific duties Nor are other specialties full time occupations It is

only in the most complex societies that the specialist does not also
directly provide at least some of his own food and shelter
The wide \ariations in the numbers and importance of specialty

occupations will be exemplified in the next chapter, in which several
different societies arc discussed In the most primitive societies, the
onl) essential occupations are those concerned with the gathering of
food, with minimal provisions for shelter, and with minimal leadership
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Craft specalizahon cannot develop m any soaety unless We can be

mamtaLd without exhausting all the
nfnation s”e

energy must remain for other activities In addihon, population size

IS ckirly a factor In cultures with very simple technologies there is

noSaftspeciahzation. although

differences in the skill with which these ‘“''"ologies are apphed The

played an important role, as th y cnnetv such orgamza-

LLw among the Nigerian Nupe In
The

tions are common Every profession as i P
„hich cut across

skilled crafts are no longer organize m
unions

industry lines, except through craft u i

i j- although it derives

IS very different from that of the medieval guilds althougn

from it

''T:rosrnonliterate societies a ^hik.ng^-pect of

pattern is the number "
nnd^any kind of task may be

are engaged m by groups of all
, ,he sraiple sharing

involved Cooperative activity e**™
defense activi-

o£ hunting fishing and grazing g’'™ '

tube, men, women,

ties It goes beyond the joint activity of a xvhole m
j ^^^uds

and children, m poisoning a stream and “ uf „en and

to voluntary (usually),
T^rmay be the clearing of a field

women for a specific, limited ^ building of a house

for one of them, the cultivation of a g=«5“-™ w* food (and

In the usual arrangement, the workers P j^.u

drink) by the one for whom the work is
pressures arc

in cooperative labor for others " nntribution from each person

suIBciem to ginmntee a reasonably ^-“"“be needs it himself

The man who shirks will not find help
,,.0 early settlers

Similar forms of cooperation were
a social as veil

throughout our own country, an
„ qj. g husking bee the

as an economic function At » ^arnr^^
“There is a talc of

propnelor was expected to provide
„bbors struck at liis bOT-

a stingy New England deacon 8 fprilicoming
The

rauinfwhcn the Sxpecled refreshments were
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deacon finally produced a cask of rum, whereupon the work went

merrily on

Occupations and social status

Individual differences in essential skills, or m the wholeheartedness

with which essential activities were pursued, must have been apparent

and noted in the earliest societies Some food gatherers, some hunt-

ers, some fishers would be more successful than others The less suc-

cessful or the younger members of the group would tend to try to

imitate or to learn from these more successful ones Prestige and

status would accrue to the sucessful ones The common custom of

according special prestige and status to older members of the group

just because of their age may well be a natural development of this

As activities became more specialized, certain ones acquired more im-

portance and conferred more prestige and status than others In

general, leadership activities, whether of natural or supernatural con

cerns of the group, tended to put the leaders into positions of special

prestige Where leadership became m any way hereditary, families

would at first share and then confer this prestige Apart from this, it

seems to have been the general rule in primitive societies, as in our

own, that, the more difficult and the more abstruse the activity, and
the more personal autonomy mvolved the more prestige and status

were associated with it All societies have the problem of who is to

do the work that is dull, routine, and dirty However the assignments
are made, this type of work is always of low status

In addition, there have been few societies where prestige did not
accompany wealth In this aspect, societies differ chiefly not m their

attitudes towards wealth, but in how many and what other avenues
to high status are open The occupations of men in Tonga, for ex-
ample, were listed by an early traveler, according to rank, as follows

Canoe builders

Cutters of whale teeth

Funeral directors

Stonemasons

Net makers

Fishermen

Large house builders

Tattooers

Club carvers

Barbers

Cooks

Peasants
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Occupations o£ tattooers club carvers and barbers might or might

not be hereditary, but all the others were hereditary (
Herskovits

)

The relationship between occupation and social status in our own

culture IS becoming clarified as a result of more recent studies Occu

pation of father is widely accepted as the mort usable
“te eL social and economic status of all the members o ^

IS some indicabon that the younger the child the less important the

father’s position is for the child s status Centers believes that

A persons status and role with ^pect to

imposes upon him certain attitudes values and mteresterelating^^^

and status in the political and
j . exchanee of goods

the individual m
^Tconscmusness of membership m some

and services gives nse in him to a co
, ^ interests A mans

social class which shares those attitudes v"!
walang life and it is

way of getting his livelihood
^^onoinio sphere ®that class con

out of the forces acting upon him m th^
stnictures itself primarily

sciousness has been seen to emerge
. ^ „nd role and the forces of

around the economic self interes ““^7
economic circumstance is i wholly reiso

In a small midwestern town homogeneous
^ ”ut we're

nationality. Bell found that social 'T occupational

neverthelLs apparent These were b^^'J^J'fJhrfactor He
levels with performance in the commu y

reports the following hierarchy

Bankers and their associates

Businessmen o\vners and managers a typ

Long term employees

Recently the doctor and dentist

Lando^4e^s, active or retired (almost

Farm renters

Odd job workers

. 1 I r'liildren were on their oum

These rankings applied to adults on y saMng Mamed
all would be helped if they were hard between

women took their husbands positions
regarded Bo}S who

graduation and marriage were
and bo)S working

worked elsewhere outranked boys wor b
considered outsiders

for their parents Teachers and „mcrs
and subjected to the criticism direc e

nrcstige arc discussed m
More detailed studies of occupations and prestige

Chapter 23
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DIVISION OF LABOR BETWEEN SOCIETIES

In addition to the division of labor among different

members of one society, there may be a division of activities between

societies In this kind of specialization, an entire group produces

some commodity not made by its neighbors This is frequently the

result of the distribution of different natural resources, some being

available to one group and some to another A pertinent modem
example is the production of uranium However, such specialization

may be brought about m other ways One group may develop a

technique first and remain more skilled m it, those possessing the

skills in one group may die without replacements, one group may
produce a commodity more cheaply than another In northern South

America, for example, one tribe builds canoes, another weaves ham-
mocks, a third supplies both its neighbors with cotton, and still an-

other tribe manufactures curare (a poison which is put on the tips of

arrows and darts for more effective hunting)
Trading which may have started as individual trading among

peripheral members of different societies, has, even m relatively primi-
tive groups, been quite widely developed In the African tribes, for

example, there are professional middlemen Barter has usually been
the mode of exchange, but there are many instances of deferred credit
as an established form Such vaiiations, fascinating as they are, are
bejond the scope of this book

We may wonder how it happens that the species man has developed
such elaborate styles of living, when the most primitive men had of
necessity at least the skills necessary for the preservation of individual
i e am o t le group Culture is a uniquely human invention and
must Inve ansen out of uniquely human characteristics We may get
some hint of what these characteristics are when we discuss the role of
the occupation m the life of the individual
Hershouts remarks that nonliterate peoples are like us in that they

do as much work as they have to in order to meet the basic demands of
making a lumg, but that they nlso do as much more as they must m
order to .achiese an) other ends that seem desirable to them It mustbe these other ends which hold the cue to the development of the
structures of civilization

^

Nonl'terate people d.llcr from us. hnwever, m being nble to take
their case at the.r o«n pleasure Hus privilege is one that is held by
very few in a machine age economy It is practically limited to the
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few mdependent workers, and they are naostly m the creative groups

These ar^, in fact, more likely to w..k a ^0 or 80 hon^veek h^

are more regimented workers now. hut to he ahle to pick the hours

days or weeks they work is a major satisfaction

Ludy of how men and women occupy their time y

some cLice in the matter can tell m ™ooh .nme ^ab^out men and

women themselves than has been rea ize

occupation plays in

more clear as we appreeiate how great a role th p P y

die satisfactions and dissatisfactions of an -ndw dua life, how

a culture can develop when occupationa rfs

, (j g ggch

society can encourage the widest variety of oc^pation , b

member of the group find his own preferred niche
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CHAPTER

Occupations

in Three Societies

2

In Tins CHAPTER we shall examine very briefly

three different modern societies These have been selected to illus-

trate different levels of occupational stratification, from the simplest

to the most complex Although there have been many studies of

societies, they have not been made with a primary view to investiga-

tion o£ the role of occupations in the society, and any occupational

census is rare The gap between the second and third groups dis-

cussed in this chapter is very great, but pertinent data for societies of

intermediate level are not available

The first group are the Arunta of Australia Their culture is among

the most primitive still extant, but even they have been enormously

affected by changes in this century There is, however, a long and

authentic study of them which was begun m 1896, and it is from this

that the data given here are taken (Spencer and Gillen) At that

time, their way of life had as yet been changed very little as a result of

the while settlement of Austraha

The second group are the Aymara of Peru These people have
been extensively studied by Tschopik They show some occupational

specialization, and an occupational census for the group is available

The third group is an American community to which the pseudonym
of Middletown was given by the Lynds, who studied them m 1924 and
again m 1939 Since then things have changed greatly in Middle
town, but the earlier study particularly gives us background for our
attempt to understand the occupational situation in American com-
munities today

TllE ABXJNTA OF AUSTRALIA

The Arunta are Austrahan aborigines In 1896
there uerc oiil} about 2 000 of them in all, and they were divided into

12
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a large numter of smaU local groups. Ea<* group
f

area,\nd rvas usually called by the name of an
;

“
the time of the original study ^‘he^ty ^b”
living at Alice Springs. They were Imoy™ as

people, and numbered exactly 40 individuals. Ahce

LLl Australia, in the middle of a vast, stony desert. The clnnate

is hot and dry. and water and vegetaUon are sparse

The each local group

“oroTe'^ofrUl
more brothers with their wives and c ^

^
fn hp found wandering

companied by dogs. These small parries are

^ ^ where

over the land which they mvn. and “"'£”"8
found,

there is water, and where animal and yeg
j (],gy

They make no attempt at cultivaHon bu "ntS concept oi

6nd in the bush. Everything edible 's ®at
, flies,

what is edible is very “ 1 , except for a few days

and pounded ant-hill clay.
^ no’domertic animals (ex-

in preparation for a ceremony, ^ey
jaifl that
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hviBS This serves as the family hearth, where the cooking is done

and around which they sit and talk In addition, on very cold nights

there will be a small fire between each two persons, with a supply ot

small wood handy to replenish it if anyone wakes The womens

chief ornaments are neck rings, usually of human hair, which are

made for them by their sons-in law The men wear waist belts of

human hair, usually provided by their mothers-in-law, forehead bands,

and neck rings similar to those of the women The men may also wear

a nose-bone ornament, and perhaps a tuft of feathers m the hair, which

IS greased and stiff with red ochre, they may wear a small pubic tassel

which IS more eye-catching than concealing

The women weave bags out of string made of fur or vegetable fibers

Bags of grass rushes or of split cane may be closely enough woven to

carry honey but not water, they have nothing in which water or food

can be heated The women always have a pitchi which is a wooden

trough, about 1 to 3 feet in length, usually hollowed out of the bean

tree This can serve to transport food material, water, or a baby, and

IS carried on the head or slung to one hip by a strand of hair or a fur

strmg Their digging sticks are just straight staffs of wood, bluntly

pointed at one or both ends, and short enough to be easily carried

The men have shields made of the wood of the bean tree Their

spears, 10 feet or less in length, are made of Tecoma wood, and the tip

IS of a piece of mulga spliced onto the body with tendon The spear-

thrower IS a hollowed out piece of mulga from 2 to 2^/2 feet long, with

one end tapered to a narrow handle and the other more suddenly to a

blunt point A short, sharp bit of hard wood is attached to this point

by a tendon, and this fits into a hole at the end of the spear At the

handle end is a lump of resin, and into it is usually fixed a piece of

sharp edged flint or quartzite This is the most important cutting
weapon that they have The men may also carry a small wallet, made
of part of the skin of some animal, or of short strips of bark tied around
with fur string Except for a Chunngo, they have no other posses-
sions

A C/iurtnga is a ceremonial object, and every adult has his own
They arc usually of wood, but men may have them made of stone, and
they may possess additional ones by inheritance, although women may
not The group as a whole also owns other ceremonial objects

Different local groups seem to have specialized in making various
of these weapons and implements, perhaps because some of the mate-
nals, such as the bean tree, arc of limited occurrence The degree
and extent of organized barter is amazing m groups of such limited
resources and technology It is not clcaTly stated in the report, but
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IS generally poor, the climate severe and capricious, and living condi-

tions extremely unhygienic Subsistence is based on farming, supple-

mented somewhat by livestock and by fishing Except for the period

after the harvest, food is always very scarce

All able bodied Aymara, men and women, rich and poor, work m
the fields, and the children help as soon as they are able to do so

There is sex division of the field labor The men clear the land, plow,

spread fertilizer, thresh and winnow, and the women plant and sow

Weeding, cultivabng, and harvesting are done by both sexes

Most villagers have some livestock, chickens, sheep, a llama or

burro, and a few have oxen or a cow These animals are killed for

food only on the most important occasions Herding is a job for

women and children, lambs and baby pigs may be herded by children

under 5

Fishing IS a masculine activity, and very important m the economy

of the village, although techniques for preserving fish are rudimentary

and inadequate A variety of dragnets and scoop nets are used

Their boats are made of reeds

Their houses are constructed of adobe, of sod blocks, or of field

stones set m mud They are mostly rectangular, about 12 by 8 feet,

each a single room, and are usually arranged around two or more sides

of a patio They have pounded earth floors, smoke holes, no windows,
and thatched roofs Kitchens arc usually separate

Furnishings are very limited They use stone platform beds, with

reed mats for mattresses and llama pelts and woven blankets as

bedding Niches m gable ends serve for storage, and possessions and
clothes are hung on pegs Lamps are pottery bowls, with fat for fuel

and a rag wick The stoves are of pottery The men wear homespun
suits and long ponchos, the women short jackets, full skirts, and many
underskirts Both go barefoot or wear sandals made of old tires

Children wear wrap around skirts, white for males, red for females
Both sexes have wide shawls, which are also used for carrying

Tlie Mesbzos form the anstocratic class of the village, hold all the
important political offices, and own most of the best farm land In
addition, unlike the Indians, they speak Spanish as well as Aymard
and are generally literate A large proportion of the Aymara are
directly or indirectly dependent upon the Mestizos (40 per cent are
sharecroppers), and relations between the two groups are uneasy and
mutually derogatory The Mestizos are culturally a group apart, and
for the rest of this account we shall be concerned only with the
Aymard

At present land holding is very confused m Chucuito Tradibon-
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ally the basic unit of social organization was the extended patrilineal

family (le, based on descent m the paternal line), normally com-
posed of the head man, his brothers, their wives, sons, and unmarried
daughters This family held its lands 30intly, and farming was a co-

operative enterprise Since the middle of the nineteenth century,

legislation designed to dissolve community ownership has broken up
the fields and land holdings, and now the monogamous, biological

family is more characteristic of Chucuito The result has been great

disruption of community patterns, and as yet no well formulated new
ones

Adulthood IS considered to be attained with marnage, but marriages

are very unstable and divorce easy and frequent Economic inde-

pendence, however, often must wait for the death of the parents be-

cause of the present reduced land holdings, and the carry over of the

old tradition of extreme paternal dominance

The occupations of the adults listed m Table 2

1

are their major

ones, a few have several occupations Most of the specific occupa

tions are followed by men only, but bread makers, weavers, and mid
wives may be of either sex Spinning is done by both Either men
or women may weave on the horizontal peg loom Men make mate-

rial for clothing on a European treadle loom, but the weaving of belts

IS usually women's work Although cotton is spun and woven by the

Aymard, none of this is now done at Chucuito The hats made there

are of felt, and the shoes of old tires There is no smelting, the iron

workers make only agricultural implements out of old lanterns and old

auto springs Tinsmiths are pretty well limited to old gasoline cans

for their material, and one of those listed m the table confines himself

to making containers of these cans

The Aymard carry on a highly developed trade between villages,

and use a great deal of magic and divination to assure the success of

their trading expeditions Fishing communities trade fish for animal

and vegetable products, others trade wool, meat, and hides for fish

and farm produce Still other communities specialize in manufac

lures For eximple, hvo outlying settlements near Chucuito spe

cnlize in pottery (made usually by the men), t\\o specialize m felt

hats, and one in the making of lime for use with coca Trade is con-

ducted only by barter, the exchange depending upon the relative

abundance of the products There are fixed market daj s in the town,

and each sex generally barters the articles it produces, although

\\omen usually market the farm products

Such trades as bread making and hat making are often carried on

by all the appropriate members of one household, although there is
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Table 3 1 Occupations in Ciiucuito

(Census of January, 1941)

&Ialc Female

Hal makers 32

Bread makers 10 0

Weavers 7 11

Tisbermen (for trade) 4

Shoemakers 3

Tailors 3

Tmsmiths 3

Carpenters, house builders 2

Ironsmith 1

Lasso and rauhide maker 1

Spins 1

Storekeeper 1

Mayor Domo of the church 1

Comisano (minor functionary) 1

Qolasin® (doctors) 4

Paqo* (magicians) 3

Usuiri* (midwives) 1
o

Yatm® (divinets) o

Total

32

19

18

4

3

3

3
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

4

3

3
o

70 23 102

“ AU these professions emploj some magical Iccliniqucs cure some diseases,

aiul require some specialized training The qolasiri cures diseases due to

natural causes, as Bell as superficial injuries, broken bones, and sprains, he

extracts intruded objects and treats ghost sickness The paqo cures diseases

sent bj spirits and demons or by cither at the instigation of a sorcerer. The
usuiri IS a practical obstetrician and treats diseases to Vrhich postpartunent

women are supposed to be particularly susceptible The yatin is a diviner,

and although he performs no cures he is consulted in cases of illness in order

to ascertain the cause (» e sorcerj or not) and to divine the outcome The
Aymara are preoccupied with disease and with explanations for misfortune

no rigid arrangement about it The younger persoris learn quite di-

rectly from those already skilled, with no formalities except m the

magical professions These skills are developed through a more or

less formal apprenticeship, and the professions are apparently open
to anyone, although m practice very few women follow them Be-
coming a paqo, or magician, for example, follows this stereotyped

procedure

The first, and an essenhal, event is to be struck by two successive

bolts of lightning The first bolt is supposedly fatal, but the second
restores life The individual is always alone, usually in a remote
spot, there is no advance preparation, such as fasting or drugs, nor

any suggestion that the “experience” is deliberately sought At some
time after this, usually more than two years, the man who has been
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struck by lightning, and wishes to become a magician, pays a formal
call upon an established practitioner, and may be accepted as an ap-
prentice This involves for the apprentice both the making of certain

formal gifts and service in various capacibes Tlie magician is ex-

pected to provide instruction and reciprocal services for the appren-
tice. The apprenticeship may last two or three years, depending on
how rapidly the apprentice learns, and how much time both have to

give to it

Prestige and high status in Chucuito are primarily dependent upon
wealth, and means of acquiring wealth are relatively few Wealth
means not only preshge but also security and independence of action

The practice of one of the medical or magical professions, however,

also carries prestige, and knowledge and learning generally are re-

spected Leadership patterns are poorly developed, partly because

all important offices are held by Meshzos, but even so such statuses as

"dance leader” carry little prestige

MIDDLETOWN

Middletown (as studied in 1924) has a population

of over 35,000 It is primarily an industnal city There are 3 large

plants, employing 1,000 to 2,000 workers, 8 employing 300 to 1,000

workers, and many smaller ones Glass, metal, and various automo

bile parts industries are dominant

Middletown has a rather typical midwestem, small city culture

which IS set up to provide for the more urgent needs of the commoner
personality types and functions, and it offers httle for the person with

dWferem! or widfer nnteres*" /f a sibmrgiy convurvatStvir cny; amf

behavior is expected to conform to stereo^ped patterns Standard

education, church going, and respect for material success are typical

elements in the pattern Although women do \\ ork, it is still consid-

ered ‘better” to follow the home maker pattern Minonty groups

are relatively small Eighty five per cent of the city’s population are

native whites of native white parentage, and 7 per cent are native

whites of foreign parentage Only 6 per cent are Negroes, and 2

per cent foreign-bom There is limited pubhc racial segregation,

Negroes being admitted to the public schools but not to the larger

movie houses or to the YMCA and YWCA They arc generally

shunted into certain limited and less desirable tj-pes of jobs

There are about 9,000 families m Middletown, and in nearly one-

third of these more than one person is working As in most American
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cities, a healthy, adult male loses caste if he is not working at a defi-

nite and catcgorizable joh Of the total population 15 per cent are

under 6 or very old. 19 per cent are in school, 23 per cent are engaged

in home-makmg, and 43 per cent are gainfully employed Schooling

IS required of all up to the age of 14, and is usually continued at least

to 16, with some civic control of employment of all under 18 Under

14, however, children may work on farms, at domestic service, or

caddy outside of school hours Of the women who arc employed, 28

per cent are married, and most of these work because they must

Tor a woman to work from choice is not well understood in Mid-

dletown

There are about 400 different kinds of work available in Middle-

town The usual few are m professions—about 5 per cent Skilled

workers mclude carpenters, masons, and similar building trades work-

ers In industry there are machinists, millwrights, toolmakers, black-

smiths, mechanics, patternmakers, moldmakers, founders, casters,

molders, forgemen, sawyers, etc, semi skilled operatives include filers

and grinders, buffers, etc There is no system for fitting new workers

into appropriate jobs, most boys and girls obtaining their first jobs

more or less fall into them They go where friends or members of

the family are working, or they follow up ads that they happen to see

Once started, it is not too easy to change The patterns here are very

like those discussed m more detail m Chapters 21 and 22

Table 2 2 Occupational Census or Middletown, 1920

Agriculture
Men

119
Women

1
Extraction of minerals 34 0
Manufacturing and mecbanica}’’ s.iir VG3
Transportation and communication 896 111
Trade*' 1,712 469
Public service 191 2
Professional services* 624 368
Domestic and personal service 482 876
Clerical occupations 662 617

12,737 3,413
• 6,809 of this group in industries involving foremen these included 329

foremen and overseers, 43 technical engmeers 3 chemists, 147 managers and
officials

<> Sales personnel, insurance agents, etc

« Including lawyers, 60 men and 1 woman, designers, draftsmen, inventors,
42 men and S women, 3 men chemists and 43 men technical engmeers (It is

not clear from the original tables whether chemists and engmeers are entered
in the table tw ice )
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For comparison with the two societies we ha\e studied hitherto,

the census data on emplo>-ment in Middletowm arc given in Tables

2 2 and 2 3

Table 2 3 Ages of Employed ^\onkERS is Middletown, 1920

Age
10-13

14-15

lC-17
18-19
20-24

25-44

4J-G4

0%cr G4

Males Females

35 3

147 CO

4C5 335

572 SCO

1 535 C79

5 830 1 320

3 507 5C7

COO 71

4G D

12,737 3 413

Of course the diCfercnco bchvccn the numbers of Mcupations

available m Middletoivn and m Chucuito is sery great Tins dcgrre

of occupational special,zabon is

^^^^^^
civilization It developed slowly at urst, ou

^
^

about with greatly
^cal shills upon which oecu

can be gamed from a
ciamplc, Mumford lists the

national speaahzation depends
,n flip tenth centun

following tools and techniques as common in the tenth century

Fires furnaces, ovens, Kilns

Simple machines inclined plane, screw.

Thread, cord, rope

Spinning and vveavang
tenace cultivation soil regen

Ad\anced agriculture irr

Conk bre, ding and use of bors^ for tr msport

Glass making pottery makina

Mining, metallurgy, smiths me "
g probablv vw id

Power macbmes water mills Imats vviiii 1

mills .

Machine tools bow dnlls an a
riiltin" cticcs

Handicraft tools w itb tianps red metal cuttin. .

Paper
Water-clocks „,e ira htmn o' sevr- ce

Aslronom), mitlicmalics p
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cities, a healthy, adult male loses caste if he is not working at a defi-

nite and categorizable job Of the total population 15 per cent arc

under 6 or very old, 19 per cent are in school, 23 per cent arc engaged

m home makmg, and 43 per cent arc gainfully employed Schooling

is required of all up to tlie age o! 14, and is usually continued at least

to 16, with some civic control of employment of all under 18 Under

14, however, children may work on farms, at domestic service, or

caddy outside of school hours Of the women who arc employed, 28

per cent are married, and most of these work because they must

For a woman to work from choice is not well understood in Mid-

dletown

There are about 400 different kinds of work available in Middle

town The usual few are in professions—about 5 per cent Skilled

workers include carpenters, masons, and similar building trades work-

ers In industry there are machinists, millwrights, toolmakers, black

smiths, mechanics, patternmakers moldmakers, founders, casters,

molders, forgemen, sawyers, etc , semi skilled operatives include filers

and grinders, buffers, etc There is no system for fitting new workers

into appropriate jobs, most boys and girls obtaining their first jobs

more or less fall into them They go where friends or members of

the family are working or they follow up ads that they happen to see

Once started, it is not too easy to change The patterns here are very
like those discussed in more detail in Chapters 21 and 22

Table 2 2 Occupational Census or Middletown 1920

Men Women
Agriculture 119 1

Extraction of minerals 34 0
Manufacturing and mechanical® 8 117 969
Transportation and communication 89C 111
Trade* 1,712 469
Public ser\ice 191 2
Professional services' 524 368
Domestic and persona! service 482 870
Clerical occupations 062 017

12 737 8 413
» 6 809 of this group in industries involving foremen these included 329

foremen and overseers 45 tec\mica\ engineers 3 chemists 147 managers and
officials

‘ Sales personnel insurance agents etc

'Including lawyers CO men and 1 woman designers draftsmen inr enters
42 men and 3 women 3 men chemists and 43 men technical engineers (It is

not clear from the original tables whether chemists and engineers are entered
in the table tw ice )



CHAPTEB 3

The Role

of the Occupation

in the Life

of the Individual

In onDEn to understand the role of the occupation
in the life of the individual we must first have some understanding of
the individual and of his needs The old concept of economic man
has proved totally inadequate to explain why men work as they do,
or what it is that tliey are working for That men uork just to make
a living IS obviously not true It is sufficient to point out that, if this

were true, as soon as food and shelter had been assured, work would
stop It IS not thus that man has built his civilizations Studies of

morale in industry and of job satisfaction have shown that much
more is involved in and expected of a job than a pay check

Different authors ha\e discussed lists of needs or drives which seem
to them to be involved m work in various ways For example, Cleeton
lists food, bodily well-being, activity, mating, sharing thoughts and
feelings, dominance over people and elements, self determination,

achievement, approbation, and ideation

Vernon lists as drives which he found to mfluence university women
in selecting an occupation social conformity, altruism, activity, in-

dependence, power, superiority, social admiration, pleasure, and
ease He adds that different dnves can operate in different individ-

uals to produce the choice of the same career, and that the same or

very similar drives could result in the choice of very different careers

Hendrick postulates a ‘ work principle ” He says that work is moti-

vated primarily by the need for efficient use of the muscular and in-

tellectual tools, even though the work performance may also satisfy

such other needs as aggression and sex and self-preservation His

work principle states that man seeks and finds primary pleasure in

the efficient use of minds and hands and tools to control or alter his

environment

Peerbolte points out that labor which is only self-preservative m
23
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All else as now exemplified in Middletown and elscwlierc, Ins been

developed in the list thousind years

Another great difference is in the fact that m modern western civ-

ilization occupations requiring special training ha\e increased in

number and the imount of tr lining for the most skilled ones his be

come very great The qolasin, or doctor, of Chuciiito requires an

apprenticeship of some 2 or 3 years His opposite number in modern

America requires, m addition to Ins high school education, 8 )cars of

formal schooling and some years of supervised practice beyond this

Nor can every one who wishes to become a doctor do so, although

this IS effectively the case in Chuciiito In America, as in Chucuito,

however practitioners of the healing arts stand high in prestige rat

mgs, and relatively so in income
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centered rather than derived primarily from animal studies Classi-
fication should be based upon goals (in the sense of fundamental goals
or needs, not a specific goal object) lathcr than upon instigating

drives These fundamental goals or needs may bo and often are
largely unconscious Needs can be classified at any level of spe
aficity, but atomistic listings of particular drives imply equality in

potency, in probability of appearance and in isolatedness, and all these

attributes are inappropriate Obviously the situation within which
the individual is reacting must be taken into account, but this alone

cannot determine behavior, and the field itself is partially defined by
the organism functioning within it We must take account not only

of the integration of the organism but also of the possibility of isolated,

specific, partial or segmental reactions Motivations are only one

class of determinants of behavior Although behavior is almost al-

ways motivated, it is also almost always biologically, culturally, and
situationally determined as well

Of particular importance for the psychology of occupations is

Maslow’s arrangement of basic needs m a hierarchy of prepotency

The prepotent needs are more urgent and insistent than the others

under equal deprivation, and until the prepotent ones are relatively

satisfied the others do not emerge as consistent motivators of behavior

This hierarchical concept is useful in explaining many aspects of nor-

mal and neurotic behavior These basic needs are

1 The physiological needs

2 The safety needs

3 The need for belongingness and love

4 The need for importance, respect, seh esteem, independence

5 The need for information

6 The need for understanding

7 The need for beauty

8 The need for self actualization

They are arranged in this list in the usual order of potency A man

who is unsatisfied m all his needs will be most urgently, m fact prob-

ably totally, concerned with only the first, his needs for food and

drink Wlien these are satisfied be can think of shelter, and safety,

and then of companionship, and so on The most direct ^^ay to de-

velop a life at a higher need level js through adequate gratification of

the lower needs It is true that some exceptional persons have

achieved such a state by suppression and sublimation, but these are

the exceptions, and it is very doubtful tint a higher level can c
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character is not satisfying but that everyone needs to find some form

of spiritual self realization in his work

These few references serve to show that it is generally accepted

that the occupation plays an immensely important role in the life of

the individual There are many pomts of agreement among the au

thors ]ust quoted, but none offers a systematic presentation of any

basis for his assignment of drives and needs

We are impelled to try to understand ourselves, and this, too, needs

explanation Some have attempted to reach understanding by atom

izing human behavior, analyzing it into small categories, more or less

mutually exclusive and attempting to gain insight into one category

at a time Somehow the essential human always seems to get lost in

this process

At present there is no consensus among psychologists on the struc

ture of a basic personality theory Many psychologists and others

have struggled with this problem and many liave made contributions

to our understanding of ourselves Some have emphasized one aspect

and some another the role of libtdinal development, the self image,

motivation theory perceptual components and so on This is not

the place for a critical survey of personality theories nor an attempt
at a synthesis of them and )et the meaning of the occupation for the
individual cannot be more than superficially investigated without
some idea of what soits of things are significant for the individual and
why To this end it has seemed simplest to select one theory to throw
into focus the dynamic and the emotional aspects of the problems we
are dealing with The basis for the choice, for this purpose, must
be the relevance of the theory for the problem at hand Judgment as
to the relevance and adequacy of available theones is obviously a per
sonal matter Neither selection nor presentation of the data has been
affected by the theory chosen Hence any who prefer other theorcti
cal orientations may inteipret these mateiiils accoidingly
Here we shall apply the theory developed by Maslow, m a long

series of articles and a book In this chapter the theory will be pre
sent^ briefly and its pertinence to occupational behavior will be
noted It will be referred to again in the final chapter For greater
simplicity of exposition no consistent attempt is here made to point
out similarities and dissimilarities to other theories •

Maslow looks upon the individual as an integrated organized whole
Understandmg and classification of mans motives should be human

• Maslow s general theory is not without its shortcomings but these as it hap
pens do not notably affect the aspects of the theory that are of particular rm
portance for normal psychology and hence they do not need discussion here
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The safety needs

Safety needs, too, are more often gratified than not in our society, at
least for adults We can see them more clearly in children in their

direct reaction to bodily illnesses, absence of parents, to the appear-
ance of strange, unmanageable stimuli, and in their usual preference
for an organized and moderately routmized world We seldom have
to worry about unexpected bodily danger except m terms of diseases

or traffic accidents Normally the safety needs are obviously active

only in emergencies of one sort or another

The child’s preference for order and rouhne and the not uncommon
preference among adults for familiar rather than unfamiliar things ( as

a steady diet) are probably related to these needs The known is

safer than the unknown, hence the quests for knowledge and for

understanding may have linkages with the safety needs, allhough they

seem more than subsidiaries

The needs for belongingness and love

When the first two groups of needs are relatively satisfied, this

group appears People want a place in their own group and affection-

ate relations with other people The thwarting of these needs is, in

our society, one of the commonest causes for unhappmess, for neurosis,

and even for more severe psychopathology Because of this many
clinical studies have been made of these needs, and we know more

about them than about most of the other needs except the physiological

ones Part of the difficulty has been that love and affection are fre-

quently expressed in sexuality, about which our civilization has been

at best ambiyaient These needs involve not only receiving but shu

giving love Like all the others except the physiological needs, these

can be lost without loss of life In the psychopathic personality this

loss appears to be permanent, and there is no known cure

The esteem needs

These are the needs for self respect and self esteem, which are

firmly based in reality, and the respect and esteem of others These

may be two subsidiary sets, but they are closely related One desires

strength, the certainty of one’s capacity to cope with whatever he is

likely to meet, and the freedom to do it in one's own way There is

also the need to have this state appreciated by others, to be recognized

by them as competent There is some clinical evidence that the per-

ception of oneself as competent and worthy of respect derives in part

from the observation that others perceive one so Thwarting of these
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reached by asceticism than can be reached by gratification Tins

order of potency is usual but not in\anablc for all persons

Maslow docs not make a special point of individual difTcrcnccs in

the strength of the basic nccils, but these surely exist and arc of con-

siderable importance It is olnious tint the liighcr needs, a need for

information or for beaut), for example, are very much stronger in

some individuals than in others, and it will be seen that the strength

of these needs is of direct importance for occupational choice Such

differences occur quite apart from the dcgiec of satisfaction of more
prepotent needs

DESCRIPTION or THE DASIC NEEDS

Physiological needs

These needs are the ones usually taken as a starting point for moti-
vation theory Tliey are unlike the other needs in that most of them
give at least the appearance of somatic localizabihty although this is

more apparent than real Hunger, for example, seems to be localized
in the stomach, but in fact m extreme hunger most, if not all, of the
tissues of the body are altered, and all are in need The same is true
of thirst Sexual needs probably are localized when divorced from
such other needs as those for belongingness and love, or for esteem,
which are often channeled with sex m actual behavior, but they may
also be like hunger and thirst m this respect Other needs in this
group, such as fatigue, sleepiness, maternal response, are not so
realizable

These are the most prepotent of all needs in their own right
1 e a otier needs, the consummatory behavior involved with them

can se^e as channels for all sorts of other needs as well Tire person
who thinks he is hungry, for example, may be seeking comfort or re
assurance as much as proteins or carbohydrates Further, hunger can
be partially satisfied by drinking water or smoking cigarettes When
any of these needs cannot be gratified the organism tends to become
dominated by them, and other needs ,ust fade out of the picture
This dominance does not develop through transitory lack of gratifica-
tion, or even through moderately prolonged lack when the means for
gratification are known to be shortly available These are all recur-
rent needs mat is important for health is not so murimmrdmte
gratification whenever the appetite appears, but the certainty of the
possibility of gratification withm a reasonable time Such a possibility
IS usual in our society for most of these needs, except for sex
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this and other higher needs have been generally overlooked as basic
motivators, we ha\c practically no studies of them It is, however,
clear that gratification of them is important Interpretation of the
world in terms of some religious or philosophical scheme is a part of
every known culture It is not of equal importance to every mdi-
vidual in the culture, variations in this and the subsequent needs may
be very large We have never evaluated the results for the individual
who IS forbidden areas of inquiry and understanding because of
political or religious ideologies, hence we do not know what kinds or
degrees of pathology may result

The need for beauty

A need for beauty is postulated on the basis of common experience

rather than of clinical or laboratory research As yet, it has not been
demonstrated that its frustration can produce disease, pathology, or

some other disturbance of the fullest possible development of the

organism Until that is done, it can only be included tentatively in a

list of basic needs

The need for self actualization

There is sufficient clinical basis, not only in Maslows own studies

but also in many reports of therapy, for assuming a need for self ac

tualization All that a man can be he must be if he is to be happy
The more he is fitted to do, the more he must do The specific form

that this need will take must naturally vary ivjth the capacities of the

individual It may or may not be expressed creatively, at least m
terms of products which are detachable from the individual It will

probably always be expressed creatively in terms of life style Effec

tive self actuabzation, however, can emerge freely only with prior

satisfaction of the physiological, safety, love, and esteem needs, and

some of the others When it has emerged fully it seems to organize

and to some extent to control these other needs ®

THE NATURE OF THE BASIC NEEDS

These basic needs are considered to be instmctoid

in nature They are not, however, the same as the sort of instinctive

behavior found in the lower animals It has been shown (in greatest

detail for sexual bdiavior, by Ford and Beach) that generally the

• It may be, in fact that the motivahon subsumed by Maslow under this rubric

IS of a different sort than bis other needs, and is even more basic It would seem

to be what Nissen speaks of when he says, "Capacity Is its own moUvation
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needs produces feelings of mftriorily, of weakness, and of helpless-

ness These needs have been relatively neglected by the Freudian

group, but stressed by Adlerians to the neglect of other needs

The need for information

This need and the others listed after it are less clinically differ-

entiable in terms of the pathology that follows their frustration This

does not mean tint their frustration does not involve pathology, it may

mean only that it Ins not been recognized as such It would appear

that some forms of psychopathology, particularly of the value system,

can result from the ungratiGcd needs for knowledge and for under-

standing There is almost no research directed to this point These

needs, too, can apparently be lost There are persons who avoid the

possibility of acquiring specific information This can develop as a

result of frequent early punishment or derogation for inquisitiveness

From another point of view, such needs as this and succeeding ones

must be postulated as basic in man in order to understand his history

How else than by the presence of inslinctoid needs of these sorts can

we possibly explain the enormous differences between man and other

animals^ It was pointed out that the need for understanding may
have some relation to safety needs, but all animals have safety needs

and none of the others have sought information consistently It is

possible that chimpanzees have a rudimentary form of this need or of

the need for understanding, or both, and that this helps explain some
aspects of their behavior (See, for example, Harlow )

Further-

more, we see this need and the need for understanding reflected in the

behavior of the most primitive men known to us We have seen in

Chapter 1 that one of the earliest and commonest occupational differ-

entiations IS that of the medicine man or priest, who can 'explain”

particular aspects of the environment (He may also attempt to con-

trol them but this is secondary and the techniques are based upon the

explanation
) In addition anyone who has watched children grow up

knows how the normal child accumulates and treasures items of in-

formation and seeks for understanding ‘Why?’ is probably one
of the most frequently uttered words m the 4 year old s vocabulary
How many children are so thwarted then that this need disappears^

A number of school problems are probably to be understood as the

frustration of this and succeeding needs

The need for understanding

We need to have some understanding of the world around us and of

ourselves, and with some persons this is an intense craving Because
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means of satisfying all his basic needs, whenever he develops an
appetite for any of tliem The health) man is one in whom these
needs can be activating when they are appropnate, and whose life is

so organized that acceptable means of satisfaction are readily avail

able ® A really healthy, fortunate adult is one for whom this has
usually been so during his lifetime Chnically it has been shown that
the person who has generally been gratified in his basic needs is the
one who can most readily tolerate frustration of them over long
penods It is the man who has been subjected to early and frequent
or constant frustrabons who develops neuroses, and cannot tolerate

even temporary frustrabons of his appetites

On the other hand, needs that have not emerged cannot be frus-

trated (unless there is a sort of generalized frustration from their non-
emergence), yet once higher need gratification has been experienced

it will constantly be sought

BASIC NEEDS AND THE OCCUPATION

Now let us see what bearing this theory has upon
the role of the occupafaon m the life of the individual We have said

that there is more to a job than making a living The point is, how
much more, and what?
We have noted that needs can be gratified in different ways, and that

one situation may be simultaneously gratifying to many needs Fur-

thermore it should be understood that the usual situation is not so much
that all the needs of Group 1 must be completely satisfied before any

of Group 2 can emerge, and so on, but that as we go up the hierarchy

there is a decreasing percentage of satisfaction when most of a lower

group are satisfied, other higher needs may emerge, but when the

latter are only partially satisfied others may emerge, and so on

The application of this theory to occupational psychology is fairly

obvious In our society there is no single situation which is potentially

so capable of giving some satisfaction at all levels of basic needs as is

the occupation Widi respect to the physiological needs it is clear that

in our culture the usual means for allaying hunger and thirst, and to

some extent sexual needs, and the others is through the job, which

provides the money that can be exchanged for food and dnnk

The same is true for the safety needs This applies not only to the

possibility of rentmg an apartment or buying a house, or otherwise

providing oneself \vith shelter and clothes, and the sanitary techniques

•This differs somewhat from Maslows published presentation but has been

adopted by him (personal communication)
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farther up the phyletic scale we go the fewer innately determined and

unmodifiable behavior patterns we find, and the more of flexible

adaptation of behavior to reach goals that are instinctively desired

In man this development seems to have reached a very great extreme,

such that he has almost no inherited patterns of behavior Instead

he does have eertain basic needs or urges which seem to be innate, but

which may be satisified by many different and changing patterns of

behavior That these needs are innate and instinctoid m nature fol-

lows from the way they become manifest Maslow says they are . . .

inconceivably stubborn and recalcitrant They resist all blandish
ments, substitutions, bribes and alternatives, notlung will do for them but
their proper and intrinsic gratifications Consciously or unconsciously they
are craved and sought forever They behave always hke stubborn, irreduci
ble, final, unanalyzable facts that must be taken as givens or as starting
points not to be questioned

It IS nevertheless true that they are not powerful, strong, unmodifi
able, uncontrollable, and unsuppressible They are, except for the
physiological needs, for the most part weak and modifiable and may
even under some circumstances and m some persons disappear alto-
gether Apparently their strength also vanes between persons, but
we know almost nothing of the range of such variability Generally,
the higher the position of the need in the hierarchy, the weaker and
more suppressible it is It is probably also true that the higher in the
hierarchy the less certain it is that the need will appear in all humans
This does not indicate that these needs are not truly instinctoid A
character in process of evolution does not typically appear m every
member of the species, and even a fully established species character
may be lackmg m some individuals, although at this stage the lack is
usually pathological It is not only possible but also probable that

ese ig er nee s are later evolutionary developments in man, and

?esLoy'^ •
established that they cannot be

A satisfied person is one for whom there are readily available the

IS I
desix«cbon as a species character of these higher needs

behelr hat Se ml wh ^
important today We have reason to

mivduaU we know that the htsher needs can breSeirfetroyef^f m
addition, some situations occur m which

aestroyed ir, in

j ,
wiuui inose who survive are mostlv those whodo not carry these needs as cenelic chamoto^. t.

niosuy inose wiiu

It may weU be that the combinatiim of Lttle need^nd
much need to appear wiQ result m the emeienol .r
for self aetnahaation and freedom to make aty effort

“0'^^™'
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in most societies It is doubtless^ this drive to excel and to he reputed for
excellence m certain crafts that has stimulated skills that otherwise might
only have remained latent Prestige is therefore to be regarded not only
as an important reward for labor, but m itself a factor m encouraging pro
duction As such, it must have played no inconsiderable part in the devel
opment of traditions for speciahzation in labor

In our culture social and economic status depend more upon the oc-

cupation than upon anything else Sociological as well as psycholog
ical studies are practically unanimous on this point, although there

are of course exceptions Feelings of personal esteem are also closely

linked to the amount of responsibility the job entails This is re-

flected in mtings of the prestige of occupations and in studies of job

satisfaction The degrees of freedom and responsibility in an occu
pabon enter into these evaluations more importantly than do the lev-

els of skills and traming, or than do salanes

People whose life situabon is especially difficult may find that the

status and prestige conferred by the occupation, or received from fel

low workers, are the greatest sources of satisfaction for these needs

This may apply parbcularly to members of minority groups of all

types, who may receive an acceptance occupationally which they can

not achieve socially, or who may gam social acceptance through oc

cupational status The psychological burden of special disabilities

may also be considerably relieved if a disabled peisou can hold his

own with nondisabled on the job

Technical studies of ego involvement are relevant here, especially

for their bearing on aspiration levels Holt defines ego involvement

as meaning that self esteem is at stake Kausler has shown that ego

involvement brings about increased drive and that this increases

performance

Occupabons as a source of need satisfaction are of extreme im

portance in our culture It may be that occupations have become so

important in our culture just because so many needs are so well sat-

isfied by them Whether the relation is causal or not, and if so which

IS cause and which is effect, does not parbcularly matter It is prob

ably a sort of feedback arrangement anyway What is important is

that this relationship exists and is an essenhal aspect of the value of

the occupation to the individual

We know too little about the remaining groups of needs to do much

more than note their probable relabon to occupations We do not,

for example, know whether needs for information and understanding

are related importantly to intelligence, or to what extent the strength

of these needs determmes in the individual the development or level
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and medical care that cut down the incidence and seventy of disease,

but also to safety in a long range sense This means the certainty that

these provisions will be available to a person not only during the work-

ing period, but afteiavards in terms of pensions, sa\ings, and so on It

has been repeatedly demonstrated that man) persons will choose a job

which promises security over one which pi)S more but cannot be

counted upon to last

The need to be a member of a group, and to give and receive love,

is also one which can be satisOed m part by the occupation To work

with a congenial group, to be an intrinsic part of the functioning of

the group, to be needed and welcomed by the group arc important

aspects of the satisfactory job Such satisfactions ns these play a

large part in the cooperative enterprises characteristic of nonhterate

societies

Perhaps satisfaction of the need for esteem from self and others is

most easily seen as a big part of the occupation In the first place,

entermg upon an occupation is generally seen in our culture as a

symbol of adulthood, and an indication tliat a young man or woman
has reached a stage of some mdependence and freedom Having a
job in itself carries a measure of esteem What importance it has is

seen most clearly in the devastating effect upon the individual of being
out of work

^

In general, m this culture, any adult male who does not have a defi
nite job IS suspect The same does not apply to women now, but it

may we o so in the future The woman who is not running a home
IS increasingly likely to work, and not only for economic reasons It
as een e experience after both world wars that many women who

went into war work for whatever reason, have been reluctant to re
turn to a nonworking status It is often clear that the pay check has
een a re a ive y minor incentive The woman whose only function

<'>>‘Wrcn IS now frequently dis

hpv r enough m this occupation now to give

if tlipc f c

*

11
^ ^ecomplishment to meet her esteem needs,

withnnf ^
elsewhere She may also feel isolated and

her hi
hence is much more dependent upon

ouatewf ^ftisfacbons This dependency's not ade

^ese ^
® course he is receiving many of

drvtd^ar Sir"™*" ™

The prestige that accrues to the hard
worker the competent worker, is thus a

worker, the fast worker, the careful

significant factor in motivating labor
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either the boredom or the tension that arises from repetitive and me-

chanically paced work. Certainly the more potentialiHes a job

draws upon the more satisfying it can he. The right job for the right

person makes sense only in such terms as these. With the increasing

number of mechanical jobs, assembly line, lower white collar jobs

we are inevitably getting an increase in dissatisfied and unhappy and

neurotic people. Changes to shorter working hours and to more

leisure time are in some sense an attempt to meet this problem, but

they leave the problem unsolved because the fact of free time does

not ensure the means of utilizing it happily. No doubt the e,vtra-

ordinary development of the “do-it-yourseir gadgets is an attempt in

this direction, Lt the situation calls for more than symptomatic

treatment. . .

Genuinely creative behavior can probably emerge only at the level

of self-actualization, as Maslow suggests. If this is so, however, I

should be inclined to put this need lower in the

below the need for information. As has been pointed

four groups of needs, for all their significance for us have bee" stud-

ied hidly at all. It must be emphasized that g»omely creative b^

havior may or may not have enduring

genuine crLtivity can go into the making of a home ”
f

of an assembly line or into the evocation of rich persona

as goes into the production of a gr^l work of

tific theory There is certainly a difference in the i p P

culture b^; this is another maVr. Such needs as these o n only be

well satisfied in a culture which allows for a

There is one study which has noted the -^’"^g
Maslows theory for occupational

to study the rdationships betiveen certam motjv^
and occupational stratification, worked on >?

. . . men's satisfactions, desires, =‘'P”’”“°“'j“"mJs°“an”rcvels of {cWcvc-

mrt''arttsn:rma^:ifS‘’r^^^ placement in diverse occupational

Strata.

, 1 nno white mole adults, so selected as

He interviewed a sample of 1,1W
..oMnmllv Tlicsc were

to constitute a representative cross s<x on.
Large Business

classified into the Business fowmers and

(owners and managers). Professional S™”
technicians,
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-j

’
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S;m Skii^,^^^^
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of functioning of what we call intelligence. Tliese needs seem to be

expressed and satisfied most fully in the learned occupations. In my

own studies of scientists it was very clear that one of the important

aspects of their selection of and devotion to science was an imperative

curiosity, a need to know. Sometimes and then only partially, this

could be shown to have a defensive aspect More often it could not

be reduced to anything else as primary. These needs arc not limited

to scientists, however, nor is their expression possible only in obvi-

ously intellectual activities. In almost any kind of work, it is more

satisfying for the worker, and he will probably do a better job, if be

knows what he is doing and why, and where his particular job fits into

the total picture. The practice of “briefing” men for missions in the

army, sales meetings, and so on, is a recognition of this fact. To do

senseless work is pathogenic. A good example is the difference

psychologically between the obviously valuable work done by the

Civilian Conservation Corps, during the depression, and some of the

"made” work of the Works Progress Administration.

We do not know how closely the need for beauty may be related to

particular sensory or other capacities which we do know to vary from

individual to individual. It is probably true that variations in these

needs are associated with the different artistic vocations, but they may
also be reflected in many everyday activities of persons who are

neither trained nor particularly interested in formal artistic activities.

The need for self-actualization seems less likely to have specific

concomitants in terms of particular occupations, but its strength may
well be the key factor in differentiating those who put enormous yet

easy and pleasant effort into their work from those who do not. This

factor of happy effort and of the amount of personal involvement in

the work is probably the most important single factor in success in the

work. At least, in any occupation, all those who have attained high
status have put great efioit into their work. All studies of eminent
persons and geniuses have noted that more is needed for great

achievement than capacity. Witty and Lehman, for example, have
pointed out that works of genius have emanated from individuals of

moderate capacity who had impelling drives to accomplishment. In
the ensuing discussions of relations between various capacities, we
must keep in mind that capacities that are not used may as well not
be present.

This need for self-actualization appears in other than character-

istically creative behavior. Walker and Guest, discussing the frustra-

tions incident to a mass production job, suggest that the feeling of

anonymity, of becoming depersonalized, is more disturbing than
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Table 3 2 Psychological Differences of Occupational Strata

Frustrations in Work (of those \viio -svere dissatisfied)

(from Centers)

Number in group

Total

158

A“
54 84

Percentage Saying*

Low pay poor profits

Uncertainties insecurity

Speed up system too hard

Ambitions unrealized

No chance to advance

The hours

Lack of freedom

Too monotonous

Not my line of ^sork

Too confining

Full abilities not utilized

Bad working conditions

The boss

The treatment

The people I nork ^ith

The public is too hard to please

Nature of the work itself

It 8 too dirty

Being an ay from home
Other ansners

Didn t say

• All business professional and white collar

‘
than 100

were pren b,

m parentheses below .s the r„br.c for each ^
End, subject was asked to make first second and thud cho.ccs

A A lob where you could be a leader (keadersbp )

C 1',:? "ol;”ouldKrf®^^^^^^^
•oghl, h, yom fellow

men (Esteem) /Pmkprl
D A job where >ou could ^ ^ss

' (Security)

E A pbwhich>ouw’ere abs^tcly wre P g

F A job where >ou could express >our lecii j,

(Self expression ) , r. \

n 1 ;:?rd^e^!?>^ofoidd nr'Ifa iame for , ourself or become famous

"T A’iob wbere you ouT- ‘

I A job ubere you could work more or less ,

cncc )

21 5

13 3

10 8

8 2

8 2

6 D

5 7

5 7

5 1

5 1

4 4

5 8

8 2

S 2

2 5

1 0

1 0

1 9

1 5

5 1

3 2

25 9

9 3

1 9

18 0

11 1

5 0

5 G

9 S

7 4

7 4

S 7

1 9

1 9

S 7

1 9

1 9

1 9

1 9

7 4

3 7

17 6

14 3

17 0

4 8

8 S

8 3

4 8

2 4

3 6

4 8

5 0

0 0

3 0

3 C

3 0

2 4

2 4

3 C

1 2

1 2

3 G
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our purposes it will be sufficient to consider his results for two broader

groupings of urban workers; A All business, professional, and white

collar persons; and B. All manual workers.

He found the greatest satisfaction in Group A, and the greatest dis-

satisfaction in Group B The reasons adduced by these groups for

their satisfaction and dissatisfaction are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3 2

(condensed from his tables). It should be noted in comparing these

responses that 85 per cent of manual workers are either poor or poor

plus in economic or standard-of-hving status, and that this is true of

only 23 per cent of the other group. Furthermore their actual inse-

curity is much greater, as only one-third of the manual workers have

never been out of work.

Table 3.1. Psychological Differences of Occupational Strata:
Satisfactions in Work (from Centers)

Number in group

Percentage Saying'^

Freedom, independence
Interesting, varied activity

Nature of the work itself

Working with people, liking associates
Fay, profit

Security, steady work
Creatue activity

Healthy, outdoor work
Good treatment and benefits
Responsibility, status
Utilizing full abilities

Serving others

“It provides a living”
Good chances to advance
Familiar \\ork

Easy work
Good hours
Helping war effort

Doing something everybody else can’t do
Other answers
Didn’t say

“ All business, professional, and white collar.
‘ All manual workers
* Percentages add to more than 100. Several

Total A»
005 S66 S21

25 2 20 0 14 0

20 C 21.6 20.6

IS 8 11 7 15 6

IS.

7

21 S 12 8

8 9 10.1 11 8

6 6 7 1 8 7

6 1 8 7 4 0

4 5 1 1 S 1

S 9 S 8 6 5

S.8 6 8 2 2

3 5 4 4 3 7

3 S 6 3 0 9

2 9 1 4 2 5

2 4 3 8 2 5

1 9 1 1 3 1

1 8 1 6 3 1

1 8 1 4 2 2

0 9 0 5 1 9

0 7 1 9

1 0 0 3 1.2

6 3 5 7 7 2

reasons were given by many.

Centers also gave Ins subjects a card containing the ten statements
gtven below and ashed, If you had a choice of one of these kinds of
jobs which would you choose? Just call out the letter." The word
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Two specific findings m this study particularly support Maslovv (a) The

increasing frequency with which people indicate their desire for security in

choosing ‘A job which you were absolutely sure of keeping to be seen as

one examines successively lower occupation cl levels, and (6) the increasing

frequency with which increasingly higher strata indicate a desue tor sett

expression ('A job where you could express your feelings, ideas, or

sUr), a desire that is similir to, or an aspect of what Maslow calls the

desire for self actualization The finding that modest trends exist for the

frequency of desires for esteem, leadership, and interesting experience to

increase with higher occupational status also is in keeping with Maslow s

Persons in the lower soeio economic levels manifest a safety or security

need much more frequently than do people in hig ler socio economic p

tions, we might assume, because these latter have already in considerable

numbers satisfied this need, whereas the former have not With the se

cunty need sahsfied other and higher needs take its place, ™
people in the upper occupational strata manifesting

Ln! esteem, leadership and interesting experience more often than we find

such manifestations among the lower occupational groups

The same point could be made much more clearly if, for “ample,

Arab workers were to be compared with workers in the United States

Among the former sheer survival would be involved and vvonld dom-

inate Lrythmg The higher the ctviljzat.on is, ‘he r"°«

needs can be fulfilled by a )ob and the hig er e n
.„(,f{jetion

In other studies, particularly of morale and of
j ^ {

there is much to support Maslow's views and

them, although none have been expressly designed to cheek his theory
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Table 3 3 Psychological Differences of Occupational Strata
Values and Desires (from Centers)

First Choice Combined 3 Choices

A“ A»
Number 424 40S 375 357

% % % %
Self expression 30 d 16 6 58 4 45 1

Independence 16 5 21 6 51 7 53 8
Security 7 1 21 8 26 9 54 3
Interesting experience 13 2 9 7 45 3 39 8
Social service 10 6 10 6 43 2 44 5
Profit 5 8 5 5 21 1 22.7
Leadership 6 4 4 0 14 9 7 8
Esteem 5 2 4 0 20 8 12 9
Power 2 6 4 5 7 7 9 0
Fame

1 7 1 7 10 0 10 1
“ Business, professional, and white collar
^ Manual workers

Centers comments

frequency of a choice for a given value situation in

tor 1
*“ ^«sire in the population

Sen' tv If ^
of “s l>o«>g first choice as a meLuie of

desiS^co.f POOP'o ™nt most commonly is also

much from nennir^
^ Though one must be cautious of concluaing too

duce added
^ ^^Pt^e^'orrSi such consistency and pattermng in

Tbe™ 1

“"f‘‘f?"“ >fi= general vahdity of these data

they seemto' JTT ‘"’P<>'“>"' differences in needs, or at least

People in the lower <i

^*^"^** when interpreted in such terms

lems of ea stencra “PP"” d^-iated by the simple prob

Lst:?bsXety :r:fXtrta thT‘?’

“I bTt5::rwant? Ture,l[trn'’r.:rtht
unskilled and farm^enants a?d
moUve/ become almCt »« or ‘the profit

greater emphasis IS also clearlv*A^^^"*^t^
self expression A

and social approval or esteem whilp
for leadership

relauvely miSr .mpo,Lre“toJ ^as rural, high as well as low indieitA t«a fL r
g^o^ps, urban as well

that independence or freedom from
frequency of their preferences

aalued eiFcumstances It isThe^^^
of our data

important value m our culture in terms

J': S;®of m:uvar7dlrdb7/rM'';
tivcs lu tha7udividual are orgamaedlJ^alLr^tTpmp^enc;
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CHAPTER 4

Variability

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF VARIATION

THE INDIVIDUALS ID any group of organisms have

both similarities and diversities No t%vo individuals, even m the

same species, are ever exactly alike No matter hov^ma
,

population, there is variation among its members This is one

most fundamental generalizations in biology

The sources of this variation he in both heredity and env ronm nt

and in their interaction Heredity determines a range wi

the given individual’s characteristic will he No mouse i

an Lphant Environment may determine the P'^
range that the expressed characteristic will be ®

particular character within any given population is

potential ranges of all the members of that popu a i

, q£ (jjg

Lt the full potentialities will be realized is largely

limitations imposed by the environment " environ-

rntT ftTeS ::rr m r;osmg limitations as the physical

~eTre‘a‘few individual physical

f "nd
ently not modifiable by environment P piood

whorls in finger and foot prints do^ ””
You remain whatever

type IS another example of fixed charac
r AB or O Within

blood type you were when y®" r'*™',sons with these different

populations, however, the incidence p , within one

types does vary, both from one
characters of this sort

group in different generations In
g pgrsonahty than those

appear to be of less significance with re^
Characters limited to one

which are modifiable by the en’vironmen disconitnuous

or a few possible expressions, as blood types are,

43
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The fact of the usually greater concentration of frequencies around

a modal point is important for the signiEcance that any parhcular

value of any one character has for occupational psychology It re-

sults in the general principle that values at or near the mean of the

relevant group are of less significance for occupations than extreme

values There will be more suitable occupations available for per-

sons with characteristics near the mean than for those at “ther ex-

treme Take height, for example If a man is of approximately ave

age height, his exact height will probably he of
;

ever for almost any occupation that he may wish to enter If he
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vanables. and do not usually have the bell-shaped d.stnbution that

IS characteristic o£ most continuous vanables, which may take any

value within tlie range, as height and weight do
, i t

With rare exceptions sex is a discontinuous physical variable in-

tersexes do occur, but they are genetically very rare and usually not

functional The physical fact of maleness or femaleness is a funda-

mental and normally unmodifiable character vastly affecting all

aspects of human hfe However, many secondary sex characteristics

are modifiable and most of these are continuously variable within

each sex, with the distributions for the two sexes overlapping

Muscular strength is an example (See Fig 4 6) Masculinity-femi-

ninity, m cultural terms, is a continuous variable

Race, in the United States, is pracbcally a continuous variable al-

though culturally we make discontinuous discriminations That is,

culturally, a person with a very small percentage of Negro heredity is

still considered a Negro, and is likely still to be discriminated against

as such But intermingling has been great, and in actual fact there

IS no sharp line which can be drawn between the races This is less

true of some other racial mixtures m the United States but is becom-

ing increasingly so for all

Characteristics of continuous variables

A characteristic which varies continuously may take any value

within a range, the true limits of which remain usually indeterminate

However, with many biological and psychological characters a fairly

regular pattern of frequencies occurs, that is, there will be one value,

called the mode (usually at or near the mean of the group) which

will be more frequent than others, and the frequency of any value

will be the greater the nearer it is to the mode This results m a bell-

shaped distribution, as shown m Fig 4 1 This is also called a nor-

mal distribution, and its basic stahstics have been carefully developed

This distribution, or a modification of it, is a good description of

the occurrence m a population of most (but not all) of the vanables

with which we will have to deal The most usual modification is one

m \vhich one side or the other of the distribution has a longer ‘^tail,

that IS, the modal class does not come at the center of the range, but

to one side of it, so that there are more possible values which the

character can take above the mode than below it, or vice versa Then
the distribution is said to be skewed Most distributions of scores on

intelligence tests are of this nature How closely the distribution of

a character approximates a normal distribution may be important, and

there are appropriate measures for expressmg this
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An example of variability of 35 5S9 sub-

which shows the distribution “f*® ‘

„„ measurements of the ab-

]ects from 20 to 29 years old The clan jm j,s.

solute thresholds for an 880 cycle lone
,,e eallcd deaf

continuity, yet those at one end of the sc
,

^er, is stnlangly

That not all distnbutions are bell shapeo,
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as we know and susceptible to modification by the environment In

telligence is a good example

Examples of variation

In all the examples which follow, it must be remembered that there

will have been an interaction between the actual inherited character

and the environment so that the data given in the examples are

neither purely one nor the other The genetic potentialities for physi

cal development, m terms of height and weight, miy never be real

ized if there is an insufficient or an unbalanced food supply Changes

Fig 42 DjtribuUon o! helgtit for 808 445 American men drafted m World
ar I (Figure from Ililgard data from Davenport and Love )

m height of first and second gencntions in this country are common
generation avenging considerably larger than the

»rs us is a usual result when the first generation has emigrated
from marginal or submarginal economic areas With better physical
wnd.tions the second generation \m11 average larger, even though
there Ins been no change m the actual genetic potentialities

distribution of height of draftees m the First
t \ eiy slightly skew cd shorter men were not drafted

Distribution of another phjsical measure is shown in Fig 4 3 This
gives t ic IK ex of Bodv Build of 1000 male neurotics studied b)
Ivscnck Note mudintallj that there is no evidence of disconti
nmtv m tins curvi such as uould suggest tlic existence of bod)
IVpM
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IQ

Fig 47 IQ’s of 2,904 unselected children between the ages of 2 and 18

(From Bonng, Langfeld, and Weld )

F.g 4 8 Dislnbuhoa of boys’ and >= »

(From Boring, Lao^eld, and Weld )

and girls Nole that although the hvo curses overlap marhedl) the

means are very difFerent „ .

F.gures 4 7 and 4 8 present data from mteU.gcnce

reasoning tests Figure 4 7 appro-omates a normal distr O

closely indeed In Fig 4 8 scores are given separately for boys
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Arbutin sensitivity Strychnine sulphate sensitivity

Fig. 4 5. Taste sensitivity to three different substances. (From Blakeslee and

Salmon.)

evident in Fig. 4.5. This shows variability in taste sensitivity for
three substances, phenyl thiocarbamide, arbutin, and strychnine
sulfate. The same 47 subjects were tested with each substance, but
the distributions of sensitivity are very different.

Figure 4.6 shows the strength of right-hand grip, separately for boys

Fig-IO Sk^gthot right-hand grip for bop (Figoro from Ildjard,
data from Jones.)
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ters of the latter are reasonably close to the mean for his own group

Socioeconomic status may also have any number of less direct but no

less important effects The evidence on this point will be presented

in considerable detail in Chapter 8

THE INTERPLAY Or HEREDITY AND
ENVIRONMENT

We have given, in the case of height, a brief in-

dication of the way in which environment may affect a physical char-

acteristic The interplay of heredity and environment is of sucli

importance that it warrants further exemplification For this purpose,

let us look at the effect of environment upon intelligence so far as tins

IS understood That heredity is a factor in intellectual level is clear y

shown in correlational studies, which have demonstrated tint, he

closer the relationship between pairs of individuals, t e ig

^
correlation on intelligence tests Such correlations are s own in

4 1. and it is evident that there is a distinct hierarchical relationship

Table 4 1 Family Resemblances in Intelligent Test toJims, Shown

BT COBBELATION CoEFFlCIENTB (fbOM WiNOFIELd)

Type of Relationship

Identical twins

Like sex twins

All fraternal twins (both sexes)

Fraternal twins of unlike sex

Siblings

Parent and cluld

Cousins ,111
Grandparent and grandchiltl

Unrelated children

Correhtion

90
82
70
59
50

31
27
15

00

The problem has also been investigated b>

m foster homes A study by Skodik an
. and child's

whereas the correlation betrveen own mother
-.Ler's education

IQ IS +32, the corresponding figure for foster mothers

and child’s IQ is + 02 , „ bv the cnMron-

Intelligence, however, is certainly “1^° mdnidual may
ment 'Various studies ha\c demonstra genetic

never reach the level of intelligence possi
limiting en\iron-

endowTnent because of a limiting cnvironmeri
j^ejtional or broader

ment may be personal, socioeconomic, or re
, limitation unique

cultural LuaLns L example of environmental hmit
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girls In this test the two distnbutions are completely overlapping,

but there is a significant difference between the means, that for the

boys being 40 4 and that for the girls 35 8

VARIATIONS IN ENVIRONMENT

No two persons have the same environment and

the same experiences This is true of identical twins even though they

are brought up in the same household Within the same family, chil-

dren may have quite different expenences, and the attitudes of parents

and others towards boys and girls are not the same Position in the

family as first, second, third, or nth child may make a considerable

difference in the attitudes of others towards you, and in your own

developmental experiences

Two families of approximately the same background and position

will also provide quite different environments These will vary with

the temperaments and interests of the parents, with their compatibility,

and with many other factors

Within the same general culture families at the top of the social

hierarchy will provide a very different environment, both physically

and otherwise, from families at other levels of the hierarchy Again

within the same general culture, families with one religious affihation

will provide effectively different environments for their children than

families with another affiliation

In addition to differences related to family backgrounds there will

be great diversity m experience m terms of sex, of education, and of

social contacts of many sorts All these factors add up to makmg
c\ cr)r liuman s env ironment and experience different from every other

humans, and the resulting interaction with the original, genetic con-
stitution will be increasingly varied

One of the important sets of variables will be the relative strengths
of the different needs which we discussed in Chapter 3 We know
nothing about the extent of genetic differences in these needs, but
differences surely exist There is also great variation in the amounts of
past and present gratification of needs Some theories about the
effect of these differences on interests will be presented in the last

chapter For our present purposes it is important to remember only
that mdwdual variability is the rule here, too
A child’s parUcular socioeconomic inheritance may have a direct

and a greater effect upon the occupations open to him or attracts e

to him than his phjsical inheritance, provided that the major charac
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man, for example. The environmental differences are so extremely
great among different human cultures that construction of a “culture-
free” test can hardly be envisaged now When tests standardized on
one group have been applied to another differences of greater or less

degree are usually found The commonest situation has been the
application to other racial groups of tests standardized on whites of
relatively high cultural level, with resulbng lower scores of the other
groups It IS quite possible that other types of tests, standardized
on other groups, would reverse the usual findings
A famous geneticist, Sturtevant, has stated

On general grounds, then, as well as from some direct evidence, one
inust conclude that there are inherited differences in mental properties
^ong individuals and, at least statistically, among racial groups But it is

necessary to insist that one must not go beyond this point Specifically,
one must not conclude that a particular observed difference is genetically

cte^ined It is, of course, a platitude to say that no one ever does
anything for which he does not have the necessary genes but one must

l^ver forget that there is also a necessary environment It scarcely needs
^ment that human behavior is strongly influenced by economic status,

adition, and training This caution about attributing observed dif

r
causes, rather than to environmental ones, applies with

P ciai force to comparisons among racial groups, for here the effects of tra

on and of public opinion are especially strong

tfiaf *
thing that must be avoided is the view that one race (usually

which one himself belongs) is
‘ better ’ than another All that can

be concluded is that they are inherently different It follows that

^
y would do well to insure that as many ^ople as possible, of as di

ongms as possible, get an opporluni^ to show what they can

of va
civihzation It may confidently be expected that individuals

will have the necessary genetic equipment to make unique

of
of the effect of environment in depressing the let el

bv w "'f^fhgence in the American Negro can be gained from a study

Nem He showed that the test intelligence of 12-)ear ol

iiibL
™tied with the number of years they had spent in an

">5aenv,r„ ™ Table 4 3 \Vhen descg-' ^wronment The data are given in

T
- - o

in Intelligence Test Scohes (National^'TElli
^ Test) wmi Years in City fob Negro Boys, Ace 12 {after

Klineberg)

Years in City N Mean Score

1-2 64 40

3-4 83 55

5-G 105 50

7 or more 165
Citj-born 359 75
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to the particular individual would be that of an orphan who was raised

in the unstimulating and repressive atmosphere of the old fashioned

orphans’ home, and who therefore failed to realize his genetic poten-

tialities A number of studies have shown that increases in measured

intelligence are the rule after a diild has lived for some time in a good

foster home, when his previous environment was a deprived one

Many studies in different countries have demonstrated differences

in average scores on mental tests which are related to the socioeco

nomic status of the parents An example is given in Table 4 2

Table 4 2 Stanford Binet IQ (L M composite) according to
Father’s Occupation, for Children of Different Ages (Condensed

FROM McNemar)

Age of Child

Father’s Occupation
I Professional

II Semi professional and
managerial

III Clerical skilled trades, retail

business

IV Rural owners

V Semi skilled minor clerical,

minor business

VI Slightly skilled

VII Day laborers, urban and rural

6-9 10-13 15-18

N S6 31 41 16

M 116 115 118 116

N 50 52 75 38
M 112 107 112 117

N 175 199 243 85
M 108 105 107 110

N 59 106 154 01
M 98 95 92 94

N 224 249 289 104
M 104 105 103 107

N 59 77 90 32
M 97 100 101 96

N SO 58 67 27
M 94 96 97 98

(Stem, examining such data as these, points out that both hereditary
and environmental factors are involved m the socioeconomic status
of the parents

) The table gives only means, but ranges m each m-
Stance are large, and each group overlaps the next greatly The
trend however is constant, and there is less overlappmg between the
extreme pups Only about 10 per cent of the children of Group VII
exceed the mean for those of Group I

^

The problem of racial differences in intelligence is an extremely
complicated one It is .a fact that we have no test eqnaUy applicable
to persons of all possib e backgrounds, that would be equally mdicabve
of the intellectual level of an Eskimo, an East Indian, ind m English-
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group of variables will bring it about, if no others do, that identical

twins are not completely identical.

Some of the characteristics mentioned will be intercorrelated, for

example, height and weight. Taller men of the same age and nation-

ality, etc., tend to be heavier than shorter men. None of these correla-

tions is unity, and most are rather low. Some characters may be

negatively correlated. But correlations tell us only the average rela-

tionships, and in any given individual the average or usual relation-

ships bet\veen characters may be reversed.

VARIABILITY AND OCCUPATIONAL

PSYCHOLOGY

It must be abundantly clear by now that people

differ, and also that the ways in which they differ are not random,

although the final pattern may be so in effect. Both the degr^ an

the kinds of variation are important for occupational psycho ogy,
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legation is so fully accomplished that it no longer merits comment, and

educational and social opportunities are equalized, it is practically

certain that present Negro white differences on intelligence tests will

be greatly reduced

In the broadest sense, whether or not individuals within a group

achieve the highest level of which they are capable may be a function

of the economic situation or of the general attitudes of the group

itself Under famine condihons, for example, the whole group will

suffer in this and other respects, and there will be no possibility of the

full development of higher capacities in enough members of the group

to be significant for the group as a whole Even under conditions of

grc it prosperity, however a similar outcome may result from a repres

sive attitude toward intellectual diversity This is a great and present

danger m the United States now

VARIABILITY IN COMBINATIONS OF
CHARACTERISTICS

Each man has many characteristics m common with

thousands of other men eye color, height, weight, IQ, and so on

In some respects, however, every human individual is unique m
the structure of the basic protein molecule, for example, in finger

pnnts, perhaps m other physical characters that we have not yet

isolated Each man is also umque in his parbcular combination of

characters, even though hundreds or millions of other individuals may
be like him in separate characters

Let us take one inhabitant of the United States as an example He
IS a male So, m 1940, were 66,061,591 other inhabitants of the United
States He is white So were 53,437,432 other males He is 25

years old So were 4,698 365 other white males m the United States

He has had seventh grade education So had more than half the 25-

>ear old white males He is 5 feet 7 inches tall This is a little more
hmiting, only a few hundred thousand other 25 year old white males
with seventh grade education will be just that tall He weighs 150

pounds This narrows it down just a little more He has red hair

This IS even more limiting Every time another character is added
to the description, the description applies to a smaller number of per-

sons, until finally it can apply to only one man in the world There
is practically no end to the number of possible characters tliat can be

added to the description physical characteristics, psychological char-

acteristics, social background, differences in experience The last



CHAPTER 5

Physical Differences

We iia™ albeadv discussed the considerable

vanabiUty of human characters, including
„£

of the body Itself, rather than tools or the mind. “

some occupations These occur
occupations, the

the arts and entertainments group Even
normal ranee

basic capacities required are often themselves wi
Apart from

although their development or use is above age Apart from

occupations such as these, vanabihty m p v physical

has fittle bearing on occupational p^u^ Even whon^phy^^^^^

factors are of some importance they a y

other factors

KACE

The undeniable fact that

cans, and many other racial minorities in is o™ ^ 5„1|. pf any

against occupLonally as well as o‘» is not the ms^^

relevant physical differences umoog ® opahty diSerences. de

crimination the result of intellectual p differences, so far

pendent only or primarily UP"^ demands for labor gave

as these exist
c nn

as these exist Thomas points out t a ^ previously closed

Negroes opportunities for
readily integrated into

to them Under these circumstances tn y „,ccessfully m semi-

industrial programs, and they have per o
jobs This is

skilled, skilled, technical, supervisory, an p capacities

certainly evidence that the presence or a s
Similar successful

cannot be predicted from the ®
? rninonty groups Nev-

performance has been demonstrated y racial group is a very

ertheless, the fact of belonging to a ”****
„r»nnrtunitv, however, the

signiffcam one for occupahonal choice and opportunity.
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presence or absence of extremes of any single one This has been

abundantly shown in the usefulness of profile analysis in vocational

guidance See, for example, the differences in pattern of test scores

for retail saleswomen and women office clerks, shown in Fig 49

Note particularly that all these scores for saleswomen are near the

mean
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portant Certainly there are sex differences in sheer muscular strength

(see Fig 4 6) that do affect the ability to do certain types of work

Even these occupations are fewer than had been supposed—witness

the number that women took over in wartime Nevertheless this re-

mams a biological difference, although it is one of markedly decreasing

importance More and more jobs requiring little except brute

strength are being done by machines
^

In addition there are special problems incident to womens b™og‘-

cal role The fact that women do the child bearing and also the

child caring is certainly of importance for their occupational histones

It affects not only the mdmdual woman but also attitudes 1°™™^

the training and hiring of women, and the sorts of jo s open o ^hi

It IS undeniable that fewer women than men remain at work all thei

lives, and that the cost of training a xvoman for a job which she may

leave shortly looms very large in some situahons It is one "Jason

lower pay for certam types of work, and for the emp oymen o

women than men m jobs that require relatively little training but that

are otherxvise suitable for either That all thjs is true does nob how

ever, have any direct bearing on the suitability o any p

woman for any particular kind of occupation
rvele

One other aspect of the biological atfofl
in women It was held formerly that "'O"’™ ^ S ,

senteeism oxving to menstrual
^'’e.'^ngo when women

Whether or not there was more of this many years g

first entered industry m large numbers is not

have been Along with other changes in
, towards the

themselves, there has been a marked change m ^‘htude towards

menstrual period It is no longer necessary^ bu
‘ “l 0-:

“sick ” Real disabilities may not have decreased, but attituu

certainly have
,

-v - .£ the greater

Interestingly enough another
have ’had any speciBc effect

average longevity of women, seems to
Jj^nces it hal

in the job situation Certainly in many number
ances out the time lost in chdd heanng m
of working years available, and

,0 be no calculations

m training costs refmed to abme
^^timment at a set age

on this question The practice of I
increasing age of our

lessens the effect of this differenUal
„tireraent age, and the

population ma> force a reconsideration o
attention in

fact of the sex differential in longevity may then get mor

this respect
, n.rTcrcnccs in occiipatiomi

As a quick orientation a survey of sex
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problem is a social and not a physical one For this reason the discus-

sion of race as a factor in occupational life will be presented in Chapter

7, along uilh other differences m social inheritance

SEX

The situation with regard to sex differences has

some similarities to that for racial differences Neither the primary

nor the secondary physical sex differences are of nearly so much im-

portance ^Mth respect to occupations as are psychological and social

differences Sex differences in altitudes, interests, even in intellectual

patterning are of considerable importance for occupational psychol-

ogy, but they are more appropriately discussed as psychological dif-

Fig 5 1 Women as a percentage of the total working force, for the United States

1870-1930 (From Jaffe and Stewart )

fcrcnces than as ph)sical ones This is cmphasizetl by the fact that,

as shown in studies of masculmity-fcminmit}', such differences form
a continuum, and the actual physical fact of maleness or femaleness
is not necessarily an indication of location at the macuhne or at the
feminine end of the scale Tliere arc some women who are more
masculine than some men, and Mce versa Differences in relative
nnsculinit)-fcnunmil) arc related in many ways to occupational
interests

Social aspects of sc\ differences are also more important than arc

p i)sica ones Tlic simple fact is that a much larger percentage of
as omen are working now than e\cr before, except during the wartime
peak, and it is clear that tins trend is a stead) one Tins is graphicall)
slioun in Fig 5 1 There has been no cliange in the physical or other
capacities of women What has changed is the attitude of our socict)
towards the cmplo)ancnl of women

However, there are some ph)sica1 sex differences which are im-
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of a rather general human tendency to look askance at the extreme

variants On the other hand, being an extreme vaiiant may be an

essential for certain occupations, that of circus freak, for example

There are a number of occupations that require greater than average

muscular strength or neuromuscular control These include most of

the occupations classified in the group of activities that are primarily

outdoor in focus, and some in the arts and entertamment group

Others, which are classified elsewhere, usually semi skilled occupa

hons, also require above aveiage physical strength but this is rarely

of an extreme sort and is incidental to other aspects of the )0 rue

driving is an example
i i j t. ij

Except for these occupations and for the general body build re

quuements that accompany them, there is not much in t e typo ogy

of body build that is useful for occupational psychology Ear y

studies of physical characters were reviewed by
^

a

Since then Sheldon has developed a scheme of
^

which individuals may be classified for body tyj^ c

three components eclomorphy (the degree to the body is

rather frail and linear), endomorphy (tendency o a
),

r i 7
morphy (solid, dense muscle) Each is rated on a sea e of 1 to 7

The strongest component determines the genera c ass
1 „ tQ

suhjectislut ThLhavebeen^^^^^^^^^^^^

extreme mesomorphy is charactenstic of athle es

concluded
has made a study of athletes from this point of vevv and cone nded

that men and women low in mesomorphy seldom

and that heavy athletes are relatively more

athletes have considerable ectomorphy, a

frequently meso endomorphic freshmen at

Begelman made a careful
, 'relations between body

Oregon State College, attempting to B y „,terests and
build, physical performance, intelligence,

occupational choice’ Occupational Ao.ee
,g'r.

school subject English, science, pharma y,

culture, education, and physical educa
. g2 There is xery

and physical performance are given m
. t choice in these

little relation between body bmid and
^ t,on majors were

terms, except that physical “t.forwcrc s.^.Bcantly

somewhat taller, and physical educa 1
, perfonmnee

heavier than the others The relahon e v
p ^ choice

(m terms of track and gymnasium activities) and P
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Table 5 1 Percentage of Males in Selected Occupations in 1940

(from Miller and Form)

Occupation Percentage Occupation Percentage

Locomotive firemen 100 0 Social R elfare workers 35 7

Piano tuners 99 1 Operatives (tobacco mfg

)

28 1

Conductors 99 1 Heligious workers 25 4

Dentists 98 5 Teachers 24 6

Bakers 92 2 Operatives (apparel mfg

)

22 6

Purchasing agents 91 8 Laundry operatives 22 3

Proprietors (retail trade) 88 5 Demonstrators (sales) 17 4

Actors 59 3 Office machine operators 13 9

Laborers Qaundry djemg) 58 8 Librarians 10 5

Operatues (cotton mfg ) 53 0 Boardinghouse keepers 9 5

Healers medical social work 51 4 Stenographers typists.

Operatives (woolen md ) 50 3 secretaries 6 5

Servants except private Milliners 5 8
family 44 7 Housekeepers (private family) 0 8

opportunities is given in Table 5 1 The table gives a slight indication

of the very wide range of occupations that women have entered The
first seven occupations in this list (those with over 60 per cent men)
are, in fact, occupations that many more women would be capable of

holding That they do not is not because of physical or even psy-
chological incapacities (although some sex differences in interests are
present) It is also apparent that it is not physical incapacities that
have kept men from holding those at the other end of the hst More
detailed tables on differences in employment are given in Chapter 10

GENERAL BODILY DEVELOPMENT

Differences in most physical characters which are
continuous variables are of much greater significance for occupations

Iv
are around the means of the population

Wi&in quite wide limits, even marked differences in such characters
as height and weight are of httle if any relevance for occupational
selection Extremes in these may be important, however For ex-
ample an applicant for a job on the police force of most municipalities
must be within specified limits of height and weight Models are
usually above average height for women, but they must not be too
tall In other occupations for whidi no such specifications are neces
sary it may still be true that to be conspicuously large or fat or con
spicuously small or thin may make it harder to get a lob This is iisu

ally not

LIBRARY
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may have special relevance to these groups Certainly the weight of

the evidence is clearly that superior mtellectual performance does not

tend to be associated with inferior physical condition

FACIAL APPEARANCE

There have been individual employment managers

and personnel directors who believed that they could select m^ for

different jobs by various facial characteristics There seems to be no

evidence whatever that selection on this basis has any va i ity

Studies by Landis and Phelps, and by Viteles and Smith, investi-

gated the prediction of vocational aptitude and success rom p o o

graphs, one with college men as subjects and the ot er wi

ment managers and interviewers In neither were t e su jec

cessful beyond chance

Gahagan used photographs of men in four occupa , »

letters, pohtics. and busmens These were shown by

dents who knew m each case which two occupations wer P

and were required to guess which man belonge o w P

There were 3,000 judgments m all He obtained f
rect judgments than would be expected by c an

>
choices

given by the judges seemed to have little or no sigm
,

’
.
. j

Lvmg^appar’enti been entirely
7;-;XTx.ste?ce

results did not warrant the suggestion of Ih
niacazine

types Child did a similar experiment, with a
ff

“ “

pictures of men in the same four occupationa^c^a«^^^^^^

suits were similar to those of gahagan
assigned

ent photographs of each of Appa-n‘>y
to the same occupation only one fourth o J stereo

IS suggested by these 'nveshgatious is

types of a not very rigid sort It is q P
,^^t most

the selection ot pictures tor puhhcatio
. % (see illustra-

nearly represents the stereotype ot men in hi P™
bons for ads) is likely to be the one

tjiat perscml ap

Beyond this, it is ot course unquraUo y characteristics

pearance is a factor in secunng a job
„flpction of the personal

themselves are a factor, it is usually as
generally has no

prejudices of the man who is doing the inng

direct relevance to the character of the j ( pvcenhons) and is of

ceptiomst, model, and chorus girl
,

considerably less importance in keeping t e jo
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was negligible It should be noted that studies in which the occupa-

tional classification is dependent upon student choices have the major

drawback that it is not, of course, certain that this will be the eventual

occupational choice of the individual (see Table 9 2), nor that, if it

IS, he will be sufficiently successful m it to remain Probably because

the student population is generally a readily available ‘ captive

audience there are many such studies, more than of people actually

on the job Until there are enough of the latter studies, we are forced

to make the most of what we have, but we must make allowances for

this possible source of error

Table 5 2 Relation op Body Build and Physical Performance to

Occupational Choice (from Becelman)

Occupational Choice

English

Science

Pharmacy
Forestry

Business

Apiculture
Eaucabon
Physical education

Body Build

Average
Average

Average
Slender, wiry, short

Average

Average
Tall and slender

Heavier than all, taller

than all but Educa
bon

Physical Performance

Average
Low, except in 300 yd

dash
Average
Average, except first m

Burpee and pull ups

Top in push up and

bit up
Low
(Not given)

(Not given)

In the past there was some superstibon that persons who were par
ticularly gifted intellectually or artistically were likely to be below
the average m physical strength endurance, and so on Studies of
gifted children and of eminent men have shown that this is certainly
not true Intellectually gifted children are somewhat more likely to

be of superior height and weight and to have better health than the
jmpu ation at large ( Terman, Baskin

) Paterson’s critical review of

the evidence showed clearly that mental development is relatively
independent of physical condition except when disease or injury di
rectly affects the central nervous system In my studies of eminent
scientists I made no attempt to classify my subjects m terms of physical
types, but I did End that the very small group of theoretical physicists
had unusually poor health histones, and that they and the social sci-

entists seemed to have rather more than the usual number of physical
problems, m terms of extremes of height or weight, or other develop-
mental anomalies Tins was not true of the rest of the scientists, and
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adequate knowledge on the part of everyone, the disabled the em

ployers, and soeiety generally, as to
3
ust what performance limits are

the necessary results of certain disahihties, hut some of the effects are

genuinely inevitable A man with one arm cannot perform activities

which really require two fully functional ones, but he can do many

more things with one arm and one prosthetic device than might be

imagined Furthermore there are a large number of occupations for

which a second arm is really unnecessary
, , , crao

In order to succeed, particularly at high level ,obs, those with spe

cial disahihhes must usually be better trained, have more ambmon

and dnve, and be more resourceful than normal competitors They

require, in addition, to learn to tolerate day- y ay si ^
, £

tration and devaluation Nevertheless, the success “f “

them shows that it can be done Fortunately there h^e bee^ m

creasmgly numerous studies m the general field of i‘y and

cupationaf possibilities Only a few of them will be cited here

T^’erson made a study of 4,404 persons with

They were persons who had come to an agency
found employ-

tional placement, and averaged 31 .„/ov as
ment in 635 different occupations, classed by the age y

Unskilled

Sean skilled

Skilled

Clerical

46%
23%
25%
6%

The range of occupations that have Feen successfultyjollowrf^^^^

the totally or neatly totally blind is a
but many are in

in this particular group work in agenci „ . reports the per-

duect competition with seemg person
foj blind persons

centage distribubon by major occupa
^ ^ ,b the experienced

rehabilitated m 1946 and 1947, and
s areV“ "

labor force reported in the 1940 census These hgur

Table 5 3 The major differences *" P™P^j
of the blind m

relative numbers of the seeing m “8"
> how many of

the unskilled group It is somewha P b
f adequately

the blind can manage clerical and sales jobs, and pertorm

in various skilled classifications ^inarmpnt is more diffuse

The effect of chronic illnesses upon
b^mg able to

It IS probably oi greater
™P°^‘'”“f’"b!entee.sm, and of long periods

hold a job m spite of a high degree o
£ selection of

of complete interruption of the working hfe, tna
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SPECIAL PHYSICAL ABILITIES

Some jobs require particularly fine neuromuscular

coordinations, such as may be tested by pinboards or similar ap

paratus These specialized abilities, however, although having some

importance for a very few occupabons, are never the only requirement

for any occupation and are only rarely an essential one

Other special capacities, such as particular sensory acuities, are

also of limited importance Only the extremes seem to matter Tea-

tasters presumably must have not only a naturally high taste sensi-

tivity, but it must also be highly cultivated A number of laboratory

tests depend upon smell, color percepbon, and so on, but normal acuity

IS usually sufficient, and only persons with distinctly below average

acuity would be unsuitable for such jobs on this account Acuity

much above the minimum level may not even improve performance

with respect to the discriminations required
Various special abihbes involved in arhstic performances may be

based m sensory capacities Competent musical performance gen-

erally requires better than average pitch discrimination, but this is

much more important for some instruments than for others, and gen-

eral acuity of hearing need not be especially high Funcbonal acuity

can even be lost without prevenbng performance in composition (as

in Beethoven), but presumably acuity of imagery must remain
In the Army Air Forces’ selection program, several tests of eye hand

coordination and one of discrimination reaction bme were used very
successfully as parts of the Aviahon Cadet Classification Battery
These were specifically designed for the purpose, and are not intended
to discriminate any general capacity such as speed of reaction time,
if there is such a generahzed capacity Undoubtedly such specific

capacibes are of some importance m a number of occupations, and the
possibilities are now being developed, but no general statements can
be made about them at this time

SPECIAL DISABILITIES

Unlike special abilities which may qualify their

holder for desirable, unusual jobs, special disabihtes are more hkely

to function only as limihng factors Blindness, deafness, orthopedic
disabilibes, chronic illnesses all have very direct effects upon occupa-

tional selection Some of these effects, it is true, are the result of m-
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Raskin, E Comparison of scientific and Llerat) atibty a biological study of

eminent scientists and men of letters of the nineteenth centnrj J ahnorm soc

Psychol, 1936. 5i, 20-35
, , , . j

Roe, A A psychological study of eminent psychologists and anthropologists and

a comparison wth biological and physical scienfasts Psycho onogr, ,

Sheldon, W. H The varieties of human physique Nny YoA

Sheldon, W S The vanelies of temperament New Yorl Harper,

Smith, M Eminent men Sci Mon , N Y , 1939, 48, 551-562

Terman, L M , et al Mental and physieal traits of a thousand gifted chilchen

Geneiio studies of genius, Vol I Stanford Calif Stanford University Press,

Thomas,
J, A War-time changes m the oceupaUonal status of Negro workers

Occupations, 1945, 23, 402-405 , , ,

Viteles, M S
,
and K R Smith The prediction of

from photographs J exp Psychol, 1932, 15, 61
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Table 5 3 Pebcentagf DisTiunirriov n\ Major Occupational Groups

FOR Blind Persons REUARiLiTATro in 1946 and 1917, Compared Mini
Experienced Labor Torcl, 1910 (from D\ni lstein)

Professional and seini professional

Managerial

Clerical and sales

Service

Agriculture

Skilled

Semi skilled

Unskilled

Occupations not reported

Blind Labor Force

194G .

%

1917, % 1940, %
10 7 8 4 G 8

S 4 4 2 7 4

15 6 23 1 15 9

7 2 G 3 11 9

3 4 5 2 7 0

16 0 13 8 11 4

19 7 17 1 18 2

22 4 21 5 8 9

1 4 0 4 2 5

occupations as such What is more important m these circumstances
IS not the specific occupation but the circumstances of the particular
job, whether the individual’s duties can be readily taken over by
others, oi can be easily interrupted Serious chronic or recurrent ill-

nesses would rule out the possibility of occupations requiring par-
ticular ph)sical abilities The effect of mental illnesses would be
similar so far as tolerance of absences and of prolonccd interruptions
is concerned

references

New York In
sli^te for the Crippled and Disabled 1932

recreational
bntl(I. physical performance, intelligence, and

of Michigan 1951
<*»'«! UnpuW Ph D thesis. University

“1)36 Y^lT-nr® pnntri photographs J SCO Fsychot

.

dXTsiJ D St Louis Mosby, 194T

Cibairnn T TuriirTr, ^ t
' ^ Princeton University Press, 1950

whey, WSl"*
^ ° ^'anpowe, moorees and utd,zat,on New York

^T/voeati'orf ^ Predrctioi, from photographs of success and
of vocational aphtude / exp Psychol, 19Z8 11 ^

pf'son D’r”‘’w
” New York Harper, 1951

Paterson D G Fh„nc and miellea New York, London Century, 1930
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tors” of intelligence, all more or less independent of each other and of

“general intelligence” The number of factors, their definition. Md

their hierarchical relationships are still somewhat in dispute e

need not go into these problems m detail Most investigators agree

that there is at least one "verbal” factor, a “spatial
^

“numerical” factor, although they do not always ^ em

same way or measure them by exactly the same sorts o es s

stone’s battery of Primary Mental Abilities, for examp e, i

tests for the following (V), Verbal meaning, ( ), , ’

Reasoning, (N). Number, (W), Word fluency He has also given

Perceptual speed, Motor ability, and Memoty a i ity as

Nor do we consider any longer that intelligence is c p

dependent of other aspects of the personality It stdl

try to measure it independently, but there is a consi
-Wechsler

ity that this will he changed in the relatively near u
p

dLoted his Presidential Address « ^i^^
chological Association to a discussion of C g »

,nff»lli{rence is a

intellective intelligence,” pointing out
sUtly

function of the personality as a whole, and that other than y

cognitive aspects are involved , ^,5 con

As to the "constancy of the IQ’ there
predict

sensus This is that in the early years \ve

what any person's IQ will be 10 years la er, u ^ ever

of 7 or /is^eached we can preset wRh person at

can This still does not mean that IQ ex

different ages will not vary, but only, pro
variation

actly comparable and the subject is
I unimportant We

will, under normal circumstances, be mini
temporary,

know now, however, that there are many
, Iq (Part of the

some permanent, which do affect the
any of these con

skill of the clinician lies in his ability “ .ny severe

ditions may be operating )
Emotiona differ-

sort may affect it and mental illn^s w
, disturbances (Ro®

ent m degree and kind with differ^
illnesses especially any

and Shakmv, Rapaport )
Severe physic U

on m
affecting the central nervous system, will attect p

telhgence tests m varying ways qqJ evidence that

What IS perhaps more important is a
^ seriously depriveu

children raised throughout their ear y ^ certainly not reach t le

environment (for whatever reason) wi
‘

ssion of these problems

• A very comprehensive yet brief and very readable disc.

IS to be found in Vernon, 1950



CHAPTER 6

Psychological Differences

In this and the following chapter we shall review

briefly the nature and occurrence of such psychological characteristics

as have been measured by tests In Part III we shall go into greater

detail about the relationship between psychological test material and
occupational selection, so far as it has been studied Our purpose in

this chapter is to accumulate background on the nature of these

variables, their occurrence in the population generally, their interre-

lationships, and their broad relationships to occupations
We shall discuss intelligence, special abilities, personality, and in-

terests, and shall not stop every time to qualify these terms, to indicate
that in each instance what we are talking about is not an abstract
quality or trait in a substantive sense, but whatever it is that a par-
ticular psychological test tests We draw certain inferences from tests

regarding the psychological facts, but our raw data are tests or
observations

Tests referred to in this and later chapters will not be described
beyond a brief indication of their character and purpose The glos
sary, pp 323-326, contains descriptions and sources for all tests

INTELLIGENCE

Since mtelligence tests were first developed, our
concepts of the nature of intelligence have undergone considerable
transformation, and there is still no very exact consensus For some
time we worked on the hypothesis that intelligence was general, in-
dependent, and substantive m nature, that any one person had just so
much which could be measured, more or less accurately, and that this

amount was, except in extraordinary circumstances, uniterable Al
most all these ideas have changed We now speak of various “fac

68
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Table 6 1 Intelligence and Occupation

(percentage of 2.423 persons .n each of 3 IQ intervals by occupation)

(data of Clark and Gist)

IQ

Occupational Group

Professional (except teachers)

Clerical

Teachers

Salespeople, proprietors

Skilled w orkers

Housewives
Semt skilled, unskilled

Farmers
Housekeepers and unemplojed

N
158

16G

207
233
131

857
247

345
79

Mean <95 95-104

102 85 25 32 37 33

100 00 34 34 33 74

99 28 38 17 31 40

96 61 44 19 32 62

9C 18 45 80 32 83

95 44 49 94 SO 81

93 28 58 30 27 53

02 75 58 84 29 85

91 39 63 29 31 65

>104

37 35

31 92

30 43

23 19

21 37

19 25

14 17

11 31

5 06

of 16 They classtEed them by the

lowing The table shows for each
the per

the mean IQ. the percentage between 95 and “I
centages above 104 and below 95 Since t is w

,j,j]cate some-
means may be low for the national average, u y

-elated It is

thing of the way in which IQ and occupa
all these

particularly important to note the degrre o o PP ® lo^^gt

groups About one third of the t^eachers forjxam^^

IQ’s than the mean of the semi skd e
workers have

too. that 14 per cent of the semi skill
whether we are

IQ’s above 104 This raises serious questions as to

making maximal use of our intellectual
g ^ The data are

Similar overlapping is shown graphica y _ crnres of enlisted

from the report by Harrell and Harrell on AGCT semes

men from different civilian occupa ons
x_,nie line) on either

(single line) and one standard deviation
^ f tjie 20 selected

side of the mean (the eross Ime) are shown for each

“sr.., ..«—.=
intelligence is to note the minimum me „„*,ons Ungar and Burr

(retammg the job) pursuit of ““P^rstown m Table 6 2

gue this tor simple occupations, theijr

^
j,„ld,ng

It is hardly necessary to mention a
^ necessary to per-

of a job than just having the ' m InTOthesizcd that m
form the particular tasks Ghiselh an

predictions of occupa-

telhgence tests will give either
o

To check this,

tional success, but will not give nega P
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level of development of intellectual functions which would otherwise

be possible for them. We do not know whether all intellectual fac-

tors are equally affected, nor to how great an extent the effects of

early deprivation may be overcome by later plenty or by special tech-

niques. It seems to be true that long continued deprivation will re-

duce the need for intellectual stimulation, so that if it does become

available later the individual may no longer react to it.

Some idea of the present distribution of intellectual functions in the

active, adult, male population of the United States can be gained from

Army data. The Army General Classification Test (AGCT) consists

of three parts, vocabulary, arithmetic problems, and block counting,

and the scoring is so arranged that the mean is 100 and the standard

u t “0-129 >129
n

' ^distribution of enlisted men, by grades, on the Army General Classi-
tication Test. (Figure from Boring, Lan^eld, and Weld, data from Bingham.)

devMtion is 20. The results shown graphically in Fig. 6.1 are based
on the scores of all enlisted men for 5 years beginning in March, 1941,
and totaling over 8 millions.

That intelligence is a factor in occupational selection is a common-
sense observation and has been demonstrated by many studies. There
IS a correlation between level of intelligence and amount of education,
although It IS far from a perfect one (see Chapter 9). Generally,
higher-status occupations require higher levels of both intelligence
and education. A more detailed breakdown of the relation between
intelligence and occupation rvill he given in Chapter 11. For our
present purposes the data given in Table 6.1 are sufficient. Clark
and Gist located 2,423 persons who had been given the “Terman Test”
(apparently the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability) in rural
Kansas high schools 13 years earlier, when they were of a median age
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tests have been most useful m the selection of clerical workers and

offer promise with supervisors, salesmen, and skilled workers They

are of little value for sales clerks, semi skilled, and unskilled workers

SPECIAL ABILITIES

In addition to the primary mental abilities men

honed m the preceding section, a number of authors list other abilities

that are pertinent to occupational selection A factoria ana ysis o

59 different occupational aphtude tests, given to 2,156 subjects, found

11 factors, as listed below (Staff, Division of Occupational Analysis

War Manpower Commission )
iTie first three are sum ar o, n

identical with, Thurstone’s factors V, N, and S

(V) Verbal meaning

(N) Number
(S) Manipulation of spatial relations

*«ii,„onrp

(O) A factor with the properties of G (general intel g

but broader than Thurstone’s reasoning factor

(P) Perception, involvmg geometrical figures

(Q) Perception, mvolving words and numbers

(A) Aiming, accuracy, or precision of movement

(T) Speed

(F) Finger dexterity

(M ) Manual dexterity

(L) Logic, a narrow reasoning factor

By combmmg “different labels from several

and MacLean classify abilities into the following gr p

Hahn

Academic, scholastic, or verbal

Numerical and mathematical

Spatial

Scientific

Mechanical

Manual skills

Physical agihty

Artistic

Musical

Social

Clencal

Executive

Practical
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Lawyer

Auditor

Teacher

Stenographer

Bookkeeper

Clerk general

Cashier

Manager retail store

Stock clerk

Machinist

Sales clerk

Sheet metal worker

Mechanic

Cabinetmaker

Bartender

Welder

Painter general

Truck driver

Farmer

Teamster

Fig 6 2 AGCT Means Standard Devntions, and Ranges for enlisted men from
20 civilian occupations ( Data from Harrell and HarreU )

they reviewed a number of studies and assembled 185 correlations
e^een an intelligence test score and some index of proficiency on the

}0 They found their hypothesis supported for 7 of the 8 groups of
occupations studied (clerical workers, supervisors, salesmen, proteo-

se semces, skilled, semi skilled, unskilled) but not for sales clerks
they also noted a marked variation in findmgs reported by different
investigators for each occupational group Generally, intelligence

Table 6 2 Minimum Mental Ages for Simple Occupations (from
Uncar and Burr)

Occupation
Paclang, garden work, scrubbing floors, simple washing
Light factory work, light domestic work
Assembly wOTk errands, pasting, farm work
Outting, foldmg, garment machine operation, laundry,

cooking
Hind sewing press operahon, filing, stock work
Routine clerical, general housework machine opera-

tion, electricians helper, painter
Selling, millinery work, janitorial work

Mental Age, years

5
6
7

8

9

10

11
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Table 6 3 Estimated Ability Requirements of Major Occupational

Groups (from Lobce and Blau)

IlTnk in Estimated Ability

Ab Meehan Musi Artis

DOT Code Occupations stract cal Social cal tic

0 0-0 3 Professional 1 4 3 1 2 5

0 7-0 9 Managerial 2 6 2 5

0 4-0 6 Semi professional 3 2 5 2 1

1-5-1 9 Sales 4 14 1

1 0-1 4 Clerical 5 13 8

4 and 5 Skilled 6 1 9 S 2 5

2 6 Protective services 7 11 4

3 0-3 4 Agriculture, horticulture 8 5 IS 4

0 and 7 Semi skilled 9 3 12 6

2 2-2 5 Personal service 11 9 6 7

2 0 Domestic service J1 8 7

38 Fishery 11 11 14

2 8. 2 9 Building services 13 n 10 5

8 and 0 Unskilled 14 7 10 5

There are sex differences in the distributions of scores of different

special aptitudes Many studies at different age levels have reported

males superior in numerical tests, and females superior in verba tcs s

and generally in immediate memory tests There are also large an

significant differences in mean performance on clerical aphtude tests in

favor of females and in mechanical abilities m favor of males (see.

6g, Schneidler and Paterson) .

Morrow made a factor analysis of the relations among tests ot musi

cal, artistic, and mechanical abilities His subjects were - nia

psychology students, and his tests uere. the Kwalwasser- y em

Tests of Musical Ability, Stenquist Picture (Group) Test H. ft e er-

Seashore Art Judgment Test, Lewerenz Test m Fun amen a

of Visual Art, TeL 1. 2, 6, 7, and 8 Factor analysis produc^ three

relatively unimportant factors, and the following two impor

Factor 1 Common to all artistic and mechanical tests, an anil)-

SIS of spatial relations

Factor 2 Common alone to most of the musical tests

Andrew found clerical ability relatively independent of acad

sp^al. and devter.ty abilities particularly
The most common tests for some of 11

. . obilit), and
‘^'orical, manual destenty, v (1919) uitli pir-
miisical talent, are evliaustively discussed b) buper t
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They point out that for some jobs some of these abilities are of no

importance and may even be undesirable. They also point out that,

whereas some tasks demand social ability of a liigh order, there arc

other occupations, such as artistic creation, or scientific research, that

demand asocial or occasionally even antisocial attitudes and personal

isolation in order to concentrate on the job in hand.

The authors of the Minnesota Occupational Rating Scales (MORS)

have selected seven aptitudes or abilities for rating for their signifi-

cance in different occupations. These arc;

Academic ability (largely verbal)

Mechanical ability

Social intelligence

Clerical ability

Musical talent

Artistic ability

Physical agility

Each of these abilities is rated on a 4-point scale (A, B, C, or D),
and they have given a rating (the pooled judgment of vocational psy-

chologists) for each of 432 occupations.

Lorge and Blau, on the basis of an earlier edition of the MORS
(this did not include ratings on clerical ability and physical agility),

attempted to rate the major occupational groupings in terms of the

demands of the occupations on these abilities. Their results are

given in Table 6.3. The major occupational groupings are defined by
their code numbers in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT).*
Note that musical talent and artistic ability in particular are irrelevant
to large numbers of occupations.

It should be noted that many studies are based on the predictive
power of tests for trainability rather than for job proficiencij. This is

in part because students of any variety are easier to obtain as subjects
than are active workers. Nevertheless, it is a point that must be kept
in mind in evaluating all such studies. Brown and Ghiselli analyzed
the results of 127 studies and reported that there was no certainty
that a test which would predict a worker’s ability to learn a job would
also predict how well he would do the job when he was trained.
This emphasizes again the fact that much more is involved in occupa-
tional selection and success than abilities or aptitudes.

• The Dictionary of Occupational Tides is prepared by the Division of Occupa-
tional Analysis of the U. S. Employment Service. It contains a classification of

occupaUons, and descriptive information about most American occupations, the

duties and skilk involved, equipment and material used, working conditions, and
hazards.
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Table 6 4 Association BE'nvEEN Field of Science and Imagery Type

(Koe)

A Visual- C Verbal C Imageless* Total

Biologists 1® ^
^ 1 R

Physicists 1®
^ „ 29

Psjchologists and anthropologists 2 H
Total 22

Cht^ = 11 65, P = 05- 02

• A mdudes subjects usmg s .sual .magery, or th,s with visual symbolization

Brclrs’'s:tc«^^^^ imagery, or this with verbal symbol.rat.ou

°^'ri^ntL?o7y“s;b;e“^^^^^ describe no v.ual verbal or other imagery

modality and are classed as using imageless though on y

significant association, in a group of eminent scientists,

^
of saence and imagery type The data are s own i

(Roe. 1951 ) The Ln in each group who debated in

from the majority of that group also tended to e im i

jpgcial

terests and in the particular ways in which they

topics they worked on There was also some difference

hgence and personality test results between those vv

^ imagery
predominantly verbal and those with predominantly visual imag ry

With respect to intelligence and special “bi'ities, then we mj

that they seem to be distributed approxima e
y intelligence for

Although It IS clear that there are mean d
enormous As for

different occupations the degree of overlapp g general

physical capacities, then, differences aroun e
separate ca

populahon are of relatively little signi ‘
f them may have

pacities go, although the pattern of a num

significance

references
lest for cicncal ss-orVers

Andrew, D M An amlysis of the Minnesota \oca

J appi Psychol 1937, 21, 15-47, 13^17- ,n,l,t3T)
Sctcncc.

Bingham \\ F Inequalities m adult capaci >

1948 JO-1 147-152
l , nnsluo between the pred.ctue

Brown C W and E E Ghisclh “fil^cncs /

*"

‘’f aptitude tests for tramabihly and for jo p

37, 370-372
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ticular reference to their use in \ocationnl guidance Tlic student is

referred to his book for these details

IMAGERY

One \ariable so far little studied in its relation to

occupational psychology is that of differences in imagery. There is

only one studj relating directl) to its significance for vocations, and

that IS very limited Discussion of it is included here because the re-

sults seem to be very suggestive and to offer leads worth following up
with other groups

Since the controversy over imagcless thought m the 1920*s, there

has been relatively httle work of any sort done on imagery We do
know that people vary m the amount and kind of imagery they use,

and in the clarity of the images So far, however, no one has devised
any effective means for testing these differences or even for rating
them very adequately About all that we can determine, by ques-
tioning, IS what kind of imagery the subject employs the most The
commonest kinds are visual and auditory verbal By visual imagery
we mean thinking m terms of pictures, which may be of concrete ob-
jects, symbols, or perhaps diagrams Auditory verbal imagery means
more or less talking to oneself, without making any sound, hearing
words in the mind Then, of course, there is imagery m terms of
ta^e, smell touch, and so on Almost everyone can and does employ
different forms of imagery at different times, but apparently people
ave pre erred forms, that is, forms which they use more often, and

usua y wit greater facility, than other forms And apparently
everyone makes more or less use of imageless thought, of thinking un-
accompanied by pictures, sounds, smells, etc, but a ‘feeling of rela-
tionships, a sense of something going on, which later may get trans
lated into some sort of imagery
We do not know what the basis for this differentiation is, why

some people prefer some kinds of imagery and others prefer another
kind Short thinks that imagery types may be of an inherited char-
acter. because his researches have demonstrated that they are associ
ated with differences m alpha rhythm m brain waves, which are be
heved to be hereditary The study throws no light on this point
That preferred imagery seems to be associated with father s occupa-
lon can e exp aine in either hereditary or environmental terms, or
both

What seems to be of importance for occupational psychology is the



CHAPTER 7

Psychological Differences

(Continued)

PERSONALITY

There is no such consensus in the field of

ity measurement as now has been at least partirfly

field of the measurement of intelligence. One difficu y is

is no agreement on basic theory. We meet in exaggera ®
,

the sort of circular problem that bedevils much o psy
^

other sciences, that is, theory depends in large part upon
j-tg,.

and measurement, but what is to be observed and measured is deter

In the^field personality measurement what has

fntly, is that the sort of measuring devices that a

intelligence testing were first adapted to person
y jjjvgn-

Tbis type of approach is now exemplified in

tories. From it has developed a rather vague
jjj

sonality, which has more recently been put on a rig

tell-s work. Cattell-s tests, however, have not been useu m y

pational grouping.
^ through ap-

There has also been another line of approa
.

theorj'. AI-

plication of personality theory, particu ar
y ^ techniques,

though the Rorschach, the best-known o ® P
chidving imagina-

'vas developed in the first place as a lechmque Thematic
fion, many of the later projective techniques

theor)'.

Apperception Test and the Blacl^ Pictures ia\ ‘

Even so, relationships betsveen theory an
attempt to devise

ondary than primary. There has so far een^
accordance

^ests or to adapt or interpret any of the - h

'vith Maslow's theory of personalit)' ^evelopme
_

pertinent

Under these circumstances it is impossi
discuss tlieir

personality variables as easily as intellectual one ,

79
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research for this purpose Except in such jobs as assembly Ime

production where there is minimal chance for individual variation,

how the job is done and sometimes even what is done under the same

job heading will differ with the person who holds the job The sort

of approach now used by Flanagan in analyzing ‘ critical incidents,

that is, in assembling descriptions of behavior in particular instances

on the job, can help to lessen the difficulbes here

Another difficulty is that present techniques, especially projective

ones, are apparently influenced to a greater degree than intelligence

tests by socioeconomic background, and we have as yet no adequate

normative data on this point (Auld)

It IS a matter of common sense observation that a very distur e

person will find it difficult to function occupationally as well as

socially Some problems will clearly affect certain types o wor

more than others We have very little information on this As

extreme examples, it is obvious that anyone who suffers in t e eas

from claustrophobia should not attempt to be an elevator

but a compulsive neurotic with a mild phobia about dir mig

an excellent cleaning woman There have been a few s
,

relations between occupational success and general persona i y

justment which will be reviewed in Chapter 22

Busold has suggested that among the deep psyc o

of importance for vocational choice and success w ic
.

generally overlooked are dnves, positive and nega ve,
^£^cjence

straint, expressed aims and ambitions, strength of wi .
s

, ^ J

and initiative, work types, eg. the steady.

under direction vs the one who must see his goa ,

vs the rapid and careless, the persistent vs * ® ^
factors,

points out that we know little of the interrelationships of

and of the vocations to which they are
few.

Attempts to get at these more deep seated
require

and they are necessarily time-consuming an 1

i-jy essentnl
careful and prolonged clinical studies, but they ar

p personality
to any real understanding of the relationships

J eon,
variables and occupations The few s^ les ^ specific

eerned limited groups and will be discussed m con

occupations
vhether or not per-

Teevan conducted an experiment to
CeJd m college

sonality factors are correlated wth choice ® ^ ‘

, scores on the

He used three broad groupings of college
r ns\choanaI)tJC

Blacky Pictures (This test is interpreted m f ,,„„,ure

ft^ory
) He found some s.gmficant differences those
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distribution m the general popuhlion or in special groups with any

confidence

No truly comprehensive work has been done with personahly tests as

such in the field of occupational psychology There are many studies

of particular groups by personality inventones, and a few with projec-

tive and other techniques Although the evidence is not extensive

there nevertheless seems to be no doubt that some specialized occupa-
tions, at least, do attract persons who resemble each other in some
personality characteristics How far this is true of occupations gen-

erally we do not yet know, although we shall see that there seem to

be some regular patterns Although those who follow a particular

occupation may tend to show certain personality patterns more often
than other patterns there will be many in the occupation who do not
have a modal pattern My own studies suggest that tlie deviates
may have a particular contribution to make, m part because they may

slightly different ways than the others It is prob-
able toat some basic correspondences, m mterests at least, are es
senba

, and that the extent and number of deviations from the mode
vary enormously from one occupational group to another

Certain kmds of people are genuinely unsuited to some kinds of
occupations, and personality and interest factors are of major im-
portance m determining this It is certainly true that there is more
than one job at which anyone could work contentedly, but it is probably

{rpniom ^ kinds of occupations would prove con

undpr*!tpn^^^
person Although we have as yet no really adequate

lob
*^''**’ relationships, a number of studies have used

toffether n
° which are essentially attempts to group

M?nt!cta requirements of the person The

occupations intn
Research Institute classified

occupations into the following broad divisions

workers committed to ideal or principle, to
whom salary and personal gam are secondary

III Bunnew and efficiency of a business

IV Bn I s

drroct influence on others

V Professionlrr^t,™!"*”"^ S‘™g information or assistance

Ideational or lingual workers occupied in transmitting ideas

lohrmfirm rSnS™"^ ^able 72) indicate

Another problem enters into the dflfieulties of analysis of previous
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vocational interests, as shown by choices or scores on interest tests,

are reviewed in the section on interests

INTERESTS

Interests may be thought of as one aspect of person-

ality, but since tests for them have been separately deve ope we

shall consider them separately The term interest has een use in

various ways Super (1950) has classified these as expressions, mani-

festations, tests, and inventories of interests
r . i. ,,,

He defines expressed interest as the verbal profession of

an object, activity, task, or occupation There has been
J

httle research in this area, what there is has shown that 3“'“

interests of children ("I’m going to be a policeman w en P
or adolescents are unstable, but that in adults they are qui

Manifest interest he takes to mean actual participa ion
VQi,j,y

or occupation If a person spends all his spare im ’

presumably something about it interests him f
often served as a criterion for interest tests ft

c tests

Tested interests refers to interests as measur y

The assumption here is that interest in an “f
^ amount and

accumulation of information about that achvi y,

type of information can be measured An "e^ selec
IS the General Informauon Test which is par

_
. , ^ effectively

tion and classification battery, and which differential

beUveen pilots, navigators, and
the items are given

Interest mventones are questionnaires
^ represents

an experimentally determined weight, yie ing

a patLn of interests The best knovvn women.
Strongs Vocational Interest Blank, with or

^ interests will

and the Kuder Preference Record Our
^vith the

be primarily concerned with interests as mve
gtjong’s book, Vocci-

Strong Blank, up to 1943, was summarized Preference

ttonal interests of men and women, w
Tliere have

Record up to 1947 was summanzed by upe
findings

been extensive studies since these aVgj. than altered

of the earlier studies have been extende r
. because it

Interests are of importance for
tt„rentialed m these terms

has been found that occupations can be i

occupations It has

So far, concentration has been on ug
*

,n an occupation,

been shown that m each instance the men ei b b
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had higher disturbance scores on Oral Eroticism than the other di-

visions, the social sciences division had higher disturbance scores

on Oral Sadism, Oedipal Intensity, Guilt Feelmgs, and Anaclitic Love

Object, the science division bad the lowest disturbance scores m
nearly all categories One difficulty with this interpretation is that

the Blacky test is concerned only with disturbances in personal rela-

tions The results with these groups seem quite in accord with other

observations, i e
,
associations between verbalization and oral eroticism

ha\e been noted before, persons in the social sciences are likely to be

or to have been struggling with parental relationship problems

Science division majors come out low on disturbance scores largely

because they avoid problems m this area, they are just not interested

in person'll relationships, or they have effectively retreated from them

Pcrsonfliiti/ tnucnfories and vocatton

There have been a number of studies with personality inventories,

the Bell, the Bemreuter, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In-

\cntory (MMPI), and others Most of these, too, have applied to

one or a few occupations, and will be discussed in relation to the spe-

cific ones The emphasis has usually been upon their use as selective

devices, as is indeed true of most of the data available in this general
field Wc arc not concerned with selection, as such, but it is evident
that information derived from such studies is relevant to the general
study of occupations and personality

Ghisclh and D'lrthol have surveyed the use of personality inven-
tories in the selection of employees, and have combined the results

of 113 studies into mean validity coefficients for various occupational
groups Their data are given m Table 7 1 Inventories seem to be
most effective \Mth sales personnel and least satisfactory with sup-
en,asor), but the correlations arc extremely low for validity coefficients

Studies of the relationships between personality inventories and

Table 7 1 Mfan Validity Coefficients of Personality Inventories
FOR \ariols Occupational Groups (after Ghiselli and Bartiiol)

Occup'ition Mean r
^a!c<mcn q. gg
''nlcs clerks q- gg
Trades nncl crafts q. ag
Clerks q. 25
I’rolocliNC s'orkers q- 24
Foremen q. jg
‘VrMce workers q- ic
General supcr\jsors I4

Total A’ Total iV

Cases r's

027 12
1,120 8
511 8

l.OGO €2
530 5

6 433 44
585 C

518 8
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Interests are not completely independent psychological entities,

they are multiply determined They are the things the individual

hkes, pays spontaneous attention to, observes, thinks about, or does

with satisfaction and enjoyment People are, on the whole, more

alike than they are different in interests, but the differences are im

portant Strong summarizes this as follows

Because research regarding interests has been so largely ™
group differences, it has not been reahzed that Ucenesses

terests of individuals are far more sinking than differences All groups s

far studied agree very well in their interests Men regar ess g

economic or occupational status agree on all types of i ems

gree There is also good agreement between the interests o m
of women of corresponding ages Only when differences

—oups
both involved do we find correlations approximating zero o ^
of Items The least similarity of interests occurs be veen y

and adult women even here the correlation is 48 when all items

Merest inventory are considered [p 46]

Interests change with age, but become relativdy ^
adolescence They have some relationships to abi

'

closely related to attitudes Sex differences are
, to

extent interests may be affected by physiologica
.pjjgy

what extent they are influenced by genetic factors is un

differ with the environmental background of the indivi

Analyses of interests
. terms

One of the earlier studies attempting to analy^
an ll-pomt

of underlying factors was made by Thorndike e
interests

J^^ale. of 16 Items, on which 122 college graduates rated th^ ^
Examination of the correlations led him to cone u e

seemed
great specialization of interests and that the

to than
loore related to the characteristics of the situation's ^ P

factors

unitary -traits” in the persons He suggests the following

1 Average or total tendency to enjoy Appo^ Y PP

interests in sedentary games and a regu

2 Liking for social intercourse, including ta h

3 Likmg for utxhty
^ Liking for the work of ideas and fancy

b Liking for music
6 Libng for outdoor sport

^
•n,urslonc

''[ore recent studies hwe been based on
tlic mter-

^'>'>^ed Strong’s data on 18 professions ond de

”trolalions could be accounted for by 4 facto
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as a group, have a characteristic pattern of likes and dislikes different

from the patterns shown by men m other occupations.

The Strong Vocational Interest Blanks can now be scored for the

occupations listed in Table 7.2 Note also how these are placed in

related groups. There are as yet no Group Scales for women Some

of the more recent keys for the women's occupations have not yet

been given Group assignments.

Table 7.2 Scobing Ke^s Available for Strong Vocational Interest

Blanks (1954)

Group I Group It Croup 111 Group I^

Group ^ile Group ^aU ProdocUoD manager Farmer
Krtiit Matliematician Carpenter

TiycViolojut r nginrer Aviator

Architofl Oiemitt Printer

rbytmn

Otltepath
^ cltrintrian

Phyiiciit Matheroaticj pliyncal

icience teacher

Policeman
Forcat lervice

Army officer

Group V Group VI Group VII Group VlII

Group Certified public Group ^rale
^MCVpbyiiral

lireeler

PrrmtiDrI tnanaerr
Pul tic a Imniitrator

%MC\ wvrclarr
*ci«nr« icaebrr

Ctly reboot

•uprnfltrn test

Miniitrr
^oratloBal rvunwior

accountant partner ^nior CPA
Junior accountant

Office worker
Purdiaiing agent

Banker
Pliarmanat
Mortician

Group 1\ Group \ Group \I Additional ‘Vatei

Group *»»!< Group VtU Prrsi lent, manutacturing Maiculinity femininity
‘•Gt Bianirrr ^(lTrrtllnf cnia concern Maturity of intemt
ILal ctlilr mGi IBM operator Occupational level
Lite IfifuriBrc ralrr AulLor jnurnatiH

Foe n one.

Specialiration level

Group 1 Croup n Grogp III Group IV
Ilcelial M.lhomatlci pliyural

Kicnee traclier

Group ^ Croup M Group > II Group ^ III
llo«»r«irr Ijfr iBiuriero rrlrr *^«al meece trad »r Social worker

SfTtlary ttrnofrrpLr'
^ "Cb Mrrelar/ U-yer

Croup 1\ Group \ Add ttonal ^alet
Prat .b IracUr Ur.ru. tGmmtarx trarbrr

Art»l
A.tW

PSyural educatiOD tradi
l>ie(itiaa

••**>**«1«*7 Ifflimi.

IUbw *4^noBK-a («arW

(WatxiMiekl

|rar>.«r
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they are intended to convey the essence of the factor as the experi-

menter secs it Two investigators may mean different things by the

same word, and it is not necessanly true that everything subsumed

under such a name in ordinary speech is relevant to the factor

Interests and heredity

There have been only a few studies of family resemblances in in-

terests (Strong, 1943, Berdie, 1944, Forster, Dvorak, and Carter),

and there are various problems which make evaluation of the resu ts

difficult Correlations between inventoried interests of fathers an

sons ranged from 11 to -|-48 in Strongs study, averaging ,

with random pairs intercorrelating — 03 In Forsters study at er

son correlation ranged from 00 to -f- 48 with a mean of 33 uper

suggests that social position must be taken into account in interpre

mg these results, holding that socially acceptable aspirations match

parental occupation only in the upper groups Carter stu le ra

temal and monozygotic twins, finding mtercorrelations ® ®

be +28 and +50. respectively It would seem then that there is

some hereditary influence, but this cannot be the whole story

Sex differences in interests

That there are sex differences in interests is a

observation as well as of test Indeed, several mascu
Chan-

scales have been constructed on this basis As we

ter 4, m this sense masculinity and femininity ore
^ ^

,i,(fprences
able, and cannot be dichotomized The various studies oj differenc^

in interests corresponding to physical sex differen la lo

Strong
close agreement (for example. Terman and M.les Carter and Strong,

Yum. Kuder, Traxler and McCall, Strong.
/"d

In summary, men are more interested in scien i c ac

ICS, physical activity, politics, and sales achvi les
, ,

Women show greater interest than men do m
differences

cal work, teaching, literature, art, and musm

are of importance for vocational choice xs o
j significance

Sex differences in attitudes which hav^
™pf>,Rc items and in

appear very early Tyler found
^
“ Vr interests were

organizations of interests, in first grade children

A Active outdoor play

B Indoor play with toys

C Paper-pencil crayon activity

D Helping adults with work
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later, and with more scales available, found 6 factors. Strong made

factor analyses of 36 of his scales. Vernon (1949) on the basis

of preferences between paired occupations (all of them high-level)

extracted 4 bi-polar factors, which he compares with Sprangers

types and with Strong’s groups. The Kuder Preference Record

gives scores for 10 types of interests which, although not arrived

at by factorial methods, are comparable to factors. Guilford and

his associates report a factor analysis study of human interests,

including a number of non-vocational ones, which might be inter-

preted as temperamental factors rather than as interests as usually

defined.* The factors reported in these studies are given in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3. Suggested ConnESPONDENCEs in Analyses of iNTEaEST

Factors

Thurstone

Science

Darley
Technical Scientific va

duptay

Strong

Science

Kuder
Scientific

Guilford

Scientific

People A ^^elfare. uplift

B IVelfare, uplift

Social velfare v*

admimelratioQ
Gtegarioua vt

iiolated

People Social aervice Social welfare

Ruaines] Busmen detail

CPA
AdcBiniatration Buaineaa ayiten Clerical

ComputatioD

Clerical

Duiin<<i contact Contact Perauaaive Buiineai

Language Verbal Verbal v$ active Language Literary

leolated va

giegarioua

Tbioga va people Mechanical Mechanical

Duplay va acience Artiatic

Muaical

Aesthetic
appreciation

Active va verbal Outdoor Physical drive

Outdoor worV

It can be seen that there are major agreements. All analyses sep-

arate scientific, Imguistic, social, and business interests in one way or

another. What further breakdowns are found depends largely upon

the material analyzed. For example, arbstic and musical interests

mil not be factored out of a scale which does not include enough

relevant items. Guilford s physical drive factor and Vernon’s active

vs. verbal factor may correspond, but this is largely a guess from the

names given the factors and the items having high loadings. Some
of the other correspondences suggested by the table were arrived at in

the same way. It should be noted that naming factors may be a

somewhat tricky business The names are largely impressionistic,

* The non-vocational factors are: adventure vs security, cultural conformity>

need for diversion, autistic thinking, need for attention, resistance to restnebon

In this group he also includes prrference for outdoor work and physical drive,

which are listed in Table 7.3 Many of these obviously have vocabonal implica-

tions, but their relationship to factors from other studies is not evident.
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Table 7.4, Correlation of Occupational Interests with Masculinity-

Feminintty, 285 Male Seniors (Strong, 1943)

Occupation Correlation

Artist — 44

Psychologist — 14

Architect — 11

Physician — 06

Dentist +.14

Mathematician +11
Physicist + 32

Engineer + . 64

Chemist +.44

Production manager + 79

Aviator + 76

Farmer + 63

Carpenter + 63

Mathematics-physical

science teacher + 49

Printer + 57

Forest service + 59

YMCA secretary —.34
YMCA physical director — OS

Personnel manager ” 06
City school superintendent — 51

Occupation Correlation

Minister -.56

Social science teacher - 40

Musician - 41

CPA - 29

Purchasing agent + .46

Office worker + 16

Accountant + 32

Banker — 01

Real estate salesman - 28

Life insurance salesman - 49

Sales manager — 31

Lawyer
- 62

Author-journalist
— 68

Advertising man — 74

President, manufacturing

concern + 03

Table 7.5. Correlation of Occopationae

Femininity, 500 Married Women {Strong. 1943)

Occupation

Life insurance sales
Occupation Correlation

Physician + 29

Dentist + .29

Mathematics-physical
science teacher + 27

Phjsical education teacher - 07

Nurse - 17

Housewife
Office worker
Stenographer-secretary
Elementary teacher

- 03

+ 02
- 18
- 37

Correlation

+ 15

Social science teacher

YVVCA secretary

Social worker

Lawyer

English teacher

Librarian

Artist

Author

- 29
- 29

- 20

+ 07

- 47

+ 09

+ 07
- 07
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Interests A, B, and C were rchlively independent for both boys and

girls, and all correlated negatively with D D has a high negative

correlation with masculinity, even at this age helping around the

house IS a feminine activity Interests and Primary Mental Abilities

were significantly correlated for boys, but not for girls This sug

gested to her a role theory of the patterning of interests

Since the difference between the sexes is one of the earhest differences

to become apparent to children one might expect their attitudes

what things are appropriate for them to do might be related to these dif

ferences before other role factors such as class concepts and occupational

stereotypes begin to influence interests The fact that special abihties cor

relates with interests in boys but not in girls could be evidence that even

at this age boys are beginning to formulate differentiated roles in accord

ance with the differentiated positions they must look forward to occupying,

whereas for the httle girl who sees her future in terms of her mother s hfe,

distinctions on the basis of mental abilities would be irrelevant

Lehman and Witty studied vocational attitudes of 26 878 boys and

girls from 8 5 to 18 5 years old They found that girls tended to pre-

fer occupations described as sedentary, aesthetic, involving personal

service, teaching whereas boys showed more preference for occupa-

tions involving travel, movement, physical activity, giving orders

They also noted that vocational attitudes of boys change more with

age than do those of girls

Strong found the following correlations of interests

Between boys and guls aged 16 + 61
Between college men and college women -i- 74
Between adult men and women + 71

Lee reported relationships between the Terman Miles Masculinity

Femminity Test and both the Bennett Mechanical Test and the Mm
nesota Clerical Test Men as a group perform significantly better

than women do on the Bennett, and women are significantly better

than men are on the Clerical Test For a mixed sex group the coire

lation between the Bennett Mechanical and the Terman Miles M F
IS + 57 This IS higher than most of the validity coefficients for the

Bennett, that is, there is a closer relationship between scores on the

Bennett Mechanical Test and the Terman Miles M F test than there

IS between ttie Bennett and most of the criteria against which it has

been validated

Correlations between occupational interests and Masculinity Feini

ninity on the Strong scales are shown m Tables 7 4 and 7 5 These

correlations are based on the records of 285 Stanford seniors for

men’s scales and on 500 women for the women’s scales
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Darley’s analysis of the Strong brought out the following factors

for women

1 Technical

2 Verbal or linguistic

3 Business contact

4 Welfare or uphft

5 Non professional mcerests

As reference to Table 7 3 will show, the first four also appeared in

his analysis of the men’s scales, the fifth seems to correspon wi

that found by Crissy and Daniel
t i i j

Studies by Manson, and by Hogg, with independent y eve ope

occupational scales also did not differentiate among ^

other scales differentiate among men It seems vety pro ® ®

generally women select their occupations more casua y an men

since for so many of them the occupation is not of primary

Hence it would be expected that women m
^

' '

particularly in non professional ones, would be less i eren i

the basis of their interests or aptitudes than men wo e

Age and interests . r

Several studies have shown that interests do change wit

ferences at different ages above the teens, however,
prouns or

than sex differences, than differences among occupabona g p >

than differences behveen unskilled and professiona

Table 7 7 shows the major changes in interests a

Strong’s Blank for Men, from age 15 to 25, and rom

Table 7 7 Major Chances in Interests fbo'

Classification of Interests

Teople, desirable traits

Amusements, general cultural

Occupations in\olving writing
School subjects

linguistic, primanlj ^Tiling

Possession of present abilities

Physical skill and daring
Occupations involving plijsical

danger, outdoors, mechanical
pursuits, athletics andtra%cl

Oislike of change
Influencing others

N
Items Rank
13 1

13 2

9 3

36 4

23 5

25 G

19 22 5

21 22 5

21 20

19 7

Change,
15-25

+ 16 0

+ 15 3

+15 1

+14 4

+14 3

+14 0

-2 5

+2 5

-4 0

+13 C

TO 25 Years and

I Strong, 1943)

Change,

Rank 25-55

20 — 1 8

18 +2 0

3 -10 2

9 -S 8

5
-6 9

7 +4 1

1
-17 0

3 5 -7 0

3 5 +7 0

6 -4 9
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Shortly after interest scales were developed it became apparent

that different forms were needed for men and women, and it was

found that developing differentiations was more difficult for women

than for men On factor analyses, four factors weie found in the

women’s scales by Crissy and Darnel Three of these are like three

of the factors found in the men’s scales (see Table 7 3), interest in

people, in language, and in science, but the fourth has no counterpart

in the men’s scales They called this factor interest in male associa

tion What seems to be the same factor has appeared in other analy-

ses by other investigators who have given it various names interest

in order, interest in detail, non-professional interests It is a trouble-

some one for occupational differentiation because it seems to be pres-

ent in a great many women and to such a degree that it outweighs

more definitive vocational interests It may represent the attitudes

and outlook of women who have no career interests as such, but look

only to a home life Tyler’s further studies may show whether inter-

est D in her first-graders is essentially the same thing

Table 7 6 compares the vocations in men and women that are char-

acteristic of the factors obtained by Crissy and Daniel for women and

by Thurstone for men, on the Strong Test The percentages m the

table ore the amounts of total communahty accounted for by each

factor

Table 7 6 Vocations CnAiiAcn:nisTic of the Factors Obtained on
Analysis of Scores on Strong for Men and Women

(from Crissy and Daniel)

Tor Homeo

Male AaiociatioD People Language S 1 -; Science 16%

roiiti\e

lo«d ngf

Ilouiew fe

General oflire

Nurte

I awyer
^ \\CA aeeretary
Soe al acienre teacher

Fngljh teacher
Teacler general

Physician
Dentut

,

Mali emat cal phyi cal

cience teacher

Author
Librarian

Art it

Artut
Dentirt
Author

General office

Secretary atenographer
Liteiniurance lalei

Secretary stenographer

Englijh teacher

Author
Life insurance sales

For M«o

Rutineii IS-; People 17-; Language 29% ‘Science *1%

Pot lire

load net

Real eilate

cr\
Life tajuranee

Minitlry

Tearbiof
Y MCA tecrelary

Adrerlii ng
Artut
Lawyer

Cl emist
Fngtneering
Psychologist

N^ayre leirretary

Artiit

M oi.try

Journal lo
Sledicine

Adeerlit rx

FagiBeenBg
Agrirulture

PurchaiiDg Agent

Advertising
Life Insurance sales

Real estate
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The closeness of the relationship decreases with increase in the inter-

val between tests and increases with the age of the subjects tested

Data on permanence of interests of individuals, in terms of agree-

ment on the whole profile of 20 to 34 occupational scores, are shown

in Table 7 9

Table 7 9 Permanence of Occupational Interest Profiles

(from Strong, 1943)

School Interval beti% cen Occupational

N Grade Tests Scales

33 lllh 3 Reeks 20

148 11th &-21 months 20

57 11th 21-35 months 20

25 13th 1 year 04

50 16th 10 j ears
3+

Correlations

Range
- 32 to 4- 99

- 68 to + 99

- 07 to 4- 99

4- 60 to 4* 98

4- 25 to 4- 96

Average

4- 86

4- 83

+ 81

4- 84

4- 75

Several studies have shown that vocational interests do not appear

to be affected by experience in the specified vocation or in other voca

tions Professional students with little experience
^ ^

the same as do men with many years of experience We o »

ever, know how interest scores may be affected by ear ij i P

ences It seems quite possible that one clue to i eren i.

interests will be found here

Intelhsence and interests „ ,

A number of studies on the relationship between m^elhgence and

interests have shosvn correlations ranging from a on
^^tion

The relation is affected by sex, age, amount of education

the type of intelhgence test, and the type of
“‘ff‘ f in

higher positive correlations occur between scien i^

found
terests and mtelligence Negative correlati g business

between intelligence and social welfare, business
’

jg^gsts for

detail interests Correlations between inte igenc

j |^|g 7 jq on

285 Stanford seniors on the Strong Blank are given m Table

page 94

Aptitudes and interests
.nt,hides and interests

The few studies of relations between s^ci p studied rela

have had generally negative results A ns an
Thurstone

tionships Lween Kuder above 30

Primary Mental Abilities Tests, finding on ^ ° interest m
This was between number abihty an P They con-

women, a similar relationship was not found for me
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SIX items showing the hrgest differences were selected from each

comparison, out of 25 classes of items Only two of the particular

items showing major changes from 15 to 25 also show major changes

from 25 to 55, and these are in the reverse direction, that is 55 is more

like 15 than it is like 25 It should be noted that the greatest differ

ence between 15 and 25 is in the increase in the total number of likes

this increase is found in all but three categories of items Between

25 and 55 on the other hand there is more often a small decrease than

an increase Rank order correlations between 31 classes of interests

are as follows

Between Ages Rho
15 and 25 + 907
25 and 55 + 885
15 and 25 4- 812

It IS evident, then, that interests change moderately but fairly

rapidly between 15 and 25, and very little after that There has not

been a comprehensive study in changes of interest with age in women
Sollenberger’s study of relations between urinary excretion of male

hormone and interest maturity indicated that these correlations were

higher than correlations between interest maturity and chronological

age

Permanence of interests

We have seen that the group pattern of interests changes relatively

little at different age groups How much change there is within indi

viduals over varying periods of time is another question Again most
of our data are from studies vnih the Strong Correlations between
two sets of scores for the same person on a single scale, obtained from
different groups and at different time intervals, are shown in Table 7 8

Table 7 8 Permanence of Intebests, Correlations for Repeated
Tests (Strong, 1943)

Correlation Coefficients

11 \ear Old High School College College
Inter%al

1 Tveck

Bojs Bojs Freshmen
4- 90

Seniors

1 jear 4* C2 4* CO 4- 80
2 jenrs 4- 51 4- 57
3 jears + 31 4- 08
4 jenrs 4- 31
5 nenrs 4- 75
r nenrs 4- 52
0 jears

4- 50
10 jears 4- 71
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student’s test score resembles that of men in a given occupation, ^vlll

he be likely to choose that occupation spontaneously? Strong ( 1951

)

has reported 86 per cent agreement between mterest scores taken of

345 men while they were in college and the occupations they were

engaged m 20 years later He noted, too, that those who changed

their occupations did not have as high mean scores, either before or

after die change, as those who did not change

There has also been an investigation of the relation between mterest

patterns and occupabonal sabsfaction Sarbin and Anderson stu le

76 men and 24 women, over 25 years old, who had been subjects at

the University of Minnesota TesUng Bureau Although this group

had not been to college they were of higher educational and occupa-

tional status than the average In general, those m the group w o

were dissatisfied with their occupations had mterest patterns w c

were not in accord with their occupations

Interests and personality personality inventories

There have been a number of studies based on j^rsonahty inven

tones, most often the MMPI, although the Bell, the Thurstone Ferso -

ahty Schedule, and the Minnesota Personahty Scale have also be n

"'Lidie (1943) studied relationships behveen number of

dislikes checked on the Strong, the ACE, scores for
,

adjustment, and emotionahty from the MMPI, an gra e

Hi concluded that the extent of likes or duttes is

the vocational mteresls He found that people m occupa
^

ily involving personal relationships are fCs
emotionally, of their surroundings, but that peop e w “

section
are more ioncemed with the “realities” of hfe tend to

of their surroundings and perhaps cynical disi usionme
, ^ j ,

the rather dull, mundane occupations are generally indifferent

Tnggs applied both tests to 60 women and K
the only significant relationship

, For men, ho« cs er,

musical and social service interests on tne

she found the following significant correlations

Depression and social service

Depression and clencal .

Ps>chopathic deviation and mechanical

Femininitj and mechanical

Paranoia and computational

-34
+ 36
- 41

-37
-42
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Table 7 10 Cobbelatiom ot Occupatioval Intebests with

Intelligence, 285 College Men (Stbonc, 1943)

Occupation Correlation

Artist + 18

Psychologist + 38

Architect 4* 23

Physician + 24

Dentist + 07

Mathematician + 35

Physicist + 34

Engineer + 28

Chemist + 35

Production manager + 04

Farmer + OG

Carpenter - 02

Mathematics physical

science teacher -h 08

Printer - 13

Forest 8er% ice - 03

YMCA secretary - 18

YMCA physical director - 18

Personnel manager - 02
City school superintendent - 06

Occupation Correlation

Minister -f 02

Social science teacher - 21

Musician + 02

CPA + 22

Purchasing agent - 21

Office worker — 25

Accountant - 10

Banker - S3

Real estate salesman - 22

Lite insurance salesman - 26

Sales manager - 23

Lawjcr + 13

Author>)ournalist + 18

Advertising man + 01

Presidenl. manufacturing

concern - 03

eluded that preference scores should not be interpreted as indicating

the presence or absence of special abilities

Darley (1941b) found correlations ranging from + 04 to +
tween six of the Strong scales and the Primary Mental Abilities Tests

Gustad studied the relationship between vocational mterests and

Q-L Scores on the American College Entrance Examination (ACE)
with 217 male college juniors as subjects They were divided into

three groups on the basis of their scores on the ACE the dominantly

quantitabve (Q score higher than L), the dominantly linguistic

(L score higher than Q), and those with approximately equivalent

scores The primary patterns of these groups were then compared on

the Strong, but no consistent pattern differences were found
Presumably such special apbtudes as musical and artistic ability

might show closer relationships with appropriate mterest scales, but

these have not been investigated

Interests and vocational choice

Interest tests have been constructed by analyzing the differences

m responses given by people with different occupations But, if a
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Group I —.32

Group II —.35

Group V +.25
Group IX +.40

She believes that the principal element in the social key is a desire

to know many people, and that it indicates preference rather than

adjustment. She notes, too, that students with a tendency to avoi

people were also more likely to have technical interests.

Darley also found relationships between the Social Adjustment

section of the Minnesota Personality Scale and the Strong Test, re

porting the following correlation ratios with particular Strong eys

to be significant:

Chemist
Carpenter +.25

YMCA secretary +-30

Life insurance sales +.41

La\\yer

Interests and personality: the Allport-Vernon Study of Values

The Allport-Vernon Study of Values (A-V) is designe ^ ^
attitudes in six categories: aesthetic, religious, economic, P° ^ ’

cial. and theoretical There are marked sex differences. Th^^
been a number of studies investigating relationships e \

on this test and scores on the Strong or the Kuder, or c

tion, or major college course. These are summarize in

pages 98 and 99. The data have usually been

correlations. Although in different studies the corre a i

low Conty signiEcant^nes are recorded in the^
agreement among the studies is so marked a

that relationships do exist.

Interests and personality: personality integration

Helper and McQui.ty stmlied personality “trsed

Strong scales tor 34 occupations, and found tha P” groups
interest patterns characteristic of relatively

iiigher aver-

obtained integration scores indicating a ^igm
, . x. expressing

age degree of integration than rvas
Je numbe: ofLcupa®

interest patterns characteristic of a relatively i g

tional groups.

ade

In summary, we do not have occupational data
^ we

quate theory of the nature and development p
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Paranoia and scientific — 38

Psychasthenia and scientific 4 33

Psychasthema and musical + 33

Psychastema and clencal 4- 33

Schizoid trends and musical 4* 39

Schizoid trends and clencal + 32

Feather obtained MMPI and Kuder scores from 503 University of

Michigan students (80 per cent male) He divided them into ad-

justed and maladjusted groups a subject was classed as maladjusted

if he had an F-score over 69 on any diagnostic scale He also divided

them into two groups on the Kuder, separating them at the 74 per

centile The significant differences between the normal and mal-

adjusted groups by these criteria are given below Entries marked

with an asterisk were significant at the 1 per cent level, others at the

5 per cent level There were no significant differences in social serv

ice interests

Normal Higher on

Mechamcal*
Scientific*

Mechanical scientific*

Mechanical persuasive

Mechanical and musical

Maladjusted Higher on

Literary*

Musical*

Art

Art and literary*

Literary and musical*

Art and musical

Literary and clerical

On the other hand, Cottle, studying 400 male adult veterans, usmg
Strong, Kuder, MMFI, and Bell, found very little relationship between
the personality and interest inventories, although the personality in-

ventories were related and the interest inventories were related
Perhaps some of the discrepancies are due to differences in the samples
in the different studies However, Darley and Alteneder in separate
studies, wth the Bell and the Strong like Cottle found no significant

relationships between the two for men Alteneder did find some
higher correlations for women

Social adjustment and lawyer + 39
Social adjustment and social worker + 38
Emotional adjustment and teacher + 34
Home adjustment and teacher + 26

L E Tyler (1945), studying the relationships between scores on
tlie Strong and other tests with college sophomores, found a few sig-

nificant conelabons with the Minnesota Personality Scale The Social

key correlated significantly with Strongs Groups as follows
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do have strong indications that occupational preferences are closely

related to different aspects of personality. The relationship has so

far been most thoroughly studied in terms of interests These are

more important as determiners of the kinds of occupations that an

individual will enjoy and be successful at than are intellectual factors

In addition, attitude and mascuhmty-feminimty scales have shown

such relationships A beginning has been made with clinical studies,

and these offer many promismg leads for a better understanding of

these relationships
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CHAPTER 8

Differences

in Social Inheritance

Oun SOCIAI. INHERITANCE IS not limited to such

conditions as family position and wealth, it inclu es a so e

situation of the community, the country, and the

in which we are living We do not often thmlc

f
having a direct bearing upon the ways m whic we

or spend our spare time, hut they do It is ^
^ pjos

sider the enormous differences in our own countpi m times o

perity. of war, and of depression, to see how g

all members of the community are equally a Y

changes, but none remain unaffected
j.ff.rpnees was given

Some Idea of the enormous range of possible f |here
m Part I, when we discussed occupations m van

, ap
are also very great differences between socie

many cul

proximately the same level of oivilir^dooond which avom

tural traits m common It is more difficult to make^a
®

or a composer in America than m France, even n
fewer

artists m societies which do not value artistic pr
progress

philosophers in societies which are more inten up
^yenues of ex

The total cultural milieu may enormously mi
^ failure to

pression open to its members This may e
^ jJjqsq who follow

support the occupation or even by social ostracis
pgt valued

d It may be indirect m the sense that

by the society may never become
c r" mrn can be aware of occu

increasing literacy, all members of the gr p gnough to know

pations pursued only in other commumhes,
u

^ exemplars

that there have been at some tune and place in
as a pos

of other ways of life It must also be knmvn P greatest

sihibty for an individual m his oxvn society haxe

unportance For example, n».st buys an^l gnn u

of great scientists and artists For the mos v
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students get to college the percentage graduating is very similar in all

groups except for those from farm homes This may be because of

the generally poorer preparation in rural schools

Table 8 1 The Relation between Father’s Occupation and Pbob

ABILITY That a High School Graduate Will Enter College and That

A College Entrant Will Graduate (Warner, Havighubst, and Loeb)

Percentage

Percentage

of High
School

Graduates

Who Enter

Father’s Occupation College

Professional and semi professional C7

Managerial 50

^Vhite collar (clerical sales, se^^ ice) 48

Farmer 24

Factory, craftsmen, unskilled, etc 26

Percentage

of College

Entrants

^Mio Gradu
ate from

College

60

55

57

44

58

of High

School

Graduates

^\^lo Also

Graduate

from College

40

28

27

11

15

Havighurst suggests the following scheme for estimating P
,

ability of college attendance (assuming equal propinquity °
, t

cational institution and equal intelligence) m relation o i

mohvation and to socioeconomic status

Individual Motivation

Socioeconomic Status
High (upper and upper middle)
Medium (lower middle)
Low (working class)

Low
Doubtful

Low
Very low

Medium
H.gi Veryh.|li

Doubtful High
Doubtful

Wolfle has estimated that in 1940, of the
, cent 4 or

per cent would have had 1 to 3 years of college, ana 4 p

more years For 1960 he estimates these figures to P

and 7
1 per cent

, ,5 seen m the

Another important aspect of the conformity pro
seriously

requirements of ideational conformity, whic
these have

hampering intellectual freedom m our country
instances, m

“ot yet directly affected occupational choice m m
to be

creasing attempts to control saenlific research a S

limiting and senous

FAMILY, SOCIAL CLASS

There is no socrety of any
the child s

"'hich the father’s position does not m some v y occupa-

socioeconomic position, and in Uus respect posi
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these remiin remote, «^lmost mjthicM figures, with no personal rel-

evance for the average bo), anil it may never occur to him tint per-

haps he, too, could become a scientist or an artist Perhaps not all

of them could, in fact, but many more have the possibility than ever

realize it

One of the most important general cultural factors is the degree of

conformity required b) the socicl), cither in terms of the rigiditj with

which particular patterns of behavior must be adhered to, or in terms

of the number of different slcreot)pcs which are acceptable, or both

For example, the freedom of women to work varies greatly from one

country to another, and so do the penalties inflicted on them for work-

ing In no country, with the possible exception of the Soviets about

which our information is incomplete, is every occupation open to a

man equally open to a woman with the pertinent qualifications In

our own society we arc witnessing constant and increasing changes

To work because of economic necessity is almost everywhere con

sidered respectable for a woman, if unfortunate, but there ore many
communities still where women who work because they want to and
not because they have to are subject to some social or other penalties

This applies particularly to women who want to marry and work
Until very recently many stales would not hme married women as

teachers, and women who marned while teaching were promptly dis-

charged In Australia, even now, in the state Civil Services, when a
woman marries she is automatically demoted one step, and her pay is

cut even though she may continue doing the same work as before
Another simple and very important aspect of the general cultural

situation is the ease with which an education can be obtained If

oys and girls cannot go beyond high school, except under most un-
usual circumstances, they cannot make a free choice of occupations
because there are many occupations which require a higher education
It is still not literally true that anyone who wishes to can get a
college education m this country, but it is more nearly true than it used
to be Then, too, there is the matter of “wishing to” get a college edu
cation Whether or not this is important to any one may be more a
reflection of his social background than of his capacity to make use
of such an education, or of his enjoyment of it If no one else among
a group of high school cronies is thinking of going to college one isn t

likely to think about it The role of education in these respects, and of

scholastic performance as it is related to occupational performance,
will be discussed in the next chapter
Expectabon of college attendance vanes with the social class po

sihon of the family (Warner, Havighurst, and Loeb) It also varies

with father’s occupabon, as shown in Table 8 1 Note that after
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businessmen. Chinese college graduates enter business less frequently

than non-Chinese college graduates do, and three-fourths work out-

side Chinese communities. Kwoh points out that their major busi-

ness opportunities are in their own fathers businesses, which are like y

to be small old-fashioned places, and that professions carry hig er

prestige in Chinese communities as well as in the community gen-

erally. ,

College students, after all, comprise a limited group and are already

selected on a social class basis to a considerable extent. Several

other studies have been made which apply to broader groups.

Centers collected occupational data for about 650 men an eir

fathers, classifying them in terms of level on an occupadona

large business, professional, small business, white co ar, s i

manual work, semi-skilled work, unskilled work. Each rnans occu-

pation was recorded by the number of steps above or e

ther’s occupation that his own was placed. The resu
^ ^

Table 8.2. For all strata the difference was +.35 He tad

the over-all net mobility was small both in amoun an
'

gg

that both amount and extent of mobility are greates a

of the occupational scale. His Bgures give 58 to 76 Per “nt “
sons- occupations at the fathers’ level or one

and Anderson give 60 to 73 per cent for the same re a i p

Table 8.2. Occupattonai, Levels of Fathers and Sons (Centers)

Occupational Level of Father

Large business

Profession

Small business

White collar

Skilled manual
Semi-skilled

Unskilled

Occupational Levels of Sons in

KefaUon to Father’s Level

-2.13
-2.07
- 1.10

-0.38
-j-1.08

+ 1.42

+3.77

Reynolds selected a sample of 450 manua
' Eichly p^^

^^oss section of the working population o a «ty.

^ ^ the rela-

these were the children of manual workers. ® brothers .and sis-

tion between their occupations (and those o
th.at these

and the occupations of the father. ^ nd^ers), and the occupations of the fathers. F young and

data have the following defects; (1) Some o
^ complete cross

”iay advance to higher jobs. (2) i_-^t one child in m-annal

section since it included only parents ‘

. jaken as of the time

(3) The occupationalWl of the father is taken
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tion. The extent of the influence varies from society to society, and

from one group to another within a society, as well as from one family

to another. The amount and sort of education one wants or can get,

as well as one’s occupational choice, arc very directly influenced. It is

more likely than not that a child will remain in or near his fathers

general socioeconomic group. On the other hand, if he does leave

his group, it will be most likely that he will do so through his o%vn

occupation, or through marriage into a different group.

Parent-child similarities in occupation

In a society which e.xpects one son, often the eldest, to follow his

father’s profession, there is less personal choice than in a society m
which there is greater occupational mobility between the generations.

Such expectations vary from society to society, in different regions m
one country, and from one time to another in the same country. It

is, for example, less the rule now in our own country than it has been

in the past. This is also true in so different a society as that of Japan,

where a study of three classes of college students showed that, whereas

in their grandfathers’ time 71.4 to 77.8 per cent entered hereditary

occupations, in 1931 only 59.5 to 39.3 per cent did so (Koyama).

Relationships between occupations of fathers and sons appear both

in choices during college years and in actual selection of occupations.

Nelson studied 3,211 students in 18 institutions, comparing their

choice of occupation with their fathers' occupations, and found that

the number who would be expected to select the fathers’ occupation

on the basis of chance greatly exceeded the actual number for agri-

culture and labor (reflecting in part census changes in these cate-

gories), but in all other occupations, and especially medicine, jour-

nalism, and teaching, the number choosing was more than would he

expected by chance. He concludes that there is a small but positive

and significant relationship. Wilson, who studied graduates of the

University of Kentucky, found that three-fourths of the men whose

parents were also graduates of that university entered different occu-

pations than their parents had. It must be pointed out that such

figures are affected by the specificity of occupational classification.

If they are based on definite occupations, such as a lawyer, they will

be lower than if they are based upon occupational groups, such as pro-

fessional.

Kwoh investigated a sample of Chinese male college graduates

which included about one-third of all those then in the United

States. Compared with their own fathers and brothers, graduates

were more often in professions, even though half were the sons ot
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Eminence and level of social origin

A number of studies have noted that eminent men do not come with

proportionate frequency from all socioeconomic levels To have

been bom in a lower socioeconomic group does not make it impossible

to achieve eminence in any field, but it certainly makes it less prob

able The effect may be an mdication of the greater opportunities

open to upper class persons, as well as an indication of their more fre

quent high intelligence, it may also indicate differences in motivation

resulbng from framing, but on this point we have no information

The relabonship holds in all fields of activity, letters, science, art

business About half our eminent scientists have been the °

professional men (Cattell and Bnmhall, Roe, 1953, Visher) n

Taussig and Toslyn reported that about 70 per cent of ^^^smess leaders

came from 10 per cent of the population At that time over a

business leaders had fathers who were businessmen, they es

that by mid century the proportion would be two thirds

led eminence and level of social origin of 803 native ma es
.

Who's Who m the East for 1942-1943 The

below in terms of the number of cases in the sample per

base population, which was taken as the number of ma es i

pational group in 1900

Sample Cases per 100 000

Base Population (1900)

73 5

38 0

49
12
42

Father’s Occupation

Professional

Business

Clerical

Labor
Agriculture

'

" . j

Similar relationships hold m other societies
from the

that the Danish intelligentsia are recruited more nu
music

professional classes, especially those in the anguag
^ notable

The middle class, although m smaller proportions, i

contnbuUon to the more practical sciences an
broke into the

business, and the few members of the lower c as

^
point is of

intelligentsia usually achieved enduring f^®
achie\cmenl for a

interest, presumably it is so much more \uth great

man from this social level that only ver) sup

dri\e manage it

Personality differences and socml class
tliffcrcnces as

It has been demonstrated that there are
that both so-

sociatcd \Mih social class, and, since il »s PP
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the child entered work The first and third defects are not very seri-

ous, since changes in occupational level among manual workers arc

not common

Table 8 3 Occupational Level or Workliis Compaiud to Occopa

TioNAL Level of FATiiEn (Reynolds)

Occupational Le\cl of Children

Occupational Lc\el

of Father 1 2
(% of distnbuti

3 4 5 G

on)

7 8 9 Total

1 Proprietor, etc a 4 2 40 28 7 7 3 0 100

2 Professional, etc 8 12 4 30 12 14 4 12 4 100

3 Foremen 13 3 0 43 32 6 3 0 0 100

4 Skilled 4 5 o 40 25 10 7 5 2 100

5 Semi skilled 5 0 5 25 43 6 11 4 1 100

6 Unskilled 2 1 1 26 46 11 8 5 0 100

7 Clerical and sales 3 3 0 26 26 16 10 18 8 100

8 Service and domestic 3 3 0 10 82 17 14 12 0 100

9 Agriculture 4 4 2 24 28 18 1 5 14 100

Studies of the Occupational Level Scale* of the Strong by Barnett,

Handelman, Stewart, and Super investigated family background

Their data suggest that, whereas the father's occupation may deter-

mine the vocational field, the mother’s background (expressed m
terms of her parents’ occupations) is more clearly a determiner of the

socioeconomic level of interest Sons of skilled workmen whose

mothers come from superior socioeconomic backgrounds tend to have

interests characteristic of higher occupational levels, perhaps they

acquire also from their mothers a more positive evaluation of post-

high school education and of white collar jobs than is typical of boys

whose mothers as well as fathers come from skilled or semi-skilled

backgrounds There is some rather unclear relationship between re-

ligious background and occupational level scores of sons of skilled

workmen Sons of Protestants and sons of mixed mainages both

score higher than sons of Catholics, and the difference is significant in

the latter case

That there are regional differences in vertical mobility has been
demonstrated for attorneys by Adams, who reported that those from
the Northeast had their origin in families of lower occupational pres-

tige more frequently than attorneys in the Midwest and even more
frequently than attorneys in the Southwest

* This scale contrasts the interests of semi skilled laborers wth the interests

of professional men There have been a number of discrepant opmions as to

what this scale Yeally measures The study by Barnett, Handelman, Stewart

and Super concludes that it is a measure of the socioeconomic level where the

individual will be most comfortable
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aspiration, and an ideology that is primarily one of busmess rather

than labor socio pohtical is the one generally emphasized by our

schools They consider this a hardship on working attitude stand

ards It may be one reason why schools are on the whole less palat-

able to students from homes of lower socioeconomic level

RELIGION

Religious affiliation may have some relation to oc

cupational selection, but m the over all social picture it is usua y an

indirect one, and most often incidental to other aspects n any

community the dominant or influenhal group is usually o e same

religious affiliation, taken broadly (eg, Protestant), an m some

places even of a smgle sect (e g ,
the Mormons) In such si ua

the members of other groups are hkely to be at a disadvan age,

m the obtaining of jobs, or in advancement in a business or ®

sional hierarchy (Dalton) In individual instances, o ’

disadvantage may be very direct A proprietor may give pr

to members of his own religious group or may even re

those of certain other groups Fair Employment Prac ices
,

hid this, along with discrimination on the basis of race, u

does occur

Religious affiliation and eminence ,

There seem to be no data on occupaUonal
several

affiliation for the population at large There are,

studies of the relig10us afBIiahons of eminent persons o.

»ces appear in these studies, but it is more
, .“ho

association is with elements in the religion attrac ive
j-estrictions

become eminent m various fields rather than wit ex e

on occupational selection, except for Jews
«„fr,ps m 1910-

Fry classified about the first half of Whos ^ rnembership
1911 into occupational and denominationa

^
. „g}i,ation, this

groups Only 56 per cent had given a
,Ht,on Failure

‘s roughly the same as that recorded for the
was lacking

to give an affiliation did not necessarily mean tn

R can, however, be fairly interpreted as
. jjq poled that,

filiation was personally unimportant to the su
j church

the more creative or mechanical the occupation
f-ojp 23 por oont

joemberslup was to be recorded, the calculations of tlic

to 64 per cent (except for religious workers)
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cial class and personality are associated with occupational factors, one

relationship may enhance the other Auld has surveyed the available

studies on difFerences in personality test responses associated with

differences in socioeconomic background Data on the following

tests were available Bernreutcr* Bro\vn, California Test of Personal-

ity, MMPI, Pintner Aspects of Personality Inventory, Pressey X O,

Rorschach, SRA Youth Inventory, TAT, Vineland, Wisconsin Scale of

Personality Traits, and Woodworth-Matthews lie found that mid-

dle-class subjects always get more “favorable” scores than do lower-

class subjects In about a third of the studies reviewed, differences

were appreciable, they were larger when social rather than economic

measures of social status were applied, and when the subjects had a

considerable spread in social status

It should be borne in mind that these results mean only that, on

standard personality tests, lower-class subjects receive less favorable

scores, they do not necessarily mean that lower-class subjects have

less desirable personalities Tests have been developed for the most

part by persons with middle class backgrounds and mores, their

standards are those of their own group Prom the standpoint of the

whole society these are not necessarily the best, m fact there seems

no particular reason why it should be desirable for all members of a

community to have similar personality structures On the contrary a

good argument could be advanced for the desirability of more varia-

tion

This sort of bias can be very pervasive and difficult Psychologists,

for example (Roe, 1952), tend to get scores indicating better adjust-

ment on the Group Rorschach For a number of reasons it seems
clear that this means only that the Rorschach is interpreted in terms

of the sort of self-ideal held by psychologists, and this is not quite the

same as that of, say, biologists and physicists However, the fact

that there are rather consistent differences in scores on tests need not

mislead us too far if allowance is made for this difference, and if in-

terpretations are not made in absolute value terms
Remmers, Horton, and Lysgaard hypothesized that high school stu-

dents would show difFerences associated with social class in

1 Deferred gratification behavior patterns
2 Level of aspiration

3 Ideology

They questioned a 2 500 pupil sample of 15 000 high school stu-

dents, and the results supported the hypothesis They point out that

the middle-class pattern of deferred gratification, higher level of
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points out that discrimmation and prejudice cannot be eliminated by

force alone, but that on the other hand education unaccompanied by

at least the possibihty of force is futile Experience has indicated

that once the barriers are lowered it is simple to continue, but this

must always be on terms of complete equality

In fact it has been shown in many studies that where the Negro is

equally well tramed he is no less effective than the white Such studies

as that of Bullock, reported below, demonstrate nicely the essential

irrelevance of the fact of race to the realibes of the working situabon

From a directory of Texas manufacturers, Bullock made a randcra

selechon of 989 enterprises and studied their attitudes towards e

employment of Negroes It should be noted that Texas is one o t e

states where racial barriers are drawn very sharply His cone usions

are

This study allows the conclusion that the job and quantity

Negro employment policy of Texas manufacturing foms are

associated with the econL.c nature of the
oes

racial atUtudes held by their personnel managers

regularly employe^d by a'drm appears to be m the mam a funchon oi

the type of ownership [corporative firms employ more th
. r, ex

type/‘^h<=avy manufa^cti^nl more than Irght or dean]

penence ^vlth Negro workers and of the size of the c y ‘

^
IS located The number of Negroes employed depends m
of industry, type of ownership and size of service

attitudes

functional with re|ard to the occupational
m work ra theffi "’evelT ap

are allowed to work, but the number allowed t

pponomic nature of

pears to be more closely related to altitudes than ° r jsjeero work
the enterprise Our findings imply a decreasing preference &

ors as the occupational level increases

Not only IS the Negro quite capable of a^l^atn p opposi
most kinds of work, but It has been the general expeM

bon to Negro coworkers decreases with
j^vards Integra

^^y and industrial studies have sho\vn tha a
. actual

hon of Negroes into previously all white groups v
Army

®xpenence of members of the groups in wor ^
i troops was most

studies showed that integration of white and co Negro
favored by white soldiers who had been m c os

gtouffer et al

)

^oops and least by those wth no such
j^o have Negro co

A Similar study m industry sho\vs tfiat w Negron* or

workers are marMly more favorable W workmg mm
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amount of denommational representation in Who*s Who in proportion

to general church membership in the country as a whole are shown in

Table 8 4 He noted also that the Congregationalists and Unitarians

are especially high among scienbsts and the Roman Catholics espe-

cially low Davis gives similar results for an analysis of Who^s Who
in the East for 1942^-1943 Her data, computed on a somewhat differ-

ent basis, are also given in Table 8 4

Table 8 4 Religious Affiliations of American Leaders (Data of

Fry and of Davis)

Unitarian

Reformed
Umversahst
Episcopalian

Congregational

Quaker
Presbjtenan
Christian Scientist

Methodist
Baptist

Disciples of Christ
Lutheran
Roman Catholic

Denominational Representa
tion Who's Who, 1910-1911,

in Proportion to Church
Membership

(Fry)

32 5
6 25
6 43
6 07
4 96
4 40
3 11

I 27
0 89
0 70
0 61

0 32
0 31

Sample Cases per 100,000

Male Church Members,

Who's Who in the East,

1942-1943

(Davis)

20

4

4

4

1

1

0 1

'Hie finding that very few saentists, at least among the eminent, are

noted by other workers also (Knapp and Good-

en possible implications of this elsewhere

» T
Protestant sects contributing the fewest

scientists also discourage free inquiry among their members and exer-
cise a tight control over them

HACE

„ .in- ^'^tirenccs in the occupational opportunities that
.re open o ‘ crent racial groups in America are well known Oc-
cupational distributions of Negroes m the working population are
gnen m Chapter 10 Discnmination is slowly decreasing wath gen-
erall) changing altitudes, helped by such factors as Fair Employment
Practices Acts nuchames. in a study of the results of the FEFC.
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Race and cmUunLe

There are, naturally, relatively as well as absolutely fewer members

of racial mmonty groups who achieve any degree of eminence Such

persons not only must overcome many more obstacles in ac levmg

greatly, they also meet another obstacle in obtaining equal recognition

for equal achievement Smith, in a study of racial origins o eminen

persons m this country, found that Indians had about

many chances for eminence as the population in genera, u

even so they had almost three times as many chances as o

In a later study, with Moton, he noted that the Jewish contribution

among prominent Amencans is not as high as that o t e popu a ion

general, in spite of their generally high capacities

It IS clear that social pressures of various sorts are an extrem y

portant factor in determining occupational possibilities
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even under them, than are whites who have not worked with Negroes

previously Some data are given in Table 8 5

Table 8 5 AccEPTA^cE of Negroes as Coworkers (Opinion Research

Corporation)

Percentage Responding “Yes’

mites mo Whites Who Do
Have Negro Not Have Negro

Coworkers Coworkers

All right to work next to a Negro 84 59

All right for company to hire Negroes for

my type of work 79 59

All right to work under a Negro supervisor 54 37

Agree that companies should tram Negroes
to fill higher skilled ]ohs 56 43

Agree that companies should open up white
collar jobs to Negroes 63 50

We have noted that where the Negro is equally well trained he is

no less eEective than the white Tlie problem of obtaining training,

however, is very much more difficult for the Negro than it is for the

white This applies to vocational as well as to general education

It will be some time before the desegregation ruling of the Supreme
Court can bring about any genuine change in these areas Even in

communities where segregation has not been the rule fewei Negroes
have been able to take advantage of the available education, or have
\\ anted to Economic pressures have ordinarily been heavier upon
them, and it has not always been true that additional education
opened up better jobs to them, although this has been generally so

Loop made a study of 6,799 Negroes living in Manhattan and found
that, although advanced education was necessarily of value m securing
professional positions, and there was an inverse relation between the

amount of scholastic training and employment in domestic jobs, there

was no appreciable effect of education in mdustnal, semi professional,

or professional seiaice attendant fields He pointed out that the

slower \ocational progress of the Negro is hampered by many factors

other than education, including frequent exclusion from unions
Limited as arc the general opportunities, individual Negroes have

entered a very large number of fields Johnson, studying 5,512 Negro
college and professional graduates, found 204 different male and 104

different female occupations represented But there is a heavy con
centration m a few occupabons education 40 per cent, medicine 12

per cent, dentistry 8 per cent, law 4 per cent, and the ministry 3 per

cent
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Race and emiiunLO ,
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even under them, than are whites who have not worked with Negroes

previously Some data are given in Table 8 5

Table 8 5 Acceptance of Negroes as Coworkers (Opinion RESEARai

Corporation)

Percentage Responding “Yes”

Whites mo Whites ho Do
Have Negro Not Have Negro

Coworkers Coworkers

All right to Rork next to a Negro 84 59

All right for company to hire Negroes for

my type of work 79 59

All right to work under a Negro supervisor 54 37

Agree that companies should tram Negroes
to fill higher skilled jobs 50 43

Agree that companies should open up white
collar jobs to Negroes OS 50

We ha\ e noted that where the Negro is equally well trained he is

no less effective than the white Tlie problem of obtaining training,

however, is very much more difficult for the Negro than it is for the

white This applies to vocational as well as to general education

It will be some time before the desegregation ruling of the Supreme

Court can bring about any genuine change in these areas Even in

communities where segregation has not been the rule fewei Negroes

ha\e been able to take advantage of the available education, or have

wanted to Economic pressures have ordinarily been heavier upon
them, and it has not always been true that additional education

opened up better jobs to them, although this has been generally so

Loop made a study of 6,799 Negroes living in Manhattan and found
that, although advanced education was necessarily of value m securing

professional positions, and there was an inverse relation between the

amount of scholastic training and employment in domestic jobs, there

was no appreciable effect of education in industrial, semi professional,

or professional service attendant fields He pointed out that the

slower \ocational progress of the Negro is hampered by many factors

other than education, including frequent exclusion from unions
Limited as are the general opportunities, individual Negroes have

entered a very large number of fields Johnson, studying 5,512 Negro
college and professional graduates, found 204 different male and 104

different female occupations represented But there is a heavy con-

centration m a few occupations education 40 per cent, medicine 12

per cent, dentistry 8 per cent, law 4 per cent, and the ministry 3 per

cent
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Race and cnunouc

There ere, naturally, relatively as well as absolutely fewer naembers

of racial minority groups who achieve any degree of eminence Such

persons not only must overcome many more obstacles m achieving

greatly, they also meet another obstacle m obtaining equal recognition

for equal achievement Smith, in a study of racial origins of eminent

persons m this country, found that Indians had about -ts

many chances for eminence as the population in general, but that

even so they had almost three times as many chances as do Negroes

In a later sLdy, with Moton, he noted that the Jeiwsh contribution

among prominent Americans is not as high as that of the population m

general, in spite of their generally high capacities

It IS clear that social pressures of various sorts are an extremely im-

portant factor in determining occupational possibilities
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CHAPTER 9

Differences

in Education

and Other

Biographical Factors

In this aiAPTEn we shall be ^
relationship between life occurrences and t

factors
progress Among the most important of biographical factors

are differences in education Other factors include

famUy while growmg up It is probable that such
^

major factors Tn the development of interests and m th choice

career, but there is very little direct evidence as yet a

EDUCATION

Amounf of education
for-for of con-

The total amount of education received is

^ are also

siderable importance, although other aspects o
-^ount of edu

related to occupations The correspondence ® ™ j occupahons
cation and occupational level is not perfect

h-flining requue
for the most part have quite exact educationa a

almost

ments, and without meeting these at least ^ u-ements are

impossible to enter any of these fields usine
education

much less definite for the most part, however, a n g busmess
IS a prerequisite How helpful a college educa o

becomes
'^aries with the mdividual situation As co

even though
more customary it will become more and more ®

’ Even lower-

it may have relatively little importance for t ® 1°
, , g^jucation, or at

level white collar jobs generally require a hig
. skilled

the very least several years beyond grade sc
° education beyond

and lower manual categones often do not
^be

population

grade school Nevertheless, with larger
°gbool graduates are

going through high school, more and more §
, training has not

going into manual jobs, for which their hig
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for engineers and lawyers but lower for businessmen Post-graduate

business education is not common, nor are there any occupa i™s

requiring it as there are for post-graduate professional education The

estimated occupational distribuhon of college gra ™ ^ -oj ,

fields, on July 1. 1953. is shown m Table92. page 120 (
Wo^-

)

There are. in fact, quite a number of occupations tha

cational requirements, although the personne managers X .

to hire woriiers who are literate to at least ^7'’ degree Edgermn

and Blum have pointed out that statem^s ^and
meats, particularly for lower-level ,obs. have been too general

Fig 9 1 AGCT scores of all freshmen

Each bar represents a different college
.naR 'Thg upper and lower en

AGCT score of all freshmen admitted m (FromWolfle)

indicate the 75th and 25lh percentile scores r

ordinarily are unrelated to the actual
50jne require only

no knowledge of reading, writing, or an
controls or switches,

the reading of numbers or letters, or o
, literacy rcquire-

and so on A surprising variety or jo s
Mahler They

ments This is sho\vn m the study y draftees classed as

analyzed the types of occupations
school for 12 vccks of

“illiterate” by the Army and sent to i

. frequent of these oc-

training Table 9 3, page 121, gives thejj-j^^ ^ niain

cupations, accounting for 81 per cent
^ vear) is listed

occup-ition for each man (followed for
i j-d to uncmph)>7nent

Tint the amount of education may 7, "„_s,on, has been sho^m

dunng penods of stress, such as a genera m 19T1, dnd his

by DeVmney He studied the
females Within the same

sample included 100.000 males and 30,^ signiBcant negatuc

socioeconomic leads and age groups there aaas
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only not been much help, but may even prove to have been a hin-

drance This IS because the average high school is oriented towards

the white collar or professional occupations as ideals, to turn to manual

work may then be frustrating, even though it is actually better suited

to the individual

Wolfle has reported changes m the level of education of the popula-

tion, and his data are shown m Table 9 1 Educational level is seen

to be steadily increasing (See also Table 9 4)

Table 9 1 Percentages of Population over 25 Years of Age at

Various Educational Levels (Data from Wolfle)

0-8 grades only

1940

60 4

1950 1900

(estimated)

50 2 40 0

9-12 years 29 5 30 9 44 0

1-3 years college 5 5 7 1 8 9

4 or more j ears college 4 6 5 8 7 1

Number of years of education is only a crude measurement of the

actual acquisition of knowledge This was so even when advance-

ment m school from year to year meant that at least a minimum of

learning had been accomplished Now that many school systems have

adopted the practice of promoting students yearly no matter what their

accomplishment, the amount of education is coming to have little

more significance than chronological age (Allen and Krone
)

The situation is not greatly different in the colleges A number of

colleges, particularly state-supported ones, have adopted the position

that any citizen who wants it is entitled to a college education Since

there are a number of persons in the community without the in-

tellectual resources to profit by the usual college curriculum they have

introduced courses which these students can pass waiting tables is an

extreme example Even apart from this there are great differences m
the level of mental ability of students in various colleges In 1938, of

355 colleges using an intelligence test for freshmen students, the

college averages ranged from IQ 122 to IQ 94, with an over-all average

of 108 In the lowest ranking college, one fourth of the freshmen had

IQ’s under 90 and fewer than one fourth had IQ’s of 100 or more

(Super) Data on AGCT scores of ail freshmen admitted to 41 dif*

ferent colleges in 1916 are shown m Fig 9 1

An undergraduate college major docs not have any necessary rela

tion to the vocational field the student will enter An undergraduate

major is not sufficient for any professional work above the technologi-

cal lc%el 'Those who go on to post-graduate studies, however, are

very likely to work in the field of their post-graduate majors The

correspondence is almost perfect for physicians and dentists, it is high
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Table 9.3. Classification of Illiterates by Occupation (from Altus

AND Mahler)

Percentage

Occupation

Farm hand
Truck driver

Laborer, general

Laborer, construction

Cook
Mechanic’s helper

Tractor driver

Sawmill worker
Porter

Section hand, railroad

Service station attendant

Painter

Welder
Lumberjack
Carpenter

WTiites

60 8

13 1

6 0

3 4

1 3

2 0

2 4

1 0

0 0

1 4

0 8

1 3

1 4

1 4

1 1

Total number
1,409

Negroes
32 9

19 5

12 4

5 6

5 4

3 7

0 8

3 7

5 6

3 0

3 4

1 9

1 2

0 3

0 7

589

Both
52.6

15.1

7 9

4 0

2 5

2 5

1 9

1 8

1 6

1 6

1 6

1 4

1 4

1 0

1 0

1,998
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more regular employment than the better students Perhaps the ^t

ter students were more easily dissatisfied or more o ten a ]0 s a

did not utilize their capacities Inferior scholars had sigmfican y

higher weekly earnings than the average

also earned Lre than the average scholars did but this

was not significant It is far from clear why the “f™”
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professional groups showing higher academic records, yet there was

marked overlapping of grades between occupational groups

Particular experiences may be crucial for occupational choice

The discovery of the possibility of finding things out for oneself, of

personal mvolvement in research, has been a major factor in turning

many men to science

Various workers have investigated the relationship between scholas-

tic achievement and success Success may be defined in various

ways One easy way is to view income as a measure of success

There are many reasons why this is not ideal, but within one occupa-

tional group and age level it is not too unsatisfactory, provided that

the range of other economic factors is controlled For example, one

cannot reasonably compare success, in terms of income, of teachers

who are in a large city school system and those who are in a poverty-

stricken small southern town Another technique for determinmg

success IS to use ratings from superiors, or from others who know the

subject’s work This also has difficulties One cannot get a very

large group of subjects, if they must all be known equally well by

several raters, so that it usually results m having to compare ratings

of different raters as well as of different subjects This introduces

complications, especially as it seldom happens that all the raters have

been well trained and that a preliminary study to see how well they

agree has been made
Several studies report a positive relation between success in school

and success in life (Diaz-Gasca, Krehl ) Another worker reports

a large degree of correlation between school attainment and later suc-

cess in theology and professional academic groups, and a low correla-

tion for the medical profession (Kramm
) This is not too surpris-

ing theologians and general academic groups need the sort of verbal

ability that is helpful to high scholastic attainment, physicians gen-

erally do not at least not to the same extent
Trout has reported that academic success in high school shows no

clear cut trend with success m later life, but that academic success in

college has a significant relationship with financial success later Mos
sm (see below) also found no significant correlation between high

school grades and selling performance
There is one study of the relation between high school grades and

employment history and income, based on 20,000 Boston high school

graduates as subjects (Ryan and Morton
) No consistent relation

was found between school grades and occupational achievements,

but there are some intriguing details Among boys, fewer of the aver-

age and inferior students were employed, but those who were had
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more regular employment than the better students Perhaps the bet-

ter students were more easily dissatisfied or more often hid jobs that

did not utilize their capacihes Inferior scholars had significantly

higher weekly earnings than the average scholars did the superior

also earned more than the average scholars did but this

was not significant It is far from clear why t e in erior sc o a

should earn more than the average ones We do not know w -

cupahons they were in Perhaps more average sc o ars w

low-paid white collar jobs, whereas inferior scho ars

workers, who are usually better paid Among t e gir ’

die situation was quite different there was a posi ive re a i

tween school marks and each of various measures ^
vantage numbers employed, income, job continuity, e

thors^ggest that this may be m part because more girls who -oujd

seek immediate employment took commercial courses and
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and high school teachers was +71 (over twice that found by Jep

sen), and for women elementary and high school teachers it was

+ 64 Stuit also found very little relationship between teaching and

university grades (bi serial r= +314), with ratings by superintend-

ents and principals as a criterion

Much higher correlations were reported by Tudhope in England

Inspectors’ estimates of teaching ability of 96 experienced men and

women correlated + 81 with college final marks The difference may
he in the reliability of the ratings (perhaps his inspectors were better

acquainted with the subjects) or in the validity of the grade scoring

system, or both Whatever the cause, such discrepancies make any

general estimate of the situation impossible

One may also interpret success in terms of satisfaction or con

tentment rather than in terms of income or superiors’ ratings In a

study of 169 Hunter College students (women) Crosby reported that

9 months after graduation, there was no significant relation between
job satisfaction and academic achievement Job satisfaction was
measured by a questionnaire which gave the following distribution

63 per cent satisfied 25 per cent indifferent, and 12 per cent dis

satisfied

Mossm investigated selling performance and contentment in rela

tion to school background His subjects were 94 girls in a New
York department store, 15 to 19 5 years old, with reasonably homoge
neous selling experience All were from public high schools Job
contentment was rated by three questionnaires, and job performance
was based on ratings of professional women shoppers and supervisors

His subjects were divided into 4 groups, according to whether their

high school course had been College Preparatory, Commercial, Cloth
mg Arts or Distributive Occupations The Commercial and Dis-

tributive Occupations groups were superior in nearly all criteria of

selling but differences were not significant His findings on relation

of various factors to selling performance include

Negative correlations with number of high school credits
No significant correlations with scholastic achievement
Negligible correlations with high school absences and tardiness
Negative but insignificant correlations with age
A correlation of + 21 with IQ (P = 07)

The Distributive Occupations group was better than all the others

in all but one item of a 10 item job condition satisfactions rating m
job functions interest, and in number of hours in retail saleswork

The College Preparatory was generally inferior to the others in all

these, which is not surprising Presumably those who had taken the
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College Preparatory course had had higher aspirations than retail

selling, and would therefore be likely to be more critical and less sat-

isfied He also noted, among the non-Distributive groups, a tendency

to an inverse relation betiveen contentment and amount of hig

school training after the sophomore year He attributes t p

ity of the Distributive group to “predisposition rather to the

courses they had taken^ In other words, it would that those

who were Ling more or less what they had

doing, or plannL to do. were more elfecUve and
^

those who had presumably drifted into the work, and particularly

than those who had had some other aspirations

Eminence .

Studies so far mentioned have concerned success or

Field

Education
Army and Navy
Science

Religion

Law
Medicine
Technical engineering

Journalism

Author
Public office

Business

Arts
Music
Theater, motion pictures

^

Knox, with a sample of » H=iivard "
rented to inclusion

1925, found graduation with honors s'g"
level of honors

m Who’s Who, and the hkehhood
of the magrut cum

received 17 per cent of the cum lau e,

^ , gj-gjuates were hsted

laude, and 58 per cent of the summa cu
relation to inclusion in

Extracumcular distinctions also s owe
college literary ac»

Who>s Who, representations being o p for ath-

Uvities, 26 per cent for executive ac vi
> ^^tstanding extracur-

lehc A combination of scholasbc o
fgr predicbng future

nculax achievement supphed the e

siiropcc

1899 1934

72 97

55 91

55 89

53 89

46 82

42 100

37 77

S3 49

27 51

22 69

12 50

8 9

6 21

0 9
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An interesting study by Smith shows trends in educational require-

ments He also accepted inclusion in Who's Who as the criterion of

eminence The figures for percentages of persons in different fields

reporting college graduation in 1899 and 1934 arc shown in Table 9 4

It seems probable that these trends have continued and that achieve-

ment of recognition in most fields will be increasingly difficult in the

future without a high level of formal education Art may remain an

exception

BIOGRAPHICAL FACTORS

A number of biographical factors have shown some

relation to success and to eminence, as well as to choice of profession

Factors relating to choice of a specific occupation will be discussed m
Chapter 21 Biographical factors may include such elements as place

of birth, family discipline, ordinal position in the family, and so on

Maslow’s theories of the relation between early gratification and later

development of frustration tolerance have apparently not been di

rectly applied in this field, but such data as those of Friend and Hag
gard, reported below, can be interpreted m these terms It is prob

able that further studies of gratification m relation to later life per-

formance would be extremely fruitful

During World War II, several agencies found a biographical in

ventory useful m selective procedures, although validity coefficients

were generally lower than for custom built indices or standard tests

Similar studies have been made in industry For example, Kerr and
Martin computed tetrachonc correlations between job success (based
on merit ratings) and 20 items in the appheahon blank for 244 factory

employees They found that approximately 10 per cent of job suc-

cess could be accounted for by biographical factors Correlations

significant at 5 per cent or better are reported in Table 9 5
Long also found that more boys are employed than girls, in a study

of 469 boys and 429 girls who left school at or before high school

graduation between 1934 and 1948 He noted, too, that deviation

from the traditional family pattern was related to a lower percentage
of employment among the boys, but a higher percentage of employ-
ment among the girls He did not find any relationship between
height and weight and regularity of employment nor with any meas-
ures of family status or relationship, such as socioeconomic status of

home, number of employed siblings, birth order, family size, or broken

homes
General geographical locabon has considerable significance for ad-
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Tetrachomc Cobrexations between Job Success and Ap

PLICATION Blank Items (Kerr and Martin)

Item

Sex, female

Single

Mamed
Street address (areas)

A»
B
C
D

Born in same state

eight, for males

Former emplojee

Number of personal references given

Number of organization memberships

Number of hobbies

Special training

Number of previous positions

“ Area A contained the highest percen age o

homes

Correlation

- 16

- 18

+ 30

- 22

+ 23

+ 15

- II

+ 15

- 27

+ 22

- 17

-f-
23

- 18

+ 15

— 22

upper socioeconomic level

vanced work and for achievement resi e
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creases markedly the chances of going
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what he calls the ‘ goodness of the area number of

plex measure including economic and soci
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ure of “Goodness” is + ^
en in Table 9

of production of superior persons are giv
j,s of American sci-

The study of Knapp and Goodric on striking

enlists also found geographical
, u their contribution of

significance, with the Mid- and Far
. imnortancc of imper-

scienhsts Such data as these
however, high achievers

sonal factors m achievement There m nn> area arc

from every area, and which U is clear

those who reach a high level is larg > * P
, of an) comm

that raising the general education'i an
contnbulors to some v

nity will result in increasing the number

generally
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Table 9 6 Rank Order of States by a Composite Measure of Rela

TivE Productivity of Superior Persons (SBQ) (after Thorndike)

Rank SBQ State Rank SBQ State

1 170 Utah 25 99 Michigan

Z 104 Massachusetts 26 98 New York
3 148 Connecticut 27 97 Illinois

4 142 Idaho 28 95 Maryland
5 141 Colorado 29 93 Delaware
C 140 New Hampshire 30 83 Pennsylvania

7 139 South Dakota 31 78 Missouri

8 130 Wjoming 32 77 New Jersey

9 132 Vermont 33 72 Arizona
10 130 Maine 34 71 Oklahoma
11 128 Rhode Island 35 70 Virginia
12 118 North Dakota 36 07 West Virginia

13 110 Iowa 37 51 South Carolina

14 115 Kansas 38 51 North Carolina
15 115 ^^ashlngton 39 50 Kentucky
10 115 Nebraska 40 40 Texas
17 114 Montana 41 40 Tennessee
18 113 Nevada 42 41 Alabama
10 110 Ohio 43 38 Florida
20 108 Minnesota 44 37 Arkansas
21 104 Indiana 45 SO Mississippi
22 103 California 40 SO Georgia
23 102 ^^lscon8m 47 35 New Mexico
24 102 Oregon 48 82 Louisiana

Family influences

Factors in the general family climate not directly related to socio-

economic status may be of prime importance in later vocational ad-
justment As Ins been remarked before, difficult as research of this

sort IS, it would probably be more fruitful than the amassing of as-

sorted test scores Friend and Haggard have done the only compre
hensive studj so far available Tlicir subjects were 80 clients of a
vocational counseling service, 67 of them men, and all between 16
and 30 jears old Most were jobless at the time The) were rated
on 173 items of famil) background, and divided into groups according
to their occupational adjustment, achievement, and improvement after

counseling About 25 per cent were placed in High and m Low
groups for each of these divisions Adjustment and achievement
were not closcl) related, people high m achievement may or may not

adjust well, but people low in achievement probably will not Tam-
il) integration and attitude towards father are important m adjust-

ment, but make little difference in achievement, antagonism for the

moUicr, however, is positive!) associated with both Differences be-
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tween the early hfe histones of Highs and Lows m occupahonal ad-

justment are shown m Table 9 7 The authors make the mp°rtant

point that, whether or not a worker makes special demands of the job

or needs special appreciahon and status, depends upon the ™ount o

depnvahon dunng h.s early hfe. that he goes after fte -denlical and

spLfic satisfactions in his work which were denied him

tL is clearly in accord with the theoretical position of Ma^w and

IS of primary importance for understanding satisfaction

in work If one must find in work satisfactions wkch are ^ ™sm

to It. It IS clear that the work itself must suffer Nor can

all serious deficiencies of the past although it can be a major

of present needs

Table 9 7 Wobk Adjustment ™ HlocAmT^
BETIVEEN Highs and Lows in Adpistment (Fiuend

H h

Closely knit, strongly unifiedfaTOfy^'Sganized
families, lack of ‘to

early

celherness

More antagonisbc to parents

More sibling rivalryMore affection for father

More independent

Milder ambivalence toward

Cleor Cut Differences

e 1 1 f More sense of rejection

School more satisfying

More positive feeling for motr
Religious values stressed

More often favorites
" spoiled

More gregarious
, discordant homes

More formal education and special

‘'“"'"8
Differences

Illness of subject as child or in fam y

Famd^SfaS birth order of subject

Long, as Mcll as Friend and ^^“88“”!’^“'"''
Ordmal position ap-

adjustment and ordinal position in ^
^ ^ ^ ,p^ejnenl at a high Ie\cl

pears, however, to have some rcla lo
. . Cattell and Bnmhall

Data are available for scholars an
simple of 855 scientists

found tliat the incidence of first bom m
chance, and the data of

was much higher than could be e^qicc
^ ' Appcrl) made a studs

Vishcr and my os%ai data gise simi ar r
,

predominance

of 930 Amencan Rhodes scholars, and also mertascO.

of eldest sons from small families, ”**”'***,

q

similar relationship

as \\ cll as a predominance of only sons
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holds between birtli older and acliicvtmciit of eminence in other fields

IS not known
There are some difficulties m interpretation of this finding A

number of studies have found that first born are disproportionately

numerous in various groups of problem children (Goodenough, Rose-

now, Thurstone) (They are not, however, more numerous among

manic depressives and schizophrenics according to Malzberg )
Wile

and Jones reported that order of birth does not determine behavior

characteristics, but a number of other studies ha\c found personality

differences between first and second children Martin believes that

first children are likely to be subjected to excessive parental demands

and expectations, and that this tendency will be strengthened with

male first-borns and in families where the father is very successful or

the family is tradition dominated McArthur sums up the best docu-

mented personality differences found m the Grant study as sensitive

seriousness of the first child and easy-going friendliness of the second

Lasko in a study of parent behavior towards 46 pairs of siblings reports

among other differences that the parents are less warm emotionally

and more restrictive and coercive towards first children than towards

second and later ones It would seem probable that such differences

may well stem largely from the greater security of a parent in han-

dling later children A new baby has its fearsome aspects, and in

experienced parents are likely to feel it can fall apart in their hands
A study of parents’ fears for their children would probably show many
fewer ones after the first child, and much greater feelings of ease and
comfort m the parental relation

It is also possible that first born children may have more inde
pendence, in any event, they must all, in a sense, be supplanted
Younger siblings, particularly those near m age to the next older, are

often subject to a special sort of frustration, of never being quite able
to keep up with the older simply because of lesser development This
may be particularly important if they are of the same sex Thurstone
has noted better prognosis for behavior adjustment of problem children
if the next older or younger sibling is of the opposite sex
Busemann, m Germany, has noted some differences in occupational

choice associated with the number of brother and sisters His subjects
were 169 children in an intermediate school He found that children
choosing higher ranking professions usually belonged to a relatively
large family (56 per cent from families with more than 2 children),
whereas only 22 per cent of those who chose the father’s profession
came from large families The difference was not associated with
social level He concluded that the presence of several brothers and
sisters acts as a stimulant
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In summary, early family relationships are of

pational adjustment and achievement, but we are jus ® .

learn the details Direct study of amount and kind of inshn tu 1

gratifications in relation to later behavior, including occupationa

havior, should clarify the situation greatly
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CHAPTER 10

The Structure

of Occupations

in the United States

People earn then hvmgs m

ways, and the numbers and
orhons of workers of dd-

.V" " sris;

"

provide an idea of the over-all picture
United States

data are all based upon
are presLted are those de-

Census The categories m which they ar f always

veloped by the Census for these
tabulaUons may be

just those which we should like to ha tabu-

by type of industry or by kind of wor decade to an-

lations the precise categories have c ang
another for the

other so that direct comparisons i^^rnonecens^

purpose of noting trends are some i

«ooulation divided with

The first question is naturally. How is
^94^X947 in Table

respect to primary activities^ This is s o\
country’s labor

10 1 Something under half the population was

force in that year , of the working force

Another question concerns the age a ^grms ot

Table 10 2 ^wes such mformahon for 1900

T^ele 10 1 Pn.M.nv AmnLLV op
MlU-EI» AND I-ORM;

percentage

8 7

Under 5 5 cars . -mnloied ^ 5 (cst )

5-15 j Jrs. not at school or gamtolb
eng „

At school . I . ,„j ~l Z

IIousewi\es not gainfullj emp o}
o r «t 1

Persons gamfullj emplojc” 0

Institutionalized adults
to work)

Not accounted for (including «
100^

135
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the percentage of the total population in each age and sex class that

is in the labor force. It is clear that the age and sex composition of

the labor force have changed markedly in this 50-year period. The

greatest difference is in the percentage of males, 14 to 19 years. The

decline from 1900 is due to changes in school attendance laws and

customs, and the lengthening of the training period for many occupa-

tions. Presumably, although 1950 saw a rise over 1940 in this figure,

the general downward trend will continue. The same, but a less

marked, change has occurred m the figures for females.

Table 10 2. Labor Force by Sex and Ace as a Percentage of the
Population for 1900 and 1950 (Data from Baer and Roeber)

1900’* 1950*

Total, 14 and Over
H-19
20-24

25-34

35-44
45-54

55-04

02 and over

Males Females Males Females
80 9 27 4 82 5 31 9

38 3 19 9 47 5 26 4
89 2 47 8 80 8 44 4
90 3 35 3 94 5 83 5
90.0 27 3 90 0 38 1

93 7 24 2 94 7 SC 9
83 7 17 8 85 2 27 4
43 4 0.7 45 1 9 5

J to current Monthly
of the Census.

Report of the Labor >

The relative numbers of persons engaged in different kinds of work
have also changed markedly The data for 1900 and 1950 are shown
in

^

ig. 10 1. One of the most important changes is the decrease in
agriculture as a way of making a living.

Tlie kinds of workers who are engaged in these different industries,
c c., are s own in Fig. 10 2, as well as the changes in proportionate
numbers in each for each decade from 1910 to 1930, In Table 103
on page 139. a further breakdown is shown. This gives the per-
centages o all experienced workers, 14 years and over, m major occu-
pational groups for each sex, and for the total working force. This
arrangement of the census occupational categories is a “social-
economic one devised by Alba M, Edwards.

Dtffcrcnws in the sex distribution of occupations are of considerable
interest. Anderson and Davidson give a full discussion of occupa-
tional trends as shown in censuses up to 1940. The number of women
in the labor force is increasing rapidly. In 1900 there were some
5,000,000, in 19 19, about 17,000,000. In relation to the total number
of women of 1

1
years or more, the proportion working rose from a fifth
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Forestry and Fishing 07

Public Service 10

Extraction of Minerals 24

Clerical Occupations 25

Professional Service 41

Transportation and
67Communication

Domestic and
97Personal Service

Trade 106

Mar^ufactunng and
248Mechanical Industries

Agriculture 375

1900

15 Industry Not Reported

17 Mining

47 All Other Industries

62 Construction

76

Transportation

Communication and

Other Public Utilities

128 Agriculture

186

Wholesale and

Retail Trade

216 Service Industries

253 Manufacturing

Fig 10 1 Kinds of M-ork occupying flic b
Clagu® J

labor for®®*
and 1950 (Ff«n
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Table 10 3. PcncENTACES
“

Professional persons

Farmers (owners and tenants)

Proprietors, managers, and officials

Wiolcsale and retail

Others

Clerks and kindred workers

Skilled workmen and foremen

Semi skilled workmen
Unskilled

Farm laborers

Laborers, except farm

Sersant classes

Male Female

4 7 12 2

IS 0 1 2

4 7 1 4

4 4 1 G

13 4 29 1

15 2 0 8

18 6 28 5

8 5 2 7

13 8 1 0

3 8 21 4

Total

6 5

10 1

3 0

3 7

17 2

11 7

21 0

7 1

10 7

8 0

to almost a third Tlic greatest
, of every four married

of married women now working, m 1949 one out ot y

women was working outside the
of nonwhites in the

Negroes constitute by far P ^ pj 14 years and older

populahon In 1940, of the
^gs and 415,000 were other

in the United States, 9,259,000 were
^_„_/,onoteIy fewer whites to

nonwhites There is a tendency
below

be in the labor force the percentage S

Group
\\Iiite

Negro
Other races

Percentages

on 1 37 8 58 2

i oe 8 78 9
75 9 ®

„ In the South, Negroes

There are marked
t CTabor force, hut elsewhere

constitute approximately a fourth ot me

they constitute less than 5 per oent changed marke y m

Like the white labor force, the Neg The numbers em-

their occupational distribution f™™ ^ ° h^ve decreased notab y

ployed in agriculture and domesUc se^ »

ThLdataieshowninTablelOdon
pagj l „en and

Major differences in
as the figures are available,

women are contrasted in Table JL

„nd Anderson ) „,H,ni
on page 140 ( Compiled from occupational opp

Another way of getting at the what college
graduates

ties open to whites and Negroes is i
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Table 10 4 Per Cent Distribution of Employed Negroes by Major

Occupational Groups, 1940 and 1949 (Baer and Roeber)

Major Group 1940 1949

Total 100 0 100 0

Agricultural 35 1 18 2

Non agricultural 64 9 81 8

Non agricultural workers 100 0 100 0

Service workers 52 2 39 1

Domestic service 34 7 19 4

Other 17 5 19 7

Operatives and kindred workers 15 3 24 4

Laborers 20 5 18 0
Craftsmen and foremen 4 2 5 8
Clerical and sales workers 2 3 5 1

Professional and semi professional 3 9 3 8

Proprietors managers and officials 1 6 3 6

Table 10 5 Percentages of Experienced Workers in Major Occupa
TioNAL Groups, by Race and Sex in U S in 1940 (Compiled from

Davidson and Anderson)

Male Female

Professional

Proprietors and officials

Clerical and sales

Craftsmen and foremen
Operatises

SerMce workers (non protectise), including
domestic

Farm operators or tenants
Farm laborers

4 7

10 C

13 9

15 G

21 2

11 8

14 0

4 5

N
1 C

1 3

2 0

4 4

7 5

3 7

21 1

14 1

w
IS 7

32 8

20 8

10 9

N
4 1

1 3

0 2

59 5

in both groups -ire doing The dah given in Table 9 2 are for all

college graduates, but the number of Negroes included is practically
neg igible Data for Negroes, taken from a study by Johnson of 5,216
Negro college and professional graduates, are given m Table 106
Tlicy are very similar to those for Uvo other groups of 4,562 and 7,0S3
graduates and maj be taken as representative of the total group of
Negro college graduates in the United States for 1935 There arc no
data a\ailablc to show whether the 20 jears intervening since then
have brought the Negro distribution nearer to the white, but it is

probable that there is some movement m this direction
To round out the general picture, some other data on the labor
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1,590

G46
392

241

186

161

141

111

87
70
03

%

30 6

12 4

7 5

5 8

4 6

3 6

3 I

2 7

2 1

1 6

1 3

1 2

Occupation

OfGce clerks

Librarians

Accountants, book-

keepers

Authors, editors

Secretaries

Business officials

Agriculture

Undertakers

Retail dealers

Stenographers

Natural science

Technical engineering

Houses ives

N
42

40

The Structure of Occupations in the United States

Tablk 10 6 OCC^PATIONAI. D™«t.ok
OF 5,216 Negro College Graduates in 1935 (afte J

Occupation
Teachers, elementary and
high school

Physicians

Dentists

College teachers and
administrators

School principals and
superintendents

Lawyers
Clergymen
Social n orkers and re

Itgious executives

Druggists, pharmacists

Insurance, real estate

officials, agents

Musicians, music teachers

Mail clerks, carriers
Other

30

29

28

26

23

22

IS

12

8

240

676

%
0 8

0 8

0 7

0 6

0 6

0 5

0 5

0 4

0 4

0 2

0 2

0 2

13 0

, niFFCHENT Occupational

Table 10 7 Number and /compiled from Miller

Groups in 1940, Median Education,

AND Form, Davidson and Anderso )

Income

Under Over

$600 $2,000

N %
Median

Education

Professional, semi pro-

fessional 3 381,993 6 5 15 6

Proprietors managers
officials 9,233 643 17 8 10 9

12 2

8 5

8 5

Clerks kindred workers 8 923 939 17 2

Skilled workers foremen 6 104 985 11 7

Semi skilled workers 10,918,312 21 0

Unskilled workers
Farm laborers 3 708 191 7 1 7 4

7 7
Other laborers 5,566 493 10 7

8 8
Servant classes 4,182 467 8 0

force are summarized in Table 107
t

1,803

1 275

1 552

1,142

362

980

5 7 43 1

G 7 19 1

3 5 25 9

10 2

78 1

18 7

0 4

2 0

and percentage of persons '

1940, the number

....national
groups,

,n each group

the medmn education and Some further

receiving less than $600 and more than 5»-. 1

data on income are reported in Chapter
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CHAPTER 11

The Classification

of Occupations

TT ^ nas hlles m the 1949 edition of the

0/ OeetiS (OCT)

seems to be n con/nuing trend at all wLn »

pations Clearly some classiflcatory sc
of the scheme

discussion of occupations is involved
^uccification

to be used will vary with the purpose of e
j,„n,ber The first

The DOT assigns to each occupation a c
occupation has

digit of this number mdicates which major g p ^

been put m These major groups are md.cated m Tabl

Turin Major Suddivi

Taiue 111 Major Ocoupationai. U S EMPEoy'iP'f

SIGNS OCCUPATIONAI. CLASSIFICATION AND
Service

0 Professional and managerial occupations

0 0 through 0 3 Professional

0

4 through 0 C Semiprofessional we“P

0 7 through 0 9 Managerial and ofiBcial P

1 Clerical and sales occupations ..nations
1 0 through 1 4 Clerical and hmdred

1 5 through 1 9 Sales and hmdred occupat

2 Service occupations ^„».nnq
2 0 Domestic serrice oecnpa‘'°"’

2

2 throngh 2 5 Personal "'^‘lal.ons

2

0 Protective service ^np
2 8 and 2 9 Building service aorKcrs

3 tgriciillural fislierj forestry and *"1 J^mdred ocenpa

3 0 through 3 4 Agricultural liorliculln
...pping

3

8 Fisherv occupations „g and tram

3 9 Forcslrv (except loggn SI

occupations
^ ami 5 Skilled occupations
9 and 7 Semiskilled occupations
8 ami 0 Lnskilled occupalio
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Census data are classified somewhat differently The two systems

used for the census were exemplified m Fig 10 1 and in Table 10 3

These classifications are not of much value psychologically, nor can

they be adapted to any psychological interpretation They have lit-

tle relation to personal requirements, and very little relation to in-

terests They do have some relation to skills and training, but this is

irregular

The Minnesota Occupational Rating Scales (MORS) have been

mentioned before In addition to the ratings for each of seven abil-

ities for 432 occupations, these occupations hive been classified by

similarity of ability pattern This resulted m 214 patterns This is

a helpful approach for the vocational counselor, but 214 classes is too

large for survey purposes, and there are other occupations which wll

fit into none of these classes

For a meaningful organization of the occupational data to be pre-

sented m this book, it was necessary to devise a different sort of classi-

fication Occupations have many aspects, and a single categorization

is inadequate An n dimensional classification would be required for

great precision, a 3 or 4 dimensional classification would not be very

difficult, but for our purposes a 2 way classification seems adequate
The one in this book is a modification of an earlier one * As the

classification is tried out in different circumstances, and as more in-

formation is obtained on different occupations, it is to be expected that

further revisions will be in order
In this scheme, every occupation is classified m each of two sets of

categories, one called Groups and the other Levels Group subdivi-
sions indicate the primary focus of activity in the occupation There
are eight Groups Classification into Levels depends upon the degree
of personal autonomy and the level of skill and training required
There are six Levels This results m an 8 by 6 celled table Group
subdivisions are indicated by Roman numerals, and Level subdivi
sions by Arabic numerals the position of any occupation can be given
by the numerals representing the cell m which it belongs
The table is so arranged that contiguous cells are related Levels

are arranged in hierarchial order, with Level 1 at the top and each
successive Level requiring less skill and/or training and involving
less responsibility Groups are so arranged that, with one exception,
contiguous ones are more closely related than noncontiguous ones

A first attempt at constiuchng such a classification was reported in 1954,

as mentioned in the Preface This classificahon was given a reliability study by
the staff of the Career Pattern Study (Moser. Dubm, and Shelsky) The present

revision is largely based on their findings Some suggestions from seminar groups

here and in Brazil have also been incorporated
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Each of Groups IV, V, and VI is related to the other hvo to about

the same degree Group V. placed between IV and VI,

close relatioLhip between these two The Groups are a^ng 1 -n

this order because IV is also related to III and VI to VII. ^s

less closely related to any of the others The on-“geni“‘ ^ould be

thought of as circular, that is. Group VIII is related to Group I as

well as to Group VII

CLASSIFICATION BY PRIMARY FOCUS OF

ACTIVITY GROUPS

Categorizabon by primary focus is related to i^st

factorizations of interest, but is not identical wit °
or

focus of an occupation may be on personal in erac
,

’
It

exploitative, close or more distant, ^ .
natural resources,

may be on acbvities involved m the first ban i
g struc

or m their conversion into commodities, or m
®j^^^](,pn,ent and

hires required for these activities It m y institutions and

apphcahon of knowledge, or the preserva
5_e(,,6c Groups are

the accumulated knowledge of the culture The spec

outlined below , concerned Milb
I SERVICE These occupations ate ptuna

y lygifnto of other

mg and attending to the personal tastes, “
’

^ ^unial work, do

persons Included are occupations m gu
’

ajQj,s from DOT
mestic and protective services In °

i o are placed here

code 0- (see Table 11 1) most of
seriiccs m the

The armed services, grouped vvith other protecuv
^

_

Dot and placed here by Moser, Dub
, hcini! at least, to dis

ficult group It would seem better, for ^ ® civilian counter

tnbute them in accordance with the loci lo

^
Tcchnologv

pirts, I e , chiefly in Groups HI, Organiza i »

‘^|^,^]orroiis to tint of

However, the serviceman whose pnmar) )

the domestic protective services is place i

nnmaril) concerned

n BUSINESS CONTACT ^“l”^,T''“nvestmJnts. real estate, and

With the face to face sale of commod demonstrator, auc-

services Also includcvl arc such
nrtion is made m sales oc-

tionccr, and some kinds of agents Au .5 personal
persuasion

cupations between those m which 1°,,'
,s routine, and the

which belong here, and those *" "*“^ ’
*

tank which bolonC ‘ 15

person to person relation rclatnel} un»
classiRed >n D

next Group Occupations m this
i^]onC m Croup H

code 2 . bit not all DOT code 2- occupations .>c b
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III ORGANIZATION Thesc are the managerial and white collar jobs

in business, industry, and government, the occupations concerned

primarily with the organization and efficient functioning of commer-

cial enterprises and of government activities Most of DOT codes

0 4 through 0 9 and 1 0 through 1 9 belong in this Group This

Group and Group IV contain the largest numbers of occupations

IV TECHNOLOGY This Group includes occupations concerned with

the production maintenance, and transportation of commodities and

utilities Here are occupations in engineering, crafts (including re

pair work), and the machine trades, as well as transportation and

communication Whether a physical scientist, e g ,
belongs in this

Group or in Group VI depends upon the setting in which he is work

ing Upper Level occupations are found in DOT codes 0 4 through

0 9, the others in codes 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ,

8

, and 9
v OUTDOOR This Group includes agricultural, fishery, forestry,

mining and kindred occupations the occupations primarily concerned

with the cultivation preservation and gathering of crops, of marine

or inland water resources, of mineral resources, of forest products,

and of other natural resources and with animal husbandry All the

DOT code 3 occupations and some others belong here
VI SCIENCE These are the occupations primarily concerned with

saentific theory and its application under specified circumstances,

other than technology Most of the occupations are listed in the DOT
under the code 0

vn GENERAL CULTURAL These occupations are primarily concerned
with the preservation and transmission of the general cultural heritage

The Group embraces occupations concerning the subjects usually

called the humanities in college catalogues but it is broader than

these It includes occupations in education journalism, jurispru

dence, the ministry, linguistics, and so on All elementary and high
school teachers are included m this Group At higher levels teach

ers of science and art are placed in Groups VI and VIII This is

somewhat arbitrary, but it has been done to allow for the fact that

teachers at the college level are often more interested in the subject

matter than in teaching and because, in art and science, teachers at

the college level are frequently engaged in research or other creative

activity which places them more appropriately elsewhere * These

occupations are in DOT code 0

• In the original form of this classification teachers and performers were as

signed two separate Lc\cls and distnbuted through the Groups by subject mat

ter Performers however, could not be assigned with any rebability and separa

tion of teachers from other professional groups proved awkward
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VIII ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT These occupatioDS include those

primarily concerned with the use of special skills in the creative arts

and in the field of entertainment Both creators and performers are

included In the DOT these occupations are classified chiefly m 0 0

through 0 6 re i

Classification into these categories, though usually not difficult,

must sometimes be arbitrary, and there are some special problems

One general rule is that occupations which are essentially supportive

are placed in the Group containing the occupation to which they are

ancillary . ,

,

The occupation of psychologist exemplifies one sort of problem

Some psychologists seem to fit into one of these groups, some into an

other That personal therapists generally are placirf in Gmup i

means that clinical and counselmg psychologists go there, hut other

psychologists go in Group VI It is not implied thereby that the prin-

ciples on which therapy is based are not scientific, these

go m Group I because of the prnnary importance of the nature of the

personal relationship The clergy in general are classed in G oup VII,

Lt some few whose primary orientation is social welfare rather than

theology might better go in Group I
r ^ mnrP

It slldom happens that occupationally anyone functions in more

than one of these Groups, and changes during

of an individual it they involve more than one Group, are most

hU; to involve Groups ^acent m the table There - one striking

exception The job of housewife-mother
f Vll

occupations which separately would be ^ ” .^"Xu ' non
and VIII, and at all Levels There seems to be ^^“P^ds
requmng as many different kinds of skills or as many different

“'cSStion by focus is clearly rdated to d-ificanons of inter

ests Factorization of interests based ™ -"ok range of oi!

been discussed None of these tests <»v r^^
isolated m these

cupations, as we are trying to do now,
classification

different studies were taken into account
the chsnlica-

An idea of the way in which special
j stud-

tion IS given in Table 11 2, winch charts the f^

'^achr probably of

les, and the Groups in this classification
determined

particular significance This has not F
p f fonoe for outdoor

Guilford did not consider Phys.^1 dme P^Xtol to Group V
work as vocational factors, but

‘'"T’XOTe Group For example, the

Some factors may enter
smd.es enter into VII

language or verbal factors found in .
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and are important for some occupations m VIII This is not to say

that only the factors noted are of importance m any Group There

IS some overlapping in the Groups as there is m persons

Classificabon by primary focus does not give any indication of the

type or level of function that the person performs in the occupation

For this another classification is needed The one proposed is out-

hned below

CLASSIFICATION BY LEVEL OF FUNCTION

This classification is based upon degrees of re-

sponsibility, capacity, and skill It should be noted that these are

not exactly correlated Whenever there are marked differences level

of responsibility is considered primary By level of responsibility is

meant not only the number and difiSculty of the decisions to e

but also how many different kinds of problems must be eci

This IS an aspect that has not been much considered, yet in ®

the meamng and value of the occupation to the mdividua i is o e

utmost importance
, _ i

The same title may be referred to different Levels or exa p ,

business executives, depending on their duties, m^ e in eve , >

3, or 4 Some useful cntena are stated below These are not rigid

and they will not always apply In Group VIII occupa lo

Level, for example, education is often irrelevant
tv

1 PROFESSIONAL AND MANACERIAL 1 tNDETENDENT

This Level includes not only the innovators and crea
^ nrofes-

top managerial and administrative people,
onriant re

sional persons who have independent responsibi ity m
t

spects For occupations at this Level there is genera X ,

authority, except the social group Several criteria are sugg

a Important, independent, and varied responsi 1 1

1

c h.gh .eve. educa.on .s re.ev^t .s not

quired m the creative arts, for
the doctoral

or even for our own high government offi /

.eve. or the equiva.ent
distinction between tins

2 PBOFESSIOMAL AND MANACEHIAL 2 T
genuine autonomy

l-evel and Level 1 is primarily one of
, responsibilities

may be present but vfth narrower or less significant respon

than m Level 1 Suggested “item are

a Medium level responsibilities, for

regard to importance and vane^
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b Policy interpretation

c Educition at or above the bachelor level, but below the doc

torate or its equivalent

3 SEMI PROFESSIONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS The Criteria suggested

here are

a Low level responsibility for others

b Application of policy, or determination for self only (as m
managing a small business)

c Education high school plus technical school or the equivalent

4 SKILLED This and the following levels are classical subdivisions

Skilled occupations require apprenticeship or other special training or

experience

5 SEMI SKILLED These occupations require some training and

experience but markedly less than the occupations in Level 4 In ad-

dition, there is much less autonomy and initiative permitted in these

occupations

6 UNSKILLED These occupations require no special training or

education and not much more ability than is needed to follow simple

directions and to engage in simple repetitive actions At this Level,

Group differentiation depends primarily upon the occupational set

ting

Classification into Levels 4 through 6 presents some special difficul

ties When personal responsibility and the skill required for a job are

not at approximately the same level, the occupation is classified at the

level of responsibility, by the degree of personal initiative and judg

ment allowed or required Many occupational designations, as

farmer, include persons working at extremely varied levels of skill and
responsibility, but there is no terminology indicating these differences

clearly The farmer who is, m fact, an individual enterpreneur, be
longs in Level 3 other individual farmers would belong in 4 farm
tenants and sharecroppers belong in 5, farm hands go in 6
Where there is no question of level of responsibility, occupations

are classified into Levels 4 through 6 largely in accord with the DOT
classifications DOT codes 4 and 5 go m Level 4, codes 6 and 7

in Level 5 and codes 8 and 9 in Level 6 Occupations in other DOT
codes are not classified by level of skill and responsibility For

these, MORS ratings are used where these are available The MORS
rates the required amounts of Academic ability. Social ability, etc,

on 4 step scales In general, occupations classified in Level 6 have

ratings above D (the lowest MORS rating) on the Physical agihty

scale only Occupations classified in 5 must have at least 2 ratings

above D and usually 3, if one of diem is Physical agility To be
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placed jn Level 4 an occupation should have 5 or more ratings above

D, usually including at least 1 rating of B

2 WAY CLASSIFICATION

Now let us put these two classifications together,

and see what sort of a scheme results One classification has 8 sub

divisions the other 6 making a table with 48 cells in all The ar

rangement is shown in Table 11 3 with a few occupations entered

to show how the scheme works Note that there are some empty

cells that is some cells for which there seems to be no appropriate

occupation There is no reason why every Level should be repre

sented in every Group Note too that asocial as well as social occu

pations can be classified by this scheme as well as can hobbies Where
would burglars or prostitutes go for example, or stamp collecbng or

sailing?

Chapters 13 through 20 will give longer lists of classified occupations

than can conveniently be included m this table Each of these chap

ters presents the available material on all the occupations associated

with differences in Group and m Level
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CHAPTER 12

The Classification

of Occupations (Continued)

In this chapter we shall review the studies which

cover a wide range of occupations or of occupational levels, in order

to gam some oJr-M glimpse of the personal diffe-nces assomted

with the different categories m the classification The y

of one or only a few occupational groups are "“t

chapter but will be considered in the following ‘chapters in the ap

propriate Group Intelligence, education and socio~.c stam^

Le much more closely related to Level than
"f.

*“

‘^”Xudes“
the other hand such aspects of personality as m

Group than

and others less well studied, are more closely related to Group

The data on all these issues are far
}ahon°stim”s^^?n^ parMhis

tions In larger part it is because one worker almost never

AC'rT <;roREs OF Occupations Classified

Table 12 1 Distribution of AGCT
)

BY Groups (Data from Stewart;

Standard Deviations

from the Mean
+2 0-+2 5

+1 5-+2 0

+ 1 Q-+1 5

+0 5-+1 0

0 0-+0 5
— 0 5- 0 0
-1 0 0 5

-1 5 1 0
-2 0 1 5

-2 5 2 0

Total

Groups

I II

1

1

10 1

III IV V VI

2 1

2
11 4 1 2

9 14 2 3

9 21 2 I

40 1 1

19 2

2 18 3

7
4

35 124 15 7

153

VII

2
1

3

VIII Total

3

1 5

20

4 S3

7 44

8 46

1 23

1 26
8
4

17 212
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to individuals in all Groups and at all Levels, or even in a number of

these. It is much more usual to find reports on scattered occupations

at one or two Levels or in one or hvo Groups. Different workers apply

different techniques, different sampling methods, and different criteria,

and this makes it difficult to relate results from one study to those from

another.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS

Intelligence

Intelligence, as measured by such tests as the Army General Classi-

fication Test, is not clearly related to Groups, at least for the lower

Levels. The Army data available are for enlisted men, and therefore

contain very little information about individuals at the upper Levels.

Table 12 2. Intelligence Test Results for

Group*

Study by
TTotBe sod Ontoby
AGCT percentile ebout 10 000

undergredufttea in 40 college*,
•bout 4 500 graduate itudenti

I III IV

Social work—, BuaincM and Engineering li9> 191

commerce 124, 128

Average*

Scbultt and AngpS
Graduate Record Examination
Verbal (V) and Nouverbal (Q)

124, 128 129. ISl

Engineering N 151

V 454, Q 570

Unweigbled average*

•The firit figure l* the undergraduate 50 percentile the aecood the graduate.

V 454, Q 570
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There are some indications that intellectual level, or at least the pat-

terning of intellectual abilities, does differ from Group to Group.
Stewart analyzed AGCT medians for different occupational groups

for 88,907 white enlisted men. She divided the range into 10 steps,

each step consisting of one-half standard deviation, and listed each
occupation in the step in which its median score fell. Each of these

occupations has been classified into Groups, and the distributions are

sho^vn in Table 12.1 an page 153. The totals for each Group are

some indication of the numbers of white males of enlisted status who
had been working in each Group. The sample is of course sharply

curtailed at the upper levels. As was noted also in Table 11 3, Group
VII is short in occupations in the lower Levels Only one occupation

is given in Group II and only three in Group VII.

Schultz and Rush studied the population of a tuberculosis sanitarium

which they consider a good sample of the general population, educa-

CoLLECE Students CXassefied by Majob Field

V VI VII VIII

Apiculture I!4, 132 Chemulry 139,131 Ecodowc* 127.130 FioearU 128,118

Pbyiieel icieoce 182. 138 Hirtory 1** Pliy*'c»l edoeetion IIT, 120

E*rth*cienc« 128.129 Social 123,129

Biolofr 128.131 Homeecononiicj 118. 121

Piycholojy 128. 137 EngCab 1*8, 134

Medicine —. 132 Langaage* 1*8. 131

Deeliitry —.128 Philoaophy.olbrr 125. 135

Nursing Iti. — Bducalwn 1*3, 127

Otber beaJlb —.131 law 125,129

124, 1S2 123. 132 !*. 1*8 1*1» 1**

Chemutry. A’ 180

V 507. Q 562
Geology, A 35

V 478. Q 500

Malbcmatm, A 81

V 508, Q 587
Pbysics, A' 49

V 551, Q 833
BjoJogy. A <09

V 486, Q 499
PeycboJogy, .V 171

V 527. Q 495

EcooODica, »V 259

V 478.

Q

818
CducatiOD. A' 180

V43S Q4$4
Fseneb. A' St

V 520 Q 455
Orenaii. A 10

4 545. Q 495
CoeemiDent. A* 148

V 498. Q 485

nutoty, A ISt

V 317. Q 488
laterature. A* 259

V584 Q483
rtuIoM^by, .V 31

V 583, Q 4ft

SoCTologr. A 127

V«».Q4«

Q 518 A 511. q 415
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tional level ranged from 0 to 16 years Using Barr ratings, Kuder

Preference, and the Pressey Classification and Verification Tests, they

concluded that there is very httle relation between occupational

interests and intelligence

Some indication of the relative positions of occupations in upper

Levels of the different Groups can be gained from studies of college

students Data from two studies are presented in Table 12 2 The

Wolfle and Oxtoby study contains data for both graduate and under-

graduate students, and it can be seen that their relative positions are

about the same Students in Groups IV, V, and VI have the highest

ratings, but differences between them and those in Group VII are very

slight Groups I and II come next, followed by VIII That occupa-

tions for which the primary focus is physical or artistic activity are

less exacting with regard to intellectual status as measured by tests

IS not surprising

The data reported by Schultz and Angoff for college seniors, also

in Table 12 2, offer additional information Of particular note are

the differences m patterns Engineering and all the Group VI samples
except psychology have higher scores in the quantitative than in the

verbal test, the reverse is true for all but the Economics sample m
Group VII In studies of eminent scientists, similar differences in test

intelligence and patterning appeared
Bryan and Perl compared women students in art, music, and teacher

training institutions on intelligence tests, rote memory, motor speed,
and the Bernreuter They found very few significant differences
Art students were superior m spatial analogies and memory for objects,
music students were superior in motor speed tests and memory for
word^ and the teachers’ college students were superior in ACE scores
and showed less neuroticism on the Bernreuter than the others
There are no useful data on education which can be arranged to

show Group differences

Personality

Since this categorization is largely based upon factorizations of in-
terests, which in turn have been usually based upon occupational dif-

ferentiation, it IS clear that occupations will show differences which
are re ated to their Group category On the other hand very little

has been done with interests and occupations at the lower Levels
The data on the Allport-Vemon Study of Values, given m Table 7 11.

have been recast in Table 123 to show the relationships with these

occupational Groups more clearly This table does not distinguish

between the populations used m different studies, but they are all



Table

12

3.

PEIlso^^ALlTY

Study

Results

Arranced

by

Occupational

Groups

»wyer»(18)

84
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college students, grouped by major field The occupational groupings

are, therefore, somewhat uncertain Entries indicate only scores that

were significantly different from the average Note that high Aesthetic

values occur only in Groups VII and VIII, and negative ones in all the

other Groups Religious values are high for Groups I, VII, and VIII

and generally absent m the others Economic values are high for

Groups II, III, and IV and low m the others (except for lawyers in

VII) Political values are high in II and III, low m I and VI, and not

consistent m VII and VIII Social and theoretical ratings are incon-

sistent m different studies

Daniels and Hunter reported mean T scores on four scales of the

MMPI for 893 male veterans These data are also assembled in Table

12 3, but no distinct patterns appear Lough studied women students

in different curricula, liberal arts, nursing, music and teacher training,

with the MMPI She found no statistically significant differences be-

tween these groups on any of the scales

Mosier and Kuder, using the Kuder Preference Record, compared
577 male subjects m 20 occupational groups, mostly in Groups III and
IV, with 450 unselected males m five attitudes

1 Taking the lead m activities

2 Dealing with practical problems, rather than imaginary or

glamorous ones

3 Thinking and speculating

4 Relations free from conflict

5 Activities involving authority and power

The major differences are shown in Table 12 4, entered as above
(+ ) or below

( ) the mean of the unselected group No regular
relationships are suggested

A study by Marzolf of 279 freshmen students at a normal school,
grouped by major field of study, showed only a few differences from
other freshmen of statistical significance on the Kuder Busmess edu
cation majors {n = 55) were higher in Clerical and Computational
interests, elementary teachers (n= 45) were lower m Literary m
terests, and home economics majors (n= 41) were higher in Social
service interests, compared with ‘ all other freshmen ”

In Table 12 5, pages 160-161, scores for various occupational groups
on the Masculinity Femininity scale of the Strong are entered by Group
and Level Unweighted averages for each Group indicate that there are

some differences although in most Groups the number of entries is too
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Table 12 .4 . Differences in Certain Attitodes by Level and Group

(data of Mosieh and Kuder)'

Groups

Level

1

I

FeraoDDel,

counaeliDg:

1+,S+ .S+

II III IV VII

Lawyer* 5+

t
Ckeimcal engineer*

«+
Afecbanical engineer*

4+ .

Plant managers'

Teacheri:4+

s losursDce iile**

1+.4+
AceounteoU*
Busioe** msnsjer*

S+.5+
Retsil msDsgeri^

Sste* mAotsers
1+:*-. s+

Office mansger*

1--.4+
Sale* tpecialties*

1+:*“
Teller* !—.«+

4
Account clerk*

1-.3+
Office clerk*

Sale*iDeD

Forttoen 1 +
Eleetriciaoi*

Carpenler* 1—

5

Telephone linemen

1-

Factory worker* 5-

•Perionil preference record (mijor difference*

1. Tkbns the lend

3 Frecticftl

S Thinkinf
4 Conflict'free.

5 Actmtie* WToWiDg euthority

‘ No numerical entry after an occupation men

from uoielecled peup «)

included but difference*

smaU for any confidence. O"
VlTifth^IowesL with 11 and

the highest scores for masculmity. P
T pvel is fairly close.

VIII Lt much higher. The J* "rking in these

This is in accord svith general ^
jj) g„d aesthetic rat-

occupations. Occupations high m ^igh in nn-

tags tend to he low in
stings tend to be high in

merical, spatial, physical, and le P

masculinity scores.
Rorschach studies of different occu-

There have been a number of
.1 professional persons,

pational groups, have y P
For one

and for various reasons the data
_mnll For another, often

thing, many of the groups are extremely small.
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Table 12,5. Mean Scores on Strong Masculinity-Femininity Test

Group]

level I 11 HI IV

1

8 Certified public

accountants 46 4

Bankers 49 2

Physicists 55 7

Engineers 61 9

Chemists 57 I

S YMCA eecre-

tanes 40 0

YMCA physical

directors 47 1

Real estate

laleamen 47 S
Life insurance

salesmen 42 4

Accountants 80 1

Purchasing agents 88 6

Sales managers 61 S

Personnel managers 50 7

Production
managers 59 1

Aviators 58 2

‘ Fohcemen 81 8 Office workers 52 0 Printers 47 3

Carpenters 58 6

Uaweighted 4Q 1 44 S 50 8 56 B

nothing but averages of determinants is reported. Brief technical

summaries are given in Table 126. The individual studies will be

discussed in later chapters. Here it may be said that physical sci-

ence and engineering groups tend to disinterest in or withdrawal
from other persons and show somewhat compulsive, rigid, and anxious

personality pictures. (Theoretical physicists may be exceptions.)

Biologists are also somewhat restricted and nonsocial, with marked
emphasis on rational controls. Psychologists are generally rather dis-

interested in intellectual controls and greatly interested in people,
and anthropologists resemble them in these respects. Artists are a
very heterogeneous group, and different studies seem to agree only
that they have some tendency to abstract thinking. This is true of

the other groups mentioned, and is rather a matter of Level than of

Group. More studies of other occupational groups, and with large

samples, are needed to clarify these relationships.

In summary we may say that the different Groups show differences

in personality pictures, so far as these have been studied, which are

in accord with the basis of interests on which they are largely sep-

arated. There are probably differences in intellectual patterning

which accompany these personality differences; differences in intel-

lectual level are less marked, although Groups I and V tend to be

lower than the others.
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V VII vm
Ud

weighted
Averages

Malheaat eiana 46 4
I

Phyiicians 47 9

'

Minlstera 55 1

Lawytra 47 I

Artists 33 0

Mua ciana 40 6 41 6

Dcntiitt 53 t Autbora journal ata 51 8

C Ir tchool tuptrta i

trndenta 44 6
j

Social ac «nce

Iracbrra IT S 49 9

Mathematica ac eoce

(cachcra If S 50 5

Arch tecta 43 8

48 8

Ftrauea St t
Poreil *«rVKre

men 53 9

1 Advert am# Jorn 39 0

49 6

S3 3

51 7 49 t 41 » 44 1

Table 12 6 Sbmkabies of Rorschach Studies bv Occupational

Groups

Results

(W> D (M) (FJI) F (FC)

W (M) (FM) F

(W) D U mlpj FC

W (M) (FM) (F) ((Fc)) FC

D (M) F {(FC))

\V Dd s“F c K ((M)) m (FC)

WDdF((M))
wn(M)) (FC) ((CF))

M FC (F)

W (M) (FM) (F) FC

W M
W (M) (FM) (F) FC

^FFM(F)FC(CF)
W Dd M Fc

^ M
^ (D) M FC

cm

Groups Authors Subjects

I narrower and Cox 8 social workers

n narrower and Cox 11 insurance salesmen

IV narrower and Cox 13 metallurgists

narrower and Cox 19 engineers

Steiner engineers

VI Roe 65 physicists

Roe 186 biologists

Roe 18 paleontologists

Roe 104 psychologists

VII narrower and Cox 11 clergymen

Roe 25 anthropologists

viir narrower and Cox 6 organists

narrower and Cox 15 commercial artists

Sterner 10 artists

Steiner 18 ad copywriters

Prados 20 artists

Roe 20 artists
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LEVELS

Intelligence

Stewart’s data have been rearranged, this time by Levels, and are

shown in Table 12.7. It is evident that test scores decrease from

Levels 3 down to 6. Entries above that are too few in number to

show a clear pattern. Again the very great overlapping can be noted.

At every Level there are persons with higher intelligence than the

mean of higher Levels.

Table 12.7. Distribution of AGCT Scores of Occupations Classified

BY Levels (data from Stewart)

Standard D6vi8.tion5

from the Mean 1 2 S 4 5 6 Total
+2 0-+2.5 1 1 1 3
+1 5-+2 0 2 I 1 1 5
+I 0-+1 S I 1 4 10 4 20
+0 5-+1 0 5 5 14 9 SS
0 0-+0 5 2 2 23 15 2 44

-0 5- 0 0 2 3 22 17 2 46
-1 0— 0 5 11 11 1 2S
-1 5— 1 0 8 IS 5 26
-2 0— 1 5 2 2 5 8
-2 B— 2 0

1 1 2 4
Total 3 12 16 93 71 17 212

Table 12 8 gives other data, also derived from Army enlisted men.
The sample used by Harrell and Harrell included 18.782 men and 74
occupations (fewer than those in Stewart’s sample), but the data are
pven in terms of means and can be arranged to show the relationships
between Levels and Groups somewhat more clearly. Again Groups I
arid

y are consistently lower than the others at the same Levels, and
within Groups there is a consistent decrease in means from higher to
lower Levels (See p.iges 164-165.)
There are few data on intelligence for upper Levels. For Level 1

there are the data for the various groups of scientists that I studied.
The verbal-spatial-mathematical test can be expressed approximately
in terms of IQ for comparative purposes. On this, the group aver-
aged about 16S IQ on the verbal test, about 135 on the spatial, and
about 155 on the mathematical. Ranges began at about 125 IQ and
went up. My impression of the group of creative artists whom I

studied (I did not use an intelligence test) was that they were gen-
erally somewhat above average in intelligence but nowhere near the
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level of the scientists Table 61 gave some data for teachers and

other professional groups

Education 11. 1,

In general, educational requirements vary with Level but although

the over-all picture is one of decreasing requirements from higher

lower Levels there are excepbons
mcreasinglv

Level 1 occupations are somewhat anomalous With ^

rare exceptions, the research scientist is a man with ™uch toma'

education (normally with a doctorate) Th's is a so rue
^

justices, and of most high government officials, who ^ave be“

Ufess onal men Anderson reports that our
X,

ints, and Cabinet officers since 1789 have
f

above the average educational levels of the population "

most all were trained in professions or as proprietors and about 75

per cent had fathers similarly trained T>ie >ndustol tycoon, ho^w

ever, is most unlikely to have an ®ame oc
, ^

prophets generally been formally educated men
creators

ffigh level of foniial education is re atively

Specialized, somewhat formal schooling o any ® jgjter

among the musicians than among the pain , &
painters I

have usually had some art school gaming Of he ZU p

studied, only 3 had had other schooling
a pre

writers havJ had advanced education but .1 is by no means p

requisite for success , for scientiBc

Formal educational requ^ments
,^hich will ac-

and teaching professions Theieate
require some

cept teachers without college training,
teaching the doctor-

noLal school training At the college
col

ate IS usually expected above the gra
tendency for an increase

leges and universities There is a
, ^5 requirement for

both in the amount of formal <^ducat.on and m^its

entrance into professional and semi pro
^ occupa

The entrepreneur type of
^nusic arrangers, etc, do

tions in Level 2, such “ specified sorts, and are fre

not require formal education of den V H

quently still pursued by persons wit veiy
generally decrease

From Levels 4 to 6 educational requ
„ f^ntributc to occu-

At Level 6. m fact, formal educabon would hardly co
At Level 6. m fact, formal educabon woul

i,n,%ersal re

pational performance, but, since literacy
* being increasingly

quirement in our culture and this
Ts the rule

met, even m this level some degree o
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socal ehmate are by no means enough That

holds at other Levels is clear from the great “PP“S
^

some differences are attribu^hle to

ground, as has been discussed, and
u ti. f ilip^p have been

Len amiable, but svith sufficient motivabon both of these have

overcome when they have
j J„„t,vation that has acted

It appears to be
b^en neurotically based, but it

as a spur to accomphshment has o
systematically

need not be Although the evidence
ere

gathered it is theoretically probable
o„duce more effeo

ative work through lower “ '™
j. 4s themselves than

tively and with infinitely ^^^"rtly marshalledH
those whose creativity is m spite , P

Kubie Roe, 1933 )

a hunt for substitute grabfications (“of need gratified per

Maslow believes that the creative pr
^ personal observa

sons can be disbnguished from those of others, and per

hons accord with this

In summary, the primary basis
(°[4om®™i“‘“ddibon,^kin and

the degree of responsibihty and autono
y ^^^_bility is the pri

training have been taken into accou
> which have taken ac-

mary criterion Naturally, then, ffiose show

count of this factor, and few have
Vision as we go up the

increasing dislike for regimentation and supervis

scale of Levels

REFERENCES
,

uirements and occupational

EdarpsyM

L Mirn^N y!TS 40. SUJIS pepanng for

®reeU-renflo’LLf“; P
Daniels E E ,

and W A _ 4t;a_S6S t <t <icares for

pations J appl Psychol ,
1949.

general Cbssificalion e

Hanell,T W .
and M S Hanell ArmyJ^n

^

5 231.232

civilian occupabons Educ ®
^ creati\e

bebaMor

• We have keen using creativity
f“rt. the usetolnesi or nonusefi

that results m productions useful to
_^».ve process

ness of the resu^lt has no bearing on the creat
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Reynolds has reported on employer preferences m the education of

their employees He interviewed several hundred employers in every

type of industry For executive admmistrative positions more than

half the employers said that they preferred college-trained men, and

the remamder preferred high school graduation or better For rou-

tine clerical workers, more than 90 per cent preferred high school

graduation and 50 per cent required it For skilled maintenance

workers 45 per cent of the employers wanted high school graduates,

and they also had a marked preference for persons with previous vo-

cational training The preference for high school graduates dropped

to one-third for production workers with the rest wanting eighth

grade or better For common labor the great majonty of employers

expressed no preference, those who did preferred that laborers not

have more than eighth-grade education

It should be kept in mind that higher education can be a detnment

in particular situations, even if a help in most The person with an

education higher than the bulk of those in his occupational group,

and with very limited possibilities for change or advancement, may
well find less satisfaction in his work than the others do If his hav-

ing the higher education is a reflechon of an originally greater level

of aspiration it is almost certain that his satisfaction will be lower

It may be, also, that the education itself has opened wider vistas

which his circumstances do not permit him to explore, but the knowl
edge that they are there can well be frustrating Myers has pointed

out that even for the scientific worker in a routine job too high intel-

ligence or creative ability are liabilities rather than assets

Personality

The only personality test material reported in the previous section

that can be analyzed by Level are the data on the Strong Masculinity-
Femininity Scale, given by both Group and Level in Table 12 5 As
the unweighted averages show, there is a generally increasing score

from Levels 1 through 4 (there are no data for the other Levels)
Although so few occupations are represented this pattern is not

unexpected

There are undoubtedly major differences m motivational factors

which enter into the Level at which any person eventually arrives

Those who work at Level 1, for example, at least in the upper brackets

of tlus Level, are people who are strongly driven, for whom absorp-

tion in the work, to the near exclusion of all else, is the rule There

may be any number of situations which can bring this about, but it is

apparent tint the possession of superior intelligence and a favorable



CHAPTER 13

Group I Occupations:

Service

The occupations m th>s Group

are focused on catering to the
"important element is

others At the upper Levels
ecdic quahty

the primary nature of the personal rela ’P
something for or

These occupations always involve one P”
services may be minor

to another person, or persons, althoug
belong here, and

ones All guidance, social, and welfer ^
, protective services

so do occupations usually listed as “ fpn page 170

The commonest occupations are mte m order

A few comments on
other personal therapists, as

Level 1 includes psychotherapists and ot P
^^^ous sorts

well as admmistrative heads of sve
medical ther-

Psychotherapy is included here ra er
i tj^nship between ther-

apies because its essence is the r course, close relation-

apist and patient or client, althwg i
,’

5 workers are put in

ships with medical therapies Genera
because this designa-

this Group, at Level 4,
instead of in r P

, ^yell-meaning person

tion is taken to mean the relative y un
interested m people

who IS more a social worker than a c .

than in theology _ igss test intelligence than

Occupations m this Group may
Jonding Levels, verbal flu-

occupations in most other Groups a c ^ m give ratings on

ency is high m some at upper Leve

M-F scales at the feminine end of 102 2 for bar-

Harrell and Harrell and baker, and for

tender, 100 8 for chauffeur,
for 10 occupations m thi

barber Stewart’s data give A

Group as follows

hoipual orderly

169
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Baas studied Kuder mtercst patterns of experienced

finding all of them high in the Science and Literary
^

erally low on Mechanical. Persuasive, and denca cak There

were^some differences among different groups of Wcholof
f

mdm

trial and counseling
fhTn tunsding on Me-

suasive, theoretical and industrial, hig r
< pigr-pol interests

chanical, and industrial, higher

A Group Rorschach study included 33 clinical p yc^^S

mg in universities, most of whom were oing
jesults was

real work (Roe, 1952) The most stnhng aspect «£

the large difference between all psyc ® irregularity

in the use of human movement respon
( clinical psycholo-

of approach (Sue),

f ^r^"
gists to an even greater degree u

responses than the other groups
fRoe 1953), that

shown also m individual studies o
| ^ much more con

those who enter this field are from ch. dhood very^^^

cemed with other persons than are
, so large in their

physics and biology
/^'“"^ones of personality development

lives may well have affected the theories p

now current , .-cjted by Kelly and Fiske.

A very extensive and intensive y» P
Veterans Administra-

was made of clinical psychology trame
, graduate students in

tion program A group of fnd other data with

psychology were compared on a
7 clinical group showed a

VA trainees in clinical psycholo^
professions involving

Strong interest pattern more like t a ® tjie nonchnical

contact with people, such ^
, Q„ps concerned with things

group, which was more like pro
the overlap was large

and ideas rather than with peop e,

other test scores, and, com-

The two groups were very similar on gt^ong gave

bmed, differed markedly from Ve clinicians had a

better predictions than any o * ®
^^nhle of general norms on t e

median score at the seventy-first
, Abilities percentile medians

Miller Analogies Their Primary

were approximately

Number
Verbal

Space

95

91
53

85

81

73

Word fluency

Reasoning
Memory

* K ,1 were higher on Space and

The nonclmicians had similar scores

^
group had rela-

lower on Number On the A-V scale tn
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-10 to -0 5SD.
—0 5 S D to mean
mean to +0 5S D

+10to+15SD

cook
chauffeur

firefighter

practical nurse

steward

cook’s helper

policeman

investigator

Table 13 1

Personal therapists

Occupations in Gnoup I SnwiCE

Level 1

Social work supervisors

Level 2

FBI agents Probation, truant offi

cers (with special

training)

Level 3

Occupational therapists

Social workers

Vocational, educational

counselors

Armed forces, rank Conductors, railroad Sheriffs

equivalent to ser Detectives Welfare workers, mu
geant Employment interview- lucipal

Astrologists

City inspectors

ers

Police sergeants

Level 4

YMCA, YWCA officials

Barbers Headwaiters Religious workers
Bartenders Lifeguards State poheemen
Chefs

Conductors, street car

Hairdressers

Light housekeepers
Practical nurses

Policemen
Level 5

Stewards

Bellh^s
Chauneurs

Jarulors Servants, household
Palm readers Taxi drivers

Cooks average Privates, armed forces Train porters
Firemen city Prison guards Ushers
General houseworkers Psychiatnc attendants

Level 6
Waiters

Bootblacks Elevator operators Street sweepers
Chambermaids
Charwomen

Garbage collectors

Hospital attendants
Watchmen

LEVEL 1

CUmcal psychologists

Not all clinical or counseling psychologists do therapy, but all of

them are concerned primarily with the individual as an individual, and

even diagnosis has supportive aims A few industrial psychologists

belong in this Group, others seem to fit better in III or VI
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This would seem to be true for all upper Level occupahons It

should however, be added that not only the I'

but the nature of .t .s .mportant We have as yet ™^
or even reasonably good ad hoc techniques for determining this major

factor

LEVEL 2

Vocational coimselors

Vocational counselors have much m
Lctorate

gists in training as well as in actual avork Although ^e^^

has been less common among them than or

j j ggn

this IS changing, as the field becomes
j J„y.

eral Level of the occupation will be raised There

however, with little specialized training
rehabilitation coun-

A study by DiMiehael of 146 male vocational

selors used the Kuder Preference Recor , ^

fCp.-jicv In general,

sheet and a supervisor's rating score showed a

intercorrelations were low. but there a
counselor’s job in

significant relation between specific
Kuder scores

terms of satisfaction and efficiency, a P

Promotional work and persuasive
'"‘f '“'“'/r'l’tj. 26

Professional reading and scientific inter
’, = + 19

Employer contacts and persuasive interest ,

Gunderson found male counselors less masculme to

average for males, and female couns
nrnhablv exists for most

eral average for females This relations *P P
physical sci

professional groups with the possib e ^^‘^P
feminine side at

entists The Strong M-F scores (Table 12 5)

the higher Levels, and these were all for male groups ^

Social work on vvho goes into

There have been some discussions ot tne ^ore

social work, but very few studies number of men ap

women than men m the occupation, a
^jj^gnts for the occupa-

pears to he increasing Educationa functioning at

tion are increasing and many socia wor
jfgmnt to construct a

Level 1 Carter has made an unsuccessful attemp

test for social work ability

1 socialLewis compared 50 women -— ---
, »pT

the Kuder Preference Record, and t e

uorkers with the norm groups on

.ruMPI He found social Morl-
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tively high scores on Theoretical, Aesthetic, and Social values, and

relatively low scores on Economic, Political, and Religious values

The clinical group scored even higher tlnn the nonclmical on Social

values

On the Guilford-Martin both clinic'll and nonclinical groups were

much more socially extroverted, much freer from depressive and cy

cloid tendencies, slightly more compulsive, much less physically ac

tive, more ascendant and more masculine than the normative popula-

tion The clinical group was somewhat more extreme than the non-

clinical in all of these, except masculinity, but again the overlap was

almost complete

On the MMPI the total group deviated from the normal population

m being less hypochondriacal, slightly more subject to depression, far

more hysterical, extremely feminine, much less pychasthenic, and less

schizoid Again the overlap is enormous, but the clinicians tended

toward the better adjusted scores each time It must be remembered
that they are more sophisticated m tests, and also had considerably

higher K scores, indicating someavhat more tendency to give the right

answer knowingly

Discrepancies between the Guilford Martin and MMPI are mod
erate with regard to depressive tendencies and extreme in masculinity
femininity, the former rating the group as masculine and the latter as

very feminine This points up one of the problems in labeling tests,

and IS a discrepancy between these two tests which has been noted in

other connections (The Terman and Strong M F scales are also

discrepant on occasion
) On the Strong M F scale psychologists are

about at the mean Results m personal studies would suggest a
possible reason for this discrepancy Compared to other groups they
are relatively free in heterosexual activities, and they have strong
scientific interests both of which are on the masculine side, on the
other hand they have many characteristics which are usually consid
ered m our culture rather more feminine their interest in people, and
their strong verbalizing tendencies

In a later report, Kelly and Fiske (1950) summed up as follows

our findings suggest that in selection for professional training more
attention might well be given to the role of motivation Perhaps at the
level of naduate training we need estabhsh only a mimmal cutUng score
on tests ot intellectual aptitudes beyond that point the strength of motiva
Uon and the absence of conflicting dnves may be the determimng factors m
success in professional traimng and even m the conduct of professional
duties
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had a significant correlation with rating on the |oh hy supervisors

This IS another instance of the necessity for on the-]oh criteria as p

Argentine, conch,ded that oh,ec„
ures of emotional stability are necessary adjuncts to J
the selechon of police officers He makes *0 ‘ntrig'img sugge t on

that an index of imperturbability could be obtained by measuring

the physiological changes accompanying emotions
„„ewhat

Humm and Humm, with a more clinical ^IteThut
more decisive results than those reported by u oi

validate

the study IS one which it would be rather d.fficult to

j
“s v^^

from the published report They used the Hu™ "

perament Scale which was administered u™g i

attainment

nod They then predicted success or failure
,,are

of staff membership or dismissal for cau
)

^ compo-

made after consideration of each ptoB
® whether they were

nents would dominate the behavior of the
^,1 de-

adequately controlled, and whether the pa
, ^ g categories,

suable iol police work Predictions were
of% 72

from very good to poor and they 8“* “
college training He

Hammond studied policewomen w ‘
,, 5core on the civil

found that there was a relationship e
^ standard m-

service examination and college grades,
the-iob rat*

telhgence test He did not follow up the
gcant for ac-

ings^o that It IS not knoivn whether such data are sig

tual job performance or not

Firemen
, ^

. nnvales They se*

Wolff and North studied 144 fire
by captains, and

lected extreme groups on the basis o
^^^.^j^ension and the Mnt-

admmistered the Bennett Mechani
higher ranUng group

ten examination for apprentice fireni^
confidence

excelled m both of these at the 2 per cent level

level 5

Psychiatric attendants and attendant appU
Inch >

earl) turn

This IS a lluctuating_|roup wi* “ S™"“tsp.?a'. u-"g “

iplojmcnt '‘^”"!%™5’ohlic
. .l„t S3 per cent (-J1

Khne studied lOS employees
''•VI iviiiiu < rnnloMncni **•

Inventory and analy-zing Sports that 83 per

after they i\ent on the job P
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ers to be significantly high on the Depression and Hysteria scales,

significantly low for Masculinity, Hypochondriasis, Psyclnsthenia,

and Schizophrenia It is, of course, possible that their low scores in

these scales reflect their unusual sophistication in psychopathology

Those whose interests, as measured by the Kuder, seemed less appro

pnate to their work were on the whole less well adjusted

Piotrowski used a group of 8 men and 10 women social work stu-

dents for a comparative study of the Rorschach and the Kuder
They were all of superior intelligence Those who were studying

social work because they wished to rather than for other reasons

(outside pressures, marriage to a social worker) had qualitatively

and quantitatively different pictures on the Rorschach, showing par-

ticularly greater interest in persons

The study of 8 social workers by Harrower and Cox (see Table
12 6), on the contrary, showed them low in human movement re-

sponses on the Rorschach, an unexpected finding In general these
8 workers seemed to have practically oriented, somewhat restricted
personalities No information on the selection of the group is given

Social welfare workers have been reported as low in Aesthetic, Eco
nomic, Political, and Theoretical, and high in Religious and Social
values on the A V Study of Values (Table 12 3)

Occupational therapy

The only study of this group is one by Schmidt which compares
women students in occupational therapy with students of nursing

e occupational therapy group had somewhat higher intelligence
and greater abstracting capacity than the nursing students Other

1 erences s owed them also higher in human movement responses
and in the total of color and shading responses on the Rorschach, i e

,

more interested in people and more outgoing

LEVEL 4*

Policemen

Dubois and Watson studied hvo entering classes at the St Louis
Police Academy They used a large battery of tests (AGCT, Ben
ne , e c ) rom these they could get a fairly good prediction of
academic achievement at the academy and of score on a test of know!
edge of police practice, but none of the tests or combinations of them

•There are no studies of occupations m Level 3 of this Group The same
appues to Levels omitted m subsequent chapters
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tional groupings on the professional level with the Rorschach Group method
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unsatisfactory attendants could have been weeded out in advance.

The satisfactory aide tends to be single, under 40, from a small town,

the parents not separated or divorced, and the mother not wording.

He is in good health and, if lie has married, is still married. He
took the )ob for experience or for economic reasons. On the other

hand, the unsatisfactory aide is likely to have been married but to be

now divorced or separated. His parents are also likely to have been
separated or divorced and to be disappointed in him. His health is

average and his reason for taking the job is a desire for security.

These distinctions could probably apply equally well to other occupa-
tional groups at this Level. One would judge that tlie satisfactory

aide is a man with a reasonable amount of need gratification during
his earlier years and with a realistic attitude. One would expect that
he was not likely to stay on the job long, and would leave for some-
thing better, although he would do well while he remained. The
unsatisfactory person in this study sounds like tlie general misfit, who
takes such a job as this because it is available and not because of any
interest in it, or of any interest in doing any job well. He is probably
drifting, looking vainly for satisfaction never yet achieved.

The paucity of studies of occupations in this Group is very striking,
even though it is one of the smaller Groups in teims of total numbers
of occupations and of persons. The many studies of Armed Forces
personnel rnade for various purposes during World War II have not
een me u ed for obvious reasons Similar studies of peace time,

non-drafted personnel would be relevant but are not available.

REFERENCES

P=y<^l>o!ogists / appl Psychol, 1950,

Carter, L F Social work abiluy Person I 1938 r ?

ns'‘Se/to'^ ""“d
efficiency of vocat.onal counselors

DuLTs P H I “PPI Pejohoi. 1949, 33, 319^29

1950; 34, 9^55
The selecon of patrolmen cppl Psychol

.

nm onr’ n
^ fermnity of interest m selected occu-

pations Unpub M. A. thesis, Notthwestem University, 19S3Hammond J College trained poheesvomen PuW Person Oumf, N Y., 1941.
2, 15o—161 '•

narrower, G J ,
and K J Cox The results obtained from a number of oceupa-
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which even moderate success is quite dependent upon real hkmg for

the occupation, perhaps even more than holds true for many other oc-

cupations Strong has reviewed a number of studies demonstrating re-

lations between scores on his test and life insurance sales These have

been combined by Super into a table, which is reproduced as Tab

14 2 There is a clear tendency for the men ““><^0 ^
on the Strong to have sold the most insurance Correlation for m
sub,ects IS + 37 The correlation would probably ^ave been higher

had not moTt of the low-selling men been eliminated from the oc

cupation.

Table 14 2 Pehcentace of Agents

Rating (on the Strong) Who Produce $0 to $400,000 and u

(from Soper)

Percentage in Each Rating Producing

Annual Production, $

0 to 49,000

60,000 to 99,000

100.000 to 149,000

150.000 to 199,000

200.000 to 399,000

400.000 and up
Total

Number

Bills studied casualty insurance With Ward she

was useful for predicting success in t is occ
p were sue

reported on retests after one year on t e )o
occupation, and

ceeding tended to score higher on the Strong forjhat P

the failures tended to score even lower
® confirm Bills' findings

Ghiselli, with a much smaller group, i

_ proficiency on the

He found significant correlations wit mea
£ Strong and

job only tor die CPA and OcGupahonal Level

with the Pressey Senior Classification es
jg reported that the

Ferguson, in a study of 524 life
important as an Aptitude

quality of the district managemen w
_pi, 5ured by production or

Index score for predicting performance as measure yFormance as ^ ,„g

r:;:r;7AT»v.o™„ycdieEincome This introduces an imp

various studies and certainly must « * * .

occupational groups , insurance salesmen

Two studies of personahtj ‘ normal scores tlnn un-

showed that the successful salesmen g Ward, Schultz )
One

successful ones on the Bemreuter (
’



CHAPTER 14

Group II Occupations:

Business Contact

TThere are very few occupations represented in

this Group, and they are listed in Table 14 1 The salesmen and

dealers included are those whose mam problems consist m persuad-

ing prospective clients m a direct person-to-person relationship This

IS very different from over-the-counter selling Some traveling sales-

men belong in this Group and some in Group III. It depends upon
whether the taking of orders is simply a routine, clerical job, or

whether persuasive selling is involved

Table 14 1 Occupations in Group II Business Contact

Level 1

Promoters

Level 2
Promoters
Public relations counselors

Level 3
Retail and wholesale dealers
Salesmen auto, bond, insurance, real

estate

Confidence men

Level 4
Auctioneers

Buyers (DOT I)

House canvassers and agents

Interviewers, polls

Level 5
Peddlers

In general Group II occupabons differ from Group I occupations
because of the character of the interpersonal relationship, which is

essenhally supportive in I and exploitative in II They differ from
Group III occupabons because of the closer person-to-person contacts
involved ^

There are no data on occupations at Levels 1 and 2

LEVEL 3

Life insurance salesmen

There have been a number of studies of life insurance salesmen, and
the samples are unusually large Apparently this occupation is one m

178
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LEVEL 4

House'to-house selling

Cover and Pressey studied 92 men whose job was selling foodstuffs

from a truck, collecting, and canvassing for new customers They

were concerned only with the relation of age to efficiency and found

that with increased age there was increased efficiency in handling the

trucks (fewer accidents and repairs) and m business relations judg-

ment (i e
, handling credit), but a falling off in sales Apparently the

factor of experience was not controlled This could be the essential

element in the first two findings, and sheer physiological age the

essential element m the last

In summary, we may note that in this Group the character of the

personal relation is typically one of dominance This distinguishes

them clearly from those in Group I

REFERENCES
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study reports them high in Economic and Political interests on the

A-V (Table 12 3), and another reports them above the mean m lead-

taking and m conflict-free relations with others (Table 12 4 )

Lewis studied 50 male life insurance salesmen with the Kuder Pref-

erence Record and the MMPI. Comparing them with the norm
groups he found the insurance salesmen to be significantly more de-

pressive, hysterical, psychopathic, feminine, paranoid, and hypomanic
The scores reported by Daniels and Hunter for 4 MMPI scales on 10

salesmen are m accord (Table 123 )

The findings of Harrower and Cox on 11 life insurance salesmen

given the Group Rorschach were recorded m Table 12 6 The low
number of human movement responses would suggest that, although
an essential aspect of the agent’s job is dealing with people, his interest

in them is really not a personal one

Automobile salesmen

Apparently the only study of this group is with an empathy test

The task in this test is to predict the responses of the typical individual
in key behavior areas aesthetics (music types), general human in-

terests (what people read), and interpersonal relations (annoying
experiences) Tobolski and Kerr gave the test to 32 salesmen from
2 companies They also obtained sales records and sales managers’
ratings of the subjects Their findings are

1 The empathy test scores are significant predictors of sales

records r = -p 44
2 empathy test scores are significant predictors of job success

by ratings r = -)- 71
3 The empathy test scores did not predict sales (r = + 12) or

ranking (r= + 17) of used car salesmen

Traveling salesmen

A review by Haerpten of sh.d.es of seUmg success reports several
that have found relatively high Bemreuter social domimnce scores
tor travelmg salesmen
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Table 15 1 Occupations in Group III Organization

High government offi-

cials (President, Cab-
inet members, etc )

Level 1

Industrial tycoons International bankers,

Top execuUves, all or- merchants

gamzahons

Bankers

Brokers

Buyers (large business)
Certified public ac-

countants

Accountants

Appraisers

Bank tellers

Buyers (small business)
Credit managers
Draftsmen

Level 2
Execubves, average

Personnel managers

Politicians

Public officials

Level 3
Employment managers

Execubves minor

Hotel managers ^

Manufacturers, small

Owners, catering, dry*

cleamng, etc

Officers, ship and armed

services, administra-

hve
Union officials

Postmasters

Private secretaries

Retail, wholesale, deal

ers and owners

Salesmen specialty,

technical

Stabsbcians

Agents, freight

Bookkeepers
Cashiers

Clerks, correspondence,
credit, express, mail,
railroad, etc

Compilers

Pile clerks

Multigraph operators

Messenger boys

Level 4
Dispatchers

Floorwalkers

Foremen, warehouse

Inspectors, teJepbon e

and telegraph

Sales clerks

Station agents

Stenographers

Inspectors, street car,

railroad

Level 5

Notaries

Runners

Level 6

Stock clerks

Typists

LEVEL 1

At Level 1 are entered such

high government officials, the industrial tycoons, °
^ ^

tanhers and merchants Included here also are such top evel latar

leaders as the heads ot the AFL-CIO and °

'f ,h„e
primary cnteria for inclusion in this Level are tha e

lobs have no superiors, and that the jobs put hig
"S? fromn terms of intellectual and personality qualities

^ responsi-
those m Level 2 pnmanly in the extent and nature of their respons

tulles and authority. „,,„ftheas-ailabledata
Occupational studies at this Le\el are rare, mos



CHAPTER 15

Group HI Occupations:

Organization

Tiie OCCUPATIONS m this Group are those con-

cerned primarily with the organization and elRcient functioning of

government and of commercial enterprises This Group includes a

very large number of occupations executives of government, industry,

and business are here, and most of the so-called white collar occupa-

tions Table IS 1 gives an extensive list There are occupations m
this Group at every Level

Reference to tables in Chapter 12 (especially 121, 12 3, 12 5, and

12 8) gives some indication of the range of scores on intelligence and
other tests for this Group Various occupations in the Group have

mean intelligence test scores ranging from —1 5 S D to -f2 5 S D
There have been several reports of the use of A-V Study of Values

with this Group, they agree in assigning low Aesthetic and high Eco-
nomic values to occupations classified here, but there are discrepan-
cies in other value scores from one particular occupation to another
There is no general pattern on the few MMPI scores available, but
these occupations tend to be associated with M-F scores for men some-
what towards the masculme range
The MORS includes ratings of over 100 occupations in this Group

These can be tabulated and expressed in terms of an approximate
median rating A very regular pattern appears good academic ability

IS required at upper Levels, and then this requirement is regularly
lowered, clerical ability seems to be next in importance, followed
closely by social ability, and these, too, decrease regularly from Level
1 to Level 6 Mechanical ability is practically irrelevant, but phys-

ical agihty, of no importance at Level 1, becomes increasmgly important

with decreasing Level until it reaches a rating between B and C for

Level 6

182
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increased number m college and in the upper tliird in college may also

reflect some differences m intellectual level, but are as likely or more

likely to be primarily dependent upon drive

Thompson, with a smaller group, did find some test ^
his tests may reflect interests as much as intelligence He s u i

superior and 10 average executives of a firm of consulting "lanageinent

engineers with a variety of tests His critenon was

formance records and ratings by partners The
,

were significantly higher (above the 5 per cent level of confidence)

the following

Micit Vocabulary Suh.ests for Government Physical Science,

Mathematics, and Sports

Kuder Mechanical

Adams Lepley Firmness and Stability

The average group was higher on the Kuder
Persuasive

both groups scored above the 93rd percentile on the Kuder Fersuasiv

Flory and Janney, on the basis of clinical
^ut

reported success m appraising
,hat important factors

vahdation data are not given They oe

are

Intelhgence both abstract and concrete
fgaJy output with

EmotiLal control . e ,
the ability to

out emotional tension under ay
face situations

Skill in human relations, or lead^sh.p m fye

Insight into human behavior, of self an o
,

AbUity to organize and direct the activities of others

90 executives on STDCR
Guilford studied the temperament ai

rlefinite relations be

and GAMIN He concluded that there « confidence, coopera

tiveen success and the followmg sociability,

tiveness, and mascuhnity . ncvcholocical point

The most enlightening of these ^ technical data He
of View, is that by Henry, although he &

. ^ a short,

used a number of personality tests,
^^^^ects came from dis

undirected interview Most of his over
structure, m

tnbutive busmess of moderately^ r4%STndrclatne.ndcFn
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are scattered through biographies of famous men rurthcrmorc, as is

generally true at Level 1, there is considerable heterogeneity It has

already been remarked that our Presidents, Vice Presidents, and Cab-

inet officers have had consistently more than the average education,

and tint 75 per cent of them came from homes of upper socioeconomic

status This has rather seldom been true for outstanding industrial-

ists of the past, although it is becoming so more often

LEVEL 2

Business cxecuttves

Bingham and Davis did an early study of 102 executives which has

been widely quoted They used an Army alpha-type test, and found
a correlation of — 10 between the test and a criterion based on such
factors as salary, investments, debts, club memberships, etc They
concluded that above a certain minimum, intellectual superionty was
relatively less important for success in business than supenority in

nonintellectual traits of personality
Starch studied 150 executives, 50 were heads of large busmesses,

50 were at mid level in large busmesses, and 50 were heads of small
busmesses His investigation involved collection of detailed records
by interview He compared top executives to lower level ones, and
tound that in the top levels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Three times as many went to college
Three times as many made school records in the top third of
their classes

Four fames as many pursued studies after their regular school
years °

fhree fames as many found ways to do their jobs

Fifty per cent more began to work and earn before the age

Mpentes"^*
owned all or much of their school and college

long hols workmg hard and

TW fames as many had a deBn.te aim in life

responsAit^''"^
increased

Starch felt that the greatest ddterenee was m the force of the mner
drive, and certainly items 3 through 9 would tend to support this The
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increased number m college and in the upper third in college

reflect some dflferenees m intellectual level but are as likely or more

likely to be primarily dependent upon dnve
hnl

Tbompson: with /smaller group did find some test

his tests may reflect interests as much as intelligenc
„._„„e„ent

superior and 10 average executives of a firm of

engineers with a vanity of tests His cntenon w- P",

formance records and ratings by partners e '“P
gj

\

were significantly higher (above the 5 per cent level of confidence,

the followmg

Mil'gan Vocabulary Sub.ests for Government Physical Science,

Mathematics, and Sports

Kuder Mechanical

Adams Lepley Firmness and Stability

The average group was higher on the
nn^the^Kuder Persuasive

both groups scored above the 93rd percentile on the Kuo

Scale , , * and some tests,

Flory and Janney, on the
^''“ut'ive performance, but ad^uate

reported success in appraising eMC P
important factors

validation data are not given They bene

Intelhgence, both abstract
“"ij “^mmntain stead> output aulh

Emotional control, i e ,
the ab ty

out emotional tension under y situations

Skill in human relaUons, or

Insight into human behavi
, of others

Ability to organize and direct tl emm
t trills of 20 caccutn cs on STDCIl

Guilford studied the temperament u
jofinilc relations be

and GAMIN He concluded tliat >' jolf-confidence, coopera-

ttveen success and the follotsing
sociabil.lt,

titcncss and masculinity
,.,„I,cs from a psychological point

Tlie most enlightening of no technical data H,

uf Mctt, IS that b) Henry, although hej.^^
^ ,, ,

used a number of personaut) «
’ JOO subjects came from ai<

undirected inlcrtictt ''““V , ,oo<c
organizational stnictiirc. in

tnbulitc business of moderately indcpcn

tthich cooperation ami team ttoA „
dcnce of action ttalhin P° P.^arately analyzed instrument!,

were done bhnd, and cljccJcCt ag

of
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surveys of past job performance, and the anecdotal summary of present

job behavior by superiors and associates His general background
discussion brings out a number of important considerations

The business executive is a central figure m the economic and social

life of the United States His direction of business enterprise and his

participabon in informal social groupings give him a significant place

m community life In botli its economic and its social aspects the role

of the business executive is sociologically a highly visible one It has

clearly definable limits and characteristics known to the general public
These characteristics indicate the function of the business executive

m the social structure, define the behavior expected of the individual
executive, and serve as a guide to the selection of the novice

Social pressure plus the constant demands of the business organiza-
tion of which he is a part direct the behavior of the executive into the
mold appropriate to the defined role ‘Success” is the name applied
to the wholehearted adoption of the role The individual behaves in
the manner dictated by the society, and society rewards the individual
with success if his behavior conforms to the role It would punish
him with failure” should he deviate from it

a thing apart from the person

of KpLv .V
that the pwson is playing, it is the

anjm wliioti Vf
that he knows best, that he finds rewarding

oart m nprsnnai
•’ol® 25 Socially defined has its counter

IS reshaopd tn k
^ ucture To some extent, too, the personality structure

es& o tJ.
in harmony svith the social role The Setent to which such3 sefecL^ n± ' P"^^<^"^hty ,s possible, however, seems limited An

those Sn

3equVc?eSS
with Vime w.thm Ih" “orga^aho!I'r°rh“'’“'''™''‘''f
might he thfinakf nf *1,

S^nization } This personahty constellation

pre^sent business system a^| S*the
.'"thm our

this occnnatirtn Tn,i., A T
* P^chodynamic motivation of persons m

ta/drpr.heseutiuf4 ™ 0lea.|^ present,

ahty pattern
^ r s, an executives had in common this person

i ‘'f
”>™ who had high drive and achieve-

ment desire, who had to accomplish in order to he happy They had
a strong need for continuous upward mobility For some this ineant
achievement of competence on the job For others the important
things were increased social prestige and status m the organization
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and m the community Their vierv of authority is characteristically

crystallized towards superiors and subordinates rather than self, ttia

IS they feel part of a system of wider and more final authority a

they do not see this authority as destructive or prohibiting er

a few exceptions (more charactensbc of past business enterprise w

feel ulhmL authority only in themselves and have
,

shared or delegated power All the successful execu ives

degree of ability to organize unstructured situations an

implications of their organization this may lead them
,

tioL into familiar mo4 and so to be resistant

They are also decisive that is they can come to a decisio

several courses of action, although this need not
j

also have a strong self structure, they know f
they want, and have techniques for getting i

, ^ , i dealing
active and aggressive, but not necessarily overtly ” “a g

with others. Aese tendencies are usually well channeled into work

prestige struggles firmness of

The picture is not all rosy, however I P
-TtT,er nervasive

character and their drive to activity, 'hey a so P

feeling that they may not really succeed and be able to u a

theytanttodo >'1 “Jr^
standing within them and to be

""'.^“^"f^'mbly reality oriented,

their present business experience They a r

but this may be so strong as *“ P'®™”
°"ad to restlessness and

realities are not in tune with ambitions y

lack of ease , r^Htions within the or

The characteristics of their
their rcla^

ganization seem to derive rather definite y r
critical

fathers They seem to have severed
parents The nn

that they do not retain resentment
there usmll> re

ternal relation is most often completely ro
helping but not

mams a positive tie to the father, who is vi
towards iheir

restraining To a considerable ex^nt
jgss directed towards

superiors seem to be similar to this they are
i .pi, related to their

their subordinates Dependency feelings a

relations to their fathers

Henry sums up as follows
^

Tlic successful executive represents
? J^J(]^llc.chss Amcncan

attitudes and values generally accented solMirect«lncss and n

1^10 vilue of accumuhtion and
nresUce and status and ^

dependent thought ami their rewards m pres

^ p
(h«e values

are found in this group But they abo pay the price
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and o[ profiting from them Uncertainty, constant acUvity, the continual

fear of losing ground, the inability to be introspectively leisurely the ever

present fear of failure, and the artificial limitations put upon emo-

tionalized interpersonal relations—these are some of the costs of this role

Labor union oficiah

There are several biographical studies of this group, but the only

test scores available are on an empathy test

Mills and Atkinson give the following personal data about 203 policy-

making CIO and AFL leaders, who filled out a mailed questionnaire

m 1945

1 83 per cent were bom m the United States, and these came

chiefly from the northeast regions of the country

2 The average AFL leader is 55, the average CIO leader, 42

3 60 per cent come from laboring families, CIO leaders have a

slightly higher socioeconomic background than do AFL leaders

4 Both groups are more highly educated than is typical of tihe

general population, with the CIO higher than the AFL (This

may be in part a reflection of the age difference, average educa-

tion of the population is steadily increasing
)

5 51 per cent were Protestant, 35 per cent Catholic, 4 per cent

Jewish, 10 per cent had no religious affiliation

6 56 per cent were Democrats, the rest scattered among vanous

other parties

7 The majority worked as laborers in their industries, although

there is a trend towards career union leadership in which the

leader is basically a white collar worker with a short laboring

intenm

Family background is clearly very different from that of men who
go into academic pursuits and into science, but with these men, also,

a higher than average education seems to be a pertinent factor Since
this IS probably different from the family pattern it would be interest-

ing to have fuller details It may just reflect that extra dnve which
it is fair to assume that they have
Van Zelst gave an empathy test (the same one used by Tobolsk! and

Kerr for auto salesmen) to 64 business agents of 5 AFL building trades
unions, and found the folIoNvmg coixeHtions with the test, all positive

Leadership rank (i e , president, vice president, etc ) 67
Percentage of vote received in union election 38
Score on a test How Supervise? 55
Record in recruitment and organization of members 60
Abibt) to settle grievances and disputes 64
Enforcement of rules and regulations 44
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Another interesting, i£ peripheral, study is that of Van Zelst and

Kerr on the lifetime experiences of Illinois budding ”

leaders, based on questionnaires from 236 policy making

The most frequently reported worry was economic (81
| ,

this respect as in others they are like snccessfn ^
ogists, Ld Skid Row denizens (Dykman e^ ptsonal
lowing sequential, somewhat overlapping c

tiurties a inid-

worry cluL, a vocational success worry cluster in “ “

life sLss worry cluster (39^6 years), and a ‘i-'mmg ye-s 'V r^

cluster The first and third were very sim.br mvo vejeace

mind, morality of self, marital difficulties, an
studies of hbor

It would he of the greatest interest to have clinica studies

leaders of the sort made by Henry on business executives

p IM) to dpvaop , protoduto fp. evplppppp toSto-P

States Army Air Force
, , , , military leaders, noting

Witty and Lehman studied the lives ^ tj,,,

eccentacty and instability They state that it is olten^

type of leader does not possess an ® of jhidies on naval

Shartle for some years carried on a p g office

leadership He defines leader as
iiphavior not on techno-

His studies are essentially on
has’ been to analyze

logical knowledge or performance H
p patterns showing

the categories of possible activities, and P
activity He

the proportions of time that each man
jjmilar patterns

thinks that a top executive tends to chws^ „hen

and that an administrator probably t

he moves The activities he lists are

1 Inspection of the organization

2 Investigation and research

4 fteparahon of procedures and methods

5 Coordination

6 Evaluation ,

7 Interpretation of plans and proce

8 Supervision of technical operations

9 Personnel activities

10 Pubhc relabons

11 Professional consultation
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12 Negotations

13 Scheduling, routing, dispatching

14 Technical and professional operations

He also analyzed degrees of responsibilty, authority, and delegation

of authority practiced by administrators, and from a factor study de-

duced the following dimensions of leader behavior

1 Maintenance of membership factor acceptability to group

2 Objective attainment

3 Group interaction facilitation

These studies are being continued

SafiJc^rs

The only information available for this group comes from Strongs

key for bankers, which gives quite a clear picture They seem to be

people not of great rigidity, but of regularity, methodicalness, and

steadiness, and with liking for reliable things, such as numbers and

the more exact sciences They differ from accountants primarily in

having more and wider intellectual interests

LEVEL 3

In some of the studies that follow it is possible that

subjects are drawn from both Levels 2 and 3 This cannot be de-

termined from the available data, but apparently the majority, at least,

in each case belong in Level 3

Accountants

Accountants are said by Morton to be dominant, stable, and self-

sufficient people Laback also found them to be a generally well
adjusted group In her Rorschach study of professional and pre
professional groups in this field she found them to be superior adults
uith good control and strong reliance upon rationality and inner
stability They are somewhat over-cautious perhaps, and not without
anxiety, but they have good mental elasticity and rather wide interests

Hotel administration

Lattin made a study of the factors Associated with success m hotel

administration His data were the records of 595 subjects (Cornell

graduates) who had been in hotel administration for at least 14 years

He rated tliem as successful or unsutxsessful, comparing all the latter
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with the top 15 per cent on test records and academic data The
tenon for the unsuccessful group v as that they had either left the field

or failed to be promoted to executive positions Selection of the con-

trasting group on the basis of test and academic records instead of by

some cntenon of job performance may have introduced some special

factors into the comparison which are not particularly relevant to job

success This cannot be determined His principal conclusion is

that the major reason for failure in the hotel field is lack of the person-

ahty characteristics consistent with the required manner of life in the

hotel business These are not very well defined, but he reports a few

test differences significant at the 6 per cent level or less On the

Kuder, the unsuccessful group had higher means on the Mechanical

and Computational scales and lower on the Persuasive and Musical

On a values test, the unsuccessful scored higher on comfort and in-

tellectual activity, and lower on power, society life, and recognition

^Pp&rently, then, the successful hotel administrator needs to be a per

suasive person, mterested jn social life, status, and authority, and dis

interested in intellectual, mechanical, and computational actmbes

The bearing of the higher score on the Musical scale is not clear, unless

it Just indicates that some aesthetic sensitivity is helpful This group

presents rather a contrast to the accountants and in some respects is

more like occupations in Group 11 When further dita arc a^t no
the classification of tins occupation might well be reconsidered

Re/eff bakery chain store managers

Knauft studied 38 managers of a retail baker) chain with the Sbong

He found that they did not fit closely an} of the Strong occupationa

keys or the Occupational Level or M-F keys, and constnicte an

cross validated a new key The mean scores of his group were, low

ever, very similar to those for CPA, accountant, office worker, am

others m the same Strong group

fndepcnrfcnf retail grocers

Hampton studied 70 independent retail grocers f
=*ud compared their scores on this with Dun and Bra s ree

, .

and ratings of financial strength The largest

cither of these and any of the Bemreuler scores was an msign

"b 18 But Hampton was not discouraged, saying

,
ll'c successful grocer is after all, only a

/JJiost fullyS
^ty Tfjg ai'erage person is the one who

ucstern cimUts
^mpletely adapting himself to the strenuous demands of ct

On Sie one hand, we are to be aggresswe, on the other
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d cooperative on the other competitive we are to hale

i at the same time we are to love them In view of this

snt that the avenge person will best succeed in most of

racteristic of our way of Ufe

her an important point That they do not deviate

Bemreuter is not at all the same thing as demon

are no particular personality characteristics or com

binations of them which retail grocers may have more often than

other occupational groups or which might be particularly helpful to

them On the other hand it is certainly true that there are occupations

in our civilization which do not require any special abilities or tempera

mental qualities m higher or lower degree than the average, and being

a retail grocer might be one of them
Guilford studied the temperament traits of 143 supervisors in a large

grocery cham by means of his Personality Inventories STDCR and

GAMIN The more successful supervisors showed greater degrees of

emotional stability and of composure and cooperativeness

LEVELS 4 AND 5

Sales clerks

Anderson reported that of 500 sales clerks at Macy’s (New York de

partment store) the Otis S A indicated 75 per cent to have IQs he
tween 80 and 110, with 20 per cent below this and 5 per cent above
He did not subdivide the group mto different sorts of sales clerks, and
there is no evidence as to whether there is any relation between intel-

ligence and success at selling

Dodge has studied sales clerks widi the Bemreuter, comparing small

groups of least (15) and most (18) successful sellers All of them
scored high in social dominance He selected the 41 items best dif-

ferentiahng these groups, and on another group of 42 subjects these
items gave correlations with success of -f- 60 for men and

-f-
36 for

women On this basis he reports that the better salespeople are less

moody, more self sufficient and self confident, more aggressive, more
social, less self conscious, less desirous of telling of their own good or

bad fortune, less resentful of criticism, and more radical and uncon
venbonal

Vemiaud included 27 department store saleswomen in a study with

the MMPI Their only marked difference from the norms was in

having deadedly masculine scores on the M F scale Perhaps this

IS another aspect of the obserialion reported above, that dominance
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IS high in salespeople Morton also reported them to be dominant,

seIf-su£Bcient, and stable

Clerical workers

For clerical workers there are a number of sets of norms on different

clerical tests, particularly, which give some differentiation of this ability

according to the precise nature of the work Correlations between

clencal tests and intelligence may range between about + 35 and +
depending largely upon the homogeneity of the groups studied In

general, however, it seems agreed that, for adequate performance of

average clerical work, an IQ of at least 90 is needed In addition such

abihties as are tapped by the various clencal tests are certainly needed

A study by Andrew reports that the Minnesota Vocational Test for

clencal workers measures an aptitude with positive relations to such

abilibes as those of observing and comparmg, discriminating sma

differences rapidly, adjusting to a new situation, and attention

Carruthers who presents a tabular summary of 66 studies of re a*

tions between clerical test scores and occupational performance e

that it was not unduly optimistic to expect correlations of -f*
^

+ 70 between test scores and clerical performance The corre ations

reported in the studies reviewed by him range from a rbo o —
to a rho of + 95 It can be seen that this group of occupations is

more clearly related to a testable function than almost any other

Dodge studied 192 clerical workers with a personality

findmg coefficients \vitH job success ranging from -f 64 to — 04 i

analysis of the most differenliaUng items indicated that the successf«

clencal worker is not moody or subject to worry, is even '

unwilling to accept responsibility, non social, lacks se su ^ ’

and does not crave admiration TTiey differ from sa e^eop e,

chiefly in having less sociability, and less tendency to omman

personal relations
, ^ cf.nn{r

Kales’ study of 100 routine male clerical workers with
r

the Rorschach, and Hoppock’s Job Satisfaction Blank gav e

mg results

There was no relation between job satisfaction
of

or letter rahngs of the Strong Clencal kc> or with

Rorschach signs of maladjustment
of routine clerks w ho po;rssesscd

The job satisfaction or indifference oi ruu^-u.s-
a

Uie interests of successful office vvorlcrs was not asso

greater number of Rorschach signs of maladjustment
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It should be noted that studies utilizing sign techniques with the

Rorschach have generally not proved very fruitful

Secretarial

Male stenographers averaged somewhat above the mean on the

AGCT The first rate private secretary clearly has a responsible post,

but the average secretary is much less skilled and has little autonomy

Stott canvassed 900 secretaries by questionnaire and reports on re

turns from 231 of them Selective factors of those who replied are not

known Four fifths said that they were satisfied with their careers,

and diree fourths with their current jobs He found no relation be

tween satisfaction and salary, age, experience, or sex of employer or

supervisor He concluded that secretarial work was especially suit-

able for those with no particular abilities or desires He found the

majority unambitious rather colorless, and only moderately intelligent

Perhaps the point is the same as that which Hampton made for retail

grocers, that this occupation has few special requirements, and serves

well for those with average capacities and desires

Business machine operators

Gadel and Kriedt studied 193 IBM machine operators at a hfe

insurance company Several types of machines were involved All

operators had some part in planning their own work and had to be
able to recognize when the machine was not operating correctly

Many could also do their own wiring They used a job satisfaction

questionnaire, an aptitude battery, including the Bennett Mechanical
Comprehension, arithmetic reasoning and letter digit coding, an in

terest questionnaire, and supervisors’ ratings on ^ob perionn'iDce All

of these were intercoirelated, but only 2 correlations were statistically

Significant (and, with this number, could have occurred by chance)
These were a correlation of -{-41 between aptitude and performance,
and one of 44 between interest questionnaire and satisfaction

STUDIES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

A few studies comparing students in different fields

are of interest here

Speer has reported the Kuder Preference Records of 48 business

students to be high in Compulation, Pemiasive, Literaiy and Clerical

scales and low on Mechanical, Scientific, and Artistic scales, with the

others average
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Hauser made a comparative study of ACE scores of t%vo groups of

Miami Umversity freshmen enrolled in business and liberal arts

schools The results were as follows

N ACE L Scale Q Scale

Arts students 885 100 62 S5

Business administration 885 98 60 36

Only the difference m L-score (verbal) is significant, and it can be seen

that it is not large The distributions must overlap greatly

Begelmann found business administration students to have average

body build, to be tops in push up and sit up gymnastics, and to be

average m intelligence They preferred team games, and golf and

tennis, and did not care for scientific, or technical, or social activities,

or clubs They disliked radio building, mechanical experiments, and

chemical hobbies

This Group appears on the whole to be around the mean in many

personality and biographical characteristics, but at the upper Levels

Kuder Persuasive scores are high, and dominance probably is also

fn many occupations m the Group Clerical aptitudes are of great im*

portance, but mechanical, scientific, and artistic interests are notably

lacking
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CHAPTER 16

Group IV Occupations:

Technology

1 KK Gboup, like the last, is a veiy large one It

includes all the modem mdustnal occupations, other than managenal,

clerical, and sales These occupations are concerned with the produc-

tion, maintenance, and transportation of commodiUes and utihties, and

the technology of transportation and communication The great ma

jonty of those trained in the physical sciences belong m t is roup,

as well as those specifically trained in engineering

chiefly in university or similar settings and belong m Group }

assembly line jobs, which are so typical of modem industp', are c a si

fled m Levels 5 and 6 of this Group A fairly long hst of occupati

IS given m Table 16 1 , . t r.i.

Examination of the MORS ratings for jobs at .

Group indicates that both Academic and Mechanical abmty ^ ® §

m the upper Levels but then decline regularly, Soaa any

Table 16 1 Occupations in Group IV Technology

Applied scienbsls, con
suiting, chief

Commanders, large ship

Applied scientists, geo-
logical, chemical, etc

Engineers, arclutec-
tural, civil, etc

Aiiators

Contractors, building,
^^^enlry, plumbing

Level 1

Designers, auto,* tools,

etc

Engineers, consulting,

chief architectural,

civil, mechanical, etc

Level 2

Factory managers (re

quinng technical

knoivledge)

Inventive geniuses

Ship and anned serwces

officers, technical

Level 3

Engineers,

Factory foremen (DUi

I)

Radio opCTators

197

Small hclory managers
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Blacksmiths

Bookbinders

Brakemen
Bricklayers

Cabinet makers
Carpenters

Electricians

Electrotypers

Engineers, locomotive,

stationery

Engravers

Factory foremen (DOT
ii)

Glass blowers

Table 16 1. (Continued)

Level 4

Jewelers

Linotypers

Lithographers

Machinists

Mechanics, plane, auto

Millers, grain

Millwrights

Motormen, electric rail

,
road

Movie operators

Ornamental ironwork

ers

Painters, house, sign,

etc

Plasterers

Plumbers

Printers

Repairmen, most van

eties

Steeplejacks

Stonemasons

Structural steel workers

Tailors

Telegraph operators

Tinsmiths

Toolmakers
Typesetters, composi

tors

Gunsmiths Paperhangers Upholsterers

Inspectors, factory Patternmakers

Photoengravers

Piano tuners

Level 5

Wood carvers

Annealers Dry cleaner hands Sawmill workers

Auto assembly workers Dyers, factory Sheetmetal workers

Bakers Finishers Smelter workers

Boilermakers Lathe operators, auto Stonecutters, machine

Bulldozer operators matic Switchmen
Butchers Laundry workers Tire repairmen
Car motormen Leather workers Truckdrivers

Cobblers Linemen, telephone and Vulcamzers
Concrete workers telegraph Waterworks tenders

Coopers Motor deliverymen Wheelwrights
Dehverymen Riveters

Roofers

Level 6
Foundrymen Longshoremen Trackmen
Helpers carpenter. Munitions handlers Wrappers

plumber, etc Packers Yardmen
Laborers construction,

process, etc

Section hands

of importance, but moderate Clerical ability is useful in the upper

Levels Physical agility, irrelevant at the higher Levels, becomes of

some importance in the lower ones

LEVELS 1 AND 2

Level 1 includes inventive geniuses, ship com

manders, consulting research scientists, and similar groups Most ap
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plied scientists belong in Level 2 The men in Level 1 are only tee

who have full control of their own programs and procedures Th

IS not true of many scientists in industrial or governmental jobs

^
UrdeTthe sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research Flanagan

and his associates have for some time been wor mg o
Naval

tion of the activity and products of the research

research laboratories, in the hope of eventually impro §

techniques for these positions Their approach has been to detem

what Lts of beha^r are of speciBc importance ^
laboratory setup Their estimates of importance

of descriptive reports of a large numter o cri ic

though there were certain differences behveen
® chemistry and

personnel levels, behveen certain specific fie s su
doing

electronics, and between those domg

prmiarily basic research, the basic hst of cn
IV,

liar for all groups studied All their groups ® u ^ppiy almost

but It IS ceLin'^ that these critical

equally well to research in any other field
areas

in check-hst form for evaluating ,ob P^rf^
fintogsley have

included are given below On the basjs of
ZcUct-

developed a test for predicting research be avi

mg pirsonnel Studies of the test's validity have y

reported

oevrur^Es IncludiHg identifying and

I FORMULATING PROBLEMS AND
j setUng Up hypOtheSCS

exploring problems, defining the problem.
Including collecting

u PLANNING AND DESIGNING THE INV
srlentifving and contTolfiog

background information, setting up assump i

plans, developing

important variables developing systematic
. Ujugues, anticipating dim

plans for the use of equipment, matenals. or tecnmq

culties, determining the number of observa
developing methods, ma

m co^mucT.^o®^m.NVEsT.c*•^oH
tenals, or equipment, applying methods

, j^gclang details, analyzing

procedures, applying theory, attending o

the data ^ Induing evoluabng flndmgs and

IV INTERPRETING RESEARCH RESULTS

pointing out implicabons of the data and illustrating
'' ° •

V P^PARING REPORTS InclucUng ,,port, using ap-

substantiating procedures and findings, g

propnate style m presenting report
Including selecbng an .

VI ADMINISTERING RESEARCH nlanmng and coordma g
ing personnel, deahng with ’ ,ons uorking "ith other gr P

work of groups, making admmistraUve ec »
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VII ACCEPTING ORGANIZATIONAL hesponsibilitv Including performing

on or assisting in the work of others, subordinating personal interests, accept

ing regulations and supervision

VIII ACCEPTING PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY Including adapting to as-

sociates, adapting to job demands, meeting personal commitments, being air

and ethical, showing interest in work

This approach is analogous to much of the research m selection of

pilots, motormen, etc
,
in that it consists essentially in working from

simplified, almost purified, samples of what the job consists of It

makes no attempt to get at basic individual characteristics It has

great practical utility but it is not intended to, and does not, advance

our knowledge of basic processes and their relation to these behavioral

expressions Even pragmatically it has the limitation of not being

predictive beyond the immediate level of the subject in maturational

terms

Mandell and Chad have worked with engineers in government

agenaes, with the goal of devising tests for selection purposes Super-

visors’ ratings were the criteria, and with these they obtained posibve

correlations with the Gottschald (a formulation test), with abstract

reasoning, with a physics test, and a test of reading tables

O Connor hsts as characteristics common to engineering executives

structural visuahzation, objective personality, large English vocabu-

lary, accounting aptitude, and many others {not well defined) Char
acteristics common to technical engineers are given as structural

visualization and subjective personality The spatial visualization

factor agrees with test results on creative physicists, who are also high
m this capacity

A more clinical approach to the problem of successful choice of

engineers has been undertaken by Harrison and Jackson They point

out m introduction that

While there have been innumerable validity studies which correlate
batteries of psychological tests with job proficiency criteria and while there

have also been many attempts to predict the achievement of students m
engineering school from psychometric measures, the technical literature is

singularly unrewarding on the subject of predicting job success of engineers

m industry In recent years it is being realized m some quarters that a

strictly psychometric or statistical approach to occupational prognosis is

limited because it ignores psychological characteristics which, while not

directly measureable, are nevertheless important and may be evaluated

Furthermore such a psychometric approach neglects not only mtra

personal dynamics but also the integration of segmental information about

the individual which is necessary for understanding the probabilities of job

success
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They evaluated 113 graduate mechanical engineers who had not yet

been assigned to stable positions, on the basis of a battery of ability,

aptitude, interest, and personality tests, as well as interviews These

evaluation reports were compared with subsequent job performance

under two conditions (1) the psychologist's recommendation must

have been followed, and (2) the supervisor was required to have had

at least three months’ close observation of the man he was rating

Supervisors were requested to state whether they agreed highly,

mostly, slightly, or not at all with the descnpfaons and findings m the

report Degree of agreement is shown below

N %
High degree of agreement 45 89 S

Predominant agreement 58 51 S

Slight agreement 9 7 9

None 1 0 9

They also asked for evaluation of the data by directors and division

managers with similar but not quite so favorable results Detailed

reports on the tests, which would give descriptive material for this

group of professional persons are not given The report, however,

does emphasize the necessity for knowing more about a man than a

few test scores

There are a number of studies of engineering student populations

They customarily rate high in intelligence tests, particularly m quanU

tative scales, and they are high m Computational interests (See

Table 12 2 and Bolanovich, 1944 )
Begelman's study of freshmen m

various schools reported the engmeenng and science students to be ot

average body build, low in physical performances, near e ti^ in

intelligence, and with almost exclusively intellectual hobbies (reading,

especially technical, chess, etc

)

Speer has done some interesting research on differen P® ®

among persons electing various aspects of fire protection engineering

Ifo found in a study of 1,000 freshmen at the Illinois Institute o ec

nology the following differences among students

Students with high Persuasive and low Science scores tended t

enter sales

Students with high Mechanical, Science, and Social Service s

and low Persuasive scores fended to pig„.

Students with high Computation, Literary, Musica

,

cal, and low Mechanical and Saentific scores en e

the fire protection field altogether
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Karn, using the A-V Study of Values with male juniors specializing

m various branches of engineering (Ns, 38 to 70), found a number of

significant differences These are shown in Table 16 2

Table 16 2 Compaiuson of A*V Values fob Stitoents in Diffebent
Engineebing Specialties* (Kabn)

Y

Melallurgical Electrical Chemical Mechanical
Arelxiwcr than X on

Ci\ il

ClMl lieligwua Political

Metallurgical

Electrical Rehgious

economic
Pohltcal

Economic Aesthetic Aesthetic

Economic

Chemical Political Aesthetic Aesthetic
Mechanical Economic

Political

Economic Economic

* Differences with critical ratios over 4 only, those with critical ratios over S are

italicized

LEVEL 3

Airplane pilots

There have been a very large number of studies with this group,
most of them made with combat personnel, and most of them uith
cadets rather than with experienced personnel In general it may be
said that such discriminative data as have been found have related
to speafic psychomotor capacities (varying with the classification of
the subjects), intelligence, and personal history The attempts to
use personality tests for the selection of combat personnel who will
show the greatest resistance to breakdowns have been generally nega
tive Research up to 1945 has been summarized by Vxteles Much
of the research during the war years has been published m AAF Avia-
tion Psychology Reports Since then the Army Air Forces have con-
tinued to devote much tune and effort to these problems, and reports
by Sells and Barry review the later work It can only be said that
many of these researches are promising but that so far none has been
definitive

Super has surveyed the dm,cal research in the Aviation Psychology
Program of the Army Air Forces He summed up by noting that
cadets who are emotionally insecure are less likely to succeed m tram
mg than are others, but that such msecunty may be turned into an
asset. Or that at least it can be counteracted by emotional control
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This IS an important warning against always interpreting above aver-

age “insecunty” or “anxiety/ etc, as necessarily undesirable Below
average conditions can also be undesirable or not, depending upon
the particular circumstances and the particular controls which are

available

Production supervisors

Poe and Berg have studied steel industry production supervisors at

an intermediate level They hypothesized that those rated high and

those rated low in performance would reveal personality differences,

hut their data from a 7-hour battery of paper and pencil personahty

inventories did not support the hypothesis

Poretnen

Some foremen belong at this Level, some at Level 4 The problem

of selecting good supervisory personnel is one with which industry is

''ory much concerned, and there have been a number of studies, not

only on the selection but also on the development of good foremen

Only a few of the more extensive ones will be quoted here Althoug

some types of foremen belong in Group III most of the studies pertain

to Group IV
Parhcular interest attaches to research by Shartle This is a clinica

study, using interview and case history material as well as the Strong

His control group was one of workers with job skill considered equa o

that of the foremen, but who were believed incapable of supervising

others The successful foremen differed from the nonforemen in early

history as well as in present behavior The foremen had had a more

oormal development, showing less withdrawal from others, less indif-

ference to the actions of others, and fewer antagonistic reactions o

'vards others Frequently m both groups there was a dose relation

Jip between reported childhood behavior and present job behwo

Soth groups showed wide variation in their preferences or s i

^nd directness, and suggestion or order in work situa ions

3mple, two equally successful foremen (m terms bot o pr

and of attitudes toward them of superiors and in

^'erarchy) might have completely different methods for handling

aen working Lder them Theri would, of course,

^ntual adjustment or perhaps even selection betu^cen
phonos

foremen to account for ftis Other differences behveen th E P

"ported by Shartle are listed below A difference in basic )

“ 'Strongly suggested
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More Often Found m rorcmen

Father foreign born

Mother foreign born

Age over 40

Good attitude toward early associates

Over 20 >ears with eompany

Previous selling experience

Ownership of own home

The Fstjchology of Occupations

More Often Found m Nonforemen

Restless movements during interview

Others m home during childhood or

adolescence (grandparents, etc

)

Repetition of grades in school

Self conscious appearance m inter

view
Tense or strained facial expression

and low intensity of voice during

interview

Sartam made an extensive study of the relation between scores on

vanous standard tests and supervisory success in an aircraft factory

His subjects were 46 inspectors, 40 foremen, and 85 assistant foremen

His criterion was supervisors’ ratings Tests were Otis SA, Bennett

Mechanical Aptitude, Kuder, Bcmreuler, and Minnesota Paper Form

Board All the correlations for foremen were under 20 and none

was significant

Schultz found results similar to Sarlam’s m a study of 30 foremen

and assistant foremen His criterion was a combination of super

visors’ ratings for employee relations and budget control efficiency

This correlated + H with the Bennett and + 36 with one (unspea

fied) scale of the Bemreuter Correlations with Strong’s scale for

Production Manager and Occupational Level were + 38 and -}- 22

On the other hand, Shuman, also studying supervisory workers m
three aircraft or propeller plants, found significant correlations for

some of these tests with supervisors’ ratings on production, handling

of workers, housekeeping, and overall opinion Bi-serial rs were

for die Bennett + 47, for the Otis, 39, and for the Minnesota Paper

Form Board -J- 47

Clearly there are considerable discrepancies between Shuman s

study and the others It is impossible to be certain, but it seems

most probable that the discrepancies come either from different em-

phases in supervisors’ ratings or from different situations within the

plants which would, for example, make mechanical ability on the

foreman’s part of more importance than facility in human relations

in one factory, and the opposite true m another Such discrepancies

emphasize the acute necessity for ^act description not only of the job

itself but also of the general set up with reference to responsibilities

and human relations

LEVELS 5 AND 6

These Levels medude the mass production, assem-

bly line jobs, as well as a number of others Walker and Guest have
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made an important study of the characteristics of mass producbon

)cbs and of the men who hold them Their study was made in an

auto assembly plant, supplemented with personal home interviews of

a stratified sample of 180 workers They list the following as major

characteristics of the mass production job

1 Mechanical pacing of work
2 Repetitiveness

3 Minimum skill requirement

4 Predetermination in the use of tools and techniques (x e ,
not

a matter of choice on the part of the worker)

5 Minute subdivision of product worked on

6 Surface mental attention

Their interviews indicate that almost half the men keep these jobs

solely because of the pay, but the others do find other satisfactions, or

at least some compensations Nevertheless those who continue in

such jobs as these must someho%v be able to tolerate the condihons

surrounding them A number of these conditions could be allw

ated to some extent, but little effort is generally made on the

management to do so Such adaptation must be more difficult tor

some sorts of people than for others, even assuming a generally no

very high level of intellectual or cultural interests and low mou

vation

Tactory employees

Bolanovich studied 7,200 female employees on
“ Sevin

assembly hue job with an interest questionnaire of 271 items

months later this was analyzed to determine the ®
items

oific items would identify those who quit the job e
.

proved to be discriminating The test was later use

'workers, with a reduction in turnover after 6 The
to 31 per cent, it was later cross validated on ® who re
characteristic patterns that appeared m Oie group

. j gj which
Gained on the job were a preference for very simp e

^
'vere free of any responsibility for thought an “PP *

’ gojano
^xptessed dislike for mechanical and repetitive op r

—cchamcal
vich suggests that the expression of dislike for t

^ m
and repetibve operation which was charactens ic

.
, fpj. and

fiicate more realisbc thinking than an expression o S

that the realists had come to terms with necessity
sports on a

Shuman s study, referred to above, me u e
notable

^mber of factory job groups These are hste
These are

that the correlations differ markedl> vnih differen ]
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bi sernl correlations between the indicated lest and ratings by super

visors of good, average, and poor

OtisQS Minnesota rflper Bennett Mechanical

Beta A Form Board Comprehension

Engine testers 57

Machine operators 48

Job setters 40

Tool room learners 49

Anderson studied 174 machinists on the Adult Placement

(verbal and number) and found a correlation between total score and

supervisors’ efficiency ratings of -j- 40 Other tests gave much lower

correlations She noted tint personal history and interview data

were important m selection

Candee and Blum reported that, for work in a watch factory, it is

possible to determine a cntical score on finger and hveezer dcKterity,

below which a worker will not be suitable, but that above this score

discrimination of superior and inferior workers is not clear-cut

Hayes found pegboard test scores to be consistently related to )ob

performance for bunch hands, coil winders, punch presses, and in

sulating machine operators

Surgent found the Purdue Assembly and Tweezer Dexterity tests

gave a multiple R of 4- 595 with factory performance of radio tube

mounters

It would seem that, in such occupations as those reported above

some specific psychomotor dextenties are required at a minimum
level It IS also clear that this is by no means the whole story

Bus maintenance and repairmen

This group was studied by Chiselli and Brown, who used ratings

by foremen and superintendents as a criterion Correlations between

this criterion and various tests were

Anthmetic lest + 19
Spatial relations + 21
Mechanical principles + 30
Intelligence + 37

IG 17

S8 44

50 73

40

Motormen

Viteles has done a good deal of work on the selection of motormen

for streetcars He found tests of g and Pressey X O test of no

significance, but was able to develop a selection test including vanous
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experimental procedures, such as reaction to a sigml board, which

was satisfactory.

TrucXdrivers

Mis, using Army Beta, reports research upon the relation between

intellectual level and ability to drive a truck He found that a mini-

mum IQ of 82 was required for satisfactory performance and that

One of 94 corresponded with maximal driving ability, which did not

improve beyond this level except in extreme cases He concluded

that intelligence tests could permit elimination of the unfit, but did

not select drivers of superior ability

Packers and wrappers

Blum and Candee, in a study of department store packers and

wrappers to determine critena useful in selection, found that tests of

physical dexterity were less predictive of the criterion of production

(number of packages wrapped) than was experience A somewhat

surprising finding was the correlation with production of + 57 for

the Minnesota Clerical Numbers and of + 65 for the Minnesota

Clerical Names .

Ghiselli, studying the use of tests for selecting inspectors packers

in a pharmaceutical house, with superiors' ratings as a cntenon,

found a correlation with the Clencal Numbers of + 29, but one ot

26 for Clerical Names This group had a somewhat more compli

cated job than the last filling viab, stoppering, examining. JabeJmg

cartoning and packaging The highest correlation he obtained wa

'Vilh the Minnesota Paper Form Board + S7 Other correlat.ons

were Minnesota Peg Board, -50, rate of manipulation turn g,

40, placing, —24, MacQuame Mechanical Ability, -r- /

job names and test names are poor indicators of relitions ips

We may sum up the reports in this chapter as
aj

vanation m intelligence with Level but as also v

Levels such special ab.ht.es as spatial visuah^ton
*c^ aptitude are pertinent It would also appear ^

'Iferent sorts of work, minimal essential Ie\els o
t,~nnd that

i^ore specialized capacities can be determined, but a , >

ccessary minimum, other factors enter, increasing >--V -‘iiiijjujjj, uijjtfj
incrcasiut, ^

go up m the scale There is the further sugg«h

^^‘iiically oriented studies are getting at mor
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bi serial correlations bchveen the indicated test and ratings by super-

visors of good, average, and poor

Engine testers

Machine operators

Job setters

Tool room learners

Otis Q S
Beta A

57
48

4G
49

Minnesota Paper

Form Board
16

38

59

42

Bennett Mechanical

Comprehension

17

44

73

4G

Anderson studied 174 macliinists on the Adult Placement Test

(verbal and number) and found a correlation between total score an

supervisors’ efficiency ratings of -j- 40 Other tests gave much ower

correlations She noted that personal history and interview data

were important m selection

Candee and Blum reported that, for work in a watch factory, it is

possible to determine a cntical score on finger and Uveezer dexterity,

below which a worker will not be suitable, but that above this score

discrimination of superior and inferior workers is not clear-cut

Hayes found pegboard test scores to be consistently related to job

performance for bunch hands, coil winders, punch presses, and in-

sulating machine operators

Surgent found the Purdue Assembly and Tweezer Dexterity tests

gave a multiple R of -j- 595 with factory performance of radio tube

mounters

It would seem that, in such occupations as those reported above,

some specific psychomotor dexterities are required at a minimum

level It is also clear that this is by no means the whole story

Bus maintenance and repairmen

This group was studied by Chiselli and Brown, who used ratings

by foremen and superintendents as a entenon Correlations between

tins criterion and various tests were

Arithmetic lest -f 19
Spahal relabons + 21
Mechanical prmciples + 30
Intelligence 37

Motormen

Viteles has done a good deal of work on the selection of motormen

for streetcars He found tests of g and Pressey X O test of no

significance, but was able to develop a selection test, including vanous
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Group V Occupatwns Outdoor

for entering farming, their hking for it, and various other attitudes

The farmers who expressed dislike showed appreciahl) sillier aver-

age net earnings than those who hked the occupation Those who

entered farming just because of personal preference earned suhstan

hally larger incomes (when all variations due to factors other than

labor wem discounted) than those who had become

they did not know what else to do or because they had inhented farm

property

Table 17 1 Occupations iv Group V Outdoor

Consulting speciabsts

Applied scientists

agronomists, etc

Horticulturists

Apiansts

County agents

Farmers, individual

owner
Fish culturists

Fishermen (owner)
Laboratory testers

(dairy products etc)

Farm tenants

Cowpunchers
Crusher operators
Gardeners

Hostlers

Dairy

Ditch
hands
hands

Level 1

laBvel 2

Lando\vners and opera

tors large

Landscape architects

Level 3

Floncultunsts

Forest rangers

Lumber camp managers

* Nurserymen (owner)

Level 4

Landscape gardeners

Miners
Oil well dnllers

L,evel 5

Irrigators

Lumber inspectors

Miner helpers

Nursery employees

Level 6

Farm laborers

Fishermen

Range management

Specialists

Wildlife specialists

Poultrymen

Tree surgeons

Truckgardeners

Surveyors

Ore graders

Shaftmen

Oil pumpers

Teamsters

Trappers

Tractor drivers

Hoboes
Lumberjacks

A few fanners m veterans* 12 3 Bcgclman )

are mcluded in some studies (Tables “
“ groups m mtel

piC) tend to be at or below the °
^ t rclatiiel) fever sons

‘Sence It was noted in Chapters 8 nnd 1°
,I,at the total

of tanners than formerly are becoming
„ proportionate \

number of persons engaged in agncultuia p

'«! than It was



CHAPTER 17

Group V Occupations:

Outdoor

This Group includes occupations in agriculture,

animal husbandry, fisheries, forestry, and mining "aese are the oc-

cupations by which our natural resources are cultivated g^ithe'e ,

otherwise accumulated The end products may be used 'vithout 4

ther change, other than processing for P^s^^vation and handling,

they may be the raw materials which are then modified by t

technical processes with which Group IV occupations are
,

It IS difficult to find a comprehensive name for this Group uu

work IS descriptive of most of the occupations although one

quibble over its application to mining A considerable degree

physic'll activity is characteristic of most of these occupations, an

all Levels ,

This IS the most neglected Group as far as psychological studies g ,

although it includes a large proportion of the population Gr

experienced workers m the United States m 1940, 18 per cent o

white and 35 per cent of the Negro workers were in the group of ar

^

operators, tenants, and laborers alone One reason for the neg ec

may be that, except m some of the mining occupations, there S®”

trally no such concentration of personnel as there is in most o 6

other Groups .

Table 17 1 lists different occupations m this Group at the dine

Levels ^nried
The only available studies m this Group are on farmers, as repor

below The subjects, except students, are probably at Level

Farmers

Wilcox, Bras, and Pond have made an interesting study of

associated with financial returns in farming Their subjects

dairy, hog, and poultry farmers, who were asked about their rea

210
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Group V Occupations* Outdoor

for entering farming, their liking for it,

smaller aver-

The fanners who expressed dislike showe
.j^ose who

age net earnings than those who like
sabstan

entered farming just because of person, p factors other than

hally kirger incomes (when all

^ become fanners because

labor were discounted) than those who ha
^ inherited fann

they did not know what else to do or because they na

property

Table 17 1

Consulting speciabsts

i^nnrip V Outdoor
Occupations in Group

Level 1

Level 2

Appbed scientists. Landowners and opera

agronomists, etc tors, ’^8®
, .

Horlcultunsts Landscape architects

Level 3

Apiarists
Floncullunsts surgcui«

County agents Forest ""S”® gers
Truckgardeners

Farmers, individual Lumber Surveyors

owner 'Nurserymen (owner;

Range
management

Specialists

Wildhfe specialists

Poullrymen

Tree surgeons

Fish cultunsts

Fishermen (owner)
Laboratory testers

(dairy products, etc

)

Farm tenants

Cowpunchers
Crusher operators

Gardeners
Hostlers

Dairy hands
Ditch hands

Level 4

Landscape
gardeners

Miners

Oi! well drillers

Jl,evel 5

S'eTinspectors

rrSry'X^Fe-

Level 6

Farm laborers

Fishermen

Ore graders

Shaftmen

Oil pumpers

Teamsters

Tripp®*"®

Tractor drivers

Hoboes
Lumberjacks

itch hands ^
t a. j 4c

e acncultunl students

are included in some s a'Ciage of co
J

^
, fa„„ sons

They tend to be at or bolo^ Ih^
g a„d 10 ,bo total

hgence It was noted in P
„,„g f'"™ , 5

proportionately

of farmers than formerly are
uUuml purs»'« 1

number of persons engag®

less than it was
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CHAPTER 18

Group VI Occupations:

The Sciences

Thk Ghoop comprises the occupations concerned

with the development of science and its apphcation in a

nological situabons At the upper Level it includes a
.

entists, university and college science faculties, and os

professions are based on the application of scienbfic
'

which
m technology Table 18 1 gives a list of many

fgjl
belong m this Group Lower Level occupabons m this Gr p

of a supportive nature, and there are not many of them

Table 18 1 Occupations in Group VI The Sciences

]>vel 1

^*'^®peudent research scientists, all Museum curators
faculues m

fields University and college iug

Mathemahcians science

^ledical specialists, all types

Dentists

h’urses

Pharmacists

^'"’sLnt.sls, sem. independent

Velennarians

n Level 3 i

rjiropodists Medical technicians

i^opractors Weather observers

^boratory technicians (trained) X ny technici

^"ibalmers Technical assistants

Level 5
binary ho^ital attendants

A , 1 ^ ohilitv IS important

of MORS ratings shmvs that Academic ‘ abiht)

J
“Pper Levels but becomes “I®”®”®™® Social abiht)

Fltyrioal agility are generally nrelevant but some

'“lured, particularly by practitioners nnd teach

213
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LtVEL 1

EKcept for biographies, Walker’s study of imthe-

mahcmns and my oxvn studies arc the only ones available for this

Group at the highest Level Tliesc studies include biologists, pbys'ca

scientists, psychologists, anthropologists, and paleontologists and tne

subjects are top research scientists and gineral university and museum

faculties

Mathematicians

Walker’b study of mathcmatici ms and chemists, in an investigation

of the creative process, does not afford us any clues as to what sort

of persons either of these groups arc His findings did not

his general hypothesis that creative individuals should manifest a t c

following specific characteristics originality, flexibility, fluency, t e

ability to perceive disequihbrn in the environment, the ability
^

erate ambiguity, only 1 of his 18 subjects showing all of them All is

subjects did show some of these characteristics, however

Physical scientists Research

The studies of physical scientists included physicists, physical chem

ists, geophysicists, astrophysicists, and theoretical engineers The

study of individual scientists reports clinical analyses and lift histones

of 22 men who were selected by their peers for then eminence m
research (Roe, 1951) This group is subdivided into those doing

theoretical and those doing experimental work, since it developed that

this difference in orientation is associated with different personality

and intellectual factors Age range was 31-56, average, 45

Differences between experimentalists and theorists appear even m
their backgrounds 50 per cent of the former and 84 per cent of the

latter were the sons of professional men, 4 of the former and none of

the latter were the sons of farmers The educational level of the

parents of both groups, particularly of the theoiists, is considerably

above that of the population at large, and a family background of

learning is generally present None of the sibs of any of this group

are skilled or unskilled workmen

For the theorists, going to college was usually taken for granted

in the family, but it was unusual for the experimentalists The

theorists early liked school and reading, the experimentalists rarely

did The psychosexual development of all of them was more often

retarded than not, and few of them have any genuine social interests
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now A stnkmg aspect of the present adjustment of both groups
(clear both m interview data and m projective tests) is the nature

of their relationships to other persons For the most part, these are

not close, and are relatively unimportant to them in the over all picture

of their lives This does not prevent their being adequate husbands,

divorces were fewer in this group than in my other groups of scientists

On the whole the theorists seem to have developed more adequate

social contacts Both groups have normal aggressne tendencies, but

these are better controlled with the theorists and less likely to be

handled by getting out of the provoking situation, or, if this is impos

sible, by explosive outbursts

Attitudes towards their parents now and in earlier years seem to

have been an important factor They are largely free of present

parental ties of any strongly emotional sort, and without guilt over this

Although there is frequently present an open or covert attitude of

derogation of their mothers they almost universally respect their fa

thers profoundly although they seem never to have been very close to

them This situation may well have been a factor m their adoption

of a profession which has more masculine' values m our culture than

have many of the learned professions (You will remember that

Henry noted in business executives a similar freedom from conflictua

parental ties )

Rorschach protocols of the theorists are generally much richer than

those of the experimentalists, although they may be rather disorderly

'The formal aspects of reality are of very little concern to the theorists

Both groups give Rorschach responses of a sort usually interpre e

as indicating a good deal of easily mobilized anxiety and much in

their behavior is confirmatory It is also true, however, that this sort

of response (concern with space and spacefilling things, an wi

^animate movement) is related to the content of their

Both groups have high intelligence but here, too, t ey i er

test results (raw scores) are given below

Verbal

Theorists

Experimentalists

4xerage Range

64 2 52-75

46 6 8-71

Average Range

13 8 5-19

11 7 S-22

Even with these small groups the difference
score

verbal test is significant at the 5 per cent Jeve

"jean for the theorists is at an IQ Ie%el of a
hichh Selected

about 142 Clearly the theorists are an cxtraordinanl> «

group ^vith respect to mtelhgence as tested, it w P
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parently. for the erperimentalisls Tlie individual theoretical physicist

IS hkely to have a higher standard score on the verbal than on the

spatial test, with the experimentalists the reverse is true The physi-

cists are higher than any of the other groups of scientists on the bpatial

test -

The two groups of physicists differ also m their use of imagery,

the experimentalists being almost entirely dependent upon visual

imagery, whereas the theorists use both visual and verbal Both rely

upon imageless thought to some extent, but the theorists either recog-

nize it more readily or male considerably more use of it

It may be remarked that it was not suspected in advance that these

two groups of physicists would differ so noticeably The fact that in

working up the results of the study it became apparent that the two

groups were dissimilar m so many respects gives a clue to the sort o

discrepancies that often occur in clinical studies In some respects

experimental physicists are more like biologists than they are like

theoretical physicists, although m the over-all picture they have

m common with theoretical physicists This sort of relation would

be completely obscured had the data been lumped together through

out The degree of homogeneity of the sample required for any study

depends upon the nature of the study, but it often happens that the

extent of homogeneity of a sample with respect to crucial vanables

cannot be known in advance, and it may not appear in the final results

unless they are scrutinized with extreme care

Physicists University faculties

Faculties in physics and physical chemistry at six institutions were

the subjects in a Group Rorschach study (Roe, 1950) A number of

these men were also doing research of a high order As a group they

showed an unusual approach, with much greater than average interest

in and capacity for perceiving unusual aspects of a stimulus They

also reversed the usual figure ground relation quite frequently Their

general underdevelopment of mtellectualized controls was reflected m
disinterest in accuracy of form Strong basic anxieties appeared to be

present, and these were not mtellectualized or structured but re

mamed easily mohilizable In comparison with the studies of emi-

nent individuals reported above, it was noteworthy that this group

showed no major differences

Biologists Research

The study of research biologists included 20 men from different

specialties (Roe, 1951a) All were American born and trained, 38

to 58 years old, with a mean age of 51
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Parental backgrounds were superior 45 per cent of the men had
fathers m professional occupations, and in all but two of the homes
it was clear that education and learning were specifically valued In

many of the parental homes, there is no evidence of great warmth, and

the incidence of death, divorce, or serious illness among parents of

these men (resulting in considerable family disruption and stress for

the children) was high, amounting to 40 per cent The psychosocial

development pattern is similar to that found for the physicists

A childhood interest in natural history was found in only half the

group Discovery of the possibility of doing research on their own

was usually the determining factor in their choice of a career

Scores on the Verbal-Spatial Mathematical Test are given below.

Mean Range

Verbal 56 6 28-73

Spatial 9 4 S-20

Mathematical 16 8 16-27

Some patterning of scores is evident, the anatomists and physiol-

ogists and all but one of the botanists have higher standard scores on

the verbal test, the geneticists and the biochemists are all better on one

of the nonverbal tests The subgroups are very small, and further

study IS needed for cross-validation

In imagery, the biologists tend as a group to a consistent preference

for visual imagery, and this may be of an extraordinarily ri an

manipulable sort r

From the projective techniques came confirmation of the nature o

the psychosexual development and further indications of a nonsocial

Orientation (not anti-social. they are just not interested i" other per-

sons to any great extent, although they are at least super ci ^

‘luate in handling social relations )
Rational controls are impo an

to them and characteristic of (hem They tend to be persis en ra

than aggressive, and quite stubborn They have a strong is a

the imaginary and a strong preference for concrete reih les

of them are rather conventional and with a considera e sens p

sonal responsibility.

Otologists' Universtitj faculties

The Group Rorschach study of un»ersity
in^itmions

eluded as subjects 18 women and 170 men from 9 d.lfcrent mst.tu .ons

(Roe. 19516) There uere no s.gn.Bc.mt set

considerable vanation, there are some consisten n

^t even more strongly m companson witli other
group

They nre generaUy a more orderly and much more controlled gro p
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linn the others They do g.sc evidence of deep scaled ^
these are not too badly handled and they arc markedly disinterested

Although subgroups in different fields of biology arc small, there

IS some evidence of real differences in personality clnractcristics me

distinction is one of emphasis and of tendencies rather than a sharp

separation All biologists are more like other biologists than they at

like physicists or social scientists The anatomists are generally the

least intellectually controlled, the physiologists seem to show more tree

anxiety and more concern with immediate personal problems than do

the others The botanists appear to be a gencr.illy rather well ad-

justed group, and rather placid, with no particular deviant tendencies

The geneticists are a more colorful group than the others, with some-

what more emotional dominance, hut this is of a sort different rom

that shown by the anatomists

Paleontologists

There is only one small study (Roe, 1946) which reported examina-

tion of 18 research scientists and 9 technicians with the Group

Rorschach The scientists included 3 museum directors, 8 professors,

and 7 curators, all of whom were actively engaged m research

were 25 to 58 years old, the technicians were 19 to 62 The tech-

nicians belong in Level 4, but they will not be separately reported

there since they differed from the scientists chiefly in ways related to

intellectual and educational level The group as a whole was strik-

ingly homogeneous m Rorschach characteristics They tend to ab

stractions and to formalized, objective thinking, with a marked inhibi

tion of any tendencies to project themselves into a situation They

empathize little, either with things or with other people, and they have

a rather passive emotional adaptation It was noted that this particu-

lar sort of personality picture is one for which their particular profes

Sion offers few problems

Psychologists Research

The problem of classification of psychologists has already been dis

cussed Nonchmcal psychologists generally belong in this group

Here, too, the data are from my own studies, which included 14

psychologists (Roe, 1953) Ten of these were experimental psycholo

gists, one Mas a clinician and the others were active in social and de-

velopmental psychology They averaged 46 7 years of age

Half this group were the sons of professional men A striking find

mg was the large number in whose families there was some definite
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sense of personal or family supenority and overt family concern with

social status either as accomplished or desired Their earliest interests

were most often English literature, although some had social interests

and some began in chemistry or engineering A number of them had

health or constitutional problems Family patterns involving over

protection and firm, if not overt, control were lery common in the

group, present resentment and difficulty with parents are more

frequent than for other scientists except for anthropologists The pat-

tern of psychosexual development is in marked contrast to that in the

physical and biological science groups The age of beginning open

expression of heterosexual interests was much lower, and generally

social mterests of all sorts have always been much stronger

Their scores on the Verbal Spatial-Mathematical Test are as follows

Verbal

Spatial

Mathematical

Mean
57 7

II S

15 I

Range
23 78

5-19

8-27

All but 3 psychologists had a higher standard score on the nonverbal

than they did on the verbal tests ,

Only 2 psychologists made much use of visual imagery, the o ers

Inched heavily upon verbal imagery and imageless thinking

The projective techniques confirm the marked differences from e

other scientific groups in attitudes towards parents and other persons

In addition psychologists are found to have many dependent atliu es,

bot they also have supportive ones They are quite free in the ex-

pression of aggression which is likely to have a strongly oral coloring

They are extremely productive on the Rorschach (mean responses ,

against 33 and 22 for physiasts and biologists), and are very rapi .

casual, and unsystematic in their responses The most nota e c ar

tcristic IS the production of many human movement res^nses, ^ ‘

of a number which are restricted in some way or poor Thc>

rational control when they wish to, but generally feel no comp

to make a point of it Conflicts over dominance and auth >

common

^^ychologists Universitu faculties

Kitson’s early personnel study of psychologists

y the great changes in (he profession since the mi
si,o\\s

Biis’ shidy of the Kudcr Interest pitterns of

all subgroups to be high on the Scientific and ® ‘

-piicrc
Io« L the Meeinn.cni, Fersuasnc. end Clenctl scales ^

^ore some difTcrcnccs among subgroups the crpe
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dustnal were higher than the counseling on the Mechanical scale, the

industrial and counseling were higher on the Persuasive, and the in-

dustrial were higher than the cluneal on the Clerical scale Ihes

differences accord very well with differences in the practice ot the

different groups

The Group Rorschach study of psychologists from 7 universities in-

cluded 4 subgroups of psychologists experimental, 2S, clinical. 3J.

social, child, personality, 27, and industrial and statistical, 19 (

1952 )
Comparisons among these groups were difficult ®

the difference in amount of knowledge of the Rorschach which a

also to be taken into account Generally, however, it may be said t

^
the differences among the groups are relatively small when compar

with other groups The most characteristic feature in all psycholog

ical groups is their marked interest in persons, and clinicians have t is

to the greatest extreme The psychologists are more productive than

either physical or biological scientists, but this group, unlike the indi

viduals studied, has a somewhat better intellectual control and better

general adjustment than the other scienbsts It was suggested that

this might be an artifact—the test has been developed by psychologists,

and interpretation and scoring may well reflect their own personality

type as an ideal

Anthropologists Research

There were 8 anthropologists in the group of scientists studied in-

dividually, averaging 49 years in age (Roe, 1953 )
They are very

like the psychologists in most respects tending to extremer degrees

of differences from the other groups The average economic level of

the parental family was higher, and concern with social status was

evident m all but one of them In general family control was likely

to be markedly over or underprotecbve, and open hostility to the

parents is common
Scores on the Verbal Spatial-Mathematical Test are

^lean Range
Verbal 61 1 43-72
Spatial 10 9 3-22
Jlatliematical 9 2 4-13

Two anthropologists declined to take the spatial and mathematical

tests on the grounds that thej could not do them Their verbal orien-

tation is confirmed in the findings on imagery, in which, too, they

arc like the ps>chologists

The projective technique results for the anthropologists were ycry
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similar to those for the psychologists Aggression is someivhat freer

among the anthropologists and less obviously oral Thej show similar

conflicts over dominance and authonty, but are less concerned with

nurturance

Anthropologists' Universift/ faculties

There were 25 anthropologists from 5 universities in the Group
Rorschach study (Roe, 1952), and this group has not been subdivided

They are very like the psychologists, and contrast with the other

groups of scientists in the same way Tliey are erratic in succession,

casual about form, and have many human movement responses, of

which a number are restricted or poor

Physicians

Level 1 also includes the most responsible practiboners in the

sciences Most physicians belong in this Group, although psychi

atnsts have been put in Group 1 in spite of their training, because of

the primary importance of the personal relationship with the patient

The available studies in the medical field relate chiefly to students,

Glaser, Shut, and much work is now m progress It must be

remembered that success as a student is correlated to an unknown

degree with success m the profession In medicine, particularly, this

correlation may be somewhat lower than in other professions It is

stnlang that the sort of person who does well m laboratory courses,

9nd in the basic physical sciences, may not be at all good in the chmca

relationship

LEVEL 2

P^entists

There are a few studies, but only of students The clinical relabon

IS of less importance in this profession, and results on student mi> e

more significant for professional success than the> are for

R would appear that there are the usual correlations between
^

grades and academic and verbal tests, but there is also some <^"0

o superior mechanical abilities and interests m this group o s

(Robinson, Roe and Brown, Thompson. 1942, 1944 )

h'nrses

There have been a number of studies on nurses

data agree that they are high on Social Senace as

All the interest

uell as SacniiHc
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interests This raises some question as to whether

Group II or in this Group They have been put in this Group, at leas

for the time being, in view of the fact that their training is more

tific than weKare in nature, and that they are so closely assoei^ed

with physicians, who have also been assigned to this Group and wh

are mostly not notable for Social Service interests
j

Tnees has studied 826 nurses wrth the Kuder Preference Record,

comparing them with the normative group of 1,429 women in-genera

The nurses differed significantly from the norms in the following way

Higgler on

Soaal Service

Scientific

Artistic

Musical

Lower on
Persuasive

Clerical

Computational

Literary

She also found reliable differences between different specialized

fields of nursing The Public Health nurses were significantly higher

on the Persuasive and Social Service scales and significantly lower on

the Computational and Clerical scales than the others Nurse edu

cators were lower than all the others on the Persuasive and than a

but the Public Health nurses on ClericaK they were higher on Literary

than all but the supervisors and the head nurses On the whole these

results make remarkably good sense when one considers just what

the differences in the jobs of these different groups of nurses are

Kaback’s study of nurse counselors (1948) reports them superior m
intelligence and very superior m mechanical comprehension, average

in mechanical ability, and with dominant interests Social Service,

Artistic, and Literary The group lends to be extroverted, dominant,

sensitive to the problems of others, well adjusted, and practical m its

problem solving activities They give liking for and interest m people

as their major reason for selecting nursing as a profession

There have been a number of studies of nursing students (Hcaly

and Borg, Bennett and Cordon Weisberger, Rhinehart, Schmidt )

Generally it may be said that no significant relations have been demon-

strated between success m nursing school and such tests as the Bem-

rcutcr and MMPI, Moss Social and Moss Nursing Aptitude, GAMIN
and STDCR, but it can be predicted with fair success by the usual

t)*pe of scholastic test In discussing his results with the MMPI Wcis

berger points out a problem which recurs repeatcdl) with all the per-

sonality tests Some of the best nurses had the most elevated profiles

and some of the low cst ranking had absolutclj unimpeachable profiles

A possible explanation of tins may he in the presence of a factor of eidicr

control, motivation, or botli It maj be that the former [best] group really
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possess unfavorable personaUty tendencies but have the moUvaUon

Ld strength of character to control

group haven’t the motivation or strength of charac er
conmaratively

with a favorable personality . The apparent
“““f^ ”^1,

unfavorable profiles associated rvth more
e^S

well as the eLet reverse of this situation point to “h™
of judging the individual’s power of control over basic tendenc , p P

to a study of motivational factors

I have made the same point m connection with interpretations of

Rorschach protocols of normals irTiiTlnnd

Petrie and Powell, in a study of 126
^™™iaf,ons between

found some significant (but low, all under
) renort

various tests and a rating criterion After factorization

that, m addition to "general nursing ability, a goo
personal

high levels of both intellectual capacity and a factor in g P

There is one study of biographical ^ "“^aed^o^bf'en-
Anderson and McManus reported that the a

„.ofossions ’This

gaged in trades or manufacturing rather t an i

p Qfpup in

fining IS more likely to be associated with
Levels 1-2 are

this classification persons following
than other-

more likely to come from professional fami
y (.j^nounds are en-

wise, whereas at Level 3 more nonprofessional backg

countered

actual

Pharmacists
, Prouo Rorschach

Kabacks study of pharmacists (1946) wi
general adjust-

eported that they fell well within the no™“'
p„d marked mtcl-

tnent They were adults of supenor in
g They h^d gcncrall)

ted that they fell well ^vIthm the marked mtel-

They were adults of supenor in
g They h^d gcncrall)

al flexibility but without broad
conscious

repression

ood control of impulses, but this was rn j ^considerable anxiet),

an a result of inner stability-
Theyjtowrf consid^^^

Jt this was 1—
JndiUons

of inner stability They showed

counterbalanced by sensiti\T >

LEVEL 4

Embalmer trainees ^^d Simon used the

There is one study of this group *
' !f"s'^ccupalion

^IMPI i\ith 36 \etcrans inIio bad sclectc
l,uiin«i proup*

* Strong's studies of morticians indicate funeral
Owrers

hut he has apparentU dealt pnmanU ssath
j, u„e«U.n

• of course, derii e from the gro^P r^P® ’
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interests This raises some question as to whether they belong in

gX n 0^ - Group They have been put in this Group at east

for the tune being, in view of the fact that their training is more seien

than welfar! in nature, and that they are so closely assocmted

with phjsicians, who have also been assigned to this Group and wh

are mostly not notable tor Social Service interests

Triggs has studied 826 nurses with the Kuder Preference Record,

comparing them with the normative group of 1,429 women-in-genera

The nurses differed signiBcaiitly from the norms m the following way

Higlier on

Social Service

Scientific

Artistic

Musical

Lower on

Persuasive

Clerical

Computational

Literary

She also found reliable differences between different specialized

fields of nursing The Public Health nurses were significantly higher

on the Persuasive and Social Service scales and significantly lower on

the Computational and Clerical scales than the others Nurse edu-

cators were lower than all the others on the Persuasive and than a

but the Public Health nurses on Clerical, they were higher on Literary

than all but the supervisors and the head nurses On the whole

results make remarkably good sense when one considers just wha

the differences m the jobs of these different groups of nurses are

Kaback’s study of nurse counselors (1948) reports them superior m
intelligence and very superior m mechanical comprehension, average

in mechanical ability, and with dominant interests Social Service,

Artistic, and Literary The group tends to be extroverted, dominant,

sensitive to the problems of others, well-adjusted, and practical m its

problem solving activities They give liking for and interest in people

as their major reason for selecting nursing as a profession

There have been a number of studies of nursing students (Healy

and Borg, Bennett and Gordon, Weisberger, Rhinehart, Schmidt )

Generally it may be said that no significant relations have been demon-

strated beUseen success in nursing school and such tests as the Bem-

rcuter and MMPI, Moss Social and Moss Nursing Aptitude, GAMIN

and STDCR, but it can be predicted with fair success by the usual

t)'pe of scholastic test In discussing his results with the MMPI Weis-

berger points out a problem which recurs repeatedly nv ith all the per-

sonality tests Some of the best nurses had the most elevated profiles

and some of the lo\\ est ranking had absolutely unimpeachable profiles

A possible explmation of tins may lie in the presence of a factor of

control, molnalion, or both It ma) be that the former [best] group rea y
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seljng and compared them to a control group of 100 other veterans

No strongly deviate personality characteristics were noted among the

embalmers, and there was only a moderately elevated hypochondriasis

score Such tendencies as shallow emotionality, feminity, compulsive

ness, or necrophilia, which have been suggested as associated with

choice of this occupation were not substantiated It is not clear ]ust

why so large a group m one center selected this particular occupation—

there may be a school locally situated (The total number of funeral

directors and embalmers in the United States according to the 1940

census was 39,590) It is also possible that those who select this occu-

pation without counseling differ from those who turn to it after

counseling

There are no studies of occupations at Levels 3, 5, and 6

Apparently persons selecting these occupations have intelligence

test results similar to the average for appropriate Levels At the high

est Levels many have professional family backgrounds, but at others

business and nonprofessional backgrounds are commoner They are

generally high in scientific interests, and psychologists, anthropologists,

and nurses are high in social interests
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ports show that both men and women m these

be definitely further toward the feminine end on Masculinity

Femininity tests than the generality for each sex

LEVEL 2

ss :5r4rz£',».r.s's—

-

correlated with ]ob proficiency as

J J direction for

Eight of these items gave significant results in th

at least 2 of the 3 subgroups included These we

1 The successful administrator’s father had generally employed mo

*
2
" LSng during childhood in mother was not so auspicious as con

“r^^-rfH/thteessfuladminis^^^^^^^^^
tion when ill more often than having

I)' on
remedies was merely kept at

•'ri-
”
“?X,dr n hetsveen the ages of 12

4 Belonging to an organized

and 18 was more favorame than not S i]g„g subject was an un

5 Succeeding well in history as a
,, well was very good

favorable indicator, but succeeding * mvchology was not desirabl

6 Succeeding ^4u or exceptionally well ^gmficant

for women administrators, but succeeding P
^ ^^5 tad

, , i

for men administrators, whereas ^cceedi g y are not likely

7 Persons who would like to have mor

make good administrators mnre successful than those

8 Those in the sga range 40 to SO were more

* and over

naa also tended this way otong well wmi
tached to their mothers ( 2 ), and that ® of illness (3)/®

groups (2 and 4) Perhaps the item on
hypochondna which

fleets a general family snlf-snfficienY
and ets

had become internalized by the chil
pould indicate real di er

exceptionally well, rather tlian )ust
effect of exceptiona

ences in motivation (5 and 6), but the 8 Perhaps n’’”'''®

success in psychology for women on y P
, strong motm »o

success in this pirticuhr subject is associ



CHAPTER 19

Group VH Occupations:

General Cultural

T?he occupations in this Group are most closely

related to those in Group I because of the personal interest factor, and

to those in Group VIII because of the cultural aspect Table 19 1

gives a fuller list of the occupations classified in this Group A num-

ber of occupations appear in both levels 1 and 2 Generally the

majority of those following these occupations belong in Level 2
,
m

terms of authority and training

The MORS patterns indicate that Academic ability is of great im-

portance, throughout, and that Social and Clerical abilities also play

some part, Mechanical ability and Physical agility are of no im-

portance

Table 19 1 Occupations in Group VII General Cultural

Editors (e g , N Y Times)
Education'll admimstrators

Clergymen, high ranking

Judges, federal

Justices, U S Supreme Court

Clergymen, priests, etc

Columnists

Educational administrators

Judges, municipal

Justices of the Peace

Law clerks

Level 1

Lawyers, high ranking

Prophets
Sdiolars (creative interpretation)

Umversity and college faculties

Level 2
Editors, average
News commentators
Teachers, high school and elementarv

Level 3
Librarians

Radio announcers
Reporters

There are very few studies of any of this group, except those of

teachers and students Some general data on the Group can be found

m Tables 12 3 and 12 5 Graduate and undergraduate students in this

Group have about the same axerages as for all students, and all re

226
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Dodge has made two studies of the personality traits of

ful teacher In both he used a personality inventoty “
criterion for separating his subjects into mote an

given as supervisor’s ratings, no
^ high school teachers,

His subjects were 301 elementary teache , g ,

and 239 Air Corps teachers He reports the same results

studies The mote successful represent themselves a

More at ease socially

More willing to assume reponsibility

Less subject to fears and worries

Mote sensitive to the opinions of others

Slower m making decisions

There are some weaknesses in his handling of the dat%

^
factors

of differentiating factors seems to be pre ty
mu

mformi

differentiating more and less mature persons, and to have

tion uniquely relevant to this
“'.“rRue’s stud) of superior

The same comment can be made ab
, , j on emotional str-

and inferior teachers The superior rated highest o

bility, curiosity, and creativeness, and lowest

The inferior made the highest scores on dis res
occupition,

on curiosity It is, however, entirely
tr-msmittinff the b'lsic

which IS preeminently that of preserving
, ^ ^j,q 5C who are

elements of our cultural heritage, is best performe y '

m fact best adjusted to that heritage
rather confirms tlus

Witty’s study of teachers as seen b> their p p j,Jj,j

He examined tNVO groups of
^"a-gcher who Ins helped me

dren, in grades 1-12, on the subject
order of frequenej arc
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resulting from severe personality difficulties If that is the signifi-

cance, there seems no reason why it should apply only to women

unless item 1 gives the clue As to item 7, one of Vernon’s bi polar

factors is administrative vs social welfare, persons desiring many chil

dren may have more of the latter, because of its association wit

interest in people for their own sake As to item 8, it would seern

evident that those of approximately equal professional status, but of

more years, would appear less successful than the younger persons

With these interpretations in mind, one could take issue with the con-

clusion of the authors that “the biographical data method has only

limited promise of usefulness for the selection of school adminis-

trators
”

Teachers

There are over one million teachers in the United States These

include almost all the elementary teachers and most of the junior and

senior high school teachers (except science, art, and music teachers)

There are a large number of studies, both of teachers in practice and

of teachers in training
**

Several studies investigating the background of students in training

throw some light on reasons for choosing teaching as a career Al

though presumably a few of these subjects will not remain in teaching

it is probable that the large majority of them will, it is not easy to

change professions after the investment of years of preparation

Prospective teachers tend to come more often from cities than from

farms, to have fathers who are likely to be in business or skilled labor

rather than in professions, and many have had friends or relatives who
were teachers Their most frequently given motives for entering this

profession are interest m and liking for children, interest in their

subject, and security (Best, Gould, Seagoe, Tudhope )

The criterion against which to assess the factors involved in pur-

suing any occupations is always a difficult one Teaching is no excep

tion Evans (1951) has made a critical survey of various methods

that have been used for assessing teaching ability The chief ones are

pupil achievement, expert opinion, ratings by supervisors, and ratings

by pupils There is apparently very little agreement in estimates

made by these different measures Discrepancies in results of differ-

ent studies may be related to differences in the choice of the criterion

Evans suggests a composite criterion, but this clearly also introduces

difficulties

• Because of the large number of these studies not all have been included Se-

lection IS largely on the basis of sample size and relevance Omitted studies do

not differ in any major particular
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Test and the psychologists’ ratings showed
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Again the distinction is at least partly one of maturity, but some

other characteristics have been added interest in others, warmth, and

skill in teaching (although this seemed least important to them)

Taking a somewhat different and perhaps more fruitful approach,

Cook and Leeds have made an apparently successful attempt to

measure ‘ the teaching personality,” by which they mean the character-

istics of the teachers’ behavior that are related to the emotional re-

sponses of pupils They developed a scale for measuring teachers

attitudes on the moral status of children ( i e ,
adherence to adult-

imposed standards), on discipline and problems of conduct in the

classroom and elsewhere, on principles of child development and be

havior, on principles of education, and on their personal reactions,

such as likes and dislikes They found that this scale correlated with

rating by principals, by Leeds and by pupils, -f- 43, -f- 49, and + 45,

respectively

Callis had similar results with a scale derived from this attitude

scale

The Strong key for mathematics science teachers suggests that mem
bers of this group have limited intellectual interests, are somewhat

masculine, and concentrated on things rather than people

There are several studies of personality and intellectual differences

between teachers of different subjects and at different levels Powell

studied 688 men and 2,785 women applicants for teaching positions

m Detroit 1,570 of whom were expenenced His instruments were

Detroit Advanced Intelligence Test, Detroit Adjustment Inventory

Beta Cooperative General Culture Test (of the ACE), and psycliol

ogists ratings He found that these teachers formed four general

groups

A Teachers of foreign languages and English high on all tests

B Early elementary (grades 1-3), home economics, and physical

education teachers low on all tests

C Art education and music teachers low on all but the Fine

Arts CGCT subtest

D Late elementary (grades 4-6) and special education teachers

had the fewest sigmScant differences, and were approximately

at the means of the total on all tests

In addition, teachers of social studies were the lowest on Adjust

ment, science teachers were the lowest on Literature in the CGCT,

and industrial arts teachers were low on most tests, but high on Science

and Mathemitics The intelligence and the CGCT subtests were the

most differentiating of any of the instruments used, the Adjustment
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sense of personal worth, and a high nnmber of nervous symptoms

Their prevailing interest is in social service
^ . 1, * Prp«liv-

A sLy by Cocknim of 93 theological

termn SeVnimry with the Kuder, GAMIN,
j*®ticn

suits shown m Table 19 3 Fifty-three counsehng and 48 education

majors are included for comparison The high and low interests

appear the same as those found by Kimber

Tabue 19 3 Pehcentile Scohes of Seminary
™™

Those of Counseling and Education Majors (Cocerua ,

Percentiles

Kuder
Outdoor
Mechanical
Computational

ScientiBc

Persuasive

Artistic

Literary

Musical
Social service

Clerical

GAMIN
G
A
M
I

N
STDCR
S
T
D
C
R

Seminary

58

31

12

21

47
54

57
81

Counseling Education

40
50
74

59
59

54

41

65
64

47

34

21

28

43

32
SO

75

65

63

25

40

66

81

72

78

61

57
80
90

41

29

40

52

50

50

49

50

55

60

40

40

55

76

60

Protestant
, i'tO students at a

Johnson used the Bemreuter with

seminary but found no homogeneity institution, us^^

McCarthy studied 229 seminarians at a or a
the Bemreuter, Bell, A V Study of

„ 10 traits such

Additional data were faculty members rat S spiritual ex«-

extemal attitude of devotion, „„ two general factors

cises and manliness A factor analyse u
^
^g^gures from

The first was identified as schizoid (mo
^ 5 general

Bemreuter and 5 from the Bell). tendency, along sv*

continuance m seminary hfe A slig ^
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separated on the basis of an Editonal Rating Report The Otis,

Bernreuter, and Moss Social Interest Tests were not effective, but a

combination of a Personnel Classification Test, the Michigan Vo-

cabulary Profile and work sample tests did give a significant discrim-

ination The data are not further analyzed

Clergymen

Available studies in this field are confined to students and novices

Kimber investigated the students in a Bible Institute with the Cali-

fornia Test of Personality, the Minnesota Personality Scale, and the

Kuder He notes that students m the 80 similar institutions in the

country are relatively homogeneous m religious interest (le. Funda-

mentalist Protestant), and the curricular and extracurricular life is of

an unique sort He believes that those in his sample are at least equal

m intelligence to those in similar institutions Over four years, the

ACE scores for entrants showed the group at approximately the 25th

cenhle, with L almost invariably higher than Q On the California

all had scores below the 50th centile on all subscales except Sense of

Personal Worth at the 60th centile and Social Standards at the 65th

centile Other results are shown m Table 19 2 They can be summed
up as showing that the students have high social standards, a high

Table 19 2 Personality Traits of Bible Institute Students (Kimber)

Centiles

Men Women
A 50 05
Minnesota Personality Scale

Morale 75 75
Social adjustment 65 40
Family relations 05 40
Emotionality 50 40
Economic conservatism 55 40

Kuder
Mechanical 32 55
Computational 32 40
Scientific 38 51
Persuasne 48 28
Artistic 40 56
Liter'ir\ GO 53
Miisicnl 04 GO
Social ser\ice 93 80
Clerical 20 83

California

Total adjustment 40 40
Social adjustment 40 45
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self consciousness and below-average total adjustment, was found

They were more submissive than the average student and at the mean

tor intelligence On the A-V they had significantly high religious

interests

Peter’s study of 148 novices from several Catholic communities

used a controlled interview, Moore’s rating scale for prepsychotic

traits, a personality rating scale, the ACE, Bernreuter, A-V Values,

and the Bell Using Spearman’s procedure the following groups of

traits were isolated

1 Undesirable traits including sulkiness, anxiety, depression, and

irritabihty

2 A group of traits probably dominated by will, consisting of

sense and judgment, capacity to adjust, emotional control, and

punctuality

3 Sociability, including leadership, dominance, and social adjust-

ment

On the Bernreuter there were no differences from the norm m
neurotic tendency, but the novices were lower in self sufficiency and

dominance submission

This Group, as a whole, shows some dominance of verbal over non

verbal abilities, a generally more feminine attitude, and some tenden-

cies toward low dominance In general, the more successful among
teachers appear to be the more mature, those who are best adjusted

to the prevailing cultural standards In the religious groups there is

a fairly high degree of neuroticism
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I of broad,
Group VIII Occupations' Arts and Entertainment

highly specialized abilities is of less importance for this

^

geLral Lss.flcabon Table 20 1 presents the fuller list of occupalio

demands than thme m olhnr Groups at^the
,p^,nss

them have required superiority i

LEVELS 1 AND 2

The available studies are f
from both these Levels, and they are *erefore P“

here It

data on students in these various fields wi a s

separate

IS usually impossible and at the least very in
„„estive only

the matenal by Levels, and student data are

^
t suggest^

There have been many biographies o grea
_j„ative spirit, the

others in this Group Most of the literature
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nature of the creative process, and so on, as
, heve) assumption

great figures of the past The erroneous
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that there is a sort of substantive quality, ca
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some men have and some do not, has served to obseur
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, , .he pychoinalytic
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literature of the motivations of creative ar is
general con-

referred to individual painters or to wnters
jgj.jyes from oedipal
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j,i,s ]t may oftener be

problems, (although Bychowski, for ex^p e,
tendency

a reaction to narcissistic impotence) studies

to generalize this to refer to all creative
small group of artists

demonstrate the very frequent occurrence m o
doubt that

(painters) of unresolved oedipal conflicts, a be

these are intimately related to the vocatiori m
diey appea*"

that such conflicts are important m otlmr ar i

to be very rare indeed among research scienr

5 men

Prados studied 20 punters of varied
^ntly belong at this

With the Rorschach Some of his group PP j^/^epanted on his

Level and others at lower Levels, but tlie> ” pf with certain

deta He found them n rather
,n

intelligence,
which

chanctenstic features Tlicy were supen



CHAPTER 20

Group VIII Occupations:

Arts and Entertainment

T'his Group comprises all those concerned with

any of the arts, such as music, painting, dancmg, and with entertain

ment, including athletics Although the special abilities required for

different occupations in the Group are not correlated, all are included

here This is because the functions m society of, for example, a

painter and a musician are very similar, and the differentiation of the

Table 20 1 Occupations in Group VIII Arts and Entertainment

Level 1
Creative artists painters, sculptors. Performers, at highest levels actors,

writers, composers, choreographers singers, dancers, concert artists,

Museum curators, fine arts conductors, directors, athletic

champions
Teachers at highest levels

Level 2
Athletes, professional

Athletic coaches

Architects

Art cntics

Circus performers

Designers, stage, jewelry

Music arrangers, orchestral

Music critics

Performers, average
Teachers, lower levels

Level 3
Ad\ ertising wnters
Designers, clothes, millinery,

tiles, tapestries, rugs, etc

Interior decorators

Magicians

Music arrangers, popular
tex Showmen

Stage designers, lower level

Vaudeville performers

Level 4
Advertising artists

Decorators, window drapers

Illustrators

Monument makers
Photographers
Racing car drivers

Level 5
Animator artists Show card \vnlers, letter cards

Illustrators, greeting cards Stagehands

Photographic Icchniaans

230
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5 Creative imagination

6 Aesthetic judgment.

Measurement of these traits has not been
aJd there

thing, theie is no certainty that they are a sp
distin-

are no normative data available >1
„»asured by perceptual

gmsh "perceptual facility” from the a 1

1

y judgment,

aptitude tests Meier has developed a
which are appar

which IS extremely interesting and the responses on which^ar
pp^^^

ently not affected by conventional training m
^^j^jch

to measure an ability which vanes from pers
closely related

seems to be related to success m art training
i visualization

to intelligence and only moderately re a e p
^ situation

So far. thrs test has had no recorded use outs.de the schoo

Several other art tests have had even less s u y _ j „ Amer-

Trebout and Meier selected 200 arUsts
f
“S™/ Vey took

lean Artists, and secured the °
}„„i, performance m

the Otis, and had an average IQ of 11
, v j uy two experts

verbal and spatial items When they
intelligence as

for their importance m the field, the correlaho^^ wim

measured by the Otis were insignificant,

Aritsfs Teachers and students
studies, to which

The sparse data on art teachers are
^ JLgmbered that Powell

reference has already been made It wi
intelligence and ad

found art education and music teachers o CGCT, m
justment tests, and on all but thf fine ar

except science and

dustnal arts teachers were low on everything excep

mathematics
, ^ of an art school to be su

Bryan and Perl found women students at a
^

, analogies

penor to students at music and norma sc

and memory for digits , 407 students at t e

Borg used the Kuder Preference Record groups

California College of Arts and Crafe Kuder Artistic

Bine Arts, Commercial Art, and Art Teac 1
g percentile and 0

scale tlie total group of men
Vere some signifiMnt

differ-

women at the 9Sth percentile There

ences among the three groups
Literal) scale

The Fine Arts group were higher thm tlie

xlccham
and lower thm the others on the Per^si others in

. j

The Commercial Arts group were higher tha" ond Ut,

^1 interest, higher than the Fine Arts m
than the teachers m Science and Clerical
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emphasizes the abstract forms of thinking, and m logical and con-

strucbve activities They had an obvious disregard for everyday

routine problems and a certain fear of mediocrity They showed a

strong drive for achievement and considerable richness of inner in-

terests and spontaneous creative thought They were also very sensi-

tive and responsive but not very adaptable The technical data are

given in Table 12 6

My study of painters (Roe, 1946) included 20 Amencan men,

selected for their eminence and chosen so that various schools of paint-

ing would be represented * More of them came from socioeconomic

extremes than did the scientists, and, although their family background

was generally one with high cultural values, these were much more

often not of the book-learning type In addition to interviews I used

the Rorschach and TAT The TAT was difficult to administer be-

cause the poor quality of the pictures irritated the subjects Un-

like the group reported by Prados this one was very heterogeneous,

and had a very wide range of adjustment levels The most striking

Rorschach finding was that as a group they did not give many of the

type of responses classically considered as indicating “creative abil-

ity” (For discussion of technical problems here, see Klopfer

)

Like Prados’ artists, however, they tended to somewhat superior in-

telligence and to abstract thinking It was possible to demonstrate

some correlations between individual painbng style and Rorschach

protocols Both tests indicated a nonaggressive and rather imma-

ture type of social and sexual adaptation There were many indica

tions of insufficient freemg of emotional ties with parents, particularly

mothers, and considerable confusion over their own sexual and per-

sonal roles An outstanding characteristic was their consistent pat-

tern of working regular and long hours
For many years Meier and his students at the University of Iowa

have been studying the factors in artistic ability They consider that

six traits are importantly involved, that, given these, arhstic produc-

tion IS purely voluntary, but that without them it is impossible The
factors are

1 Manual skill

2 Energy output and perseveration

3 Aesthetic intelligence (spatial and perceptual aptitude)

4 Perceptual facility

• Selection of this group was abo affected by nmount of drinking since the

primary purpose of this study was to investigate the relation between drinking

md creativity in painting This did not seriously bias the sample for other pur

poses, so fir as I ha\e been able to determine
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most other occupations The separate tests are of capacity to dis

criminate Pitch, Loudness, Time, Timbre, Rhythm, and Tonal Mem
ory Factor analyses have not substantiated Seashore’s belief that

these subtests are completely independent and basic

There is one study of the psychological characteristics of student

and professional musical composers, made by Gross and Seashore

Their subjects included 10 well known American composers, and 10

students who were poor and 10 who were good in musical composi

tion, selected from a group of 300 They used the Seashore Ecker-

son Recognibon of English Vocabulary Test, the Humm Wadsworth,

the Seashore and the Kwalwasser Dykema Tests of Musical Capacity,

and ratmgs (4 step) of work methods and melodic compositions

They found that

By university undergraduate norms the composers averaged at the 9th

decile on the vocabulary test, the good students at the 8th and the inferior

students at the 2nd
, t j iOn the Humm Wadsworth all three groups averaged on the border line

on the normal component The composers were +3 on both manic ana

depressive scales, the good students +3 and +2 on these scales and the

poOT students were border hne on both , .

Oh the music tests there were moderate but consistent differences,

none were significant j e ? »»
On ratings of work methods the supenor composers were

syslemaho in spue of their higher nlings on manic and depressive tenoen

(This IS another instance of the fact that our tests give 's

Jnfonnation of the degree of control of possible neurotio tendencies that

the individual can exercise in matters which are important to him )

narrower and Cox included six organists m their studies of profes

thonal persons with the Borachach This group had little tthdhncy

to abstract thinking were not inlroversive or creative or ngi , a

appeared to have fairly good soaal relations

Stanton has done extensive work with students ht lie *

School of Music with the Seashore Tests She found that
^are not affected by training or expenence Professional an

“TOcians score significantly higher than do beginning “

®“lc and nonmusicians Whe . these scores are
,

eJligence test scores and teachers' ratings they gn e go p
® success in music school

, ^ ,
. r xf,i«ic su

Sryan and Perl found students at the Juilliard Sdiod of

fnor to art and normal school students m motor speed and memor)

woi^s
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The Art teachers «ere higher than the Commcrenl arl.sls m Music, and

higher than both the others in Social Service

Spaggia used the MMPI m investigating diKercnccs between 50

male art students, over 17 years, and 50 nonart subjects randomly se^

leeted from the New York area, and matched on ago and Otis ly

with the art sUidents The students bad had 2 or more years

training at a recognized art school in New York City He foun a

the art students had significantly higher mean scores on D, Psycho

pathic Deviate, Interest, Paranoia, Psycliasthcnia, Schizophrenia, anti

Hypomania, hut not on Hypochondria and Hysteria In short, ar

students deviate markedly from others, hut the nature of these

tions would suggest that there is no gcncnal pattern typical of the art

student group, but rather that there may be a few very marked devi-

ants on each subtest (not the same m each instance)

A study of art students by Munsterberg and Mussen is of particular

interest They derived seven hypotheses from the analytic and other

literature concerning the temperamental and motivational character-

istics of artists Briefly they concluded that artists handled parental

conflict more often by leaving home than nonartists did, and that

more artists than nonartists have needs for self-expression, harbor in-

tense guilt feelings, are unwilling or unable to comply with their par-

ents’ or society’s demands, tend to be introverted and have a rich fan

tasy life, and emphasize aesthetic rather than material values Fur-

thermore acceptance of their work is more important to them than is

personal acceptance or recogmtion In this respect they are like

many scientists

Musicians

The earliest major work in the field of the psychology of music was

that of Carl Seashore and his associates, who developed the Seashore

Measures of Musical Talent (There are other tests now with similar

purposes, but discussion here is related chiefly to Seashore’s tests be-

cause these have been the most fully studied and the implications

from the others are similar
) Some factors which have been reported

as related to achievement m the field of music are of course the same

as those needed for achievement m many other fields manual skill,

energy output and perseverance, creative imagination, and emotional

sensitivity Intelligence is apparently increasingly important at the

higher levels of performance and composition The specific capaci

ties measured by Seashore’s tests have been shown to be significant

for musical occupations, and apparently are of no significance for
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scores were signiBcantly higher on ’

lower on

Paranoia, Schizophrenia, and Hypomama, and
§ J students,

Hypochondrias/ We noted that SP-Sf’ group

found almost identical differences on
, and D, and lower

The art students were also higher in Psycha

on Hysteria, otherwise the results are t e
literature,

Wells- study of motion Pf^ ge„era/agm that

including biographies reports th
^^^ahon include concentra-

the essenhal “traits for sureess in
oWacterization, observa-

tion, memory of emotion, dramatic “ ‘
’

j j not now amenable

tion, and rhythm These “traits
acting without

to psychological test He states a so V should not he

glamor or financial reward has great appe
, directed

Lered (In other words, the motivation
jrea^

towards the activity rather than to the pay
almost

true m any field )
Occu^f^on^^^nstM^y ^^^^^ption

any level In preparation for such ‘
. and speech

of details about the industry and self-development
po

to be essential , , cn drama school students

Golden studied the personality ®
,,

cc a-V Values, and

by comparing them with the norms on i

, ^ question-

Neymann-Kohlstedt, and with other college students

naire Significant differences were

on the A-V, the drama school students scored high m Aesthetic m.eres

'pr 5^;nte\"h showed greater

On the special quesUonnaire they considered
exhibiUomsts,

encounters” and more frequently adnn

oTS: tma stdents had fa.hers
Professions^ ,

The decision to become an actor was made oy
^

„f non

when they came to a “self reahzalion ° ll,is

drama students based their choice of v

£ tl w ith

The higher incidence of professional

scientists This "self-realization ™
Jrsonal research, a sort

discovery by scientists of the possibi ity

of "i can do this
”

Aj/ilcfcs Baseball players nrofessional
alhlchc

There seem to be very few studies
p£ professional

base a

occupations Tliere is a ps> chological
s >
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Motion picture writers

Metfessel has made an interesting study of motion picture writers

He had as subjects 36 men and 15 women, out of approximately lUU

at their level in the studios (salaries $500 to $2,500 per week) e

used the Bernreuter and a questionnaire study on their interests, at-

htudes, and wribng habits He found that as a group they were not

greatly different from an unselected group, which he took to be an

explanation for their dissatisfaction with the personal adaptation mey

were forcing themselves to make Metfessel notes that, compare^o

directors and actors, they are in a traditionally inferior position The

common generalization that writers tend to be neurotic and introver-

bve does not apply to studio wnters, who are forced to adapt to situ

ations calling for emotional stability, self sufficiency, extraversion,

and dominance It could, of course, be that those wnters who be

come and remain studio wnters are just the ones who are least neu-

rotic It IS interesting, also, to note that these writers were in com-

plete disagreement on the situations m which they did their best

work, 1 e , variations in pressure, tune limits, distractions, etc

Actors

Fenichel has written a major paper on the psychoanalytic interpre-

tation of acting His summary of the unconscious aims of acting is

as follows

1 It affords a certain erogenous satisfaction of an exhibitionistic nature

This must remain mimmal, or it will disturb the actor’s performance
2 There is direct narassislic satisfaction from applause, an outwardly

provided increase of self esteem
3 There is also a narcissistic satisfaction from a sense of magical m

fluence on the audience

He states that for all artists, especially for actors, the work uncon

sciously represents an expression of repressed instinctual wishes, de-

rivabons of the oedipus complex The artist induces in his public a

participation in the forbidden wishes through acceptance and praise

of his work, and this removes or decreases his feelings of guilt about

them Fenichel points out that this works both ways, that the audi-

ence needs the actor for the same reason Stage fright, according to

him, occurs when the unconscious emotions of the actor threaten to

become conscious

Chyatte studied 50 professional male actors, matching them by age

and Otis IQ uith a nonactor group, and using the MMPI The actors
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Table 20 3 Results on MMPI for 49 Major and 44 Minor League

Baseball Players (from LaPlace)

Comparisons, P Values®

Scale Norms Major Minor

Major-

Minor Major Minor

Hypochondria 4 5 3 9 5 0
01

Depression IG 7 18 0 17 8
01 01

Hysteria 1C 5 18 4 18 3
025 01

Psychopathic deviate 14 0 15 0 16 7
01 01

Interest, M-F SO 5 21 8 23 1
.01

Paranoia 8 0 8 8 9 2

Psjchasthenia 10 0 9 8 11 3
01 02

Schizophrenia 9 5 7 6 11 6
.01 .01

Hypomania 14 0 17 2 17 7

“ Only significant differences are entered.

groups, major league players appear to have strong ’

expressed as ambitiousness, aggressiveness,
above-

dition they have a considerable degree of self ^iscip .

average ability to get along well with
^^ccess at the

ready discussed strong drive as being a major .

^gher Levels, it appears in every group which has

Athletes: Boxers . these

Weinberg and Arond in their study of boxers
are

are recruited from even lower socioeconomi
j3Q;i[ers

fur-

baseball players “Successful amateur and pro essi

gQth occu-
msh highly visible role models to the boys of t le s um

gge,

pations provide a relatively quick ascent at a re
gyo,dance of

^nd to the successful bring money and
.5 more lAely

tinskilled and disagreeable work The boxer, ow
. ^ jeague

to have an even quicker descent Whereas some busi

players manage during their careers to get well s

5. stem "hich

or other occupation, boxers, in part because
-grely succeed

’n effect makes them dependent upon ^boir manag .

. m 1950,

establishing themselves for life Of 2.8
^ 93 leading

®^ly 11 per cent were headliners The later c
during his

ornier boxers, each of whom had earned over

bo'>xing career, are as follows*

18 remained as trainers or trainer-managers.

2 became xvrestlers
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players, one of champion college athletes, and a sociological study of

boxers There are some studies of personality traits m various physi

cal activity groups, badminton, volley ball, boxing, etc
, but these do

not refer to occupations

The study of baseball players was done by LaPlace as his doctoral

dissertation It is based on interviews of most of the major league
players (about 400 of them), MMPI’s of 51, and data sheets from 69
In addition he studied a class D league in North Carolina with 5
teams tested as groups From them he secured 64 MMPI’s and 70
data sheets

The major occupations of the fathers or guardians of the players
are given in Table 20 2 None was extremely poor, nor were any

Table 20 2 Occupations of Fathehs or Guardians of Baseball
Players (from LaPlace)

Father’s Occupation
Agriculture

Mining
Mechanical (including factory)
Clerical and sales

Executive and managerial
Professional

Other
Not given

Major League Mmor League
N % N %
10 14 4 16 22 8

S 4 S 2 2 8
21 SO 4 28 S9 0
S 4 3 2 2 8

9 IS 0 4 5 7
2 2 8 1 1 4

10 27 5 16 22 8

2 I 4 1 1 4

thp^iTin«i^^,i
categonzalions make summary difficult, perhaps

rather than n
tended to come from blue-collar

markedl^frnrn .
I" *ey differ

tional b.c,graph.cTLta aTe

^

the popul'abon'^i^yMge'^^™ broken homes than did

fai!ih*.3esroLnWTOr!lMei^^^^ “““

and a:; pTa?^ "oiTf the®X?'g“rl,XXWsLS'

"P " Table 20 3 The major and
mmor league plajers differ only on the Psychopathic Deviite and
Schizophrenia scales, . e

. the major leaguers Le more self disciplined
and more social than the minor leaguers In comparison with noimal
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Cox also found them high m controlled emotional adaptability and

m general energy

Generally, persons in this Group ™oyems
have a nLissistic onentation with frequent P

Among the arts groups there is a strong tendency to “‘y- ”

oedipal problems are common The athletic groups tend to mascu

hnity Intellectual interests are not high in any of the
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26 worked in, fronted for, oi owned taverns

2 were liquor salesmen

18 held unskilled jobs (usually in steel mills)

6 went into the movies

5 became entertainers

2 owned or worked in gas stations

3 were cab drivers

3 had newsstands

2 worked as janitors

3 were bookies

3 had race track jobs

2 were in business (unspecified)

Athletes College champions

Johnson, Hutton, and Johnson have reported briefly on Rorschach
and H-T-P tests of 12 national champions or All Americans, including

4 football players, 2 Lacrosse players, 2 wrestlers, 2 boxers, 1 track

man, and 1 nfle marksman Two evaluators who were not aware of

the nature of the study agreed on the following as outstanding per-

sonality characteristics of the group

1 Extreme aggression

2 Uncontrolled affect

3 High and generalized anxiety
4 High level of intellectual aspiration
5 Exceptional feelings of self assurance
6 Ability to concentrate personality resources upon the desired

objectives

7 Unusual concern for physical power and physical perfection

The authors suggest that, m these subjects, being a champion was a
matter of psychological necessity

LEVEL S

Commercial artists

A few data are available for this occupation from the studies of
Steiner and of Harrower and Cot Groups are very small, and sam-
pling details not known The technical data are given in Table 12 6
These agree \Mth other studies of artists, reported above, m finding
them high in abstract thinking, and they agree with Prados in finding
that they use many human movement responses Harrower and
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CHAPTER 21

Studies of

Occupational Choice

eral role of the occupation in the
v„,n,,nds and differences m

individual abilities, interests, an A „_’j interests found in

occupations and in the patterns o a quesbons

people following different occupations 5,^5 on

of choosing and pursuing an occupa 1 .

the rest of one’s life t-oditabne occupational choice

We have no institutional structures

In 1944, after a survey of the hteratur ,

there have been repeated ““^esOie vocahonal ambitions 0

conclusion that undue optimism "juoation and vocahonal ad]usl

young persons and that *<= f ' aTcomponent. a senes of ad

ment^in early adult life include. aspiration levels and un

instments to reality which
. ""^"fement and emotional malady

doubtedly involve disillusionment,
choice We

In this chapter we shall reviewf t^^To wo mean what a

need first to define what is meant y capacities,

person would most like to do,
^ „jjat he will try to do? ^

training, and opportunity? Do we m extent e

do we mean what he actually does period with w ic

meaning of the word changes ^ “choice” of an occupation

we are concerned With small
jt means even m high

means something quite different to
when one is ac ua y

school, and choice means something
might reseiae the e

faced Avith the necessity for taking a
j actually entering up

preference for all stages up to t e n
^

sometimes a p

an occupation Even then we
a means to an cod

ticuhr job is intended only as a
rcall) is only a s °PS P

Whether it eventually becomes a dead cna

IS still another problem
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Studies of Uccupaitonat

we have not thought of. it would be possible ^
to make an appropriate selection of

society on

in this form illuminates many phases
,vhich even approxi-

earth today, or likely to ^ m the
LnalT^

mates these conditions There is none
anyone let alone every-

edge and unrestricted training are ava a / v (he development
one Even more important, there is none in which the

of mature self-knowledge and self
^ ^ achieved in spite

cern to the society, none, in fact, in which this is not achieved p

of social pressures when it is
„,any more occupations

Even though it is obvious thet
,1 ,s still true that every-

unsuitahle to one person than suitab e o
>

^ number of occu

one has the potential for success and “ ^ j ^ either factors

patrons or in a number of positions
hut this is

Still limit educational as well as
I , .t

^
continue

becoming mcreasmgly less so. andpr^ y
the

^ th,t

It IS true, as Ginzberg and his
"“"f^ntoation cannot be ex-

there are irreversible elements one typ . that

changed for another in retrospect, ^le
so on Never-

there is that much less time to spen o
flexible than Ginzberg

theless both individuals and society
j histones show

shifts

seems to consider them Indmdua oc p per

Some of these may seem minor a e >
, of a super

sonally significant changes, even wi
activities The same

ficially similar ]ob, that lead to mor
^Jigerent persons, and xnos

job IS rarely done in the same way V ^ . clerical ones, can be

jobs other than fully routinized assem X
somewhat difierently m

approached in different ways, or
only can be. they

accordance with individual
factory all around, some

inevitably will be Sometimes this is
satisfaction m one

times the worker finds that it **
gjjj another

Sometimes,

job. however he alters it. and wil ,
if he ca .fa

of course, he will be fired People
“f ™Vrwhole for understanding

on the importance of the career pa e
^

important one

the vocational life of any elements m occupational

Forer has pointed out the role of unconscious

choice an occupation, how P^^^

What actually happens m ^ affected by other faclo^

ences change \vith age, and how
studies It is

have been the object of a large n
ation is an ongoing pr

to keep in mind that getting into an
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Perhaps one way of approaching the problem is to think of what

might be an ideal situation. If we were writing a science Bction stoiy

of life on another planet, and we wanted to picture a society in which

people and their occupations would be ideally matched, and also

ideally fitted into the social order, what would be the necessary con-

ditions? We shall assume that the inhabitants of this planet are

basically human, that they vary in capacities and interests, and that

different occupations have different requirements. Perhaps, to sim-

plify the problem, we might also assume, this being an ideal society,

that there are no social or racial barriers to entrance into any occupa-

tion. What else would we have to assume in order to bring it about

that every individual in the culture could find an occupation which

was suited to him, for which he was suited, and in which he could

achieve satisfaction of basic needs? We need not assume that the

occupation must satisfy all his basic needs.

We would have to make quite a few further assumptions about ihe

nature of the society. It would have to include a wide range of pos-

sible occupations, and a reasonable balancing of them with respect

to the total capacities of the population. It would have to be a society

in which the dull, uninteresting, personally unrewarding jobs were

minimized, and even then those which remained would have to be

differently structured and allocated, perhaps rotated in some way. It

would have to be a society with extremely broad tolerance for in-

dividual variations. It would also have to be a society which per-

mitted or encouraged some experimentation, and considerable mo-

bility, geographical and otherwise. It would also have to be one in

which education was available in varied forms and without restriction.

There would also have to be, either as part of the educational process,

or otherwise, some means for acquainting everyone in the culture with

at least the major features of every available type of occupation, the

requirements for it, and even more important the subtle features

which would determine the potentialities for satisfyingness to different

kinds of persons.

With respect to the individual we would also have to assume that

he knows himself, at least that the process of growing up includes

much more development of full, conscious awareness of himself and

his needs and primary satisfiers than our society has even dreamed

of providing. This means not only that he must develop a self-concept

in accord with reality but that it must be acceptable to him as well

as known to him.

Perhaps, then, if all these tilings were true, and doubtless others
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Nature of Occupation

Sedentary

Travel or movement
Aesthetic

Personal service

Teaching

Percentage Preference

Boys Girls

90

45 15

15 50

1 6

0 4

with an open ended questionnaire, stated that
change

occupabonal interests do not grow or develop
jnsecunty is not

within the years studied, that economic
^ educahonal

causally related to their occupational pre
Jf^g^^Q^al interests,

matunty has a very equivocal relationship \
of a system of

and that the appLent sex differences are artifacts of a syst

soaal training ^ fV-16 m various

Menger studied 9,425 boys and 9,374 girls
g found some

eastern schools, m both urban and ruml
, school what voca-

regular trends m the answers to ^hen
„„d h.gh

tion do you expect to follow? The boys i

j 37 ,vere named
schools mentioned 70 occupations, but in “ S

interpreted as mean

For girls the figures were 35, 39, >

'J^fna.mneThorizons for girls

mg that education to some extent widened jnd urban

but not for boys There xvas little nuking m the

groups except for a higher frequency 0 reported, as

rural Excessive numbers choosing pro

“Ttldies m other countries are apparently not comparable
(Gentz-

kow, Hochholzer, Rieffel ) , , Bvms His sample

One of the most
*‘J*'*‘“ '\visconsin senior high schools

included 42,479 girls and 34,472 boys m „ census com-

His study includes data from intelligence
intelligence for those

parisons He gives median percentile
J®”

jgjyi these run from

selecting each occupation (boys and gir p overlap is 'ery

87 9 for writing to 30 0 for dairymg for the o y

great, but the general rank order is si
occupations than

already in these occupations Boys
r professional occiipa-

girls did, and there vvas the usual overse e
^Visconsin

tions compared to the numbers so emp
> ^ reported a

The situabon in Hawaii js very sitm a
scores Only I,-'-

of 2,255 high school seniors, forwhom he
1 rchuonship bc-

could give vocational preference o
occupations, but the ranges

tween intelligence test scores and dcsir
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STUDIES OF OCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCE AT

THE ELEMENTARV AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVELS

A number of studies have been made, many of

them with very large samples Most of them are questionnaires, some

mulbple choice, some open ended, some requiring first and second

preferences, or some other subdivision such as probable, possible, and

favorite occupations Many have asked for reasons for the prefer

ences Results may be compared with census distributions These

show, without excepbon, that more persons at all ages and of both

sexes name professional technical occupations, and fewer name agn

cultural and domesbc occupations than are proporbonately engaged

in these occupabons at the time The number actually engaged m
work IS probably a fair estimate of the number that the social structure

will support at the time, except where entry into an occupabon is very

rigidly controlled by the profession as with medicine now
Dresden has warned against too literal mterpretation of quesbon-

naire surveys of secondary school pupils She feels that the true

vocational goals are more likely to be closer to the students’ abibties

than they are willing to record on a quesbonnaire She points out

that most high school orientation talks on vocahons deal chiefly with

upper level occupations Parents at lower occupational levels gen

erally did not go to high school themselves, so that if the children go

they, and their parents, are probably aiming higher This may ac-

count for some of the discrepancies reported between vocational

aims and numbers of jobs available

Lehman and Witty (1936) gave a Vocabonal Attitude quiz to

26 878 school children, aged 8 5 to 18 5 In a list of 200 occupabons

the children checked those which they would be willmg to engage in

as a life work They also indicated the three they would like best

to follow, the one they were most likely to follow, the three they

believed the best money makers, the three they believed the most

respected, and the three they believed would require the least effort

Physicians, bankers, and ministers were indicated, in that order, as the

most respected occupabons Both sexes and all ages made their

choices for the following reasons, in order money, social approval,

and easy life There were marked sex differences in kinds of pref-

erences, as showTi in the table on page 255
Boys more often preferred occupations involving giving commands,

and their atbtudes changed more with age than did those of girls

Boynton, studying 796 girls and 765 boys in grades 1-6 (ages 6-16)
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and family background, included 165 boys, 14 to 18 years, in high

school The modal occupational level for both desired and

occupations was about at tlie level of both fathers an gr^ a ers

she therefore concluded that the boys were realistic about their

'"There^are two approaches to the problem of reasons for stated pref

erences One inquires what there is about the vocation ®

to the subject, the other, what influences, usual y persona ,
av

pelled him to the choice
,

Table 21 2 shows the results of several studies P

of view Peters’ sample included over 700 hig sc oo
,

Missouri The rank order of the most influential
,

tions IS given in the table ranks 2 through 5 are wi m P

each other Kaplan’s sample consisted of 282 replies to a qu“‘‘onnane

sent to graduates of the University of Idaho (me u e i

for convenience) Endicott studied 543 boys and 580 girls in h.gn

school

Table 21 2 Influences Affechno Vocatioi^
Kapi^)

(Compiled from Peters, Eneicott. Kaplan;

Bank Order

Peters Kaplan

Endicott

Boys
3

Gills

1

Both
1Influences

Parents

Other relatives

Friends or other students
Teachers

People m the vocation
Books or magazines
Own abJities

School subjects .

Tried and liked g 8 ®

Best school marks
t d ed

Edmiston and Starr have made the other
(,jly schools

443 boys and 575 girls, grades 7-12, in conn vft

£3^^015 which might

in Ohio They used a questionnaire
« gybdivisions, one of

affect choice of vocation Each factor a
indicate tlie im-

which was to be checked This vms in
certam that the sub*

portance of that factor to the child, but it
relati\e im

divisions are adequately chosen for this p P is

portance of these general factors for boys

shown in Table 21 3
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were so wide that a large proportion would certainly not qualify for

their selected occupations.

Several studies have been designed to investigate the relation be-

tween expectation and fantasy in the matter of vocational preference.

Freeston asked 100 children, aged 5-13, to write reports of what they

were going to try to become, and to draw themselves as they hoped to

be when grown-up. These two types of reports were inconsistent in

one-third to one-half of the cases at different ages. He classified their

proclaimed ambitions as possible, unlikely, and impossible, and found

that, at age 8, 82 per cent chose possible occupations, but that, at age

14, only 50 per cent did. He considered this explicable as a desire

for adventure and escape from humdrum work (school?). He also

noted that the duller and less imaginative tended to make fewer

impossible selections. Boys were most influenced by sports heroes,

girls by the cinema.

Trows study is somewhat clearer. He asked 161 boys and 169

girls, in grades 8, 10, and 12, to indicate what vocations they consid-

ered to be for themselves: (1) probable; (2) possible; and (3)

favorite fantasy. He compart the results with the census data for

dieir city (Detroit). The data are given in Table 21.1. For almost

half these subjects there was no discrepancy between what they would
probably do and what they would like to do, and he concluded that

the children are on the whole realistic in their vocational outlook and
generally satisfied with their occupational possibilities. It should

be not^, however, that considerable discrepancy occurs between
census data and probable choices in two classes of occupations: manu-
facturing and professional service.

Carp s study of vocational preference, related to parental occupation

Table 21.1. Compabison of Occupational Choices with 1930 Census
Classification, in Pebcentace (from Trow)

Classification
Detroit

Census Probable

Choices

Possible Fantasy
Agriculture 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3
Forestry, fishing 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
Extraction of minerals 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Manufacturing 48.5 6.2 3.0 .

0.6
Transportation, communication 6.9 2.7 5.4 6.0

Trade 13.9 12.1 7.0 5.8

Public service S.4 1.8 2.7 3.3

Professional service 6.2 32.7 50.9 42.4

Domestic, personal service 10.4 0.9 2.1 1.5

Clerical ll.S 27.0 14.5 3.8
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with the daughter’s it was most often on the ground that the gnl was

better fitted for some other vocabon Such reasons are y

“covers” for more basic athtudes It was nohced in the s y o

arhsts that parents often gave economic reasons as the basis tor an

ohjecbon to this vocation, when the objection was really for other

reasons

Changes with age

Changes in interest scores with age have been studied
^
“

sively and were discussed m Chapter 7 It will ®
„„stal-

age differences are not very great, that interests are air y

hied by age 18. and that very few changes take

Changes in vocational preferences, as expressed on qu
^

in choices, as expressed by taking jobs, have not y

studied longitudinally This is, m part, what Super and hs group

have been domg in their invesbgahons of career patterns,

should be of considerable interest . ,

The studies just reported, of tabulated pre ere
, i

bers of students from elementary grades
^ changes that

some changes Lehman and Witty pointed out certmn cnang

they thought paralleled phyaological
pjjysical ac

elude for boys somewhat decreased int

j^^ed L increased

bvity), but these changes can equally we
occupations In

comprehension of the preshge
ore nol very great

any event there is some evidence that sue
^-pefc

after about 18, thus parallelmg the results of interest

Mmority group position and occupational
members

Some discussion of the differences in occup
^j^o d,ffer-

Of minority groups was given
j „monty group

ences in occupational preferences asso

membership ic m 3 southern schools,

A comparison of Negro children, m es

^ preferences of the

With white children is reported by ray
white girh, wth

Negro girls were essentially similar to those^i^
^

emphasis on semi professional occupa ons
professional occu

from the whites in shosving the median occupa

pations For the entire group (797 r< g .
. j point higher than

honal level selected by the Negroes was aim ^cry

that chosen by tlie whites on a 5 point sea
^creased age This

limited and became slightly less rea is i
%\hich becomes

may be overcompensation for a mmonty p
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Table 213 Relative Impobtance of Various Factors Influencing

Vocational Choice (from Edmiston and Starr)

Hank Order

Factor Boys Girls Both

I Prestige 8 5 5 7

II Economic 2 3 8

III Effort 8 S 7 8

IV Social 8 2 2

V Security 1 1 1

VI Aesthetic G 8 G

VII Requirements 4 4 4

VIII Glamor 7 0 0

I\ Ability 5 C 5

Fleege and Malone have also studied motivation among junior-

senior high school students, by analyzing compositions on the subject

What I want to be when I leave school after the war and why I chose

this occupation” Their sample included 311 girls and 222 boys

They made the usual observation, that a large percentage named occu-

pations beyond their mental capacibes The expressed motives ap

peared to change little from grade to grade, and, for any particular

occupational preference, showed no relationship to range of IQ Their

classification of motives is in rather odd terms religious, superior

natural (le, parental, filial, fraternal, or romantic love), other un
selfish natural, (i e

,
to help mankind), selfish natural (i e ,

interest in

work, desire for independence!), and no motive Ignoring the

classification however, the motives given most frequently are, in order

interest in work, to help mankind, personal advancement, aptitude for

the work, adventure, occupation of family members, favorable work
conditions

Somewhat closer to the workaday world is Valentine’s report that

among technical school boys, aged 14 to 17, the first choice of work is

usually not based on judgment of suitability but is almost entirely a

matter of opportunity and convenience Reynolds’ studies of manual
workers are m accord with this

The report by Hurlock and Jansing indicated that both boys and
girls gave liking for the work as first reason for their preference, that

boys gave money as the second, and girls that they were fitted for it

Over two thirds expected to be able to follow their first preference,

the chief reason given for not expecting to follow it was impossibility

They added that parents were equally interested in the vocations of

sons and daughters, and that when they disagreed with the son’s

choice the reason was most often money, but when they disagreed
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fessional status (and prestige), which was unreaHstic for ™st be-

cause of the paucity of job opportunities and the unavai a 1

1

y o

training. This was not completely unrecognized by t e op, ow

ever, since only 50 per cent indicated any real hope o a aining

goal. (It might then be questioned whether it was m fact a goal o

should be classified as a fantasy.) The figures for the percentage

aspiring to different occupational groups and the perce g

Negroes in the state now working at these occupations are g

Table 21.5.

Table 21.5. Vocational Choices Compabed """I'

THiBunoN of Neceoes in California (from Lawrence)

Percentage

Occupation

Professional, semi-professional

Proprietor, manager, farm owner

Clerical, etc.

Crafts

Operatives

Protective services

Service and domestic

Laborers, including farm

Not classified

Aspiring

S9 1

4 9

19 1

9 2

5 5

0 0

C 4

0 4

15 4

Employed
3.7

3.1

4 4

3 9

9 0

1 2

60 2

18 9

0 6

Wot classmed
,

The figures by
those already reviewed. Of 1,M8 Meg g

per cent expected to attend college. 68.6
p three-fourths had

made a definite occupational choice, an

chosen a profession. Their reasons were.

Interest or liking for the work

Aptitude or fitness

Good mon^ , , „

Desire to enter uncrowded held

%

50
20
13

Desire to enter “
. c of

It should be pointed out that some of the e^ege is

Negro and white high school °e%ho reach high school,

due to the much higher selection of N P children of

For example, 12 per cent of those in "y*®
^

out of Negroes all

professional men. There is much more we
Recent schools are

along the line in school attendance.
matter of economics:

available for them the problem ** P^ ^ rrmst co to work sooner,

family incomes are lower, and flie du ren
, j^usl be more

It is also partly a matter of sodal pressures.
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more acutely realized, the hope bemg that occupational prestige

would help overcome the racial disadvantage

This pattern is characteristic of mmonty groups in other countries

also Bernstein has reported a study of over 400 school children in

Poland, finding that the children avoided choosing the occupation of

their parents The tendency to select intellectual occupations rather

than commerce or farming was also quite marked among all the

children of his group but especially so among the Jewish children

He considered this compensatory

Witty, Garfield, and Brink made a comparison of vocational inter-

ests of urban white and colored students, reporting little change from

a similar study made by Lehman and Witty 10 years earlier Forty-

four per cent of the white and 65 per cent of the colored pupils ex

pected to go to college They noted the usual concentration of m
terests in a small number of highly competitive occupations Data

are given in Table 21

4

Table 21 4 A Compaiuson of the Vocational Intebests of Necbo
AND White High School Students* (from Witty, Garfield, and Brink)

Boys

Total number
White
S34

Negro
405

Engineer
%

25 8

%
10 8

Aviator 21 2 9 8
Mechanic machinist 11 0 C 9
Lawj er 5 9 12 0
Medicine surgerj 4 7 13 S
Music 2 0 15 0
Postal work 1 1 21 9

Girls

Total number
White
sec

Negro
579

OfTicc and clerical

%
SO 0

%
38 5

Nursing 22 8 27 C
Teaching 20 4 31 9
Designing 14 4 5 3
llcauticinn 11 7 11 5
Journalism 10 9 0 C
Social work 1 9 10 3

OcctipHions tlu)-cn lij o\cr 10 per cent

Lawrence Ins reported on Negro bojs m the 10th grade m 13

California high schools He, too, found that many aspired to pro-
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economic group did For the last six occupations the

were 4 per cent and 23 per cent They also noted a progressive m

crease in mterest in marriage (at least m expressed interest) from the

lowest to the highest economic class
j.ffprpnces m

In his studyVtomns youth. “

30h preferences associated with fathers class His data g

Table 21 6 It can be seen that preference is very much affected by

father’s position

Occupational preference and interest tests

CaLr, Tajior, and Canning reported on ”4:
Strong and the expressed vocational 1 students re

and lirls in graded 10.
11 .

and 12 ™’4„grorseales
ceive a significantly

the relation being

which are appropriate to their vocationa >

somewhat higher for girls
1 sirls The

Kopp and Tussing studied 280 *“g'' “
cleeton Vocahonal Interest

Kuder was used for one class, and me
relationship beUveen

Inventory for two others On the Kuder
on the

preference and test was + 50 for “
,

, 53^
and for ho)S

Cleeton, for girls in two classes it was + expected in

+ 44 and +50 This is as high a relationship as can ne P

the light of the numerous other factors invo

Occupational preference and ad,uslment
adolescents

Small has made an intensive clinical stuuy 01
^

at a Vocational Advisory Service ‘

, ,ad adolescent boys

parison of the vocational choices ma e
y technique was an

with those of adolescents who were distur
choices His

analysis of the reality and fantasy
. i clinics and his

disturbed group were from psychiatric o p ^t each age

comparison group from schools an
in subiccls 8 while and

group from 15 through 19 inclusive
3^1 5 CaUiolic. 3

2 Negro The religious distnbutions ^ Americans of lower

Protestant, and 2 Jewish All were matched on age.

middle chss economic background buoje
^^^,3^00 or intclli

religion race, and economic status bu
j2 1, and of the

zonce Tlie mean IQ of the compans™
gmuP^s^^^

disturbed group 102 2 His major conclus.o

.. boss are n
disturbed group 102 2 His major ,,,an

1 The vecauonal choices of belter adjusted bo>

those of disturbed bojs
^ IvUcr adiusted bo)S is ”

2 The second s'ocational choice o
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highly valued at each level for Negroes to continue with it Even in

the best, unsegregated, and most liberal school they are still disad-

vantaged

Faw, studying high school boys m Chicago, points out that there

are similarities among those who share common attitudes and values,

and differences among those who participate in different groups He
felt that, if Negroes were allowed unrestricted entry to occupations,

the probability of their achieving job satisfaction would be much
higher, and the probability of the competing whites achieving satis-

factioif would be only slightly decreased He also found significant

differences in different religious groups More Protestants than

Cathohcs and more Catholics than Jews chose skilled, semi skilled,

and unskilled jobs More Catholics were interested m managerial

jobs than either Jews or Protestants, and their interest in such jobs

was greater than their interest m professional jobs (It has already

been pointed out that Catholics enter scientific professions relatively

rarely
) More Cathohcs than Protestants were interested in clencal

and sales jobs The Protestants were more interested in professional

than in managerial jobs

Occupational preferences and family bachground
This has already been discussed, but some further studies should

be considered Boynton and Woolwine studied 2,361 high school
girls, lS-19 years old, from the South and the Southeast They di
vided them into four economic groups The most popular occupa-
tions among all groups (including 87 per cent of first preferences)
were stenography, nursing, teaching, marriage, beauty parlor,

clerical, music, dietetics, journalism, medicine, commercial art, dress
designing air stewardess However, 84 per cent of the girls in the
lowest economic group gave first preference to one of the first seven
of these occupations, and only 57 per cent of the girls in the highest

Table 21 6 Vocational Choice and Pahental Class (fhom Hollincs
head)

Vocational Aim
Professional, business

Farmer
Clencal

Craftsman

SerMce trades, miscellaneous

Undecided

Father’s Occupation Taussig Class, %

I ir III
77 30
12 n
5 20
3 12
0 8

3 13

IV V
23 7

C 3

20 10

18 14

18 25

20 41
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college because of their occupational choice Most of those unde-

cided when they entered college had made a choice y t eir junior

’"^Whether or not such choices are actually earned out, n

another matter Dyer has contributed a very interesting s u y o

point. In 1924 he interviewed 101 students at the University of

Kansas to detenmne the time and circumstances un er w i

had chosen a vocation He had them list secon ,
ir ,

choices also, and asked how they would revne eir c i
,

suddenly acquired $100,000 (81 per cent said t ey '™“ °

He followed this group up five years lal^r, and ®
j (

that Five years later, 82^^of his 101 boys had entered "P™

choices, and 79 were still engaged in those occupa on
, _ ^

in their second choice, and 9 were shll engage i

Table
choice, influences, and permanence of

andThe
217 There is some mdicahon that, the

b:
closer to personal or family preoccupations, the Y

estabhshed

Table 217 Sources and Permanence ^
101 College Men (from Dyer,

RemainingTime of Choice and Permanence

Time of Choice
Before high school
In high school
In college

On the job
Uncertain

Choosing, A
S3
38

S7

Sources and Perinanencc

A
39

31 75

68

Remaining

Source
Family situation or tradition

Ue\elopment of boyhood occupation

Ue%eIopment of hobby
Influence of teacher, in or out of class

Formal counsel, anj source

Scattered

Uon’t know _

o nulll noted considerable differ-

For entermg freshmen, Sisson )
, .w student came

cnees in vocational choice according o ' farms had b) then

from a city, town, or farm Ferrer students Irom

Choosing, A
31

U
to

13

9

10

15

84
86
90

75

6 CO
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than their first choice, whereas the second choice of disturbed boys tends

to be more reahstic than their first choice

3 The vocational choices of better adjusted boys are characterized by

fantasies that emphasize participation in and involvement with the environ

ment and its inhabitants and objects The vocational choices of disturbed

boys are characterized by fantasies that emphasize removal from others

and the environment, self depreciation, and the acting out of impulses

These findings support our hypothesis that individuals with different

ego strengths will show differences in the role played by reality and fantasy

in the making of their vocational choices

Other findings suggest but do not show conclusively, that adequacy of

ego function may be related to

1 Consistency in vocational choices—the making of similar vocational

choices

2 Level of functioning intelhgence—measurements of inteUigence by

tests

3 Homogeneity of functiomng intelligence—consistency of performance

in the various functions measured by tests

4 Recogmtion of realistic opportumhes for need satisfactions—expecting

similar satisfactions in similar situations and different satisfactions m differ

ent situations

This type of study is of parhcular value both for its implications for

theory and for its implications for counsehng These findings do not

support Gmzberg’s theory that vocational choices are made with

greater reahsm with advancmg age, instead, they show that reality

factors and fantasy drives operated simultaneously at all the ages

studied Small believes that a theory of vocational choice determina
tion must take account of ego strength If this could be held con

stant it would be possible to test the relative importance of such other

factors as interests aptitudes family influence, and so on, with more
vahdity

STUDIES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS AND OTHER
ADULTS

Studies of college students have been separated

from those previously reported, since the choice situation is very

different at this stage than it is at high school College students are

already a highly selected group, and very, very few of them will

wind up in the lower level occupations

Vanous studies (Caudill, Achilles Dyer) indicate that from 53 to

70 per cent of college students liad decided upon a vocation before

entering college Achilles also reported that, of tliose who had made

a decision before going to college, one third selected the particular
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mlerests, with relatively late emergence of any interest and little direction

’’TFor'Te’tctal group of 193 subjects the

self expression, status, assoaation with people, money and secunty. variety

"r«ro?t-rof external .nhuenees in shaping— -m (m

descending order) family, school, availability o
,„nrkers parent and

contact with occupation, and fnends
^nr^ important^ their his

school influences were less, and Bnancial lacks P >

tones could best be characterized by lack of stimulation

Reynolds important study of rnannal worker^ oonfims

internal direction of workers in this field
^onnronriate and

job choices appeared to be singularly uninforme ,
i PP

£

unrewarding^ It was customary both m
f

\

the workers to take the first available job that m

standards although they may have token “ ™
of mde

were income, the physical nature of the '
• interesting

pendence on the job and agreeableness of p
, ,j, ^hich

or unmteresting Aaracter of the work, and the fairness wit

the worker felt he would be treated by
paucity of informa

What can be done to affect some chang
of the effects

ticn available at all levels is suggested Bate

of courses, of counseling, and so on {t
Kitson, Nick,

man and Remmers, Cowley, Haugen and Douglass, ^
Recktenwald, Remmers and Whisler, and pe

Komer feels that unrealistic vocationa
family pressure.

Side sources as encouragement by schoo pers
p^j^ts out that the

or from emotional factors withm the person
Lewm has

ongin is usually multiple
°”al status is a major de

in our
frequently isstressed the point that when anxiety over .

termmant of occupational choice (as it

society) inappropriate goals “f®
ppf" enough to supply voca-

All this emphasizes the point that
acceptance are m fact

tional information, self understanding an
i p^gjy simple matter to

rather more important
**/^u},ouch information about

obtain factual vocational mfonnation fa « information

need satisfaction is not available), without them

m the world is an inadequate guide ^ consistent

We have noted that m all groups at all ag
^ tlie

tendency for more persons to prefer P pparcntly "dhog

capacity to function in them or than soci ty
^ purel) financia

support This requires some explanation
than do profcs

matter, since many businessmen ma e m
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made a choice, and after one year 26 per cent of the farm group had

changed their plans, the percentages were 19 for the city group and

20 for the town group His data do not show how great these shifts

actually were

It is also Sisson (1937) who has pointed out that the number of

entering college students planning to go into professions is, as for

high school and elementary students, higher than the number of

openings At Wesleyan, for example, m the junior year 28 per cent

of the students planned to go into medicine, law, or teaching (for

entering students the figure was 54 per cent), only 17 per cent of

earlier classes have actually done so About 34 per cent of earlier

classes had gone into business, but only 11 per cent were planning to

do so

Fitchetts study of occupational preferences and opportunities of

Negro college students would indicate that the situation is very

similar to that for Negro high school students in the great restriction

of vocations that are considered

Two studies investigating the possibility that college students who
had already chosen a vocation make higher grades than those who
have not, have given conflicting results (Williamson, Achilles )

Several studies of veterans have indicated that, with these prc

sumably maturer groups the overselection of professions also occurs

(Wilson, Kohn, Stubbins ) Stubbins found no relationship between
appropriate or unrealistic choices and age, father s occupational level

number of older brothers marital status or work experience There

was some indication that those with more education made more ap
propnate choices, and that veterans receiving disability pensions were
relatively more realistic than the nondisabled

It would seem quite plausible that the influences and motivations

affecting choice at the professional level might differ from those

affecting choice at other levels One study his investigated this

possibility Norton and Kuhlen mterviewed 75 male teachers, 75

female teachers, and 43 factory workers, then 28 to 40 years old

They asked for vocational histones (preferences as well as jobs held)

dabng from the earliest recollections The interviews began in a

relatively unstructured fashion, vnth more direct questions being

asked later to check particular statements One fourth were elec

trically recorded, as a check on accuracy Their conclusions are as

follows

1 Women’s interests in childhood and adolescence are more homogene

ous and less variable than men’s

2 Factory workers show marked vocational apathy have relatively few
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interests vanes with the degree to which the subject “ “

cupahonal stereotype as self descnptive and with his knowMge >.£

the true occupational stereotype Interests then Me
change

byproduct of the personality Interest test

whenever the self concept changes or there is a c ange

coneagues can be« br.^

They interviewed 64 hoys, aged 11 to 24 the sample tang an «pp

soeiLconomic level one 17 high school boys in “

population, and 10 college girls Interviews were b>g% "fe
Ld about an hour in length Their theory is that

,,

IS a largely irreversible process and that compro
j periods

aspect o^f Lery choice Vey describe three devebpmenml

on this have already

’’lVet1l953) has presented a
,h\tmnrt beTn^S

rdi™^na^t?oTr;“^^^^^
«

“

adequate organization of them His statemen

1 People differ in their abilities interests
each for a num

2 They are qualified by virtue of these characteristics

ber of occupations ^u-arartenstic pattern of abilities

3 Each of these occupations requires a characi however to

interests and personality traits with toleranc
,ndividual and some

allow both some variety of occupations

variety of individuals in each occupation situations m which

4 Vocational preferences and change >vith time an

people hve and work and hence their 5®
continuous process

experience making choice and adjustmen
stages

characteriz

5 This process may be summed ® niaintenance and
as those of growth exploration ®sUbhshm fantasy ,

and these stages may in turn be subdivi jj-jal and s

and reahstic phases of the exploratory stag

phases of the establishment stage .v occupational leve

6 The nature of the career of
tamed and the sequence frequency a

socioeconomic level
, t

IS determined by the individuals paren opportunities to

ability and personahty chiractenslics an y

he IS exposed be guided partly by

7 Development through the interests and par y

tating the process of maturation of a
. jhe self _]„D,ng

aiding in reality testing and m tlie deve p jgntially that of

8 The process of vocational <levelopme^« p-J^eess m vhich the

and implementing a self concept it is a
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sional men Nor is it a matter primarily of security with career

schedules pension plans and other current developments in the

business world there may be less security in the long range sense tor

the man on his own in a profession It would seem that this emphasis

on professions is related to prestige and status Analysis of prestige

studies IS postponed to Chapter 23 Here it is sufficient to point out

that all such studies give the highest prestige ratings to professional

occupations This is probably so because of the greater mde

pendence that men in these occupations have or are believed to have

Theories of vocational choice

Several attempts have been made to formulate a comprehensive

theory of vocational choice Carter, basing his many researches pri-

marily on interests, has developed a theory that takes account of per

sonal dynamics as well as of environmental reaUties His position is

that vocational attitudes develop in the attempt to make a practical

adjustment to environmental conditions The external realities of the

individuals familial and social situation, and his own capacities

needs, and motives, lunit the possible solutions open to him During

his life he makes some identification with a respected group, which

leads to an interest m particular vocational activities If there are no

serious discrepancies between his own capacities and the require

ments of the vocation, and no serious obstacles, he may continue in

this line, but, if serious discrepancies or serious obstacles occur, he

must become reoriented toward a different occupational group

Eventually a pattern of vocational interests emerges which becomes

closely identified with the self, and forms a basis for many decisions

and a guide for long time planning Durmg the developmental

period there is a trend toward more practical and workable interest

patterns Critics of Carter’s theory have objected that studies of lO

terests have shown less vanation than his theory would require, but

persistence and stabihty of mterests is a general, not an invariable,

rule, and the exceptions must be accounted for

Darley has hypothesized that occupational interest types grow out

of the development of the individual personality

Bordm has offered the most ngidly designed theory of vocationa

interests in a senes of hypotheses It must be specified that by m
terests he means strictly inventoned interests, and his data come on y

from tests He states that vocational goals and aspirations form one

of the mainspnngs of action and that, m filling out an interest blan ,

what IS being expressed is the subject’s view of himself m terms o

occupational stereotypes He notes that the emerging pattern o
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self concept is n product of the mteraction of inherited aptitades, neural

and endocrine make up, opportumty to play various roles and evaluations

of the extent to which the results of role playing meet with the approval ot

supenors and fellows ^

9 The process of compromise between individual and social tactors,

between self concept and reality, is one of role playing, whether the ro e

IS played m fantasy, in the counseling interview, or in real life activities

such as school classes, clubs, part lime work, and entry )obs

10 Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend upon the extent to

which the individual finds adequate outlets for his abilities, interests, per-

sonality traits, and values, they depend upon his estabhshment in a type

of work, a work situation, and a way of life in which he can play the kind

of role which his gro\vth and exploratory experiences have led him to

consider congemal and appropriate

It would seem that a satisfactory theory of vocational choice must

depend upon a better understanding of the origin of interests
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self concept is a product of the interaction of inherited aptitudes, neural

and endocrine make up, opportunity to play various roles, and evaluations

of the extent to which the results of role playing meet with the approval of

superiors and fellows

9 The process of compromise between individual and social factors,

between self concept and reality, is one of role playing, whether the role
IS played in fantasy, in the counseling interview, or in real life activities

such as school classes, clubs, part time work, and entry jobs
10 Work satisfactions and hfe satisfactions depend upon the extent to

which the individual finds adequate outlets for his abihties, interests, per
sonality traits, and values, they depend upon his estabhshment in a type
of work, a work situation, and a way of hfe in which he can play the kind
of role which his growth and exploratory experiences have led him to
consider congenial and appropriate

It would seem that a satisfactory theory of vocational choice must
depend upon a belter understanding of the origin of interests
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hindering eventual lifetime satisfactions, particularly for nonprofes

sional work Several studies have pomted out the disillusionment

that may come when an initial job, looked forward to as an indication

of the attainment of adulthood, turns out to be frustrating (Phillips,

Tenen, Greenwell
) Such disappointments may be lessened when

the jobs are seen to have possibilities for eventual advancement or

when they do give some feeling of social status However, jobs

taken just from need for money may be hard to adapt to, and under

pressure it may happen that the person dare not attempt a change

either to another job or m the circumstances under which he is

working To the extent that adaptation to the situation involves

building up a gross fantasy life, it may be very detrimental if long

continued

^differential mohiltty

The degree of mobility normal to different occupations is marke y

vaned The term verbcal mobility is used to indicate

Within the same or closely related occupations, by ascent or escen

an adjacent level A shift from one type of occupation to anotiier is

called horizontal mobility (By our classification, vertical mobili y

would indicate a change in Level, horizontal mobility a c a^e

Group
) Only in jobs at the lowest levels is an adolescent ab

permitted to do what he will eventually be doing, hence some vert

mobility IS not only usual but is also an essential element in e

pattern of all upper level workers Horizontal mobility is

sary, m the same sense, but it does occur with considera e r q >

even among professional groups Wood has reporte a a

tenth of scientific and technical personnel may shift o w y

lated fields at some tune in their lives
, vertical

There have been a number of sociological stu i« o
^ -pjjs )

and horizontal mobility (Caplow, Miller
p J „jassi

Honzontal mobility is probably least in the upper Levels o

ficalion, and is not great among the craftsmen m Leve
,

Sessions and subprofessions, s^e degree of vertical n^obd ty «

^Ic Most professional workers, however, very
Specific

professional level, often upon completion of sir r
has

training may ha\e begun at different ages, ®
, different

noted differences in the patterns of college gra na

Gelds His data are shown in Table 22 1, on page-/
pro.,ns except

,
most workers m Levels 1 through 3 an

Increasing!)
the work usuallv invohes a bfehme commitment W

^ong training penods are required, and frequen >



CHAPTER 22

Progress

in the Occupation

patterns of progression

, ,

rn^ay persons the beginning job or jobs may
ave httle or no relation to interests, choices, or eventual work historyMany adolescents hold down a series of unrelated jobs, often con

ta th? iv T?1
These are usually directly related

For the
^ rather than to the interests of the worker

nnnnrf
®^“°ation or Other circumstances will open up

a^temuorf "’w
® “"*«‘J“en'‘aI employment, this period may be

It mn j
know what they want to do,

L reverb" eases it may continue

work If
person may be lucky enough to happen upon

There nre'
become more or less permanent

oeriod ne
^ never seem to get beyond this floundering

Ld Miller hf r described It They, and FonS

able under the™
“"Anniented this stage at some length Jobs avail

mu ecotm?e
“='“'*>' d-rnntly related to fluctuat-

chfnge ovemigS
’ °P“

schooTand^e^n^
^''^dence that working for a year or two between high

Tnd uirl o I S®' b ",°r
advisable Strabel found that both boys

SLuet s
^ -rfer high school were

of veterenr^h™''b
° '’^'^rs ui college success The high motivation

Patersn f
^nerally noted Furthermore, Hansen and

erenT iL^fi?'^’
“ «=holastio achievement of 265 vet-

ih ih b
made substantially higher Honor Point Ratios

than they had prewar What the effect of iLrruption in education
may have upon later hfe is not known, but the little evidence available
would suggest, for example, that military service between high school
and college need not have a disrupting effect Increased maturity at
th^me of entenng coUege or entenng upon work may be helpful
The initial job may be of very great importance in advancing or
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ice, with regular channels of advancement within the organization

Proprietors, managers, and officials may have started at almost any

Level, clerical workers, except the few who go up in executive posi-

tions, have very little vertical movement
At Level 5 there has obviously been very little vertical movement,

but there may have been a good deal of horizontal movement T ere

are few situations in this group in which the employee can ®

vested interest in remaining where he is He is easily rep acea e,

but he can also easily replace someone else, and the general monotony

of these jobs conduces to fairly frequent change Under sue cir

cumstances, particularly as income will usually not change mar e y

With job, interpersonal relations with others on the job may ave

greatest importance

Caplow has isolated a group of very miscellaneous ’

which are characterized by the possibility of marked uc ua

income These include upper Level occupations vv nc

dependent upon the development of a professional c len e e

^
stable employer agents and brokers (outside o

x-.-gj-g

bureaucracies), politicians, small proprietors, i . gamed
and salesmen He remarks that it is probable that the ^

incomes m the United States are received by
to be

men, but that it is not unusual for members of these occi p.

Without any income for varying periods of time

At Level 6 even honzonVmob.hty .. more
e

Other hand, there may be geographical mobility to a

^^any m this Level are migratory workers
, occupa-

Clearly the life pattern of any individual will vary
\ judged

tional group Progress in any occupation, then.
j^ted occu-

^gainst the typical or modal pattern of that, or
^ more

pations Unfortunately our data are extreme y i

\Ve do
nngitudinal studies of career patterns are groa

y different
know that there is a very strong tendency for c i

socioeconomic levels to enter different
i y^t there is

B^erally to enter occupations at the parenta e
gjuld

mtle relation between the specific occupations o
mo%e-

Although,
generally, upward movement exceeas

^j,^ss,fieat.on

ment, the number of persons who move from on
\\itlun

° another, after the trial penod, is relative y s

ne 1 . of mmement trom
,

aveiy— Miici me uicji
. ffQiu an entr)

= “ccupahon, tbe lines and rates of movem orgwir
'“patron to advanced positions are little known iisnall)

Prafessions. and in bureaucratic situations, the g
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prenticeship of some sort before full personal independence is at-

tained The training stages themselves serve to weed out many per-

sons, whettier or not they eliminate those who would be incompetent

or temperamentally unfitted to the work has never been adequately

studied for any group The effectiveness probably varies directly

with the extent to which the training approximates the actual work

situation Advancement within the professions is largely controlled

by the internal structure of the particular professional group

Table 22 1 Educationai. and Occupational Histories of College
Graduates Who Were Working in 1953 in Business, Education, or

Other Professional Fields (from Wolfle, 1955)

Percentage Employed in 1953 m

Occupational History Business

Other Pro-

Education fessional Fields

Majored in field in college and worked
continuously in it since 5 26 41

Majored in other field m college but
worked continuously in the one
indicated since college 14 20 13

Took some graduate work prior to
entering professional field, but
worked continuously m it since 19 15 SI

Worked in a nonprofessional field

prior to entering current profes
sional field, but worked contmu
ously in field since entering

Miscellaneous other patterns of edu-
cational and occupational history
(including persons who moved out
of and returned to a field)

23

29 SO 15

Most crafts also involve what amounts to a lifetime commitment.
particularly those with a penod of apprentice training However,
those who reach the position of skilled workman (Level 4) in any

Group have usually come up from jobs m Levels 5 and 6 They may
go on to some executive job, but they rarely go above Level 3
Many Group III occupations and a few in other Groups frequently

involve a long-term career vmth the same employer These are the

vanous civic and governmental positions, most of which are under

civil service, the executive levels of large businesses, and a few others,

such as some technical workers Here the primary continuity is the

employer rather than the work itself There are increasing numbers

of private industries which have systems emulating that of civil serv-
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well aware of the pattern, but the information is often not available

to the newcomer, and for almost all other occupations it is often not

available at all One difficulty, of course, is that outside the organ

ized professions there may have been very many routes taken to the

same end position

CHANGES WITH AGE

In all Groups and at all Levels, there are fairly

well recognized changes in hierarchial position that are associated

with age (and experience), if only those guaranteed by seniority

rights

Studies of age and achievement have related chiefly to professional

persons Lehman’s extensive studies in this field have been as-

sembled in a book He found diflferences between fields in the age

levels at which major contributions were made His findings are

shown m Table 22 2 Note that athletes and poets reached their

peaks earliest Bjorksten has criticized Lehman for not taking into

account also the time available for creative work which he believes

vanes approximately as Lehman’s cmtput curves do, but to a con-

siderable extent this is within individual control

Meltzer studied the productivity of social scientists, his subjects

were 266 faculty members with a Ph D in economics, political sci-

ence, social anthropology, psychology, and sociology All were over

33 years old, with at least 3 years m the field He found that the rate

of educational progress and early publishing were significantly asso

ciated with both quantity and quality of output, and that what they

had done in the past was the best predictor of what they were doing

in the present

There are differences m the ages at which employment is normally

terminated, either through formal regulations requiring retirement, or

through reluctance to hire older people How closely the practice

parallels decline of capacities has not been thoroughly studied

Brozek points out that some sensory functions such as color vision

show little or no deterioration with age There have been a number
of studies on changes m motor and intellectual functioning but little

on changes m personality dynamics, although much literature on ob-

vious gerontological changes is now being accumulated It seems

safe to sum up what is presently known as indicating that, within the

ages to which persons normally work m our culture, age changes are

less important than many other factors as interferers with produc-
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Success can be considered producing as much on the job as others

in die same job do in the same time, or producing work of about the

same quality Applying such a defioibon, a career would be con

sidered successful if it had followed the patterns for the occupation

reasonably closely, that is, if advancement had occurred at about

the usual times to about the usual positions in the hierarchy, and with

about the usual changes in income Obviously considerable devia

hon would have to be allowed around the means, but only very

marked deviations would be significant of above average success or

of failure

Success has also been defined as meaning abo\e average achieve

ment, or gammg high standing m one's own group, or eminence

This can be indicated in various ways In scientific fields it is associ

ated with productivity (Dennis), with election to certain honorary

societies, particularly the National Academy of Sciences, wit

of honorary degrees and prizes In artistic fields, there are

and perhaps less well defined cnteria, but in painting, or P. ’

pnzes, invitations to exhibit at the best shows, serving on
)

prizes are all indications of high status in the field n

indications may be in positions of greater responsibi i y an *

and m income Income is probably more significan m
lhan It IS m the scientific or the artistic „orcnn has
There can be shll another definihon of success a

^ qj
not only held his job, or followed his occupational cajeer

even has become famous, but that he has genera y

hon and pleasure from it There have been eminent me

basically unsatisfied and men of mediocre
ational ad

satisfied In this sense success means essentiall) oc p

Agreement on a definition of what constitutes
/defini

to stud) of success and how it is obtaine
meastmng

bon at hand, It IS not easy to develop ^'orkable
, j l,ccn dis

degrees of success The criterion j^orc difficult

eussed m connection with various studies

"Hen an o\er all e%aluation is to be attempted

Studies of sa/is/action and dissattsfactwn consider

vW setting an idea of ^ “me tluni; agnin A
"nether, given another start, one would do me s

rcccuerl

b> Fortune Magazine, in 193S, of n P [ucl. lo

“nwers as indicated below to the el.oosc a d.lferent

“go of 18 and start life oscr again, ssonld sou

or occupation?”
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tivity The extent of individual variation is so great that averages
are hazardous, but apparently later incidence of and lower rates of
decline are associated with higher levels of ability

With persons in the professional and semi professional groups, at
least, productive capacity normally does not begin to decline before
60, at the earliest For these groups and for administrators, maturity
of judgment and breadth of experience more than compensate for
some inflexibility (Clague )

Anderson and Goodenough studied age and sex differences in pro
duchvity of American psychologists They found that mean age for
the first publication was 30 for both men and women, but that there
was a marked sex difference in favor of tile men in average numbers
ot pages per year and in increase with age Men produce more and
longer publications Men, however, reach the peak of publicahon
behveen 35 and 40, and then the number of pages per year declmes,
but the women reach their peak between 50 and 55, followed by a

old»
publications as they grow

to^ahTi"
of semi skilled workers in relation

to abilities and interests They found the older workers comparable

nlex
mvolviog neither precision nor com-£ ‘o fosks which involve familiar materials

® "" ago'ficant changes in interests except

exteme"lv''b*‘'!V“«r‘'
"'f°""o'‘on on occupational patterns is sbll

ations from 111
° such data are available, individual devi

bihties will b
^ P“ “n can be assessed Prediction of future possi-

bilities will be much more accurate on such a basis

SUCCESS AND FAILURE

Defimttons

in
ways of defining what is meant by success

fine
(Stott, Reeves, Davies

) Failure IS easier to de-

V ^ ^ tsken to mean inability to get a lob or to hold

RrPfl f
success at any job means not being

fired from it. but, if this is at the cost of Extreme frustration for
e person or is employer or associates it seems a hollow sort of suc-

t-

R IS a criterion of little value for studies of the sort with
which we are concerned
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Super has also noted a significant but not linear relationship be-

tween satisfaction and occupationil level, with satisfaction greater at

the higher levels This is in accord with the findings of Centers and

Cantril on income satisfaction and income aspiration the lower the

occupational status (or Level) the more likely is dissatisfaction with

income

Roellihsberger and Dickson have pointed out that dissatisfaction

is usually a general effect of a complex situation and that it is neces-

sary to distinguish between manifest and latent content of grievances

For example, tlie attitude of a superior can be so devastating that it

cannot be consciously faced by the cmplojee, and he may give as t e

cause for dissatisfaction anything from insufficient income to the con

dition of the rest room Grove and Kerr found dissatisfaction on a

variables for jobs in a firm in receivership They felt that t e un

avoidable insecurity had liad a strong halo effect

The many studies on job satisfaction and dissatisfaction have cov

ered such diverse subjects as, among others, coal miners, psyc o o

gists, railroad employees, clerical workers, retail sales personi^ ,
o

Pital attendants, and IBM operators The major causes ot dissatis-

faction, as given with varying percentages
listed as (see BrayBeld and Rothe, Cade) and Knedt, H°PP ’

1937. Kahn, Kelly and Harrell. Loken, Palmer. Purpus and StocMord

Quayle, Seidman, Seidman and Watson, Stagner, Fleb e, an

Wickert)

Discrepancies between aspirations and actuality

Inacceptable supervisory behavior (This may be o
J j,,,!

and may for some mean too much and for others oo ^

The usual complaint is. however, insufficient regard of

supervisor for the individual as a human being )

Inadequate opportunities for promotion or a vance

Unpleasant nature of the work
, conditions

Uncongenial working conditions Uncongenia

are more important as a rule than unpleasant p gi-

Insufficient opportunity to make decisions, o a

rangement of work, etc

Uncertainty of continued employment

Working hours
Monotony of tasks

re of

These studies are not so designed that it is
nt and some

reasons why some studies give priority to one P
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Professional Factory
All, % Workers, % Laborers, %

Yes 41 £9
No 39 53
? 20 18

61

21

18

It IS not too surprising that factory laborers would more often
choose a different career than professional men would

Using the same question Paterson and Stone sampled about 100
representative persons m each of seven occupational groups on two
occasions The two samples were very similar, and there was a clear
occupational hierarchy of job satisfaction, ranging from a low of 18
per cent of streetcar men who were satisfied to a high of 78 per cent
of employers who were satisfied with their work

Nelson reported from a study of 420 businesswomen that 72 per
cent were satisfied with their work and would do the same again
Two studies of liberal arts graduates both indicated that satisfac

tion had httle relationship to job categories Inlow felt that job sat-
^faction was a part of the general personality pattern of the subjects
Wrenn found that 19 per cent of Stanford graduates would not choose
the same vocation, but that about as many were dissatisfied with busi-

essions, and that there were some dissatisfied persons
in 71 of the 91 occupations listed

^

Studies of sutisfaction and dissahsfacbon in work have mounted
For some years these have been reviewed penodically by Hoppock
and various associates (see references at end of chapter) In 1951 a
summary of 10 years of such studies noted that, of the 161 reports of

1 r

percentage of those dissatisfied ranged from

1

^ enormous variation in results re-
ifferences among different occupational groups and

differences in controls of major

t n f

^ certain is that there is enough dissatisfac-

'“r
basic questions with regard to the social structure

Hoppoek found a correlation of satisfaction with age of +21 for
^ typical Pennsylvania manufacturing village Super

(1939) has reported that job sabsfaction is cyclicat ehmging with
age in a manner in accord with Buhlers studies He noted tinb from

0 - , sa IS was general, from 25 to 34, dissatisfaction was

V c
®^*tsfaction with a temporary decrease at

e ought that nse m the occupational world with age ex
plained increased satisfaction with age. but it is also noticeable that
occupational satisfaction changes m about the same nay as nse and
fall of uorry clusters, so far as these have been studied
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IS m point of fact impossible to separate occupational adjustment

from general life adjustment, or occupational satisfaction from satis

faction with life One is a measure of the other, neither is prior to

nor independent of the other, both are indications of the person m
the world

Maladjustment may result in less employment, lower earnings

(Hanna), lower production, or more trouble on the job (Heron), as

well as more personal dissatisfactions In a study of the adjustment

to their jobs of 150 neurotic and psychopathic soldiers, Jaques and

Crook found several adjustment syndromes which were unrelated to

psychiatric diagnosis They noted, too, that the circumstance most

conducive to adjustment for any group was that the soldier be free to

set his own pace at work It was also advantageous for him to have

a job along his own specialty or interest Certainly it has been re

quently demonstrated that occupational therapy which uses tas s

meaningful to the man performing them is much more effective an

busy work

than girls, that there was no -.at.onbeUveen.nte^en^
tenure for either, that height and weight were

_„c,oeconomic
regularity of employment, that various family measu >

status of homes, number of siblings, birth order, an

were irrelevant He did find that naUve bom sons

employed (native whites have the advantage a a
^ j,fjonal fam*

”^ent) and that, among those who deviated employed
*v pattern, fewer of the boys and more of the

7'jmcs indi

In 1954, however, a report by Buder in tl^
fnund it easier to

that the New York State Employment Servi
.j^ated to be

P ace girls in starting jobs and that their ''j
jq the cmplo)*

® out $5 a week higher than those of boys oc
taken high

">ont service this is largely because more of tlie g

johool courses (stenography, typing.
state whether this

'"r immediate emplo^ent Tfie report does not
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to others Apparently the emphasis vanes with the actual job situ-

ation, m accord with the level at which basic needs are being satis-

fied An intermittent job, which barely pays a subsistence wage, is

unsatisfying primarily in terms of income and insecurity Jobs be
yond this are judged for satisfaction by the extent to which next
emerging needs are met, those for belongingness to a group, and for
status and prestige Then attention may turn to needs for independ-
ence and responsibility, and to more mtellectual and creative needs

Shaffer has attempted to study job satisfaction as it is related to
need satisfaction, by means of a questionnaire designed to measure
for each of the needs listed below, the strength of the need, the de-pe to which It was being sabsfied in the job, and over-all job satis-
faction ^

A Recognition and approbation
B Affection and mterpersonal relationships
C Mastery and achievement
D Dominance
E Social welfare

F Self expression

G Socioeconomic status

H Moral value scheme
I Dependence

J Creativity and challenge
K Economic security

L Independence

finSnp ^ heavily weighted in the upper brackets, and his

and sonnl If

^ ongest needs of this group were creativity, mastery,

was hnwlr " generalized beyond this group Them

each inrliviH
evidence that the measure of the extent to which

nredirtion f ^
^ important needs were satisfied yielded the best

om vver„.l 7" Although ha pLted out van-

can yield verv*h°l T
mstiument. it is clear that this approachcan yield very helpful infonnation

Success or satisfacUon, and adfustment

th^wplT^d^
^dies have concluded that, in almost any occupation,

itted ' c
better than the Llad-

i ^b-pel, Weitz) Smith points out
e we a jus e person either gets out of uncongenial circum

s ances, m accepts t em and finds interests and satisfactions else-w ere ccupa ons are our most time consuming activities, and it
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Technological change is a relatively unimportant factor in these

groups

Test records indicate that early unemployed do more poorly on

occupational tests than late unemployed or employed

Physical defects more likely to affect efficiency are more preva-

lent among unemployed than among employed workers

Barnett studied a group of 174 chronically unemployed vagrants

by interview and tests, and matched them with a group of nonchronics

(except on the Otis) Strongs Occupational Level Score was used,

and Hoppock’s Job Satisfaction Blank Fathers occupations were

rated on the Barr scale. The correlation between OL score and index

of satisfaction with unemployment was — 73 for the chronic an —
for the nonchronic groups He also found that fathers occupation

was negatively correlated with satisfaction with unemployment, an

differentiated between the satisfied and dissatisfied men m o i

chronic (-19) and nonchronic (-41) groups, as well as between me

groups themselves OL scores and fathers occupation were ”

lated m the chronic group but were significantly negative y

in the nonchronic group He concluded that it was no so
^

absolute level of occupational interest as the possession o

commensurate with original socioeconomic level that may F

sible m part for social and vocational maladjustment

Snigel, studying veterans, concluded that joblessness

background, attitudes, and behavior , ,vTiirh is

There seems, then, to be some selection of the emp

Iso true that personality tactors,
general adjust-

-*» getting along with other workers, an b
of

>nent on the job, may be more important in determm g

t e job than specific capacities or skills apart from
It IS also true that the fact of unemployment i se

, can be
me seriousness of the economic problem that i 7

sex ere

extremely devastating, and can by itself do muc
under-

"^aladjustment in a previously adjusted person

stands the many and varied functions of
jt means that he

the individual it is easy to see why tins should be s

lost the means of satisfying many of his people arc

penods of economic depression, when many
terms of per*

to Bod work, the loss to them and to society
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particular agency has more job offerings suitable for girls than for

boys

Super and Wright, m a study of three groups of graduates of a

suburban New York high school, during depression years, found that

mtelUgence, high school course, and socioeconomic status were differ-

entiating factors between those who were continuously employed and

those who had frequent periods of unemployment

Lazarsfeld and Gaudet, like Long, found that employed and unem

ployed youths did not differ in intelligence but did in socioeconomic

status (they thought that this was effective in allowing more carfare

and better clothes in seeking work), m securing work through per-

sonal contacts and in Bernreuter scores They concluded that per-

sonality factors and general attitudes (the employed seemed more

cooperative m interviews) motivation and drive were the mam
differentiating factors between these two gioups

Dearborn and Rothney also reported significant differences between

employed and unemployed youth with respect to ethnic origins, and

methods of securing employment, and in addition found that the

employed more often had worked for pay while at school and had
gone beyond high school They found no differences m age, occupa
tional training length of high school training various physical meas
urements, school attendance and marks, lest scores, and ratings on

persondity characteristics

Of those who are employed and unemployed during a depression,

who are not newcomers to the labor force, the most comprehensive
study IS the excellent one done at Minnesota by Paterson, Darley,
and Elliott They studied four occupational classes professional

workers and business officials, clerical workers, skilled industrial

workers, and semi skilled industrial workers They investigated age,

time spent at usual occupation, the number of different jobs held, the

reasons for leaving the last job, probable reasons for unemployment,
and physical condition, and applied a standard test battery Their
findings include the following

More persons over 45 and under 24 were unemployed
Unemployment is inversely related to length of time at the usual

occupation

Unemployment is inversely related to length of time at last job

Unemployment is attributed to economic causes (though women
give personal reasons for leaving more often than men)

Personal factors are found with greater frequency among the

early unemployed than among the later unemployed
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sonal disintegrabon may be very great One of the obvious conse-

quences IS that work relief of vanous forms is infinitely superior to

any sort of dole, and the more genuinely useful, the less boondoggling,

the work, the more psychologically as well as economically valuable

it will be

Laboratory studies and general experience agree that aspiration,

an attempt to do more and greater things, is strengthened by success

or the probability of successs, and depressed by failure, although the
former effect is less variable than the latter. (Child and Whiting

)
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received by college men who had griduited 20 years previously

They point out that, as the person with a high level o aspira ion

matures and reality catches up with him there are three possi 1

1

les

1 To work hard and make achievement equal expectations

2 To revise expectations downwards or forget them

3 To keep expectations but blame the world for not mee mg

It IS probable that college ideas are usually pretty well
,

m the face of the reahties of the situations in which
^ ^ nnmt

themselves Nevertheless, the study has wider app
^ ^

^

mg up the importance of expectations as a factor m satis ac ion

Direct comparisons are rather difficult from one occupa i

other Earnings of self employed are
dividends

of a number of other groups who receive part ot me p y

in payments in kind” in living allowances
reporting

special benefits, ate also difficult to compute Tn

income there is a tendency to understate in order o v
„

There are however, some studies of income of variou g

yearly and lifetime , .^cupations was
H F Clarks study of lifetime earnings m

different

made some time ago and the total amounts won
not be

hut the relative position of the various groups wou
p g,Yes

matenally changed His data are shown m Table ^

Table 23 1 Income in Selected Occupations in the United

1920-1936 (H F Clabk)

Occupation
Med cine

Law

bentistry

Engineering

Architecture

Johege teaching
^lalworL
loutnahsm

Lih;

iinistry

irary

®'^hool teaching
trades

'Ufsing

H^sLiIled
Fa-arrning
Earm Ial)or

Present Value of

Average Earnings for

Working Lifetime

1920-1936

$108 000

105 000

05 400

95 300

82 500

69 300

51 000

41 500
41 000

35 000

29 700

28 600

23S00
15 **00

12 500
10 400

Average

Earnings

per Year

1920 1936

$4 850

4 730

4 170

4 410

3 820

3 050

1 6j0

2 I®0

1 980

0 020

1 SoO

1 430

1 310
79o

580
48j

Probable

Error of

EsUmale
%of

oo

35

»o
oO

40

10

15

45

15

25

5

15

10

20

15

15



CHAPTER 23

The Effect

of the Occupation

on Other Aspects

of Living

HAT DIFFERENCE docs tlic occupilion make to

other parts of a person’s life? A very great deal Obviously, dif-

ferences in income associated with differences m occupation have a

direct effect on most aspects of living The satisfactions obtained
from life will also vary noticeably with the occupation, but this re-

lationship IS intricate, because the occupation chosen is affected by the

satisfacbons desired In addition, there will be many other differ-

ences, of which perhaps the most important ore associated with the
differences m the people with whom time is spent not only within but
also outside working hours To a large extent this is conditioned by
what is done during working hours Finally, social status in the com-
munity usually depends more upon the occupation than upon any
other single factor

INCOME

The actual income received, whether in terms of
salary, commissions special perquisites, or what, is not the only thing
to be considered Psychologically the relation between what a man
gets and what he thinks he should get is also of great importance
He may want more money than he receives, but if he is getting as
much as others of his own level, and if he thinks this is in general fair,

the psychological situation will be very different from what it would
be if he felt that he was not being fairly paid In the effect on general
satisfaction this relationship is more important than the actual amount
of income

Thomsen and Roper asked 158 college students what yearly income
they expected 10 to 20 years after graduation, and noted that the m
come expected m 20 years was about twice as high as that then being

292
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ferences m income associated with differences m occupation have a
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income to be denved from it It seems not to be the case that an

occupation with high prestige therefore carries high income, at eas

in this country (Recent reports suggest that scienhfic ^cupa ions

have been decreed of first importance m Russia and that g
income

and special perquisites have been assigned to them with t e
^

of raismg the prestige level )
For example, according to i

tables, manufacturing officials receive the highest average sa anes,

on prestige scales they are lower than most government o cia s,

lege professors, scientists, and other professional groups

Obviously income by itself affects many aspects o

must always be taken into account as a factor m stu les °
1 ,

faction, of morale, of leisure time activities, of socia re a o

so on Nevertheless, it does seem to be true that, given a

mg wage, and given the fact that the wage
of the

wages of others perceived as at the same level, * ® ^ P
at

income itself as a factor m such studies is lessene
income but

the beginning of this section, it is not the absolute
.

the level relative to aspiration or expectation that is imp

DAILY LIFE

Many aspects of daily life are
perhaps the

pation m ways not primarily dependent upon m
associated

"^est pervasive of these effects has to do with tne P P

^th Most people make more acquaintances on
, working,

0 m other ways If more than one adult mm™
^ if It is a family of even moderately socia

j-^on of each indi

“rs o[ the family work at different „ m the usual

vidual member of the family is less limited
°'i i g professions or

‘fclime situation and particularly in work wi* ow
'nose in which the employee is committed to long me
® similar organizations the people he meets “ conditioned

Working with him The extent to which acquam , avocational

y the occupation of course vanes with the nrr nctne

ochvities Membership in a church or m ®
^ honzons

There

'“% which leads to cUact with others, will 'vrden^^

“'0 differences, too. between occupations
j.-imctive “shop

Monish than others Most occupations tove a
^^,g,n,ed fore'^_

r itioy be as incomprehensible to ol ers
Imown it

^
ognage. but familiar and comfortmg to w o

language.
e’^Pt

cartoons, captioned -They don’t speak our

""s concisely
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both the 1936 value of average earnings for a working lifetime, from

1920 to 1936, and average earnings per year for the same period.

Miller has computed median incomes for 1949 for selected occupa-

tions. His data have been rearranged and are shown in Tables 23.2 and

23 3 for median incomes for males and females. There are marked

differences for incomes of men and women in the same occupation.

In such classifications as operatives, bookkeepers, waiters, the median

income of women is about $1,500 less per year than that for men;

for teachers, social workers, and certain others it runs around $1,000

less. In addition, not shown in the tables, the data for the percentages

receiving incomes of $10,000 or over are very different. Among die

women, 0.4 per cent of musicians receive this much, and that is the

highest group. Among the men, there are 29 occupations in which

a larger percentage receive over $10,000 ( of course, more occupations

are listed for men than for women); 17.9 per cent of manufacturing

officials, 132 per cent of officials in finance, insurance, and real

estate, and 12 0 per cent of officials m wholesale trade are the highest

groups.

Table 23.3. Median Incomes, 1945: Females (Data fhom Mh-ler)

9300-999 «l.0a0-l.499 »1,500-1.999 lt,Qoo-<.4eo
Private houiehold Muaiciant, music Dookeepers, account* Librarian*

worker* ants, cashiers, ticket Social welfare, recreation
Cook* excluding Sateawomen, clerk* •gents Teachers, n e c *

private n ec‘ operative* Nuraea
naiUeaiet, bartendera, Dr«*iaakeci, (earn. Textile Office machine operator*

counterworkera *treaaei, excluding Paper product* Stenographers, typists
Service, excluding factory Printing Secretaries

private Operative!

Food and kindred

product!

Tobacco
Knitting mills

Apparel and other

Furniture, lumber.

Footwear, other leather
products

Barbera, beauticians,

manicurist*

Charwomen, janitors.

Housekeepers, stewards,
excluding pnvale

Practical nurses, mid-

Chemical, petroleum,
coal

Stone, clay, glass

Metal industries and
machinery

Telephone operator*

Operative*, transport

equipment

• Not elsewhere clajjified.

The prestige level of different occupations is discussed later in this

chapter, but it can be noted here that relative levels of prestige and of

income are not precisely the same. It may be that one factor entering

into the determination of the prestige level of any occupation is the
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In any event the hours arc set and regulated, and are not changed

except under exceptional circumstances There are, however, many

occupations, parfacularly in the higher levels, and more particularly

among the independent practitioners, in which hours arc extremely

irregular, and the working day very long This is obvious in the case

of physicians who answer calls, of journalists and reporters, and so on

It IS less obvious for such occupations as those of artist and college

professor To a large extent their working hours are self regulated,

Imt one of the remarkable features about eminent artists and scientists

was the het that they customarily held themselves to a long and

regular working day
In the case of college professors, the layman may look at the few

fictures per week for which they are scheduled, and assume that all

the rest is ease, but this is not so Charters made an interesting study

Jf
94 faculty members m the College of Education at the Ohio State

University He had them make a record of their daily work periods

for one week, during midterm, and he believes that the resultant

hgures are fairly representative He found that the median hours

jvorked were 58 hours and 25 minutes The range was from 2 to 107

jows, with quartiles at 50 hours and 20 minutes, and at 66 hours and

minutes All but 18 worked on Sundays, and they consistently

^Ofhed at night Hours outside of class work were taken up with

preparation, research, university and professional association commi

H with students, and so on ,

now leisure tune is spent varies not only with income, but also witn

Pupation and in ways other than the demands made upon i y
mess or professional associates In part this is a secon ary

assortment into occupations of persons with the same asi

of
similar personahly patterns In part, it is a re

^
tenH

educational and intellectual levels There is s

In
persons of the same general occupational status o i

"eigliborhoods, which also aEects available leisure tim

file
marriage selection has already been noted

^
children, the schools to which they are sent, the

^
y

affected ™ by
the t only by income level, but even more directly by

““ocCd'’
P”=™^''w‘th"wh;m‘"the’ parents are most closely

tofenerai
higher occupational levels than at lower,
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The few studies of occupational milieu all accent the out of hours

influence of the occupation Different occupational groups hive dif-

ferent customs, and even different standards of conduct Different

standards of conduct may be imposed upon different occupations by
society rather than by members of the occupational group A case

in point IS that of the school teacher In many communities in this

country, a woman teacher is still not expected to smohe, or to be seen
m the company of other than a very select few, or even to marry
Many more restrictions may be placed on them than on most members
of the community The reverse is also sometimes true society tol

erates greater license in some groups than in others, for example, in

actors

An example of a very isolated group, with distinct folkways, is that
of railroaders Here the distinction is primarily based on being con-
r^cted with the railroad, and not on any particular occupation al-

though hierarchial levels are marked The mobility of the group
rnarkedly affects their social relationships, their particular time sched-
ules are unique to them, and their language is replete with expressions
not understood by outsiders Cottrells study of this croup is a classic
in this field

^ ^ ^

A different sort of situation is faced by the executives m many large
usinesses Here it is the individual company that controls the leisure
ime of Its executives, more or less openly, rather than the extended
group of those working m one broad field A study by Browne points

^^11
requently a considerable part of an executive’s social life

w: e p anned for the benefit of the company, and for his own ad
vancement within it Whyte has shoxvn that the acceptability of an
execu ive or promotion sometimes depends very much upon the social
presenta i ity of his wife, and her willingness to arrange their social
1 e in eeping with the practice of the particular company

^riage is a so affected m other ways by the occupation Popenoe

*. j
6ach made studies of the relation between occupational

s a us an marriage selection Both men and women marry within
e occupation more often than they marry outsiders, and this is

also true for occupational levels generally Popenoe thinks that this

^ ^ s general similarity of socioeconomic family back

, differences in daily schedule corresponding to
the occupation Length of working day and the part of the day de
voted to work both vary with the job For most occupations the hours
are usually in the 9 to 5 or 8 to 4 range, or day shift versus night shift
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SOCIAL STATUS PRESTIGE SCALES

We have already noted that social status is more

dependent upon occupation than upon any other single factor Occu

pahons in our culture apparently have a fairly definite and constant

laerarchy of prestige It has also been noted earlier that professions

generally are at the top of this hierarchy and that this probably ac

counts for their consistent overselection as occupational goa s u

lust what is the prestige hierarchy?
The first study attempting to establish distinctions between occu

pahonal levels in terms of prestige, or status was made by Counts in

1925 Since then there have been a number of such studies, t ose

since 1934 are summarized in Table 23 5

Table 23 5 Scales of Occupational Prestige (studies since 1934)

Author
Hartmann

JW4 Anderson
IWa Kietz
1010 Stevens

Sex
M
M
M
F

Number of

Occupations

Ranked
25
25

40
25

Smith M 100

Bjers

Deeg and Paterson
M
M

25
25

^^'*7 Tuckman M 25

hialional Opinion

Ifiia „ ^®®earch Center
Baudler and Paterson

M
F

00
20

2 S'...
M
F

20
20

5 SIC'-" M
M

SO
462

Judges

100 adults

673 college students

1 622 high school seniors

About 150 women college

students

S45 high school and colleg

students

50 soldiers
,

475 high school and colleg

students

410 college students

(Canada)

2 020 adults
^„lipce

763 high school and college

students

500 college students

639 high school cud college

,0M'‘ad";?ts(EngIaod)

5 counselors

r. ^ f°*Tespondence among the various studies is e
jtudics

usin
women s occupations Ratings

, 03 g and

23 7^
^^P'^nible lists of occupations are sho\\'n m pecg

ana correlation bet\veen the studies of
,

mil,
was +97 Tuckmans rankings . -nJ Jones m

those of Dceg and Paterson Tito stud) of HsU 0"“ >
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satisfaction will be sure to give emotion'll color to all of life, and inci-

dentally to tbe lives of the whole family

Even such matters as health and longevity have some association

with occupations This association is probably the result largely of

the factors that condition choice of occupation rather than of aspects

of the occupation itself There are, however, some working conditions

that are more likely to bring about certain health problems than others

An obvious example is the possibility of direct effects on the body from

the materials handled (lead poisoning, for example) There are also

differences in the incidence of psychosomatic illnesses which are asso

ciated with occupation, but these have not been very fully studied

A review by Frumkm of the blerature on occupation and mental dis

ease shows that rates of first admissions to mental hospitals are in-

versely correlated with income, prestige, and socioeconomic status

Low income creates problems of nutrition and hygiene generally, but

It also creates psychological problems, as does low prestige It is not

surprising that these can be reflected in the incidence of mental illness

There is also some evidence that the type of illness varies with the

socioeconomic status

Table 23 4 Avebace Life Span of Eminent Men in Different Pro
FESSIONS (from ALEXANDER)

Profession N Average A
Educators 167 72 56
Lawyers 270 72 89
Engineers 108 71 10
Naturalists 281 70 35
Historians 343 70 12
Inventors 141 70 09
Chemists 143 69 57
Medical men, biologists 331 68 47
Mathematicians 256 67 11

Sculptors 139 68 44
Musicians 950 67 40
Painters 772 67 12
Actors 162 66 05
Poets 684 61 94

Alexander has investigated longevity of eminent persons, and finds

distinct differences between professional groups His results are

shown in Table 234 He reports that the distributions are all very

peaked Longevity is largely dependent upon genetic factors, hence

this, too, IS very probably a secondary association with occupation
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SOCIAL STATUS PRESTIGE SCALES

We have already noted that social status is more

dependent upon occupation than upon any other single factor Occu

pations in our culture apparently have a fairly definite and constant

hierarchy of prestige It has also been noted earlier that professions

generally are at the top of Uus hierarchy and that this probably ac

counts for their consistent overselection as occupational goals But

just what IS the prestige hierarchy?

The first study attemptmg to establish distinctions between occu-

pational levels m terms of prestige, or status was made by Counts m
1925 Since then there have been a number of such studies, those

since 1934 are summarized in Table 23 5

Table 23 5 Scales of Occupational Pbestice (studies since 1934)

Year Author Sex

Number of

Occupations

Ranked
1034 Hartmann M 25
1034 Anderson M 25
1035 Nietz M 40
1040 Stevens F 25

1943 Smith M 100

1946 Byers M 25
1947 Ueeg and Paterson M 25

1947 Tuckman M 25

1947 National Opinion
Research Center M 90

1948 Baudler and Paterson F 29

1948 ^^elch M 26
1950 Tuckman F 29

1950 Hall and Jones M SO
lOoO Stubbms M 482

Judges

100 adults

673 college students

1 622 high school seniors

About 150 ivoinen college

students

345 high school and college

students

50 soldiers

475 high school and college

students

410 college students

(Canada)

2,920 adults

763 high school and colleg

students

500 coUege students

639 high school and collcg

students

1,000 adults (England)

5 counselors

The correspondence among the various studies is
studies

or both men’s and women’s occupations Ratings
, 03 6 and

comparable lists of occupations are shown in

y
Rank correlabon betiveen the studies of +97

‘"d Pateison, rvas + 97 Tuckman’s rankings
j j„„es m

''“h those of Deeg and Paterson The stud) of Hall 1
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satisfaction will be sure to give emotional color to all of life, and inci-

dentally to the lives of the whole family

Even such matters as health and longevity have some association

with occupations Tins association is probably the result largely of

the factors that condition choice of occupation rather than of aspects

of the occupation itself There are, however, some working conditions

that are more likely to bring about certain health problems than others

An obvious example is the possibility of direct effects on the body from
the materials handled (lead poisoning, for example) There are also

differences in the incidence of psychosomatic illnesses which are asso

ciated with occupation, but these have not been very fully studied

A review by Frumkin of the literature on occupation and mental dis-

ease shows that rates of first admissions to mental hospitals are in-

versely correlated with income, prestige, and socioeconomic status

Low income creates problems of nutrition and hygiene generally, but
it also creates psychological problems, as does low prestige It is not
surprising that these can be reflected m the incidence of mental illness

There is also some evidence that the type of illness vanes with the
socioeconomic status

Table 23 4 Average Life Span of Eminent Men j

FESSIONS (from ALEXANDER)

Profession

Educators
Lawyers
Engineers

Naturalists

Historians

Inventors

Chemists

Medical men biologists

Mathematicians

Sculptors

Musicians

Painters

Actors

Poets

’ Different Pro

N Average A

1C7 72 56
270 72 39

1C8 71 10

281 70 35

343 70 12

141 70 09

143 69 57

331 68 47

256 67 11

139 68 44

950 67 40

772 67 12

162 66 05

884 61 94

Alexander has investigated longevity of eminent persons, -and finds

distinct differences between professional groups His results are

shown in Table 23 4 He reports that the distributions are all very

peaked Longevity is largely dependent upon genetic factors, hence

this, too, IS very probably a secondary association with occupation
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SOCIAL STATUS; PRESTIGE SCALES

We have already noted that social status is more

dependent upon occupation than upon any other single factor. Occu-

pations in our culture apparently have a fairly definite and constant

hierarchy of prestige. It has also been noted earlier that professions

generally are at the top of this hierarchy and that this probably ac-

counts for their consistent overseleclion as occupational goals. But

just what is the prestige hierarchy?
The first study attempting to establish distinctions between occu-

pational levels in terms of prestige, or status, was made by Counts in

1925. Since then there have been a number of such studies; those

since 1934 are summarized in Table 23.5.

Table 23.5. Scales of Occopahonai. Prestige (studies since 1934)

Year

1934

1984

1935

1940

1943

1946

1947

1947

1947

1948

Author
Hartmann
Anderson
Nietz

Stevens

Smith

Byers
Heeg and Paterson

Tuckman

National Opinion
Research Center

Baudler and Paterson

IVelch

Tuckman

Hall and Jones
Stubbins

Sex

Number of

Occupations

Ranked
M 25

M 25

M 40

F 25

M 100

M 25

M 25

M 25

M 90

F 29

M 26

F 29

M 30

M 462

Judges

100 adults

673 college students
_

1,622 high school seniors

About 150 women college

students

345 high school and college

students

50 soldiers

475 high school and college

students

410 college students

(Canada)

2,920 adults

763 high school and coll g

students

500 college students

639 high school and college

l.OOo'a'dulls (England)

5 counselors

e correspondence among the various studies is &
, studies

T men's and women’s occupations. Ratings °
^ 23 g and

comparable lists of occupations are showm m pccg

y correlation between the studies of
,

' g)atedW Paterson, was -^-.97. Tuckmans rankings jn

: correlation between the studies ot
)ated

-jn, was -h.97. Tuckmans rankings

Ihose of Deeg and Paterson. The study o
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England, too, on the basis of 30 occupations, was extremely close to

the American and Canadian standings For women’s occupations the

studies of Baudler and Paterson and of Tuckman gave a rank correla-

tion of -f 99

Table 23 6 Prestige Rankings of Men’s Occupations from Various
Studies*

Counts, Nictr.

Occupation 1925 1935
Banker 1 1

Physician 2 2
Lawyer 3 S
Superintendent of schools 4 4
Civil engineer 6 5
Army captain 6 6
Foreign missionary 7 7
Elementary school teacher 8 8
Farmer 9 12
Machinist 10 10
Traveling salesman 11 19
Grocer 12 11
Electrician 13 9
Insurance agent 14 IS
Mail carrier 15 14
Carpenter 16 15
Soldier 17 16
Plumber 18 18
Motorman 19 17
Chauffeur 20 20
Barber 21 21
Coal miner 22 22
Janitor 23 23
Hodcarrier 24 24
Ditchdigger 25 25

• Ranks corrected to this list

National

Tuck- Opinion
Dccg and man, Research
Paterson, Canada, Center,

1947 1947 1947
3 S 4 e

1 1 1

2 5 2 3
4 5

5 3 5

6 7 6

7 e

8 8 8

12 10 9

0 11 10 5

1C 12 12 5

18 IS

11 14 10 5

10 9 12 £

14 17

15 15 16

19 18 18

17 16 17

18 20 20

20 21 19

21 5 22 21

21 5 19 22

23 23 23

24 24
25 25

Welch
1949

2 5

10

15

IS

15

12

16

15

19

17

20

18

21 5

21 5

23

24

25

The most comprehensive of such studies, conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center of the University of Denver in March, 1947,
reported on the social status of 90 selected occupations for men They
made an opinion survey of a representative sample of Americans 14
years and over, which included 2,920 people selected by geographic
area, size of city, age, sex, socioeconomic status, and race The results

are given in Table 23 8, arranged by type of occupation, both rank and
score are shown Each respondent gave each occupation one of five

positions, excellent, good, average, somewhat below average, poor

Percentages were computed for each position for each occupation,

and weighted to give a score with a maximum value of 100 and a

minimum value of 20
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Table 23 7 Prestige Rankings of Womens Occupations from Two
Studies

Occupation
Ph>sician

Artist

Registered nurse
Journalist

Professional musician (symphonic)
High school teacher
designer

Commercial artist

Secretary

Bujer

Elementary school teacher
hsh school music teacher
Private music teacher
Kindergarten teacher
Practical nurse
Professional musician (danco)
stenographer, tjTiist

^ressmakcr
Sales person
Ofiice machine operator
ohms card writer
Hairdresser

Sales clerk

elcphone operator
aclorj sewing machine operator

ractorj operative
servant

^^aiircss

norkcr

Baudler and

Paterson 1948

1

S

4

5

C

7

8

9

10

11

IS

13

14

15

IG

17

18

19

Tuckman
Canada, 1950

1

4

3

5

5

C

8

7

9

10

11

13

IS

14

15

IG

17

18

19

33

83

34

35

SG

37

88

89

84

83

8C

85

87

89

8S

"Jabu; 23 8 Rattnc Arranged by Type of Occupa^on (D

TiosAL Oplmon Researoi CenterI

Qeorcs

c Classifications

ofTicmls*
S Supreme Court Justice

-tatc governor
* met memlicr m federal government

J'lplomatinU S Foreign Serv ice

;^*>°f°nargccit>
n«f states Representative m Congress

of deparlmcnl in a state government

^e census classifjev some of these oflicwl* a*

00

03

03

9i

00
po

87

8

4

4

0

13

U
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Table 23 8 (Continued)

Classifications

Professional and semi professional

Physician

College professor

Scientist

Government scientist

Minister

Architect

Chemist
Dentist

Lawyer
Nuclear physicist

Priest

Psj chologist

Civil engineer

Airline pilot

Artist whose paintings are exhibited

Sociologist

Biologist

Musician m symphony orchestra

Author of novels

Economist
Instructor m public schools

Public school teacher

County agricultural agent

Radio announcer
Newspaper columnist

elfare worker for city government
Undertaker
Reporter on daily newspaper
Playground director

Singer m nightclub

Proprietors managers and officials except farm
Banker
Member of board of directors of large corporation

Owner of factory employing about 100 people

Captain in regular army
Building contractor

Official of international labor union
Owner operator of printshop

Manager of small store m city

Railway conductor

Local official of labor union

Owner operator of lunch stand

Clerical sales and kindred workers

Accountant for large business

Bookkeeper
Insurance agent

Scores Rank

93 2

89 7

89 7

88 10

87 12

86 15

86 15

86 15

86 15

86 15

86 15

85 22

84 23

83 24

83 24

83 26

81 28

81 28

80 SI

79 S3

79 SS

78 S6

77 87

75 40

74 42

73 44

72 47

71 48

67 54

52 74

88 10

86 15

82 26

80 31

79 33

75 40

74 42

69 49

67 54

62 61

62 61

81 28

68 50

68 50
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Table 23 8 (Continued)

ClassiGcations

Traveling salesman /or ivholesale concern

Mail carrier

Clerk m store

Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers

Railway engineer

Electrician

Trained machinist

Carpenter

Automobile repairman

Plumber
Garage mechanic

Farmers and farm managers

Farm owner and operator

Tenant farmer (owns livestock and machinery, and manages

farm)

Sharecropper (owns no livestock or equipment, and does

not manage farm)

Protective service workers

Policeman
Corporal m regular army
Night watchman

Operatives and kindred workers

Machine operator m factory

Streetcar motorman
Mdk route man
Truck driver

Filling station attendant

Coal miner
Taxi driver

Clothes presser in laundry

Farm laborers

Farm hand
Service workers except domestic and protective

Barber
Restaurant cook
Restaurant waiter

Soda fountain clerk

Bartender
Janitor

Shoeshiner

Laborers, except farm
Fisherman (owns own boat)

Lumberjack
Railwa> section hand
Dock worker
Garbage collector

Street sweeper

Scores Rank
68 50

66 57

58 67

77 37

73 44

73 44

65 58

63 59

63 59

62 61

76 39

68 50

40 87

67 54

60 64

47 81

60 64

58 67

54 70

54 70

52 74

49 77

49 77

46 83

50 76

59 66

54 70

48 79

45 84

44 85

44 85

33 90

58 67

53 73

48 79

47 81

35 88

34 89
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Although they found substantial agreement in the ratings from

different geographical regions of the country, there were some inter-

esting differences also. (Differences in ratings by people in the

Northeast may be a function of city size rather than of region.) The

most notable are:

Scientists and lawyers rate lower in the South than in other re-

gions.

County judges, psychologist, sociologists, economists, and bar-

tenders rate higher in the Northeast, and lowest in the Midwest.

Priests rate highest in the Northeast, and lowest in the Midwest.

Bookkeepers rate higher in the South than in other regions.

Railway conductors rate lower in the Northeast than in other

regions.

Farm hands rate higher in the West than in other regions.

Sharecroppers rate lower in the South and Midwest than in the

other two regions.

Because of the scoring system it is possible to arrange the ratings

according to the occupational classification used in this book. This

arrangement is shown in Table 23.9, where the number of occupations
and the mean score are given for each cell, and for the totals by Level
and by Group It is immediately seen that there is a very close cor-

respondence between mean score and Level, with score decreasing
steadily from higher to lower Levels There are probably some differ-

ences associated with division into Groups, but there are not enough
ratings for some of the Groups to make good comparisons. Only
Group IV has entnes at every Level.

Table 23 9. Prestige Scores of Occupations, Number of Occupations
Rated, and Mean Scores by Groups and Levels (Data of National

Opinion Research Center)
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It IS clear, however, that these prestige ratings are quite closely

related to Level Now Level is determined by several things, of

which the most important is the degree of independent responsibility

involved Training and skill are also important, and intelligence has

some relation to Level, but the basic factor is responsibility, or, to put

It in another way, position in a pecking order This agrees with

Caplow’s belief that the most important determinant of prestige is

the subject’s degree of control of other peoples behavior and the

degree to which his behavior is controlled by others It is also in

accord with Center’s study, cited in Chapter 3 This relationship

again emphasizes the value placed upon certain types of satisfactions,

particularly those involved in self-acluahzation Simple reports are

likely to underestimate the importance of independence to us, because

it is not always conscious, but the overwhelming value it has or us

IS clearly shown in this prestige scale
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CHAPTER 24

The Implications

of

Occupational Psychology

Now ™at we have made as complete a s^ey

of the general field of the psychology of occupations -s P

at this tune, it seems a good idea to reflect on
contribute

facts and theories may have for us It is clear y

some ideas and some enlightenment to a num er o
«svcholo2

particularly consider educabon, vocabonal guidance, has p y g

ical theory, therapy, and social theory

EDUCATION

There are several major fXth“e
Educational requirements for all

school educa
are very few except at the lowest levels for which a high scno

tion IS not now specified as desirable To w a
effective or

that IS, that more years of education contrdiute to more^^

more satisfying work on the job, - - qUj jt is also a

IS detrimental, has not been J popuhbon is getting

fact that an increasingly greater projw o
occupational de-

at least a high school education Ap^rt from

mands and the educabonal possibihbes are m
increasing educa

the occupational usages of education, it is c
education

bon has important values m a
. jy made of a'hether

IS modifiable, and it is imperabve that
There is a good deal

the available education is the best possible IPer

to suggest that this is not so educabon, in g^-

Perhaps the outstanding defect in ou b academic approach

oral, is that for the most part it is stdl Ke>
college preparation.

The major emphasis in most high schools IS SI g

even though this, too, is slowly diangmg
^ 311
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emotional settings and emotional satisfactions incident to work And

yet It IS just here that the greatest frustrations occur What can be

expected from any job, what can be expected from some sorts o )0 s

and not from others, wlnt kinds of jobs offer most of the sa is ac on

the particular individual wants can hardly be learne m is y

The great importance of personal relations with other

colleagues is hardly suspected at the high school age, nor

students been given any systematic help in finding ou w ^ ^

do about personal difficulbes, or what their own responsi
^

such a situation may be It is not suggested that a course i g

psychology,’ as they are presently conducted, is the

should be possible to devise techniques,
^ start

of the total educational setting, which would a ea

towards a reabstic orientation of the students
i..»vpd to

Another criticism is that cur education is not

the development and encouragement “f
contrary many of

appears m this survey to be a major need On
putting

our educational practices have the effect of
^

’

of facts

a premium upon conformity and unquestioning a P
^ n

an^d of doctrfne There ar^e answers,

the backs of the books we use, there are good q

do not have any answers, there are
' “I “uoh more

asked Children are naturally inquisitive, an
encouragement

satisfying to find things out for oneself Ho

do they get to do this? . levels of per

The problem is more important than
important It

sonal individual satisfaction, if anything can
society of an

extends to the preservation and developmen rj^g crucial

enormous creative potential which is now going
schools that

years are the early ones, it is in _*^\^^rrfFosha:‘

w

possibly irreparable damage can be

Goodrich, Roe )

VOCATIONAL GOIDANCE

The imphcabons for ^rwell aware

course, even more direct Most vocationa c pf^en

of the situation with regard to
because of the inadequa-

hampered in their attempts to deal wit i

cies of the school curriculum of the importance

Counselors are becoming increasing y ’ research m this area is

cf personality and temperamental factors.
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still in the beginning stage, as we have seen. Nevertheless it is pos-

sible to make more use of such research as is available. Perhaps the

most important thing here is to try to make the counsclcc more aware

in advance of the sort of emotional reactions that arc going to affect

job satisfaction. Many young people arc completely unprepared to

meet personal frustration in job situations because it has never oc-

curred to them that this might happen. Here the counselor can be of

immediate and direct help, long before the educational setting can be

so modified as to deal in some degree with the problem.

The emphasis upon whole life pattern as the safest guide to guid-

ance is becoming more usual. It lias affected counselors in their work

for a long time, even before there was much expression of it as a

principle. Berg remarks: “Most of us have used life pattern theory,

though without the label, when we may have remarked testily in staff

meeting T don’t care how high his abilities are or what promises he

makes. He’s over 30 years old and never held a job for more than 5

monthsl’
”

It may be that the two-way classification followed in tliis book can

be of special value in vocational guidance, but this can only be deter-

mined by trying it out.

Finally, perhaps the greatest importance for vocational guidance of

such a survey as this is In the suggestions that it offers for future re-

search. Shartle’s clinical study of foremen is an example of the fruit-

fulness of the clinical approach. The investigation by Friend and
Haggard, studying the relation of occupational adjustment to early

family patterns, is one of the most important we have reviewed, and
suggests the great potentiality of this type of research for a real under-
standing of occupational adjustment.

It has become abundantly clear that the problem of occupational

adjustment is not merely one of matching aptitudes or even patterns

of aptitudes to established job requirements for these aptitudes (al-

though this is not excluded) but that it is as complicated as life ad-

justment, of which it is only a facet We are just beginning to learn

techniques of study which will throw light on the intricate relation-

ships involved. This suggests that for some time to come we shall

need the most painstaking and intensive studies. These are, un-

fortunately, also the most time-consuming and expensive as well as

the most difficult and often frustrating ones. It is likely also to be

impossible to set them up with that elegance of research design which

is so satisfying to the orderly mind and so often impossible in research

in human lives.
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PSVCIIOLOGICAI. theory

Wo hovo already remarked that occupational ad-

justment is only a faoot of lifo adjustment, and it

sight we gain into occupational adjustment )s i e
y (],gory of

tils beyond tl.o work situation. <’'>r’“r!:rvo*HoSd-
occupational choice and selection will go far ej

, jj^^ory gen-

ance as such, in its meanings for nomraUve
psychologmal theory g

erally and for personality theory in
j^pijcaUons for per-

We shall touch briefly here upon some
,„i?tionship between

sonality theory that derive from the patterns

personality and vocation, which can now be seen, d dunly.

survey of research. relationships and

First, let us try to state more
j be emphasized that

what patterns have been suggested. It s
,e jb-

none of these patterns arc Bnally established,
jp55

tinguish between those which arc more a
speculation is

speculative at this time. The advantage o
which can be checked

that it formulation of hypotheses
^ ^

oi-cvulative at this time. The advantage °
which can be checked

that it can lead to the formulation of hypo
^ classi-

by future research. Arrangement of
relationships of

Bcadon has nrade it *“
fwteround to occupational choiification has made it possible to see more c ear y choice

various aspects of personality and background to occup

and success. ,, pre closely related to

Although personality factors are genera X
, j£ ggn think

Group, some bear directly upon (he eve ®
i,vould be fair to

of motivation in terms of both kind an g » to Group,

say that the kind of motivation or the conte
Variations in

whereas the amount of it is more sigm
p^nlaining the wide over-

intensity of motivation can go far towar ® jjow much varia-

lapping of intelligence test scores between
by variation m

tion in intensity of motivation atfec * do not know,

test intelligence and in socioeconomic bacKg w^^guiinity-Femininity

We noted also some orderly feminine. At t e

scores with Level, the higher Levels being Revels are so

same time, we have an apparent
degrees of responsi i ity

designed that higher ones indicate
gonsidered more

and independence, which are otI
J ^ jype is as irrelevan

than feminine. Perhaps the part, in the exclu ion

inadequate. Perhaps the explana
^j. gtudies, but it is no c

the housewife-mother category rom
is in:

of
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]ust how this would affect the results There arc some assoaations

between feminine orientation and academic and verbal abilities, both

of which are more needed in the top Levels than in others generally.

Practically all we can say at tins point is that there may be a relation-

ship, but wc do not have sufficient information to be sure whether

there is or not or, if there is, what its nature may be

The different Groups will be discussed separately below, but wc

can start with some general summary statements There is some re-

lation behveen intelligence, education, and socioeconomic back-

ground and Group, but it is neither so clear nor so close as the rela-

tionship between these factors and Level Tlie patterning of factors

of intelligence and special abilities seems to be more closely related

to Group than the level of general intelligence is Socioeconomic

background of parents has some relation to Groups, but perhaps the

most striking orfe is the fact that Group V occupations are held almost

entirely by persons with Group V family backgrounds, this is not true

of any other Group

Interests are obviously closely related to Groups and little jf at all

to Levels There are a number of other personality variables which

seem related to Groups, and it appears possible that many of these,

as well as interests are related to early experiential backgrounds, par

ticularly in the family setting They will be suggested below We
also noted that some Groups seem to average higher in Mascuhmty-
Femininity scores than others, but here, loo, the evidence is made
quate for more than a suggestion of relationships

In the following discussion of the major findings by Groups it must
be remembered that the sparse evidence has come chiefly from upper
Level subjects and that these general statements may not apply with

the same force at the lower Levels where activities, especially in

Levels 5 and 6, tend to be ancillary to upper Level occupations

GROUP I SERVICE The outstanding characteristic of this Group is

the fact that personal interactions are a predominant interest, and
that the character of this interest is succorant and nurturant, or if it

has dominating elements they are usually restrained Persons m this

Group tend to be high in religious and social values, low in others,

and to be markedly feminine They usually have relatively few in-

tellectual and artistic interests, and at the lower Levels may be lower

on general intelligence than the average of all Groups At the upper

Levels, there is probably some emphasis on verbal abilities

CROUP II BUSINESS CONTACT This Group shares with the preced

mg a dominant interest in personal relations, but the nature of the

relationship is quite different, being exploitative rather than nur-
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turant They are high m dominance scores on tes^ and high Kuder

Persuasive scores are particularly characteristic They, too, ac

tellectual and aesthetic interests for the most part

GKOOP m onOANiZATiov Like both preceding groups, '

IS generally nonartistic and nonintellectual Persona re

are frequently important, and both poles of the dommance submission

relahon appLr In general economic f ’’‘tveTs
portance, and persuasive scores may also be hig m PP

^
Clerical mterests are of more importance in t is '““P

, ^
the others, and a factor m many of these occupa ion

,

Group also includes many persons without marked personality devia

“'’luPrv ™r.oov I" ‘^is Group mterest m person^

achons is generally low, perhaps at the ou
^^^

“
ggt and Group VI

though Group V may be about the same i

interests m the

IS not much above it There are marked
j

qnantitahve

upper Levels of this Group, but these are
, j interests

and spatial rather than verbal “Pran^of
are of greater significance m

^snuhnity raUngs are high

Artistic mterests and values are low, and
nnentation of interests

Persons m this Group seem to have an ®
- ],fp g^d the lack

which has generally characterized them '
,5 not necessarily

of interest in or necessity for personal

defensive
.j, Group is \er)

CROUP V OUTDOOR Information on p r
interests are

scanty One would judge that inte
interests ma> be

generally lacking and that mechanica
„ jV We ha^c ahead)

common, but less important than in
family back

noted that persons m this Group tend to com

grounds of the same sort i 'ibiiilics arc strong

CROUP \T SOENCE Intellectual m c
pj >crbal and non

est in this Group and the next, and t ic p science Artistic

verbal interests varies somewhat wi
Group the orientation

interests are not important For
,s reason to th n

IS a^^a> from persons as it is m Group I)
* A fe^s l^s

that with some m this Group it
j.5omlK oriented, as e

Group, however, are ver^ direct) i

^^^lurc of this oncnti lO

pS)chologists and anthropologies, « _ possible tint it

IS rather different from that m Gr®”P
r;j.Q,ip further,

perhaps a

be more enlightening to subdivat ‘ |„nc lieing

ph)sical, biological, and social scicn

present arrangement seems aderjua e
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GROUP vn GENERAL CULTURAL This IS the Riost verbally oriented

Group, and their interest m persons is again of a somewhat different

sort, though similar to that held by those in Group VI of whom such

an orientation is also true It is probable that these persons are con

siderably higher m dominance than many in Group I Artistic in

terests may be of some importance with a few in this Group, intel

lectual interests are generally strong

GROtlF VIII ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT Only in thlS GrOUp do

special artistic and perhaps some special physical abilities play an

important role Intellectual interests are generally not great, al

though in a few verbal ability may be high Members of this Group

tend strongly to the feminine side A sinking general pattern m this

Group is the strongly narcissistic orientation of most members of it,

although the focus of the narcissism vanes This seems to be unique

to this Group as a general character

Although many of the differences noted above may depend upon

genetic factors, there is some reason to think that many are pnmanly
the result of the nature of the early upbringing and that interpersonal

relations within the family are the most significant single variable

The self selection that has taken place in occupational groupings

could become a much more valuable sampling technique than it has

been Selection of a given occupation (when there has been a

reasonable amount of free choice) offers an extraordinarily useful

criterion for study of individual differences Some indication of how
this criterion may be used will appear in the discussion of the genesis

of interests

THE GENESIS OP INTERESTS

Much less attention has been given to the problem
of the genesis of interests than to study of their development It

has been pretty generally assumed that the interests are given al

though the question of their basic nature has usually been dodged
There is no theoretical formulation which even begins to be adequate

to the problem Study of life histones m the occupational context,

however, offers some very suggestive leads On this basis, we can

construct a theory of mterests like the following, which is susceptible

to check at many points

Genetic elements play a part to an as yet unknown extent m such

behaviors as are tapped by tests of mtellectual and other functions

Genebc elements also play a parh to a completely unknown extent,

in the relative strengths of the basic dnves in man They may be
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more important m determining the relative strengths of ®

drives, siLe these may not be needed for the preservation of physio

developed individual differences m capacities,

ties, and drives are a product of the genebe difference nd of

perience The role of expenence is particularly crucial in

velopment of individual differences in interes s “ jg

When the higher drives begin to
jrst satisfactions

velopmg mdividual, the for^m which fey J ^
are important determinants Two aicem

gested for future checking
.ohcf-irtions will later

1 The forms in which drives find their first sahsfacbons

be expressed as dominant interests
. , ^ ,„,u he the ones

2 Lives which are most effectively ^
that the

which will later become dominant motiva or
> practical ex

frustration is not so long continued as
severe frustration

pungement The proposition impbes tna o g will

ending in satisfaction will have more ^
’ hence such needs

be felt as greater) than immediate salisfacbon. and

will be more effective motivators in the u
, timing of

Individual differences m interests are a
environmental situa

the emergence of basic needs, and to t e ®P
, i he related to

tion at that stage Their vanety
f partially satisfied

the number and extent of unsatisfied needs or ot p

needs existing at the same time
interests, and m re

Tyler’s studies indicate that sex di
abilities, can he de

lahonships between interests and primary m suggestions for

tected as early as the first grade Her
showed significant cor

the problem of the genesis of intere^s y inter-

relations between primary mental a 1

1 these to differences m
ests at this age, but girls did not She re

, the situation

role factors even at this age,
^oje factors may well be an

IS more compheated than that, although role

"Tpplmly one of the eaxhert a.ffere;.-™Vno”npertf
in onentabon ot attenhon is behveen P®

,t can be

genebe elements may he involved is
fjeen the early han i

the livelihood that important elements der the child «

of the child IS very great A the focus of any in-

loved adequately and approved of u
^jecive to permit

tense personal relabonship seems to coj-^^^^^^^^ent From this

attention to focus upon other obj
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may develop such object orientation of interests as will eventually

manifest itself in mechanical and scientific interests, and in selection

of occupations appropriate to these (Whether the se\ difference

here is genetic or cultural is a problem )

On the other hand, if the child is involved in intense personal re

lationships (positive or negative) his attention may be concentrated

upon them, and very frequently this will become the source of later

conflicts When these conflicts arc centered around dominance,

which IS unacceptable to him for some reason (perhaps because it

had been unsafe), he may find occupations in Group I or some of

those m Group VI most satisfactory to liim Wflien the dominance

attitude can be incorporated, but personal relations are still im-

portant, occupations in Group II may be most suitable, and some of

those in Group III Incorporation of submissive attitudes may lead

to subordinate roles in any Group, but perhaps particularly in Group

m*
If, instead of accepting the personal involvement, the child strug-

gles against it, we have the sort of defensive noninterest m persons

that appears in some groups (eg, VI) but with less clarity This

may develop from such situations as early loss of a parent, when turn-

ing away from self involvement with others could be a fairly rational

solution for an otherwise unbearable loss It can also occur in other

circumstances

If a child becomes concentrated, not upon relations with others,

but upon himself, whether through overconcern of his parents for his

body, or because of the possession of special abilities which capture

his and his companions’ attentions, he may develop the narcissistic

attitudes which are so charactenshc of persons in Group VIII occupa-
tions It may also be noted that, at least among painters, a very fre-

quent problem is the existence of nearly classical oedipus conflicts,

which would have some relation to these narcissistic attitudes, and
which seem to occur with much less frequency m other Groups, al

though there is only negative evidence here

• I have no good evidence for this speculation so it is relegated to a footnote

Perhaps the interest in detail that seems related to clerical interests if not quite

the same thing and that appears particularly in factorizations of women s interests

IS another derivative of this or a similar situation It could come about as a

partial attempt to get away from personal emotional involvement when the indi

vidual was not free enough or wanted badly enough to get away to form the clear

object orientation referred to before The association with sex may reflect the

same factors involved in the greater incidence of mechanical interests in males

For whatever reason a personal onentahon rs easier for females than for males

and easier for females than a nonpersoial one
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It IS suggested that these emoUonal situations are effective in im

plementmg the development of certain specific interests and attitude

rather than of others, and that they may also be of real importa

the developing of special abilities as well ertain
y fairlv

capacity must be present, hut this could be so minimal as to be fairly

generalized That is, we could postulate a general
P'=>f

pendent perhaps upon so direct a thing as t e num er °
„«eds

genetically pre^nt, with its expression "
(emed

mto partiLlar channels and realized finally as what we have termed

Special abilities and interests

THERAPY

The implications for therapy are

Perhaps two are most important The “ He of the

more attention be paid to the role of the
j situation may

individual, and that manipulation of
individual adaptation

result m great and far reaching chang
^ any necessary

Presumably, m therapy whieh has been
“J, be done

manipulations of the occupational situation
-nssible to achieve

by the patient It is suggested that it b/jf^v reversing the

as great a change in the end, and more P y»

situation
, . nf therapy require

The second major suggestion is ®
® ^^,uuld mdicate that

further consideration Occupational vaned than

socially and personally adequate modes o

present therapeutic goals would indicate

SOCIETY .

There are several

the "good society” The most obvious ana
p uppropnate

portant is the absolute necessity tor
umbers of the culture

and satisfying occupations be asaila e
more and more of m

With the increase of mechanrzauon, so tha m
tto -s

dull and distasteful jobs can be re
nc\itabl\ "dl remain

not an impossible ideal Thc«e a^hjeh nmitab

>

be differently apportioned or rolat ' approP^^^^

It IS to be noted that Uic vork P soact)

means appropnate not onl> to the

same specification applies to the wo
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The further note thit occupabons should be available for all applies

with particular force to \%omen and to minority groups At the

present time the situation of women, although improving, is still un-

satisfying A great deal could be done m terms of organizing work

patterns and opportunities, whctlicr part-time or not, whereby those

who are not adequately satisfied with their traditional housewife role

may find other outlets, and still not give up this socially necessary

role There is room here for enormous and excibng projects m social

experimentabon

Allocation of responsibility for these social changes is not easy.

How much is it a function of the schools, how much of other civic m-

sbtutions, how much of industry to see to it that vocational guidance

is available, that education is suited to the needs of an industrial

society, and that workers arc protected but not ovcrprotected?
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oral sadism, anal sadism, oedipal intensity, masturbation guilt, castration

anxiety (males), penis envy (females), positive identiGcation, sibling rivalry,

guilt feelings, positive ego ideal, and love object relations Test data are

cartoons Psychological Corp

BnoavN Psychoneurotic Inventory For children between 9 and 14 jears of

of age See F Brown, J appl Psychol^ 1D34, IS, 560-577.

California Test of Personality Scores for self adjustment and social ad

justment California Test Bureau

Cleeton Vocational Interest Iventory Grades 9 through college, and adults,

with forms for men and women Items refer to 10 occupational families

McKnight and McKnight, Bloomington, 111

Co operattVe General Culture Test A test of achievement m 6 areas bis

tory, social studies, bterature, science, fine arts, mathematics Educational

Testing Service

Detroit Advanced Intelligence Test Grades 9 to 10 Pubbe School Pub-
bshing Co

Tub Guilford Martin Inventory of Factors GAMIN The factors are gen-

eral activity, ascendance submission, masculinity femininity, infenoiity feel

ings, nervousness Sheridan Supply Co
The Guilford-Martin Inventory of Factors STDCR The factors are social

introversion extroversion Ihinbing introversion extroversion, depression, cycloid

tendencies rhathymia Sheridan Supply Co
The Guilford Martin Personnel. Inventory Three scores objectivity, agree-

ableness, cooperaliveness Shendan Supply Co
Humm Wadsworth Temperament Scale An inventory designed to measure

Rosanoffs temperament components Published by D G Humm, 157% N
Kenmore Ave Los Angeles, Calif

Kuder Preference Record—Personal Designed to show the kinds of rela

tions with other people that are preferred by the subject, 5 measures working
with ideas being active in groups, avoiding conflicts, directing others and
being m familiar and stable situations Science Research Associates

Kuder Preference Record—Vocational The following interests are covered
outdoor, mechanical, computational scientific, persuasive artistic, Lterary,

musical, social service, and clerical Science Research Associates

The Kwalwasski Dykema Music Tests These measure tonal memory, qual

ity discrimination, intensity disciimination tonal movement, time discrimina

hon, rhythm discrimination, pitch discrimination, melodic taste, pitch imagery,

rhythm imagery Cincinnati C A Gregory Co

Lewerenz Tests in Fundamental Abiuties of Visual Art Part I recogm
tion of proportion, originality of bne drawing Part II observation of bgbt

and shade knowledge of subject matter vocabulary visual memory of pro

portion Part III analysis of problems in cylindrical perspective, in parallel

perspective, in angular perspective, recognition of color Cabforma Test

Bureau
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MacQuabrie Tests tor Mechanical ABiLiry Eight scores

dotting, copying, location, blocks, pursuit, total Ca
jn^icates

Meier Art Judgment Test. Test of aesthetic judgmen ®
^ Bureau of

preference for an unaltered reproducUou or a modified version Bureau ot

Educational Research and Service, State University o owa
World

Michigan Vocabucahv PEorn-c Tent An nrformabnn tot o£ interests

M.™! CCTKICAC Test Two subtests number-chechng and names check-

rn^ebL’;
ventoiy designed to measure all “P“'® hypochondriasis, depres

diagnosis The test is scored for 9 reaction Pf‘™ oaranoia, psy

Sion, hysteria, psychopathic deviation. question, he,

chasthenia, schizophrenia, and hypomani
xf.nrtpsota Press

vahdity, and a suppressor variable
of assembled geometrie

Minnesota Paper Form Board A multiple

figures Psychological Corp
^esmned to measure morale.

Minnesota Personality Scale An invenloY S
conservatism

socal adiustment, family relations, emotionality, and economic

Psychological Corp A form board with 60

Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test (pec b

Identical disks There are tnrnrng and placing tests s

Educational Test Bureau
University Senes of Nursing

Moss Nursinc Aptittob. George Washing
._Ai,meiic test for prospective

Tests Four parts aptitude test for
nurses, general science test

nurses, reading comprehension test for prosp
prospective nurses

for prospective nurses and Pl^STuglon University

Center for Psychological Service, Georg ^ -v n-fon University Senes, re

Moa, SOCIAI. IKTT1.01CENCE Test Ccorgc Wathingjon

vised foim Sia scores judgment in soaal sit t
of human

tal state of the speaker, memory for
h„bgieal Service. George

behavior, sense of humor, total Center for Tsyeho g

Washington University _ a Revision of th|^

Otis Quick Scoring Mental
for grades 4 to 9 Psjchoogica

Mixed items tn
S A to permit more rapid scoring

Corp xfirvTAL Ability

Ons Self-Administering (S-A) UorldBookCo ,

eluding verbal, arithmetical, and Elementary aod junior '
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school World Book Co .
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what each one looks like to him From this, deductions are made about the

structure and functioning of the personality Gnine and Stratton

Seasiiohe Measures of Musical Talent Six scores pilch, loudness, time,

timbre, rhythm, tonal memory Psychological Corp

SRA Yoxmi Inventory Designed to help identify problems that young people

worry about Eight areas my school, looking ahead, about myself, getting

along with others, my home and family, boy meets girl, health, things in gen-

eral, and a basic difficulty key Science Bcseaich Associates

Stenquist Mechanical ApxnxmE Test No II Pictures of machines and

mechaiucal processes with questions about their relationships Stoelting Co
Strong Vocational Interest Blank An interest inventory wth separate

forms for men and women Widely used and studied, with new keys appear-

ing frequently It can now be scored for about 40 occupations Stanford

University Press

Terman Group Tests of Mesttal Adility Now Terman McNemar Test of

Mental Ability Seven subtests information, synonjmis, logical selection, clas-

sification, analogies, opposites, best answer World Book Co
Terman-Miles MAScuLtNiTY FE^^NINTTY Test Designed to indicate the position

of an individual on a continuum from extreme masculinity to extreme fem-

ininity McGraw-Hill
Thematic Apperception Test A projective test utihzmg pictures for each of

which the subject tells a story These are interpreted according to various

schemes, but usually in terms of needs or strivings Harvard Umversity Press

Thurstone Temperament Schoule Seven scores active, vigorous, impulsive,

dominant, stable, sociable, refieclive Science Research Associates

Vineland Social Maturity Scale Measures of maturation, from birth to

maturity The functions tested are self help, self direction locomotion, oc-

cupation, communication, and social relations Educational Test Bureau
Wesman Personnel Classification Test A test of mental abihty used in the

selection of employees for clerical sales, supervisory, and managerial positions

Verbal and numerical scores and total score Psychological Corp
Willoughby Emotional Maturity Scale Designed to indicate the degree of

freedom from childish emotional atbludes and motives Stanford Umversity
Press

Wonderlic Personnel Test An omnibus mtelUgence test for candidates for

clerical, sales, and supervisory positions Psychological Corp
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